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aragon amplifiers
the beast within the beauty

Each 4004 MKII contains two separate monoblock amplifiers enclosed
in a single chassis. This beast produces 200 watts into 8 ohms, 400
watts into 4 ohms from each monoblock, and continues increasing
power into lower impedances. The new 4004 MKII has advanced discrete high bias class A gain stages with auto bias control, From the
epoxy sealed military grade resistors to the beta matched output transistors, the quality of the components in an Aragon are found only in
the world's costliest electronics.
All this is then housed in a timeless sculpture of steel and aluminum,
whose beauty has been exhibited in some of the nation's most prestigious museums. But the beauty is not just skin deep, the Aragons are
there to exhibit the subtle musical differences between Stradavari,
Guarneri and Amati violins.
Experience the Beast Within The Beauty. Made in America and internationally acclaimed as the finest quality and value attainable.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 • 914-693-8008
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1know, Iknow—my official, W. H. Mencken
Signature Edition crystal ball is still not bugfree, my predictions last month regarding this
month's contents proving even less accurate
than usual. Before space and time considerations meant that Ihad to postpone the following articles and reviews until our March issue,
the February Stereophde would have contained
DO's do-it-yourself subwoofer project and
reviews of the Linn Arkiv MC phono cartridge,
Jadis DEFY 7power amplifier, Meitner IDAT
D/A processor, and the Vandersteen 3loudspeaker. Unless something goes badly awry,
these will appear in March, along with—deep
breath and fingers crossed—reviews by TJN

of CD players from Kinergetics, Proceed, MSB,
and Marantz, reviews of minimonitors by LG
from Totem Acoustics, B&W, and Sonus Faber,
CG on the Creek CD-60 CD player, DO on
the Hsu Research SW-10 subwoofer, and Robert Benson's survey of recorded Scheherazades.
If you've just bought this issue from anewsstand, you can get big savings by subscribing.
Fill out the form on p.254, send it to us, and
we'll ensure that Stereophde appears in your
mailbox every month like clockwork. If you
like what we have to say, you'll probably want
to catch up on what we said in the past. A list
of available back issues can be found on p.252.
—John Atkinson
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Topics this month: Ben Duncan's recent "Sound Ecology" article; what's wrong with
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REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
PRIDE IN THE DETAILS ...
Mark Levinson components have earned areputation for
their rugged reliability, uncompromising fit and finish
and, above all, superior sonics. We at Madrigal Audio
Laboratories are understandably proud of this reputation.
The presence of "high technology" in our society has, for
some, come to mean the absence of craftsmanship. Massproduced look-alikes are everywhere, even in the realm
of so-called high-end audio. The quality that you see and
hear in aMark Levinson component is not the result of
automated mass production—rather, it is the result of
painstaking attention to the details of design, and of pride
in the art of craftsmanship.

Mark Levinson components are handcrafted in limited
quantities and to exacting specifications. All who participate in their production share the feeling of pride that
comes from knowing that they contribute to aproduct
that defines quality.
It is with great pride, then, that we
introduce the Mark Levinson Ne 30
Reference Digital Processor. Five years
of exhaustive research into digital
audio yielded aprocessor worth
waiting for, deserving of the Levinson
marque.
The Ne 30 is ati-ue reference: it neither
adds to nor subtracts from the music.
It brings to your home the accuracy as well as the essence
of the performance. Finally, the promise of digital audio
is fulfilled.
The Nº 30 is proof that state-of-the-art digital and analog
technology can coexist with craftsmanship. The subject
here, however, ultimately is music, and the heart of music
is in the listening. To fully appreciate the quality of the
N°30, we recommend that you visit your Mark Levinson
dealer for afull audition.

-nanhi>r

evinson

Mark Levinson' products are designed and manufactured by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
P0 Box 781, Middletown, Cf 06457

,

FAX 12031 346-1540
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John Atkinson
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'm sitting here in front of the trusty
Toshiba laptop on December 31, 1992,
stuck with apparently incurable writer's
block; in acouple of hours, we will be taking offenfamille for the latest of Larry Archibald's legendary New Year's Eve parties. I
wish Ihad something to write about for this
month's "As We See It"; Iwish ...
Iwish ...
you know, there arc anumber things Ireally
wish for right now, yet Idon't believe there
is acomponent out there that can give me
what Iwant.
•Iwould like to hear aloudspeaker that is
tonally accurate, goes as low in the bass as is
appropriate for even the most thunderous
organ recording, reproduces asoundstage
that is as detailed yet as subtly natural as the
real thing, captures the rhythms of live music
without sounding either lead-footed or lightweight, and plays at loud levels without any
sense of strain. Yet, as Corey Greenberg implies in his review of the Eminent Technology
LFT-VIII in this issue, this is never the case.
You can get conventional dynamic speakers that boogie, you can get panel loudspeakSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

ers that reproduce the intricacies and subtleties ola recorded soundstage, but you can't
get panel loudspeakers that rock'n'roll. You
can get box loudspeakers that measure flat
and sound neutral, yet singularly fail to convince you that there is awindow opened up
at the end of your listening room into the
concert hall. You can get apair ofloudspeakers that are tonally deliciously real, and give
you avivid view into the recorded soundstage, yet can only do these things at levels
so low in comparison with the real thing that
you think you're observing the music through
the wrong end of atelescope. You can get
speakers that are absolutely accurate to the
tonal colors of real instruments, yet seem to
omit whatever it is that allows the music to
communicate fully—or even at all.
And God—yours, mine, whoever she is—
preserve us from loudspeakers that pervasively boom, buzz, roar, scream, screech,
squawk, fizz, spit, and sizzle, destroying the
music by replacing the real sounds they don't
stand achance of reproducing accurately
with ones more reminiscent of apoorly
7
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PERFECTION

300

which, combined with its perfecdy balanced

Transmission Line loudspeaker with its slim

high fidelity sound, makes this floor standing

and beautifully finished cabinet, transcends

loudspeaker aunique listening experience.

The

unique

Celestion

The new Celestion 300 joins the

expectations.
The newly designed Celestion

award winning Celestion 100 to create pure

Transmission Line system-C.T.L.*- produces

perfection in two exceptional loudspeakers.

adeep extended and dynamic bass response,

Unmistakably Celestion.

10 0

300

* Patent applied for

C ELEST1011
89 Doug Brown Way • Holliston, Mass. 01746
Voice: (508)429-6706 • Fax: (508) 429-2426

adjusted synthesizer.
•Loudspeakers, of course, are impotent without being hung on the end oía power amplifier, and the role of an amplifier is simply
defined: to take the small voltage signal put
out by preamplifiers and/or source components and convert them into the beefy current
signals desired by speakers without imposing
any character on them. If you read electrical engineering textbooks, you're left with
the impression that the audio amplifier is a
well-understood, lowly sort of beast compared with radio-frequency circuits. Yet the
audio amplifier is unique in having to cover
a more-than-three-decade or 10-octave
bandwidth, while simultaneously having a
dynamic range capability of greater than
120dB. By comparison, an RF amplifier,
which covers perhaps one octave or less with
adynamic range of 60dB, has an easy task.
Idon't care if it uses tubes, bipolar transistors, MOSFETs, or IGBTs, or whether it
runs in class-A, -B, -D, -G, or -Z. All Iwant
is an amplifier that performs its simple task
in an accurate, musically honest manner. I
can't think, however, of an amplifier which
can do this without crapping out at high
levels, or obscuring low-level detail, or flattening the soundstage so that it has about as
much depth as one of the characters on "The
Simpsons," or changing the balance of the
speaker with atoo-high output impedance,
or adding ametallic, high-frequency sheen
to the music that some call "accuracy" and
Icall "fatiguing," or losing control of the
speaker's bass so that it booms, or gripping
it so tight that the music loses its natural
bloom, or doing something, whatever it is,
that destroys the music's sense of pace.
In aletter in this issue, Mark Swierczek
states that the ability ofa component to convey the emotional content of the recorded
music is irrelevant because "the quality oía
device designed to convey information must
be assessed using parameters that measure
the accuracy of the information conveyed."
Yet Ihave experienced components that seem
to distance the listener from the music, even,
in one or two cases, making the performance
sound slower, less inspired, as described in
aletter this month by John Hodge. The technical reason for this lack of communication
must lie in acomponent's ability to pass on
the fine dynamic structure of the electrical
signal unchanged, something that is very
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

hard to measure—but don't tell me it doesn't
exist, Mr. Swierczek. With tonal accuracy becoming very much more common than it
used to be, this aspect of performance is taking an increasingly critical role in equipment
evaluation.
•The preamplifier is the heart of any system:
every source signal passes through it, it has
to provide all the source switching flexibility,
control of signal level, and the ability to drive
an arbitrary length of perhaps severely reactive interconnect cable. Yet compare any
preamplifier (set to unity gain) with alength
of wire and you will find that it has its own
sonic character which interferes with the
music to agreater or lesser extent. It seems
there is an inverse relationship with the number of fimctions apreamplifier performs and
the accuracy with which it passes on the
music unscathed.
My wish is simple: Give me afull-function
preamplifier that affects the music as little as
apiece of wire. Oh, and design it to have a
sensible amount of gain, not the 20+dB or
so that means the volume control has to be
set at 9o'clock or lower.
•Wire, of course, has the easiest task of all.
In the case oían interconnect, it simply passes
the voltage signal present at its input plug to
the component at its output end; in the case
oía speaker cable, it has to do this and carry
the appropriately large current demanded by
the loudspeaker load. Why is it that interconnects and speaker cables have sufficient sonic
characters of their own that none actually
meets this paradigm? Ihave heard plenty of
good cables, but even the best still sound
different from one another, meaning that perfection must be agoodly way away from
what is currently possible.
•The source of choice for many audiophiles
is still the analog disc—indeed, this issue's
focus on the LP is no coincidence. But let's
say you're committed to CD. In asense, the
music is defined by the silence between the
notes, the latter only acting as aframework
or scaffold. Yet digital replay seems to get the
relevance of the musical silences more wrong
than analog, despite its having alower noise
floor. What Iwant is aCD replay system that
sounds as smooth and natural as the best analog but without dulling the edge of the music's message, gets the filigree presentation
of detail typical of live sound correct without
(continued on p.256)
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE tO build the finest
in-wall speaker?
Quite simply, better design execution.
Better in-wall performance demands better
materials. So, rather than flimsy plastic parts, we
use arigid aluminum diecasting that combines
the main chassis, mid/bass driver chassis and
tweeter faceplate into asingle unit. Instead of
inadequate mounting hardware made of plastic
parts, metal clips etc., we use arigid
diecast-aluminum full-perimeter mounting
flange. Add PARADIGM'S renowned driver
technology and seamless dividing networks,
and the performance results are amazing!
Articulate and transparent, these speakers
simply reveal more of the musical and spacial
reality of the live event.

EVEN MORE ASTONISHING IS THE
PRICE ,For the same or even less than
conventional in-wall speakers, you can own the
best... PARADIGM ARCHITECTURAL MONITOR SERIES
speakers.
You won't find PARADIGM ARCHITECTURAL
MoNrroR SERIES speakers everywhere. A product
this good requires the expertise of aqualified
audio specialist. So, before you buy any in-wall
speaker, visit your ALITI-IORIZED PARADIGM DEALER
and listen to the finest of in-wall speakers.
FOR MORE INFORMATION write:
AuoloSTREAm, MPO Box 2410
Niagara Falls, NY 14302.
In Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar
Drive, Weston, ON M9L 2R6.

L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all letters arc read and noted, only those of
general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing,
particularly if they are very long or address more than one topic.

ECO-PAP?
Editor:
Ben Duncan's December article, "Sound
Ecology:' is apoor collection of half-truths
and Eco-pap. If you want to save aforest of
paper, just shoot alawyer.
M ARON HORONZAK
Webster Groves, MO

A LOAD OF CRAP?

Editor:
Re: December 1992's "Sound Ecology," Ben
Duncan's rambling, semi-incoherent collection of scientific half-truths, illogical doomsaying, and 50tt word-dropping (nice try
with the fractals):
What aload of crap.
Please send him the enclosed piece of truth;
it may be the only sensible thing he will ever
read. Besides, people as paranoid as Ben need
some tiny thread of hope to make life bearable.
ALEC PURDY
El Segundo, CA
The "piece of truth" enclosed by Mr. Purdy was
anewspaper article by oneJack Miller about how
polychlorinated bi-phenyls (PCBs), used as an electrical insulator and categorized by Mr. Duncan in
his article as arch-toxins, are actually nontoxic—or,
more accurately, only poisonous jf you ingest sufficient quantities in the same way that "pure water
will wipe you out if you can manage somehow to
swallow half your body weight." Mr. Miller even
came up with the surprising "fact" that even people
who work "up to their elbows in the liquid versions
of [PCBs] every working day for 35 years. ..
showed no significant difference from the US
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

national average [rate of cancer]."
Mr. Miller's little puffpiece for PCBs, while
dubious in its conclusions, is at least well-argued
and is not as hysterical as the writingsfrom another
of those syndicated apologists for our industrial
society, Alston Chase. Mr. Chase, for example,
wrote in all seriousness last February that the hole
in the ozone layer was afake dreamed up by scheming, financial-support-seeking scientists to help get
Senator Gore elected President in 1996. His more
recent writing echoes Mr. Miller and revolves around
the 'fact" that industrial chemicals, if not actually
goodfor you, are no more poisonous than those occurring naturally. "Chemicals are chemicals," seems
to be the thrust of his and Mr. Miller's arguments.
"Why restrict manmade carcinogens if cancercausing chemicals occur naturally?" To me, this is
aspecious argument. Iwould like to drink clean
water, eat foodfreefrom all toxins, manmade or
otherwise, and live long enough to hear digital sound
quality equal thatfrom LP. Wouldn't you? —JA

CONFUSING, FRUSTRATING
REVIEWS
Editor:
Irely on the audio publications Iread to assist
me in sorting through the multitude of crap
that exists in this wonderful avocation of
mine. Stereophile has been of some help in this
regard in the past. The past few issues have
made it plain that your publication cannot
be relied on to help make decisions regarding
audio purchases. You will probably reply that
this decision is ultimately up to me, and I
concur. However, for avariety of reasons, the
kind of information being presented in the
equipment reviews is worse than useless. It
11

is only confusing and frustrating ...
No, Iam not going to cancel my subscription at this time. Stereophile still holds some
entertainment value for me. Someone over
there needs to take alook at the "big picture"
in respect to the image that is being presented
to your readers. From where Isit, you just
look ridiculous.
DOAK M. WATTIGNEY
River Ridge, LA
ACCURATE, COMPREHENSIVE
REVIEWS
Editor:
I've been following the continuing saga of
the EAD DSP-7000 in Stereophile over the
past few months, and Imust thank you for
the resulting superb entertainment value of
your writings. The only thing that brings me
more pleasure is listening to my EAD DSP7000! Consequently, Ino longer place any
value in your telling me what I"need." What
Ido need is arespite from digital harshness,
and that's what I've found in the EAD DSP7000—try some different cables and you'll
hear it too. Then again, maybe you won't.
So, when Ineed accurate, comprehensive
reviewing I'll read The Abso!ute Sound, and
when Ineed the most entertainment for my
money I'll read RH, JA, and CG!
Keep up the good work—I can't wait for
your next episode of defensive posturing.
RANDY WELLS
Bellevue, WA
PEETING AT THE OL' SMITHCORONA
Editor:
I'm peeting at the ol' Smith-Corona, an
arduous task, to tell you and your readership
that We, ". ..
me, that is Alex, and my three
droogs, that is Pete, Georgie, and Dim. .:"
appreciate the winky-delightful Corey (is he
an integral part of the "Corey Trilogy,"
including Coreys Feldman & Haim?) Greenhorn of your staff. WE, my brothers, don't
usually waste hours on letters to anal-retentive audio journal editors, because We've got
neither the greenbacks nor the hours empty
to blow on hi-fi auditioning & tweaking
tubes to optimal latitudinal coordinates for
prime timpanic membranic orgasm. We,
however, lift CDs from the local store (yes,
those bright, reflectively small, and aluminum inferiorities). You—the audio industry
as agroup—has taken its selves, its media (LP,
12

8-track, DAT), and its artisans amite bit too
seriously, all in all in resulting in poorly written RAVE APPRAISALS!!! of altogether
inferior musical material (ie, Famous Blue Raincoat, The Commitments, etc.).
Audio mags arc seeming to an overindulgently nostalgic mental tick, angling their
ears and reviews toward rehashish of the past
(blues purism, neo-jazz, roots rock, and the
whole mess of reinterpreting to tedium dead
(physically if not musically) composers). The
effects resulting from this butt-clenching
grosstalgia are composers/acts/musicians,
operating in all genres, who are forced into
lives of mailhandling or Ronny McDonny
clowning, due to negligence of new ideas and
material? And of course, the cycle, oh yes, it
will continue, as today's malchicks razz in
olden age to get Nirvana on MFSL Ultradisc' while reetpetite bands are ODing with
no one to watch them.
Thank you Lehnert 4 for competent if
semi-nosty (nostalgic) reviews, and thanks
Corey for reviving the art of Rock Review
to levels unattained since Lester Bangs's
demise.5
Not half as seriously as most tweakers and
reviewies, We Droogs CHRISTIAN ARIAL
St. George, UT
6

PLEASE DON'T USE DIRTSPEAK
Editor:
Iknow the subject is not in vogue right now,
but I'm letting my subscription to Stereophile
expire because of CG's abuse of freedom of
expression.
Although Ilike his Razzle Dazzle with the
English language, the use of erotica is ablemish in an otherwise first-rate magazine. Surely
there's another way to increase the percentage
of young subscribers than having to use
dirtspeak. If you print this letter, please don't
use the banner, "Cancel My Subscription!"
STEVE FELLOWS
Seattle, WA
IA Clockwork Orange. Stanley Kubrick, pl.
2We've yet to see aPhish or Smashing Pumpkins review in
your pages, two of the indisputably "quality" emerging bands.
3We laughed wholeheartedly with CG's reviews of Nevermind (June '92), Quadrophenia (January '92), and the jewelbox
treat, Slowhand (May '92).
4Widespread PanidAllmans review (Oct. '91), Space Wrangler
(June '92), and others.
5Why do all your editors and reviewers insist on overindulging their footnote fetish?
6Do Ihave to query to write areview for you guys?
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993
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or most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set-up is
rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of

dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.
Rotel, winners of What Me? "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System "has an affordable solution. Rotel introduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.
Aclaimed by Audiophile

1111914

the RB980 can form the heart

of your audio system, it can grow as your system grows. Begin
by using one RB980 with 120watts nominal per channel and
then add another when you need. Audio Review (2/92)
measured the RB980; 137watts O 8ohms per channel, 267watts
O 4ohms per channel, 388watts O 2ohms per channel. Audio
Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinary for products in this price range."
Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM
tuner/preamp RTC950 motor-driven volume control and 20
presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which
cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound
quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the
Rotel CD players. They have

dee°'

received worldwide aclaim. 111141 Choice (iinn) Rotel Cl) player

•elee1/
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RCD965 'Best Buy' produces the sort of sound that many

e

sée

i.efe e

highend products wouldn't have a hope of
achieving." iii41 World wee RCD965
"effortless sound quality..." CD a
11141 Buyer /urn again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, deep and
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.
High frequencies are sweet
and clear..."

RTC950
RCD965
RD965

Designs developed in England by
audiophile Tony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium parts. Selected for sound quality,
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180watts. Whet Hi4I? 0/92) says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance. Great sound quality for price."
Designed in

Dritoin

ROTEL OF AMERICA • PO BOX 653

Enjoyed

BUFFALO • NY 14240

Worldwide.
USA

TEL 1-800-7243903
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eginning with the first Mark Levinson
products, we defined quality in audio,

using superior components and
craftsmanship to heighten the experience
of music in the home. Twenty years later
we not only continue this tradition, but
enhance it with state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing, so that
today's Mark Levinson audio equipment
is a world-wide reference standard. The
N° 23.5 Dual Monaural Power Amplifier is
one example of this evolution.
An improved version of the widely
acclaimed N° 23 amplifier, the N° 23.5 is
not the sort of update that merely takes
advantage of newer and better parts, or
that corrects flaws in the original design.
Rather, it incorporates substantial
improvements in four areas: self-referencing voltage reference in the power
supply regulator amplifier, a new active
balanced input stage, an enhanced

current mirror, and differential cascode
bootstrapping. If you don't understand this
technical jargon, consider that it took
a team of engineers using advanced
computer-aided design tools over a
year to perfect the N° 23.5 and bring it
into production. Such sophisticated engineering requires tools and skills seldom
found at high-end audio manufacturers,
and demands a quest for perfection that is
at odds with supplying the mass market.
The sonic improvements are as easy to
hear as the electronic theory behind them
can be difficult to grasp: greater dynamic
contrasts and clarity of fine details and
harmonic structure yield a new level of
musical excitement. The results are available for your evaluation at your nearest
Mark Levinson dealer. Audition the
N° 23.5 for yourself, and learn why Mark
Levinson products remain your best
investment in home music reproduction.

uvinson
Mark Levinson eproducts are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 FAX 12031 346-1540

PLEASE RESPOND PERSONALLY

Editor:
Recently, while home one evening helping
our eight-year-old with his homework, the
telephone rang. My wife answered it and said
it was aJeff Weber. During the nanosecond
between this information and her handing
me the phone, Imentally ran down the list
of my friends, relatives, business associates,
and enemies and quickly surmised that Ipersonally knew of no one by that name. In my
typically acerbic telephone manner, Igrowled
a"Hello:' only to be bowled over to learn
that it was the Jeff Weber, music producer non
pareil, calling to personally thank me for a
letter Ihad written to David Benoit complimenting the overall quality of his latest
release, Letter to Evan.
Returning to consciousness after my wife's
calls by the literal hundredsfrrnn readers who want
administration of CPR, Italked with Jeff (for
to chew the fat over what we write. We also get
the better part of 20 minutes) about his conmany, many lettersfrom readers requesting apersiderable production skills, the talents of
sonal response. The photograph,for example, shows
David Benoit (particularly in the live-to-2JA'sfile ofpending correspondence that he received
track setting), and about the music business
between Independence Day and Thanksgiving '92.
in general. In this brief discussion, Icould not
While it does not include letters written for pubhelp but conclude that Mr. Weber is not only
lication, letters asking for information such as a
one of the music industry's brightest stars,
manufacturer's telephone number (which are
but he is also one of the most gracious and
promptly answered by Debbie Fisher), or commugenuine individuals with whom Ihave had
nications from manufacturers, it does include:
an opportunity to converse. He was sincerely
requestsfor advice on buying components; requests
grateful that Iappreciated his productions
for advice on putting together asystem; requestsfor
and had taken the time to write.
advice on designing alistening room; requestsfor
In my book, good, old-fashioned gratifurther information on components that have been
tude is one of the best forms of public relareviewed; requestsfor opinions on components that
tions. Ifind it rather odd that while Mr.
we have yet to review; unsolicited manuscripts;
Weber could find time in his busy schedule
unsolicited résumés; anonymous hate mail; and yes,
to call one lone customer located in asmall
it does include two lettersfrom Mr. Wiley. At less
town, the editors ofStereophile are not willing
busy moments in the magazine's production schedto even talk with asubscriber about apiece
ule,JA does try to answer the more urgent letters
of equipment that has been reviewed in their
in this pile, but were he or Ito take personal telemagazine. Ihave tried on several occasions
phone calls or attempt to respond to every item of
to reach you by telephone and could not get
correspondence we receive, we would not have time
past your secretary. You have not bothered
to write, edit, and publish Stereophile We're sorry,
to return calls or to respond to my written
Mr. Wiley; it's not arrogance or alack ofgratitude,
correspondence.
but just the way things are given thatjust the two
For these and other reasons that Ihave
of us are responsible for putting the magazine
previously communicated, Iwill not renew
together editorially.
—RL
my subscription upon its expiration. You
guys could learn alot from Jeff Weber. And
HOLDING HIS BREATH
from the editors of The Abso!ute Sound. Your
Editor:
arrogance will be your undoing.
Mt St. John's review ofJennifer Warnes's The
DALE M. WILEY
Hunter in December's issue demonstrates the
Danville, VA
irresistible urge to stereotype artists in order
to appreciate their work. Admittedly, The
Mr. Wiley, as do all consumer publications, we get
Hunter is no Famous Blue Raincoat—half of the
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993
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songs are her own! Ihope Mr. St. John awaits
her next release with bated (cyanotic) breath.
DOUG JACKSON
Knoxville, TN
MICHAEL'S DOING IT AGAIN!
Editor:
Ullman's doing it again! In his review of
Warren Bernhardt's DMP album, Reflections
(November 1992), he writes about which
sounds better, LP or the CD. What is he
reviewing, his turntable and CD player, or
arecord? Tell him to make up his mind and
try again. Devoting almost half of his review
to explaining that his equipment affects the
sound of two media (which are undeniably
products of the same master tape) is ludicrous. Idon't want to hear another analog vs
digital debate, especially not in arecord
review. This is the kind ofjudgmental slop
that scares music lovers away from "audiophile" recordings. Iwant areview of the performance, not the recording equipment or
the playback equipment. Ajazz musician/
composer obviously has no control over
whether the CD will sound superior to the
LP or vice versa.
I'll admit that Iprefer listening to anything
on my choice of equipment, but let's face it,
someone who doesn't like Sonic Youth's
Dirty through Cerwin Vegas will likely not
appreciate it any more through Apogee Centaur Majors.
In his system, Mr. Ullman prefers the LP
over the CD. Good for him. Ihave no idea
which will sound best with my equipment.
Making adecision to buy one format over
the other based on Mr. Ullman's opinions
would be foolish were Inot to presume that
we both own identical equipment. And
because Mr. Ullman dillydallied so, focusing
on an issue over which the artist clearly has
no control, Ihave no idea if it's worth paying
for either of the two formats.
Mr. Ullman would benefit from alunch
date with Corey Greenberg, who could perhaps reinforce what Ibelieve is true for all
music: "It don't mean athing if it ain't got
that schwing!"
TYLER A. CHAFEY
Meadville, PA
An important part of almost every record review
published in Stereophile is how the record sounds.
Though of course not as important an issue as the
music itself; recorded sound is important enough to
16

the vast majority ofour readers—and to us—that
we will continue to discuss it. Whether or not Warren
Bernhardt had any control over thefinal sounds of
the CD and LP versions of Reflections is beside
the point, which is that the two media do, indeed,
sound ckfferent. And as long as the analog-vs-digital
controversy remains acontroversy, Stereophile
will continue to cover it.
—AL
METHENY EXPOSED
Editor:
First, Richard Lehnert needs to disqualify
himself from any further reviews of Pat
Metheny. He is the only reviewer of Metheny
albums since Ihave been asubscriber, and
feels that he must compare any present
Metheny material to First Circle. Yes, First
Circle is amasterpiece, as Mr. Lehnert said.
However, Still Life Talking, Letter From Home,
and Secret Story are quality albums and should
be judged on their own merits by someone
who is not going to constantly compare them
to First Circle and isn't adverse to his use of
synthesizers. Mr. Lehnert, give someone else
achance at areview.
Second, why is it so difficult to find reviews of electronics by both Linn and Exposure? Iam tired of going into stores such as
Sound by Singer and seeing advertisements
that only want to blow alot of Krell up your
backside.
Ifinally went to astore, Innovative Audio,
that didn't try to do this but instead introduced
me to Linn and Exposure electronics. After
renewing my mind to the fact that not everything has to be Levinson or Krell, Ilet my ears
decide which to buy. It was clear that aLinn
Kairn and Exposure IV Dual Regulated amp
were perfect for my Thiel 3.5s.
Why aren't these great products reviewed?
Tkomns P. WENGLER
Glendale, NY
Mr. Wengler: Robert Harley reviews an Exposure
amplifier in this issue. But I'll only stop comparing Pat Metheny's new albums to First Circle
when Pat Metheny stops trying to remake First
Circle andfigures out whether or not he has anything else to say. Deal?
—Ri.
BLACK BOXES EXPOSED
Editor:
As Iread the "Letters" section of Stereophile,
Ioften wonder what stimulates the person
to sit down and write. Well, Ihave finally
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993
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new tube
amplifiers to choose
from.
Only one has this
much current.
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found there can be something compelling
enough to prompt me to warm up the old
word processor.
Ihave been interested in audio since the
mid-'60s. Since then Ihave had the opportunity to enjoy amyriad of audio equipment.
Over the years Ihave sought that illusion of
live music in my listening room. Consequently, Ihave had the privilege to own some
of the best and most respected products in
audio. ..
Having lived with most of the
highly rated brands in audio, Iwas able to
select components which, to my golden ears
at least, presented the experience of live music
in my home. ..
Over years of listening to reproduced
music and absorbing the subliminal messages
of the various audio periodicals, Ihave developed abias associated with audio component
sound. Iam confident that my bias has, at
least in part, been affected by various lists of
recommended components and reviewer
components. The discovery of arecommended component or ahighly advertised
"high-end" product in an audio store has
almost always urged me to audition that
product while other items sit idly by. After
all, why listen to components not recognized?
My bias simply tells me that if Ido not in
some way recognize aproduct, it cannot be
very good.
During amorning shave recently, Iwas
shocked to discover that the ears which
reflected from my bathroom mirror were not
gold at all, but rather had asuspicious shade
of green. Perhaps my golden ears were, after
all, more brass-like. Iwas especially sensitive to my ears that morning because Ihad
made arather shocking discovery during a
visit to alocal audio dealer. This visit has
shattered my preconceptions about the role
of audio equipment recommendations and
reviews.
While Idid recognize many name-brand
components at Phoenix, AZ's newest audio
store, Sounds Like Music, Ialso found a
number of unfamiliar products on display.
Like atrue audiophile, Ispent most of my
time listening to the various recognizable
components. Needless to say, Ifound no real
surprises. Iwas content knowing that my
personal selection of audio equipment was
truly better than the best on display. Wow,
Imust really be doing something right. My
home system sounded right. Ienjoyed listen18

ing to the music on my system. Iwas hearing
everything Ithought Ishould hear. Iwas
convinced that, after 20+ years of audio, I
had achieved the impossible: reproduced
audio perfection (well, almost). Ihad become
smug in my notion that the newest version
of audio components did not surpass my
home systenf in terms of musical enjoyment.
Despite this satisfaction, Ienjoyed visiting Sounds Like Music Mer all, Icould hear
some of the newest, hottest items in audio
without spending adollar. Yet Ifound myself
drawn to adisplay of innocuous black boxes.
For some reason, the sound coming from this
system caught my attention. Iput the experience in the column labeled "momentary
memory lapse" and went about my business.
At each of my frequent visits to Sounds
Like Music, as Ilistened to these black boxes,
connected to avariety of speakers, Ibegan
to recognize amusical quality to the sound
unlike what Ihave heard from even the very
best systems available, aquality that just
seemed right. Could this be adiscovery, or
was it an aberration? Why had Inever before heard of these boxes? My hands were
clammy at the prospect of discovering the
audio equivalent of the Fountain of Youth.
During one of my visits to Sounds Like
Music, co-owners Dave Wiggs and Joe
Strovas told me that the store had obtained
the newest black-box preamplifier. In their
very accommodating manner, Iwas given
the opportunity to give aserious listen to this
product. These boxes were totally inconsistent with all that Ihave come to expect from
high-end audio components. Once again my
bias pointed the way—I knew this listening
experience could never equal my home
system.
The time had come: aquiet Sunday afternoon, the three black boxes, and then the
music. Wow, the music! Iwas experiencing
musical ecstasy. How could such asound be
coming from these boxes? Ichecked to be
7Modified Quad ESL-63 speakers, sometimes used in combination with apair of Entec SW-I self-powered subwoofers,
and driven by apair of Counterpoint SA4 0Th monoblock
amplifiers. Preamplification is provided by aThreshold FET
Ten/L with an updated power supply and aVendetta Research
SCP-2A phono preamplifier. A SOTA Star turntable spins
the vinyl, with aMonster Alpha Genesis 100011 attached to
an SME V tonearm. CDs are processed by aWadia 2000
Decoding Computer and Wadia WT-2000 transport. AudioQuest Diamond interconnects and AudioQuest Dragon
speaker cable are used throughout. Power conditioning is
provided by apair of Tice Power Block/Titans. The listening room is quite large. with avaulted ceiling.
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"The MATRIX 804 reminds me of nothing so much as a miniature MATRIX 801 Series 2- but
with a sound in no way miniaturized.

... Closing my eyes, the 804s transported me to an

entirely different environment. The sense of space was dramatic. The imaging was tightly
focused and precise, both in width and depth.
and Inoted

no obvious midrange colorations.

...Clarity and inner detail were outstanding
The sound had fine punch and dynamics,

but without exaggeration. ... It is one terrific little loudspeaker, and Ihighly recommend it."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile
Vol. 14, No. 11
(Nov. 1991)

The MATRIX 804 has the magical ability to transport the listener to the immediacy and realism of the original source, without drawing attention to the means. There can be no
higher recommendation for a loudspeaker, or its maker.

B&W Loudspeakers of Ameri ,,, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240 Tel: (416) 771-6611
•(416) 882-8397
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Music in the
key of V

.

The world's great music has never
sounded better than when played through
an Audio Resealth Clasic series amplifier
—until now. Because the new "V" series
hybrid power amplifiers raise your favorite
music to aharmonious new pitch. With
greater powers of resolution, focus and
dynamic expression than ever before.
With three new models —the V35 and
V70 stereo. and V140 monoblocks —the
"V" series allows you to match this
exciting new level of performance to the
level of power you actually need. Each
model sounds as wonderful as the next.
within its respective -power range. So you
don't have to sacrifice sonic quality or
spend more than you need to.

The "V" amplifiers employ afully
balanced circuit topology, input-to-output,
to reduce extraneous noise and improve
dynamic contrasts. Apatented D.E.C.
circuit and advanced coaxial capacitors
also help reduce distortion through the
critical midband frequencies. At startup
and shutdown, sophisticated new circuits
ease he "V" amplifiers into and out of
their normal triode operating mode, while,'
the V70 and VI 40 models also have fan
cooling to help extend tube life.
Music in the key of "V" isn't for
everyone. But if music is more than
sonic wallpaper in your life, then you
really deserve to hear what the "V"
series amplifiers are all about.

audio research
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5740 Green Circle Drive Minnetonka. MN 55343-4424 /Phone: 6
Ail 11111
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sure there was no trickery involved. Surely
the real components producing the sound I
was hearing were hidden in afalse wall. I
was groping for vindication. How could I
acknowledge there was amusical quality to
the sound produced by audio devices which,
until recently, were totally unknown to me?
Itried to explain it away. It was the Linn, it
was the cartridge; after all, Iuse aSOTA. It
could not be the boxes. Properly humbled,
Ileft this listening experience with now dripping palms.
Unwilling to admit my true elation with
what Iheard from the boxes, Ipulled the old
audiophile trick and said, "I've got to hear
this in my own system." Perhaps these boxes
would fall to pieces when compared with a
real audio system. Hope abounded.
Dave and Joe arrived at my home on the
prearranged morning, black boxes in hand.
Of course Ifelt obligated to have these fellows hear my ultimate system "for reference."
Ireally wanted them to say how good my
system sounded; after all, most of us audiophiles thrive on these ego strokes. After afew
records and CDs and various comments and
platitudes, it was time for the black-box test.
The test began. Even with adead, cold box
my jaw dropped and my ears perked. Ihad
never heard sound like this from my system.
Iwas in astate of shock. The music was presented in utter detail, without ahint of compromise in musical quality. Iwas experiencing pure musical enjoyment. The sound of
CDs revealed the interweave of detail and
transparency Ihad never heard before via my
Wadia. Sound via LP was equally revealing.
The music was rich in texture, detail, and
three-dimensionality. Iwas totally astounded
by the increased level of musical enjoyment
which could be directly attributed to the infamous black boxes. Never before had I
exchanged high-quality audio components,
regardless of brand, recommendation, or
price, and experienced such amassive overall
improvement in the sound quality from my
audio system.
Why had Inever heard of these black
boxes? Idon't know! Perhaps the very name
of the product is the antithesis of its notoriety.
Perhaps the name Exposure was thought
sufficient to make this product known. Icannot say; but this British preamp/amplifier
company is, in my opinion, one of the bestkept secrets in the audio market. Anyone
STEREOPHILE. FEBRUARY 1993

who has not had the opportunity to experience these products should, despite the fact
that they are little known or recommended,
at least in the US.
My thanks to Sounds Like Music for discovering, and then daring to offer, aproduct which, in my opinion, should be auditioned by anyone contemplating the purchase
of apreamplifier or amplifier. These products really come to life when both the amplifier and preamplifier are Exposure.
By the way, Inow have these black boxes
properly concealed behind afalse wall in my
listening room. After all, my audiophile
reputation is at stake. However, if anyone
asks, Iwill have to admit that the Counterpoint SA4s have been replaced by the Exposure IV Dual Regulated amplifier. An Exposure XIV Professional preamplifier powered
by the Exposure IX Professional Monitor
Power Supply now provide phono and linelevel preamplification. Did the Counterpoint/Threshold/Vendetta Research sound
bad? No, not at all! Exposure simply sounds
better!
Finally, Ifound some Brasso. My ears are
gold again.
DAN WALZ
Phoenix, AZ

YES?

Editor:
YES! YES! YES! Finally somebody wrote
an article about the stuff Ilike—namely pace,
rhythm, and timing. Kudos to Martin Colloms for providing me (in November 1992)
with some explanations for something I
couldn't even explain to myself.
The salesman who first introduced me to
the Linn LP12 invited me over to his house
to listen to his system. I
brought some records
along with me that Ithought "sounded
good." His system consisted of aLinn LP12/
Elcos/Asaka, Exposure electronics, and Linn's
Kan II speakers on their dedicated stands.
This was the first high-end system that actually impressed me. Ihad heard other (more
expensive) systems in audio stores that
"sounded good" but did not make me want
to empty my bank account.
His system had acertain something that
kept me transfixed in my seat wanting to hear
more. It was definitely not anything Ihad
previously associated with agood stereo
system. Iwas seated about 5' in front of the
speakers, far to the left of the center—defi21
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and aworld-renowned
speaker designer and founder
USIL

of PSB, is afirm believer in

natural sound. He shudders at speakers
that color musicians' notes. Shown here, the PSB 300,
SOO and 800 are part of on
affordably priced line of highperformance speakers which
allow you to listen to the
music naturally as it was
intended to be heard.

PSR -AUNIQUE VOICE .411P
IN THE CROWD.
For your nearest PS8 dealer call TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641

nicely out of any sweet spot that may have
been there. There was no soundstage or pinpoint imaging of any kind here. The speakers,
being very small, would sound very stressed
when trying to produce any relatively deep
bass. They didn't bottom out, but were just
never able to let go of the bass notes. They
also did not play very loud. But—and this
is abig but—none of this mattered in the
least. What Iheard was not "good sound,"
but music! Ever since then Ihad been trying
to figure out why Hiked this system so much.
After reading some of the British hi-fi mags
Inoticed that alot of them kept talking about
pace and timing. This seemed to describe, for
me at least, what Iliked so much about that
system. MC's article pretty much confirmed
this.
One thing that Iinferred from the article
is that it is difficult to make acomponent that
has both an abundance of good sonic qualities and good pace, rhythm, and timing. This
seems to be true, at least among the products
that Iauditioned (and could afford). Itried
to build asystem that would give me some
of each quality. My Linn LP12/Akito/K9
and the Linn Kan Hs provide the pace,
rhythm, and timing, while Moth Series 30
electronics provide the openness, transparency, and soundstage. This is still acompromise, though. Even though the Moth
electronics "sound" great, they don't quite
let all of the musical excitement—ie, the pace,
rhythm, and timing—come through. Hopefully, with this introduction by MC, you
guys will include comments regarding pace,
rhythm, and timing in your reviews. Then
maybe I'll be able to find musical nirvana
instead of compromises. M ICHAEL COLE
Federal Republic of Germany

YES!

Editor:
Martin Colloms's "Pace, Rhythm, and
Dynamics" (Stereophile, November 1992) is
awonderful discussion of the musical experience. Ihope it will help further the ongoing
changes taking place in assessing the quality of audiophile equipment.
My own experience with the significance
of pace and rhythm occurred several months
ago. When Imoved, Ihad to change my
setup and increase the distance between my
preamplifier and the power amplifier. My
interconnect was not long enough, so ItemSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

porarily inserted a3' one from Radio Shack
to make up the difference. When Iplayed the
classical LP Ihad most recently listened to
in my previous abode, the music sounded
slow. The notes sounded disconnected and
unrelated to each other. All sense of life and
rhythm disappeared (yes, classical music has
rhythm too!). It was as though the same
music were being played by different and
totally uninspired players. Ichecked my turntable speed and amplifier voltages and they
were normal.
Iwas puzzled but wondered about the
added interconnect. Itemporarily moved my
power amplifier out into the room so Icould
connect it without the Radio Shack insert.
Sure enough, the music returned to "normal," with the same lively rhythm and faster
pace Iwas used to. The happy ending is that
Iwas inspired to upgrade and bought a
higher-quality interconnect of proper length
and significantly improved the sound quality
of my system.
This experience made it clear to me that
the pace and rhythm of reproduced music has
little to do with clock measurements. It will
be agreat challenge for equipment reviewers
to find aset of objective measurements which
will correlate with this whole musical experience which Collorns has artfully described.
JOHN L. HODGE
Montpelier, VT

No!

Editor:
In recent editorials in Stereophile, Robert
Harley has suggested that technical performance is overemphasized when reviewing
audio components. Instead, we should concentrate on the equipment's ability to convey
the "emotional content" of the music. Imagine if we applied that logic to other types
of reviews:
"I was moved to tears by the hardbound
edition of Gone with the Wind, but the paperback left me cold."
Or, "I laughed hysterically watching The
Simpsons' on the 27" Sony, but the 26"
Toshiba rendered the same episode dull and
lifeless."
The quality of adevice designed to convey information must be assessed using
parameters that measure the accuracy of the
information conveyed. The emotional content of the subject has little relation to the
23

Perfect accuracy, lasting quality and convenience
epitomise our approach. Meridian Audio has built
a reputation for making the world's finest
sounding CD Players. The difference is that all our
products like the D6000 Digital Loudspeaker
above, combine to form a complete integrated
audio system which is beautifully made and easy
to use in one room or around the house. Choose
a Meridian Audio system for the music in your life.
Please write or call for further details.

AIERIDIANAMERICA
Meridian America Inc. 3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111

design of the typeface or the quality of the
picture—it's inherent in the subject itself? And
as long as it's accurately presented (measured
using parameters such as legibility, color contrast, etc.), the inherent emotional content
remains unchanged. Just as television sets are
measured by their ability to accurately present apicture, audio components must be
evaluated based on their ability to accurately
present the sound. Nothing more, nothing
less. Robert Harley would do well to leave
the emotion to the music.
M ARK L. SWIERCZEK
Great Mills, MD

BRAVO!

Editor:
Bravo! to Robert Harley for one of the most
fundamentally important articles about highend audio Ihave ever read ("As We See It,"
Nov. '92). Although to alesser extent, I
underwent exactly the same kind of crisis RI-I
describes. The harder you listen, the less you
hear! Until recently, Ifound it something of
aduty to enjoy the sound of my expensive
system, and heard only the few things the
system did not do well. Now I
just listen to
music and enjoy the many things the system
does do well. Yet Ihave afew points to add
to RI-I's story.
1) Ithink there is an important point about
high-end psychology RH did not mention:
The only thing that counts in your system
at home is that it does everything well you
find musically important—you, you, and three
times you—forget about the criticism of all
your friends, especially your best friends, in
that matter! Sounds like abig bad ego-trip?
It's just simple psychoacoustics. Everybody
wants to hear something else from asystem,
and your friends' ears are not yours. Don't
take your hobby s000 seriously, folks. You
will never find everyone kneeling in admiration
in front of the super-turbo-high-end system
of your life. The perfect high-end system
does not exist. High-end nirvana does not
exist. That's why Ilike CG so much. His
humor helps to reiativize the high-end dream
abit, something we all badly need.
2) Ibelieve there are some nice-sounding
high-end systems unable to convey the essence of music in the long run. There are
quite afew big and very expensive systems
with big speakers driven by big powerhouse
amplifiers that have severely compromised
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dynamics in the midrange. I'm not talking
large-scale slam-dynamics here, because
that's where these systems often excel. I'm
talking about the lack of fine dynamic
expression which should fill the midrange
with life, an expression which is so often
present to anice extent in relatively cheap
systems with little speakers (that is not to
suggest that there aren't any big systems with
fine midrange dynamics). Are those the systems JGH talked about ("As We See It," September '92) when he complained that many
high-end systems simply cannot reproduce
the forwardness and aggressiveness of live
music? Is this apart of the blandness MC
alludes to in his excellent article on rhythm,
timing, and dynamics (November '92, p.83)?
Isuspect that such systems can only involve
the listener in the sound of music and in the
ambience surrounding the music, but not in
the music itself. A high-end tragedy?
3) RH feels that listening to music is a
purely emotional experience and therefore
you should not use your intellect while
listening. Istrongly disagree. Of course,
intellectualizing about the sound is bad, but
intellectualizing about the music? To me,
music is one of the most intellectually occupying things Ican imagine. Unraveling the
structure of aclassical piece of music is not
only fascinating, but also absolutely necessary to achieve the full emotional experience
of the music's beauty. How can you ever
appreciate the beauty of atheme's variation
if you do not intellectually recognize the
original theme and the link between this
theme and the variation?
ALBRECHT M ORITZ
Utrecht, The Netherlands

CONGRATS!

Editor:
Congrats, Robert Harley! You have found
the precious present, one that many will
search for for the rest of their lives. As you
contested in November's "As We See It," no
sum of money can finance the value ofliving for the now. Life is the present; thinking
about "how:' "should," or "could be" only
takes away from the "right here, right now"
creed of life.
Further, it excited me to see that you now
know that the quality of sound can be realized without beating it to apulp and then trying to imagine what was once anice tone
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now as just apile of expectations, stretched
metaphors, and burned-out, overemphasized
fictitious ideas based on ahigh price or big
name.
It seems like you have this idea: just sit back
and tell it like it is, don't analyze the poor
creature to death, instead just listen-up for
the music. Look at the sound rather than the
price or the physics.
As good as this newfound thinking is, Ido
issue awarning of possible subjectivism that
could lie like smog over the true objective
characteristics oía piece of gear. Let's not forget your role as areviewer: to give adescription of how the equipment reproduces music.
Make certain that your enjoyment of the
music is distinguished from the honest personality of the equipment.
Iapplaud your new angle toward high-end
audio; just try to keep in mind that this attitude should serve as the perimeter in which
to make the base description, and not the primary body of the review; that is what the
bottom-line sound is about.
KEVIN WILLOUGHBY
Grapevine, TX

HI-FI CITY

Attorney General's Consumer Fraud Division.
M ICHAEL CHADWICK
Atlanta, GA
Immediately upon receipt ofMr. Chadwick's letter,
Laura Atkinson, the advertising representative
respotuiblefor the dealers who advertise in Stereophile, investigated what had happened to Hi-Fi
City, who had run an advertisement in our November 1992 issue. (Ironically, the check with which
they had paidfor that ad was subsequently returned,
marked "insufficient fiinds.") As phoning Hi-Fi
City's number provedfruitless, it not being answered,
she asked aNew York acquaintance who wasfamiliar with the store to call on them in person, only to
learn that the now-empty store was locked up and
all that could be seen through its windows were
boxes. The owners of the store—Joan Baltarshanski
(President), Paul Baltarshanski (VP), and Peter
Devani (Managing Director)—could not be contacted.
The magazine accepts all advertising in good
faith. Although cases like this, where an advertiser
simply disappears, are unpredictable, they arefortunately extremely rare. We would appreciate it Y
.
all readers who have such experiences let us know
of them immediately. Asfor remedies available to
Mr. Chadwick, in addition to what he already has
done, as he ordered his speakers by telephone, he
should contact the Postal Inspector in New York concerning possible mail fraud, which is aFederal
offense.
-JA

Editor:
This letter is in complaint to one of Stereophilds
advertisers, Hi-Fi City, Inc., of New York.
On September 26 Iordered apair of speakers
and paid with acashier's check. Iwas quoted
aprice on the phone and was assured that I THOSE TDK TESTS
would have delivery in 10-14 days. IrepeatEditor:
edly wrote and called the store, finally speakInote with dismay two references to me
ing with aMr. "Bezani," the store manin the "Industry Update" section of your
ager, assuring that Iwould have delivery
December 1992 issue. This dismay is of two
by November 9, 1992. Ispoke to him on
distinct kinds, the first of which is embarOctober 27. On November 10, and every
rassment. On p.65, John Atkinson takes me
working day since, Ihave called to no avail.
to task concerning statements Imade on
The phone rings but doesn't answer. Ifeel
Compuserve's Consumer Electronics Forum
that Hi-Fi City Inc. intentionally misled me,
about output impedance measurements and
knowing that Ihad paid my money up front.
Stereophiles reviewers. He says that I"seemed
Iwould appreciate it if you could help me
muddled," and Iwas, having forgotten that
with any information as to how Ican conthe way an output circuit is modeled is as an
tact the owner or agents of Hi-Fi City, Inc.
output impedance in series with avoltage
source of zero impedance. (But sir! How can
My invoice number is 2406, and Iam
adevice with zero impedance have avoltage
including correspondence Ihave sent to
across it? Wouldn't the current flowing in it
them. Iwould also like you to warn your
be infinite?)
readers or learn of any others who have had
the same experience as Ihave.
Atkinson then explains how things actuIhave filed acomplaint with the Better
ally work, and accuses me of "critical zeal"
Business Bureau of New York, case #163424,
for taking his reviewers (Robert Harley in
the Direct Marketing Association, and the
particular) to task for not getting it right. I
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Pure Triode (Zero Feedback)

WORLD-WIDE ACCLAIM AND BEST SELLER FROM CARY
The Cary CAD-300B, a statement of classic triode tube technology!
When was the last time, aside from live music, you got "goose bumps"
from listening to a musical performance? When were you able to reach
out and see and touch the performers of the musical score in your own
home? The Cary CAD-300B is astereo amplifier you feel. One of the topics in audio circles which meets with great debate is whether amplifiers
really sound different. When you sit down and listen to aCary CAD-300B,
the debate needs no further discussion! Please audition and look at the
exotic features at your favorite high-end authorized Cary Audio dealer.
Cary CAD-300B
A world-wide statement in audio amplification.

CARY AUDIO DESIGN, INC.®

CALL 1-919-481-4494
FAX 1-919-460-3828
111A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, NC 27511

plead guilty, and offer my apologies. Igot it
wrong.
Iwould like to assure your readers that the
Consumer Electronics Forum, or CEFORUM (I'm assistant system operator in
charge of the Boston Audio Society section),
really is filled with good information and
entertaining exchanges among amateur and
professional audio and video people Anyone
now on the service can contact me by leaving
amessage there addressed to "SYSOP" or
to my user ID, which is 72365,75.
My second bout of dismay was at least less
paralyzing than the first. "Industry Update"
is aplace allegedly set aside for news stories.
But in the piece by Larry Archibald about the
ABX tests Iran in the TDK booth at the 1992
AES convention in San Francisco (p.53), the
author refers to me as a"so-called scientist,"
says that my work for TDK constitutes an
"unacceptable conflict of interest," calls the
test itself a"bogus procedure" and "junko,"
and says it was "designed to produce null
results" If this meets your standards for news,
I'm glad Archibald didn't write something
for the editorial page.
Iwould like merely to say that the assault
on my reputation and the petty name-calling
should have been left out, and go on to
address afew of the real issues Archibald
raises. Much of this information could, of
course, have been part of his original story
had he bothered to call or write to me before
committing it to print.
Archibald lumps my test together with
others done as part of AES convention proceedings, and damns all of us at the same
time. Contrary to Archibald's implication,
my test was not done under the aegis of the
Audio Engineering Society. It was part of a
commercial exhibit paid for entirely by TDK,
and was in no way related to the technical sessions, workshops, or the refereed professional
journal of the AES.
Most troubling to me, for the fundamental
accusations it makes about my reputation and
my regard for science, is the claim that the
test was "set up to yield null results!' If
Archibald knew anything at all about me or
my work he would never say such athing.
A bit of background, if Imay: The ABX
test, like any controlled test (one where the
subject is asked to identify unknown sources),
has one purpose, and it is indeed "specifically
scientific": It separates internal from external
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phenomena by preventing the subject's
prejudices from influencing the outcome In
other words, you use it to tell real differences
from imaginary ones. You can hook up the
switchbox in your own system and use the
A and Bbuttons to change quickly and elegantly between two components. Then,
when you feel relaxed and confident, you
begin pushing the third button, labeled X,
and writing down which source it is.
Archibald says he wants "a demonstration
of just how revealing ablind test can be!'
They are very revealing, but their most interesting use is to explore the edges between
what is audible and what is not. This requires
that you go back and forth across the limit
of perceptibility to find out where it lies. If,
however, you always interpret afailure to hear
differences as aflaw in the test, as Stereophile
writers have done at great length in the past
and Archibald explicitly does here, you will
never learn anything from it.
Archibald cannot have read my piece in the
June 1991 issue of Stereo Review. It describes
adouble-blind power amplifier test proving
to an extremely high degree of confidence
that, with aspecific loudspeaker, the difference between two specific amplifiers was
clearly audible—both to me and to the system's owner, on both pink noise and music.
(I didn't specify the components in the original, but the speaker was an Infinity IRS
Delta/Gamma in bi-amplified mode, and the
amplifiers were an NAD 2200 and an Audio
Research D-117.) There have been no challenges to the design or interpretation of this
test; in fact, it received unsolicited praise from
some of the very "objectivists" Stereophile so
often criticizes.
The "subjectivist" magazines have ignored
this article, which is odd, since it settles the
amplifier audibility question resoundingly
in their favor. Granted, the test was smallscale, but the confidence levels were extremely
high. This means no one has to argue any
more about Colloms's tests, or about the
AES/Los Angeles statistics. Your side won.
Why didn't you notice?
Perhaps you didn't like the fact that the
frequency-response measurements of the
amplifier/speaker combinations correlated
so well with the test results, so there was
nothing subtle or mystical in our perceptions.
Or maybe the problem is with the source.
After all, the author is part of the dreaded
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Effortless
"Theta's Generation III DS Pro does not merely sound
better than other digital processors. It literally redefines what
digital music can sound like.
With the Theta Generation III, we hear into the music as
we have never heard from digital, its stunning and effortless
transparency is reminiscent of the clarity we have heretofore
encountered only from the world's very finest turntables..."
"The superiority of the Theta Generation III covers all
sonic aspects, from transparency to clean purity to stereo
imaging."
"...the Theta DS Pro Generation III can give you a total
musical experience that you can't get anywhere else from digital."
—Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #64
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_Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079

Boston Audio Society, and the BAS Speaker and
its editor are two more of your favorite targets.
Isuppose life is easier if you can demolish your
own straw men instead of confronting the vexing complications of real people.
As for the TDK test, it wasn't supposed
to produce null results, and it didn't. Of the
758 people who took it, 68, or about 8.9%,
scored five out of five correct identifications.
Of these, one would expect about one in 32
(five coin flips with two possible outcomes),
or 3.6%, to get 5/5 by chance. That leaves
approximately 44 people who, according to
the statistical analysis at least, probably really
could hear adifference.
Italked to these folks, which increased my
respect for recording engineers and producers. A few young engineers, several of
them women, have taken good care of their
ears and could hear—through the same headphones Archibald was using, with the same
music—the rolloff above 14kHz introduced
by the tape deck. (The Boston Audio Society
held ameeting at the office oían audiologist
who tested our hearing out to 20kHz, and
published the resulting curves; mine predicts
that Iwon't hear this fault, and Ican't. Archibald is of the age where one would normally
expect the same of him. Maybe he'll do a
similar test and share the results with us.
Those interested in our tests may find out
more by contacting the Boston Audio Society
at P.O. Box 211, Boston, MA 02126-0002.)
Other successful subjects heard and identified aslight head bump (producing arise
in response at around 50Hz) in the cassette
deck, which Ialso couldn't do reliably. A
producer used his own string quartet recording to pass the test, reporting that the cassette deck's image was slightly different.
Everyone should remember the cardinal
principle in interpreting these tests: A single negative result does not disprove the existence of anything. And as noted earlier, the
best test is one that most closely mimics one's
own listening experiences, including the system and room. The TDK test didn't do that
for Archibald. Since the professional recording people who passed it must regularly calibrate themselves to new monitors, rooms,
and headphones, they might be better at
adjusting quickly to new situations. Idid give
people atraining period to teach them the
"sonic signature" of the cassette deck, but it
was only acouple of minutes long, not the
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days or weeks commonly available to your
reviewers.
It might also have helped if Archibald had
chosen the music, and if he had controlled
the switch box himself. Iwould have been
pleased to arrange this for him or for the rest
of the Stereophile staff, but apparently their
schedules didn't permit it; of his colleagues,
only my old friend Peter Mitchell showed up.
You can start with the CD player off and
hear the residual hiss in the cassette deck.
Headphone listeners had their own volume
controls; Iset things up so that with the control all the way up the hiss was clearly audible.
During the tests Iswitched between A, B,
and X several times during any silences
between cuts, to let the subjects take advantage of this stratagem; Iinstructed the other
test-givers to do the same.
Another easy test is to play the Dolby-level
test tone used to align the deck. The cassette
tape has enough distortion so you can get 5/5
in 30 seconds this way. Pink noise is also
easier than music, though it was not so obvious when the bias adjustment had just been
touched up, as happened acouple of times
aday.
During the real tests, I(but not, apparently,
some of the other testers) offered each group
achoice of mtisic, some of which was classical, including acouple of solo piano tracks.
(I considered using Stereophile's recent Kavi
Alexander piano recordings, but the hiss of
the microphones and their preamps was so
much louder than the cassette deck's residual
noise that Irejected this as unfair.) We also
allowed people to use their own CDs, or their
own headphones.
The headphones were Yamaha RI-5Ms.
Iwould have preferred the Sony MDR-7506s
we used last year in New York, but the client
wanted the Yamahas, and because (as Archibald attests) they were okay at masking
outside sounds, Iagreed. One subject, an
engineer for alarge American speaker company, failed the test twice with our phones,
and then came back with his S285 Etymotic
Research in-ear models (the smoothest transducer I've ever heard, by the way) and passed.
Perhaps apair of his favorite headphones in
aquiet room would have proven helpful for
Archibald as well.
Does this test belong in the pantheon of
scientific experiments? Not really, though I
think it did yield some useful information.
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The most expensive dynamic
speakers in the world are
multi-enclosure, minimumbaffle designs. So is our least
expensive speaker. One listen
to the astonishing clarity and
realism of the Model 1B will
show you why "boxless" is
definitely better.

The Model 18 features:
• A superior-quality,
cast-basket woofer.
• A dual-chamber,
metal-dome tweeter.
• An aligned dynamic design.
• A slim elegant appearance.
• Unrivaled quality control.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324

For more than 15 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers true to both
science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately reproduce the entire frequency
range of music and recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you
to your nearest carefully selected Vandersteen dealer.
The Vandersteen Model 16' is priced from under S700 per pair.

All it was supposed to do was to show that
if you align acassette deck well, it is closer
to the source than you might think. The
moment our subjects hesitated, or had to listen carefully, or crossed out one answer and
wrote another, we had made our point.
We freely admitted that TDK was pushing
the tape for use in high-speed duplication,
while we were recording in real time. We
freely admitted that real-time recording
reduces the deck's flutter somewhat, and that
duplicators don't use Dolby-C (though I
secretly switched to Dolby-B for agroup of
trials without much change in the data). We
also used the same cassette for all four days
of trials; of course this does not satisfy
Archibald's legitimate curiosity about recordings that have been played several times,
but my experience shows that they survive
unaffected for at least ten plays.
After doing my best to make the test sdentific and fair, Iran it lightheartedly, offering
people choices of music and equipment,
repeating trials when asked, and trying to be
loose and cooperative throughout. The test
proved that TDK Pro SA Cobalt is consistent and free of dropouts, and that it is well
matched to aYamaha C300 cassette deck. We
had fun with the test, and most of our subjects did, too.
Why did a"journalist" take a
job for atape
company? My business card says "Consulting, writing and recording:' in that order.
What Idid for TDK was design the test,
assemble and calibrate the equipment, conduct some of the tests, and train TDK's people to do the same in ascientific manner.
Like two members of the Stereophile staff
(Peter Mitchell and Martin Colloms), Ihave
consulting or other commercial ties with
some hi-fi companies. Like those two writers,
Ivery rarely write reviews, and when Ido I
strictly avoid areas of conflict, including, of
course, brands of tape If Igive apersonal recommendation about tape, on Compuserve
or elsewhere, Iusually include more than one
brand, and always state that Ihave worked
for TDK. Ifeel that Iavoid ethical conflicts
this way, though you and your readers are
of course free to decide this for yourselves.
E. BRAD M EYER
Point One Audio, MA
Iappreciate Brad writing in to both dffer with our
coverage of his demonstration for TDK and proSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

vide the actual results he came up with. He is correct
in pointing out that his demonstration for TDK,
though carried out at the AES Fall Conference in
San Francisco, was not performed "under the aegis"
of the AES, as were the other tests to which I
referred.
And Iwill concede that the test wasn't designed
to produce anull result, though Istand by my criticisms of the methodology as originally expressed.
Unless you're happy with aminimally sensitive test,
why not use more appropriate musical material (such
as material with significant high-frequency content) and excellent reproduction devices? My particular problem with the headphones was not some
golden-earedfussiness; they were truly painful at
anything above moderate volume levels. I'm happy
that 8.9% of the participants in the test were able
to overcome the ddficult test conditions and identdy cassette vs CD. This doesn't obviate thefact
that amuch larger percentage could have achieved
this success rate had the conditions been better. And
what about those who achieved four out offive?
Though, in this small anumber oftrials, 80% ideneication isn't significant on an individual basis,
it would be interesting to knowjust how many people
scoredfour out offive What flit were 81.1%? That
would satisfy my significance requirements.
Brad's defense of the test's sensitivity, though,
is most called into question by the use to which the
test's results were put by his employer. On October
19, 1992, as our December issue went to press, we
received apress releasefium TDK concerning Brad's
test that contained thefollowing passages: 'fewer
than one audio professional in 10 was able to
differentiate consistently between asource CD and
arecording on TDK Pro SA Cobalt'; and "Once
again, the nation's top pros—the industry's 'golden
ears,' as it were—were unable to detect the difference between aCD and TDK high-bias tape." It
would seem that neither alarger number offiveout-of-fivers nor adiscussion of thefour-out-of-fivers
would have served TDK's purposes.
The real problem with the tests I've witnessed
while attending AES Conventions, whether under
or outside of the AES aegis, is that their lack of
scientfiic ngor and sensitivity appears to have apolitical end; the tests are conducted to demonstrate a
point. And, as Brad's letter illustrates, it doesn't even
matter dthe tests don't demonstrate the point; they
are claimed to anyway.
—Larry Archibald

W HERE IS BRB #I?
Editor:
In 1982 in New York Ibought aBRB 200
amplifier, which Isubsequently brought
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home to the Philippines. This unit has worked
very well since However, recently, atree fell
on ahigh-tension wire near our house that
sent a25,000V surge through my system.
Many of the transistors in my amplifier were
burnt beyond recognition, making it virtually impossible for our electrician to repair
the damaged unit.
Ihave tried to contact BRB Systems in
Sunnyvale, CA, but learned that the company
closed anumber of years ago. Iwould very
much appreciate any assistance you might be
able to provide in either getting me in touch
with the original principals of BRB Systems
—Bruce D. Rosenthal, President; Matthew
A. Bonn, VP Sales & Marketing; and Harry
E. Bunting, VP Manufacturing—or in reaching someone who might be familiar with the
schematic wiring of the BRB 200.
EMMANUEL M ATIAS
Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines

W HERE IS BRB #2?

Editor:
lam very much in need of aservice manual
for my BRB Systems Model 200 power
amplifier. If you have any information which
may help me in locating acopy Iwill be very
much appreciative.
VERNON BARNES
Fairfield, IA
We drew ablank. Does anybody out there know
the answers to Mr. Matias's and Mr. Barnes's questions?
-JA

HEY, WHAT GIVES?

Editor:
Hey, JA, what gives? It seems that each new
issue brings the next sonic revelation in audio
nirvana, making previously reviewed components, even those reviewed within the last
issue or two, almost obsolete.
Most notable in this dilemma is Bob
Harley, the "Digital Ear:' who with each
issue brings us the "Flavor of the Month" in
digital hardware. Don't get me wrong—RH
is abrilliant writer stretching poetic license
all the way to the Orion constellation and
back. His reviews are interesting to read and,
if accurate, are atestimony to the everchanging advancement in digital audio.
However, after reading one of RI-I's recent
reviews, something struck awrong chord,
so Ichecked one of my prized back issues of
Stereophile. What Idiscovered appears to be
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apossible quagmire of controversy with RH
in the middle Ido fee/ it is my duty as acardcarrying audiophile to bring this controversy
to light, especially since 1992 is an election
year—a little more mudslinging won't hurt
anyway.
In Vol.15 No.10, RH reviewed four digital processors under the $1000 price barrier:
the Sumo Theorem, the CAL Sigma, the
Forté F50 DAC, and the PS Audio Digital
Link 11. While RH really enjoyed the Sumo
and CAL units for their musical abilities, he
did appear to find some subjective differences
between the two. RH found the CAL unit to
have bass that was "round and fat," while low
frequencies were "somewhat amorphous and
slow rather than fast and tight," which "reduced the music's sense ofpace and rhythm"
RH found the trebles of the Sumo unit "to
be abit forward and overly analytical," and
it "seemed to lack warmth in the mids."
However, avery favorable review for both,
but especially the Sumo unit.
RH then went on to say that despite the
Forté unit's excellent bass and good sense of
drive, he found it difficult to enjoy the music
through it, and that overall the Forte was not
his "cup of tea."
Finally, during the review of the PS Audio
unit, RH found it to be enjoyable and listenable but found the unit "put athin veil
between me and the music:' Not bad, all in
all; apretty positive review.
RH concluded his review of the four components by stating that there were musical
digital processors out there that are affordable He further stated that "this current crop
provides better performance than yesterday's
bargains—the Rotel 855 and Audio Alchemy
DDE..."
WAIT A MINUTE!!! Now I'm confused.
In Vol.14 No.2, RH did afollow-up to Lew
Lipnick's blockbuster review (Vol.13 No.7)
of the Rotel RCD-855 CD player. In the
follow-up, RH made some comments regarding the sonic attributes of the Rotel, at
that time $400, while comparing it with the
Esoteric P-2 transport driving the VTL
Reference processor, collectively costing
$11,000. (Hey, Bob, that's like refereeing a
wrestling match between Don Knotts and
Haystacks Calhoun.) Even against these
odds, the Rotel fared well, just "missing some
of the music" compared with the more
expensive gear. RH concluded by stating, "I
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Digital
Eloquence,

e "The UltraLink is agenuine high end product which has

7jumped

ahead of many famous names and designs to

appear close to the leading edge of digital replay.."
Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News & Record Review, July 1992.

The
PS Audio
UltraLink

"In terms of sheer transparency, revealing subtle details of
the music, the PS Audio UltraLink surpasses nearly every
other processor made, even those costing many times its
price."
Peter Moncrietf, International Audio Review No. 64, March 1992.

"No other DAC I've used (to play the Frank Martin Mass)
captured this level of inner detail and vocal definition, this
degree of precision, projection and sheer effortless ease
both dynamically and spatially"
Jonathan Kettle, Audiophile, May 1992

"In these areas — soundstage transparency and focus,
portrayal of fine dynamic structure, and resolution of inner
detail — the UltraLink was extraordinary and among a
handful of the best processors I've heard, regardless of
price."
Robert Harley, Stereophile, Vol. 15 No. 6, June 1992.

"The UltraLink sounds so good and offers such
conspicuous value among high end DIA processors that, as
much as any digital equipment can be said to be asafe
buy, this has to be it... I'm buying the review sample."
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile, Vol. 15 No. 9, Sept. 1992.

PS
‘Audio

PS Audio, Inc.
PO. Box 1119, Grover City, California 93483
805/481-4844

Fax 805/481-6892

was always able to enjoy listening to music
through the RCD-855. .."
In the recent review of the four DACs, RH
couldn't listen to the Forté unit very long, the
CAL and PS Audio units got favorable writeups, but it appears the Sumo came closer to
the Rotel unit, judging by RI-I's use of prose.
And, lest we not forget, the Sumo was not
compared to the Esoteric/VTL combo.
Is RH suggesting that the Sumo (and perhaps the CAL and PS Audio units) is superior
or at least on apar with the Esoteric/VTL duo
of yesteryear? Does RH really mean it when
he states that the "current crop:' which
includes the Forté F50, is better than the
Rotel and Audio Alchemy units, even though
the Forté was not musical to him, but in past
experience the other two units were? Does
RH mean to imply that what was musical
yesterday is no longer musical today? Did the
music change since those reviews, RH?
Even LL discovered, during agaffe in his
review when he inadvertently hooked up the
Rotel 855 to the Theta processor incorrectly,
that the Rotel fooled him into thinking he
was hearing the Theta.
Fortunately, after reading enough reviews
and spending my fair share of time in audio
salons, Ifeel confident enough to listen subjectively on my own before making afinal
purchase. Even so, with all the equipment
"auditions" I've made over the years, Istill
often wonder if spending mucho dollars on
very esoteric gear will serve its ultimate purpose, especially when many, including yours
truly, subscribe to the theory that agiven
audio system will not truly come into its own
until at least afew weeks (or months) of use.
What is the novice (read: new audiophile)
to do when such contradictions are presented
in such alucid, articulate manner? Does the
novice go to his/her local high-end dealership
to listen to the Rotel and Audio Alchemy
units vs the "current crop"? What if the novice
determines that, after such acomparison,
he/she can't arrive at the same conclusions as
RH? Does one now dismiss the Rotel and
Audio Alchemy units out of hand because
RH said they were inferior to the latest? I
don't think so. I'm interested in what fellow
Stereophile readers have to say about this.
ANDY VITALE
Nesconset, NY
If Imay condense Mr. Vitale's "confusion" and
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

objections to my equipment reports, they are: 1) a
lack of consistency in evaluating products, 2) acapricious "fiavor-of-the-month" approach that unfairly
denigrates previously reviewed equipment, and 3)
the wording "current crop" in describing recent
advances in the price/performance ratio of digital
processors, particularly in reference to the Forté F
50 DAC.
First, Mr. Vitale is quite right to criticize my
choice of words "current crop" in describing the better
performance ofnewer digital processors in my survey
of four under-S1000 digital processors in last
October's Stereophile. Although that expression
was certainly truefor three of the processors in the
survey (the CAL Sigma, Sumo Theorem, and PS
Audio Digital Link II), Idid not mean to include
the Forte '50, which didn't receive a
favorabk aseesment. Iapologize to Mr. Vitalefor the confusion
it caused him.
Iam concerned, however, about the other characterizations made in his letter. My approach to reaching valuejudgments is the antithesis of caprice and
whim. Readers will note that my basic reference
system—V*11 225W monoblocks, Hales System
Two Signatures, and Audio Research LS2 line
stage—have remained unchangedfor quite some
time. Indeed, the V'TLs received arave review over
three years ago, yet have remained my reference ever
since. This is certainly not indicative ofa"flavorof-the-month" approach to reaching value judgments. Moreover, Ikeep on hand previously reviewed
reference products at various price levels (the $990
Meridian 203 and $2000 PS Audio UltraLink,
for example) for comparisons with newer processors to maintain long-term consistency.
Further, digital processors are unique among
audio products in that great strides are continually
being made, both in achieving musical performance
and in bringing that performance to lower and lower
price levels. This would make it appear that previously recommended products are unfairly abandoned
in favor of what happens to be new—a perception
exacerbated by the sheer number of digital products
Ireview. Doug Sax° expressed this situation most
eloquently nearly four years ago: "Every digital
product that's been raved about has been reviled a
year later" Should reviewers of computer hardware
be criticized as capricious because theyfind aS1500
486-based PC abetter buy than a386 system with
half the capabilities that soldfor S2500just ayear
ago?
Afurther source ofconfusion to Mr. Vitale is the
8Doug Sax, co-founder of Sheffield Lab and father of the first
modem direct-to-disc recording, was interviewed in Vol.12
No.10.
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Your ears have an amazing memory. which is why you
seek aloudspeaker that's as unforgettable as live music.
Had nature intended sounds to travel only forward.
acoustics would be asimple science.
Unlike conventional speakers, Mirage's M-si Series
Bipolar loudspeakers set the music free
over afull 360 degrees.
It's only natural.
Because what defines the sound of music is as much
the physical space surrounding them as the instruments
temselues. In reproducing music, aloudspeaker must
place you. the audience, in that space.
Mirage's Bipolar speakers do just that.
But before you audition the M-si Series at your
Mirage dealer, take in alive concert or two.
Then you

can experience for yourself just how

unforgettably life-like the M-sis really are.

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
See the music.
3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MI X165 416-321-1800
—1992 Audio Products International Corp

FAX 416-321-1500

sliding scale used to evaluate products of vastly different ambitions and prices. Ihad perhaps mistakenly
assumed readers would recognize that products are
judged differently according to their cost. Sonicflaws
that may be acceptable in the $400 Rotel RCD855 would preclude recommendation of a$1000
processor,for example The higher the product's price,
the higher the standard ofperformance to be expected
from that product. Moreover, products are judged
in relation to competing products that sellfor close
to the same price. As the performance of digital processors increases generally, the standards ofperformance vs costfor spec jfic products also increases in
alinear relationship. Would Mr. Vitale have me
apply the same standards to the Audio Alchemy
DDE as to the Mark Levinson No30? Ifreviewers
didn't take aproduct's price into consideration,
reviews of low-priced gear would appear to be overly
negative—thus Mr. Vitale's confusion over the positive Rotel RCD-855 ($400) review and criticisms
ofthe Farté '50 (199(). Applying this varying scale
to the rapidly moving target of digital processors
requires extraordinary care and consideration. Iinvite
readers to consider my record of valuejudgments and
reach their own conclusions about my consistency.
Further, in my "As We See It" in the November
Stereophile (Vol.15 No.11), Imake the point that
the existence of better-performing products should

in no way diminish the musical satisfaction experienced by the older product's owner.
Finally, Mr. Vitale asks if novice audiophiles
should dismiss the Rotel RCD-855 and Audio
Alchemy DDEjust because Ithink they are bettered
by some competing units. Absolutely not. Stereophile emphatically urges readers to listen to as many
products as possible—that's how you become abetter
listener. Although Ilisten to dozens ofproducts in
the same reference system, review audio products
as aprofession, and take great care in reaching my
value judgments, in the end I'm just aperson
expressing an opinion.
—RI!

DON'T THROW ANYTHING
AWAY!

Editor:
It is important to retain the original packaging material used by the manufacturer. I
know the attic gets cluttered, but better safe
than sorry. When Icalled UPS to pick up my
12-year-old ARC preamp for atrip back to
Minnesota, Iwas told that UPS will not be
responsible for damage to electronic equipment above a$100 limit unless the product
is shipped using the original manufacturer's
packaging.
WAYNE R. DENIsioN
Mays Landing, NJ
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What the Critics
have to say...
At its $1395 asking price, this has to qualify
as aminor miracle.
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol.15 No. 8, August 1992 (USA)

Iconclude that the SFL-1 is the only
preamp that can be described as having
really high quality sound and yet be very
affordable.
Y.K. Chan, AUDIOPHILE, Issue 71, February 1992 (Hong Kong)

"0 Canada, your native son, Sonic Frontiers,
has done you proud!"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol.15 No. 8, August 1992 (USA)

Given the sound quality, the very high
craftsmanship in construction, and the overall
parts quality, Iwould call the Sonic Frontiers
SFL-1 hybrid line preamplifier something of a
bargain at its price.
Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide, Winter 1992 (Canada)
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SFL-1 Line Stage
Preamplifier

Decide for yourself. Audition an SFL-1 today!

Call for the dealer nearest you.
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760 PACIFIC RD., UNIT 19, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA. L6L 6M5
TEL: (416) 847-3245
FAX: (416) 847-5471

Adconis GFP-565
Preamplifier:
Pure and Simple.
me • ••••••

A

In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: I) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

4

Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money.
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.

deft* yoy can hecr

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. 12011 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X,

US: John Atkinson

Back in February 1991, California high-end
and speaker manufacturer SOTA Industries
was sold to Jack Shafton, who had been akey
figure in the success of first Acoustat, then
Custom Woodwork and Design. At the end
of November, however, Mr. Shafton's company, JRS Industries Inc., was acquired by an
Aurora, IL-based corporation, S.E.I. Mr. Shafton will continue as Director of Sales & Marketing and Product Development for sank.
The reason for the sale is afamiliar one in
the High End. JRS's relative lack of financial capital was hindering the introduction
of the latest versions of the SOTA turntables,
as well as the bargain-priced Comet turntable, which has asuggested retail price ofjust
S550. "The Comet is responsible for over
two-thirds of SOTA's turntable production,"
said Mr. Shafton last November. The infusion
of capital resulting from the acquisition will
also allow SOTA to increase production of
their $2495 Vanguard CD player. sarA will
also be distributing the Dutch Audiostatic
speaker.

UK: Martin Colloms
Only weeks after DCC hit the streets, Sony
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

promoted their first MiniDisc decks to the
press in advance of the mid-December sales
release.
Philips's first offering was in the form of
afull-size, mains-powered digital cassette
deck of fairly respectable sound quality, the
DCC 900, the company wanting to show
that PASC-compressed audio coding is
genuinely better than compact cassette, and
in fact compares favorably with uncompressed 16-bit CD. While their first machine
could have sounded better to improve their
case, in practice the results were roughly
equivalent to amidpriced CD player.
In contrast, Sony has chosen portability
as the primary factor for the MD medium,
and as aresult the company decided to set the
ball rolling with apretty chunky device called
an MZ-1, about twice the weight ola good
CD Walkman.' The two are physically comparable in size, but the MD machine is about
twice as thick and can be regarded as truly
portable only by lumberjacks. The rechargeable battery will last you about 74 minutes
in playback, or an hour if you're recording.
Reports in the UK press indicated that
many of those invited to the launch were not
too impressed by the medium, or by the results of an official "comparison" of the new
1A report in the December 14, 1992 issue of the US trade
publication Audio Week stated that the US supplies of both
the S699 MZ-1 and the playback-only MZ-2, which were
supposed to be available before Christmas, were severely
limited.
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Sennheiser headphones
uncover the secrets hiding in
your favorite music. They
accurately recreate all of the
music's subtlety and power.
Great recordings sound
even better.
A wide range of models
offer new levels of realism
and comfort to enhance your
listening. Whatever your
musical preference, there is
aSennheiser headphone
perfect for your style.
You've only got one set of
ears. Go ahead, spoil them.

SENNHEISER
6VISTA DRIVE,P.
O.
IN CANADA :221 LABROSSE AVE ., PTE CLAIRE ,PQ H9R IA3 TEL:514.426.30t3 FAX. t4:' 6
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digital media involving both Philips and Sony.
The view published by the Sunday Times was
that DCC replay was similar to CD. But
having said that, who needs it? The headline
read, "New Disc Gets The Thumbs Down."
The panel of eight listeners included Ed Bicknall, manager of Dire Straits; Mike Edwards,
lead singer with Jesus Jones; John Willan,
Managing Director of the London Philharmonic; plus five other "experts."
The panel listened through Dynaudio speakers; the photo accompanying the article, showing them wearing Jecklin Float headphones,
was, in fact, posed. Four recordings were
tried reproduced by five different media: LP,
CD, compact cassette, MD, and DCC. While
the listening conditions and the quality of the
equipment were not fully explained in the
published report, the results indicated that
DCC was preferred, with MD rated not only
below DCC and CD, but considered to be
similar in quality to compact cassette.
An additional participant, ex-Minister for
the Arts David Mellor, was quoted: "On the
evidence of my own ears, there is no case
whatsoever for MiniDisc, and DCC is fairly
much on par with CD, so why spend all that
extra money?"
Asked to comment on the results, Sony
explained that, as regards hardware, like had
not been compared with like, and that their
machine was abattery-powered portable—
aWalkman, if you like—in contrast to the
other four "home" decks.
Further information revealed that the British magazine Hi Fi World had helped with the
test, which was carried out at the Cornflalce
Shop, aLondon dealer. Magazine representatives were ultimately unhappy with the test
conditions due to the high level of audible
(not electrical) hum resulting from the proximity of alarge electric substation. For the
record, inquiries revealed that the equipment
was deliberately chosen in the budget price
range: aRega Planar 3turntable, an Arcam
Alpha CD player, amidpriced Yamaha analog cassette deck (the DCC machine's analog
cassette replay facility was not used), and a
Philips DCC 900. Pre/power amplification
was to amore than satisfactory standard
using components from Roksan.
Press reports have also questioned the need
for new and, again, incompatible audio media,
while the high software pricing of both MD
and DCC has been criticized. The row over
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

TDK is one of the suppliers of blank MiniDiscs.

full-priced CDs costing £14 ($22) or more
in the UK is continuing, and both Philips and
Sony have chosen to price their new datacompressed software at this high level, thereby
attracting ftirther negative comments. Another
row is brewing over recordable CD-R blanks,
which, by association, also threaten the pricing of MD blanks (at present around the £101
$15 mark). DCC blanks currently cost several times that of good-grade compact cassettes. Kodak has decided upon amuch lower
£5 ($7.50) for the very similar if not wholly
identical product used in their CD photo system. So can the higher prices for MD and
DCC blanks be sustained?
Irecently reviewed the Sony MZ-1 for
HFN/RR, and am sorry to say that my first
impressions outs sound quality confirmed
the Sunday Times report. But the circumstances were more complicated than this. For
example, the only prerecorded software available at the time of testing was aSony 15-track
sampler which included an excerpt from Michael Jackson's Dangerous. A simple comparison was set up in which, working from its
battery supply, the MZ-1 was auditioned via
its headphone sockets as an MD "Walkman"
and compared with aTechnics SL-XP6 CD
Walkman playing the same track. The Technics (now three years old) played better, with
superior dynamics, amore open top end, and
substantially superior pace and involvement.
Many actors could have been responsible for
this result, so the contest was continued to
the analog line-out terminals, which were
then fed into my main audio system. Again,
while the XP6 was clearly no match for even
agood-quality domestic CD player, it had
greater life and better focus, timing, and
rhythm than the MZ-1. In fact, arecent favorable experience with the Sony D303 CD
Walkman indicated that this would also beat
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The New THIEL CS3.6
A new generation of 1HIEL loudspeakers has evolved from over 15 years of research,
design, and engineering dedicated to the highest level of home music reproduction.
The new CS3.6 continues the high standards set by the critically acclaimed reference
model CS5 and the more affordable CS2.2. Using all 1HIEL designed drivers, the CS3.6
provides an extremely high degree of tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic accuracy.
The 11-1IEL tradition of innovation and superior performance continues.

The same 1" metal dome
tweeter used in our flagship
model CS5 eliminates
resonances, energy storage,
and colorations in the audible
range. The short coil/long gap,
large suspension design
provides very low distortion
and high dynamic range. The
result is high frequency
reproduction of unparalleled
clarity and realism.

The 4.5" midrange driver uses
our unique double-surface,
air-core diaphragm (patent
pending) which practically
eliminates "cone break
up"and provides exception
ally clear response. A short
coil/long gap magnet system
is used for very low
distortion. Rigid, cast
magnesium chassis are used
in all c53.6 drivers to
improve clarity.

The new 10" woofer employs
arigid anodized aluminum
diaphragm to eliminate cone
"break-up" and unwanted
energy storage. A specially
shaped magnetic pole greatly
reduces distortion, and heavy
copper rings maintain an
ultra-stable magnetic field. In
conjunction with the bass
radiator which eliminates the
resonances and noise of a
bass port, the result is
remarkably clean and tonal
bass reproduction to 27Hz.

The baffle is sloped to
properly position the drivers
for correct time alignment
and accurate reproduction of
transient musical information.
It also incorporates rounded
edges to greatly reduce
energy diffraction which
contributes to very "open"
reproduction.

A 3" thick baffle, 1" thick
cabinet walls, and extensive
internal bracing greatly
increase cabinet stiffness. By
reducing unwanted vibration,
both clarity and imaging
performance are improved.

The synthesized first-order
acoustic crossover is a25
element unit implemented
with 36 parts. It provides
extremely uniform tonal
response (±1.5dB), and
completely phase accurate
transitions between drivers to
preserve the recording's
spatial information. Custommade polystyrene capacitors
and low-oxygen copper, aircore inductors are used for
very low distortion and highly
transparent reproduction.

Cabinets are finished in either
mirror-matched Amberwood
or Black Wood. Custom
finishes are available by
special order.

Suggested Retail $3900/pair •Call or write for literature and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427

the MZ-1 on much the same grounds.
What, then, was responsible? To begin
with, there is the question of the quality of
the 15-track sampler. Perhaps it had suffered
aconvoluted and damaging production route
similar to that of the infamous DCC PASC
coding by Philips.' Alternatively, one could
question the performance of the MZ-1's circuitry, including the effect of the ATRAC
audio data compression system.
In an attempt to separate these, some test
recordings were made via both the analog
and digital inputs, with replay via the analog output. No significant improvement was
heard, which indicated that neither the input
AID nor output DIA sections of the MZ-1
were particularly impressive.
The only solution was to negate the truly
portable function of the MZ-1 and drive it
wholly in the digital domain via its special
2.5mm optical interface. Incidentally, the
magneto-optical (MO) recording function
performed very well, and track handling and
indexing were first-rate, much easier than
with CD-R In contrast to CD-R, MD blanks
may, according to Sony, be erased and rerecorded up to amillion times.
Via ahigh-quality D/A unit, the MD sampler again confirmed its substandard quality. However, replay of the recording made
by digital transfer from CD was found to be
superior, and gave aglimmer of hope for
MD's inherent sound quality.
There remained aquestion as to whether
MO replay was inherently superior to prerecorded replay. This is no trivial matter, as
phamorded audio data are present as the usual
data pits or dots much as in the CD format,
and is sequenced via 4MB of memory. MO
data are read differently, using differences in
the angle of polarization in the dye layer;
moreover, there are major differences in formatting. MO recordings are pre-grooved with
an accurate, slightly dithered spiral ensuring
stable tracking; data-error rates are also substantially lower than for production-replicated optical recordings. In addition, the data
are formulated in sections more like afloppydisk drive than like aCD's continuous data
train. Such differences may well affect sound
quality, as we have experienced in comparisons between CDR and CD replay.
Looking back at similar results for aPhilips
2See "Industry Update." Vol.15 No.4, April 1992. pp.45-47.
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DCC deck—ie, digital in, digital out—and
noting that for DCC the data connection was
electrical (coaxial) rather than the Sony MD's
optical, it is clear that DCC/PASC sounds
better than MD/ATRAC. In my view, though
DCC does not beat good 16-bit replay, it is
quite open, detailed, and focused. MD, by
comparison, is less open, less well focused,
less detailed, and appears to fall behind in
other areas as well: bass attack and timing,
dynamics, and pace. Listener involvement is
diluted.
If MD is to appeal to the younger generation who buy dance music, how will they
react to anew medium which appears to subtract significantly from the dance-like qualities of the music most likely to be played
on it?

US: Robert Harley

At the end of last year, Sony Music Entertainment began shipping the Legacy series
of CDs described in "Industry Update" last
August. The Legacy division will reissue classic
recordings from the former CBS vaults using
the original source tapes, high-end analog
playback electronics, and Sony's Super Bit
Mapping (SBM) transfer process.
Rather than grab the first tape off the shelf,
Legacy producers will collect and listen to
all the tapes of aproject to determine which
sounds the best. Often, the recording's original producer is called in for creative input
in tape selection and transfer to digital. The
transfer is made with aStuder tape machine
fitted with all Cello electronics, ahigh-end
20-bit AID converter, and transferred to 16bit for CD release with Sony's Super Bit
Mapping process? The tape is often equalized
for the CD medium under the original
producer's guidance.'
The Legacy CDs are coated with a24k
gold reflective layer instead of the usual aluminum, and packaged in adeluxe box. The
3Super Bit Mapping was described in Vol.15 NŒ8 and Vol.16
No. 1.
4And speed errors corrected. For example, it was discovered
during the remastering of Miles Davis's Kind of Blue that the
entire first LP side had been cut at the wrong speed, resulting
in pitches that were aquarter-tone sharp. The Legacy KM
reissue therefore represents the first opportunity in 30 years
that jazz lovers will have had to experience Miles's genius at
the correct speed and pitch.
—JA
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Sony is doing some re-equalization for their
Legacy reissues. Shown are the peak yoctave
spectra for All Blues - (right channel) from the
original CD reissue of Miles Davis's Kind of Blue
CK 40579 (bottom), and that from the Legacy
SBM reissue CK 52861 (top). As well as better
extension at the frequency extremes, the SBM
reissue is 6dB louder in the upper midrange.

original liner notes are included, and, when
available, new material is added, such as additional photos from the original sessions. Sony
sees the Legacy reissues as the musical equivalent oía hardcover book. Pricing will be
about $25 per title The first titles include Bob
Dylan's Blonde on Blonde, Boston's Boston,
Billy Joel's 52nd Street, Dave Brubeck's Time
Out, and Miles Davis's Kind of Blue.
Ireceived asampler of Legacy reissues
along with the original-release CDs for comparison. The difference between the standard
and Legacy CDs was vast. On Time Out, for
example, the Legacy version had real space
and depth, in sharp contrast with the flat,
cardboard-cutout images on the original CD
release. The instruments were surrounded
by air, and had much more listenable timbre
qualifies, particularly Paul Desmond's unique
sax sound. The remastering made the recording sound much like acontemporary recording. Ididn't agree with all the equalization
decisions (the cymbals were too tizzy), but
the Legacy edition's overall sonic perspective was avast improvement.
Other titles were also greatly improved,
but not to the degree heard on the Brubeck.
Overall, the Legacy reissues had better spatial
definition, lots more low-level detail, more
natural timbres, and sounded like instruments
in three-dimensional space. There was also
agreater ease and reduction in upper-midrange glare.
This comparison only serves to highlight
how poor mastering technology was in the
early to mid-1980s when the original transSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

fers were made. In addition to using lowquality source tapes, the signal was subjected
to bad A/D converters and electronics, then
further degraded by early digital editors (the
Sony DAE-1100, in particular). It's ashame
it took so long for amajor record company
to recognize and address these issues.
If you're not inclined to pay $25 for the
Legacy reissue with its special packaging and
gold plating, you're still in luck. Once anew
CD master has been made for the Legacy
series, that high-quality master will be used
in all future CD pressings of that title. This
means that the same sound quality will be
available on the regular release as from the
Legacy release (assuming gold plating has no
sonic effect). Those discs, however, will not
be specially marked, making it difficult to
distinguish between the current pressing and
the pressing from the new master. Moreover,
it may be years before Sony's and retailers'
existing stock is sold. Nevertheless, the result
will eventually be better CD sound.

P=M

UK: Ken Kessler
Call me naïve, but Ialways thought that manufacturers cherished their perennial sellers. I
mean, who'd kill aproduct when it sells in
adequate numbers? Especially an acknowledged classic? Rogers's decision to axe the
BBC LS3/5A is doubly embarrassing for me
because it was announced within days of a
rave review I'd written on the wee monitor
appearing on the newsstands.
Rogers had just released the Studio 3, a
design conceived expressly as areplacement
for the LS3/5A at atime when KEF's future
was uncertain—spring/summer '92. KEF is
the sole supplier of the officially approved
LS3/5A drivers that the licensees (Spendor,
Harbeth, and Rogers) must use; if KEF folded,
well, bye-bye official drivers. So it's understandable why acompany would want another minimonitor waiting in the wings, to
replace it if necessary. A prototype of the Studio 3appeared at the Chicago CES, but in
avery secretive manner. Iwas told on good
authority that it would probably only appear
if KEF vanished. And as we now know, the
resuscitated KEF is alive and well and pumping out drivers.
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Before you buy anew
stereo, consider why some
people would rather own
aused McIntosh than a
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Made in the USA

By now, most people realize that
"new" stereo components often are in-
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But Rogers continued to develop the Studio 3, asensible move because most of the
work had already been done. Though it uses
the same cabinet as the LS3/5A, it doesn't
really replace or compete with the BBC
design—even if it was conceived as such. So,
when Rogers put it into production, with its
proper launch in September at the 1992 Hi-Fi
Show at Heathrow, Iwas first in line for a
review pair. Isaw immediately that it could
sell right alongside the Beth Special, aperfect
choice for customers wanting the LS3/5A's
dimensions but with more bass and higher
SPLs. Iplanned to review it alongside the
latest bi-wired LS3/5As, the latter serving as
the reference. And Rogers willingly gave the
go-ahead because it was ano-lose situation:
whatever speaker came out on top would be
wearing the Rogers badge.
Much as Iliked the Studio 3—and it is a
little honey—I preferred the LS3/5A. The
Studio 3goes louder and deeper and is easier
to drive, but an LS3/5A is an LS3/5A; I've yet
to hear any pretender to the throne which
succeeds as ausurper. So the review appeared
and that was that. Then Igot acall from a
Rogers spokesperson who shall remain nameless. Iwas told that the LS3/5A was history.
"Say what?" Icried, remembering what
happened when Coke killed the original.
"Are you jerking my chain?"
"Nor he replied dejectedly, one LS3/5A
fan to another. "The decision comes from the
top. The LS3/5A will no longer feature in the
Rogers catalog."
"But I
just raved about it! The BBC still
uses them! And Iknow they still sell."
"True," he admitted, mentioning afigure
Ican't quote but which suggests unit sales
(m pairs) of over four figures per year even during this recession. "But the boss is the boss."
End of conversation.
This had me confused,farblondjet, at aloss
for words. All Icould think of (as if Rogers
needs me to make its excuses) was that the
company would rather sell Studio 3s—quite
understandable, as the margins must be higher.
For one thing, the woofer is made in-house;
for another, there's no royalty to send off to
the BBC.
Then Icalled Spendor, one of the two remaining licensees. A spokesperson told me,
trying desperately to control his glee, that,
yes, Spendor was now the only source in the
world for the bi-wired LS3/5A, while HarSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

The classic BBC LS3 SA. still available from
Harbeth and Spendor

beth would continue with the single-wired
version.5 Now you must understand that
Spendor is so low-keyed and so laid-back
that it's the kind of company which, if given
agift certificate for amillion bucks' worth
of advertising, would spend it on small classifieds. So Ididn't hear the sound of Ferraris
being ordered. But Igot the distinct impression that Spendor (and Harbeth) are expecting awelcome blip in sales equivalent to the
business which Rogers has thrown away. I
also gathered that the end of Rogers's version doesn't automatically suggest that anew
licensee will suddenly appear.
Whatever official reason may be given in
any forthcoming Rogers press release about
the speaker's demise, Isimply cannot fathom
the termination of an all-time best-seller with
guaranteed future sales. Another example of
British corporate idiocy? You bet your sweet
treble.
On the other hand, there are companies
kicking butt during this winter of everyone's
discontent. The new-look Mission, doubled
in might by joining forces with Wharfedale,
has just reopened its fire-damaged factory,
and the term "state of the art" springs to mind.
At ahousewarming party (bad choice of words,
Iknow) with aguest list ranging from Prime
Minister John Major to the Earl of Gowrie
(the only audiophile in the House of Lords)
to selected dealers to distributors to financiers
and on down to afew journalists, the company showed off its collection of manufacturing marvels, including acabinet-routing
5JA is currently working on areview of the Harbeth LS3/5A,
as well as Harbeth's same-size HL-P3.
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machine so green that it sweeps up and recyhour and ahalf. But, as one wag so succinctly
cles the sawdust, apaint/varnish sprayer that
put it, "What politician wouldn't visit afaccan vary the amounts of gloss, conveyor belts
tory 800 yards from his home, where they're
and robots and test equipment, an automatic
sticking it to the Japanese?"
waste-burning system producing free energy,
And now to the Danes as well. Iwasn't the
and enough computers to swallow amonth's
only person who picked up on John Major's
production of Sonic the Hedgehog. Even the
use ofB&O equipment, and on television no
toilets are classy. Idid part of the tour with
less. This was, in the eyes of the hi-fi comaguest from amuch larger rival company,
munity, similar to Princess Diana driving a
and he was very impressed. Which meant
Mercedes instead of some British vehicle,
something to me, because Ithought CNC
which angered the British car makers; she
was the stuff you didn't want coming out of
ended up ditching the Benz. No one expected
your deodorant spray.
the Prime Minister to dump his personally
How many others noticed this Idon't know,
owned hi-fi system, but something had to
but Icaught aglimpse of Mission's forthbe done if Major meant what he'd said about
coming flagship CD player during the tour.
supporting British Industry. And Mission
It's astunning—and Imean stunning—little
was first off the mark—even before Linn, a
two-box affair, each unit similar in dimencompany unrivaled in promoting itself outsions to the recently announced Micromega
side of the usual channels.
mini. Each section is the size of afat trade
At the end of the official ceremonies, Mispaperback, finished in agorgeous semigloss
sion presented to No.10 Downing Street (as
black and looking for all the world as if made
opposed to John Major as an individual,
by the Swiss. Perfectly finished microbutwhich would be improper) acomplete Mistons, sleek styling, aglass lid over the topsion system. You could hear the Mission emloading transport section, an ultra-lightweight
ployees fighting over who'd get to deliver it.
puck which magnetically clamps the disc to
And I'd hate to see how the security men deal
the hub, and balanced outputs from the DAC
with the arrival of boxes full of electronic
section. Ididn't want to push my luck by askequipment, including one marked "Class 1
ing too many questions, but Idid get an
Laser." But all of this means that the PM's
answer to the most important one: the target
listening, while in London at least, will be
price is ca £2000 ($3000). The player should
to all-British gear. Iwonder if he'll ask Lord
be ready for January's Las Vegas CES, alongGowrie to do the tweaking?
side abunch of new products which Mission's Dave Marchant refused to identify.
Although Farad Azima admits to feeling
uncomfortable at formal functions—one
Mission employee said he'd rather be quaffing tea and eating aplateful of cholesterol at
US: Peter W. Mitchell
the local greasy spoon—the day was aPR
Most of today's loudspeakers are based on
designs that were invented about 60 years
man's dream. Remember: the first week of
December was not agood one for the Prime
ago. This was the era of the first dynamic
Minister, and he had aheavy schedule ahead
drivers, electrostatic panels, crossover netof him culminating in the GATT talks. Norworks, and discoveries about the importance
man Lamont, who controls the British econ,,of time-aligning tweeters with woofers. It's
omy, was in deep doo-doo for at least two
easy to fall into the habit of thinking that all
gaffes in addition to his screwed-up policies,
of the improvements in modern speakers
and this had to be occupying the PM's attenhave been little more than refinements of
tion, too. But turn up he did, as the Mission
those early inventions—using better cone
factory is in Huntingdon, his constituency,
materials, new glues, stiffer cabinets, comand just down the road from his home. He
puter optimization programs, and more soappeared to be having aswell time, cracking
phisticated measuring tools. But acouple of
jokes during his tour and speech, including
recent innovations, described by patent sumone about what arefreshing change it was
maries in the November 1992 AESJournal,
may open the way to some fundamental adto be opening afactory instead of closing one.
To everyone's surprise, he stayed for over an
vances in speaker performance.
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993
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One is atruly digital loudspeaker, patented
by Foster Electric in Japan. Previous "digital" speakers by Meridian and Philips have
been conventional dynamic speakers with a
D/A converter and amplifier built into the
cabinet. The new Foster design translates
digital code directly into diaphragm motion.
The speaker is aplanar magnetic system,
similar in principle to the Magneplanar. But
instead of asingle metallic strip, it uses alarge
number of individual conductive strips distributed and interleaved over the surface of
the diaphragm. The bits of the digital code
are amplified and fed directly to the strips,
whose conductive areas are proportioned so
as to produce apropulsive force scaled according to the relative numeric value of the
bits in the code.
If aplanar magnetic speaker is to produce
extended low-frequency response, its diaphragm must be large, and suspended with
low tension. But since it is supported only
around its edge, like the skin of adrum, the
thin Mylar diaphragm may undergo vibratory modes (rippling like aflag in the breeze),
which color the sound—like cone breakup
in adynamic speaker. Japan's Fostex Corp.
devised away to stiffen the diaphragm by
bonding athin but lightweight layer of
foamed mica to its surface. American designer
Paul Bruney devised another solution to the
same problem: use alaminated multi-layer
diaphragm with adifferent geometric pattern
of conductive foil bonded to each layer, distributing the driving force accordingly. As
abonus, since different parts of the frequency
spectrum could be channeled to the various
layers, this construction may allow the directivity of the speaker to be controlled in each
frequency range.
Matsushita has designed acompletely
different type of flat panel speaker that could
also serve as aprojection TV screen. This could
solve the problem of where to put the center
speaker in ahome video theater; the speaker
diaphragm is areflective white panel the size
of alarge TV screen. Of course, the idea is
not new; the movie screen in atheater is perforated, with conventional speakers firing
through it, but that's not practical at home.
To make the design problem more difficult,
Matsushita wanted its large diaphragm/screen
to sound good in ashallow cabinet that could
hang on awall. A diaphragm 2' high by 3'
wide, mounted in an enclosure only afew
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

inches thick, encounters agreat deal of resistance from the trapped air as it vibrates, and
the stiffness of that air mass raises the speaker's fundamental resonance so high that the
sound is thin, with no bass. Matsushita's patent describes amethod of using multiple
vents in the rear of the slim cabinet to alter
the compliance of the air mass, extending the
response enough to make the speaker/screen
apractical concept.

US: Thomas J. Norton

The first high-end manufacturer to build a
solid-state amplifier which genuinely captivates tube-loving audiophiles may well earn
aspot in the Audio Hall of Fame. There have
certainly been attempts in the past; Tom Gillett discusses one in the next issue. But none
have really been completely convincing.
The latest development comes from asmall
company in Berkeley Springs, West Virginia.
Inventor Eric Pritchard founded Deja Vu
Audio to market asolid-state vacuum-tube
emulator which he has developed. According
to Mr. Pritchard, earlier attempts to emulate
vacuum tubes with solid-state devices have
failed because they relied on the more simple
analyses of vacuum-tube behavior developed
before the widespread availability of computers. A more complete analysis of vacuumtube behavior requires the solution of nonlinear differential equations—difficult at best
without computer assistance. These more
complex models were developed only after
vacuum tubes began to disappear as amainstream technology (a development ironically
hastened by the very computers which made
use of the more complex models feasible).
Deja Vu's vacuum-tube emulator, developed by using these more complex models
and computer analysis, is said to share many
characteristics with vacuum tubes. The operating characteristics closely resemble those
ola triode (pentode emulation is also said to
be possible). The harmonic (distortion) spectrum closely tracks that of tubes. And clipping is tube-like—gentle rather than abrupt.
The paper sent to us by Deja Vu Audio
provided no specifics of any kind on the actual design of the emulator—probably intentional, as apatent is still pending. It does state
that the required voltages and bias levels are
those of solid-state devices. While the emulator is not, therefore, asimple drop-in replacement for atube, older tube circuits can
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...it justly earned my highest
honor ---the "maestro" appellation in revealing musical
nuances... .The sound of the
VAC was always pure, smooth,
and liquid, with harmonic
textures never too thick nor
too hard —the perfect musical
tapestry.
Dick Olsher
Stereophile Vol 14 Noll,
November 1991, on the
Class ARecommended
VAC PA 90

Were not talking about a subtle
improvement here, folks. This was
some of the best sound I've ever heard
from CDs, anywhere—with "bloom"
and air and surging dynamics that
seemed to breathe with each musical
phrase.
Peter W Mitchell
Stereophile Vol 15 No 5,
May 1992, on the
installation ol aVAC DAC
The VAC CPA1 Preamplifier and CLA1
Line Amplifier offer the ultimate in
dynamics, imaging, and natural sound.
The VAC Vintage Williamson is the first
in the new Vintage Series, named in
fond memory of the days when
excellent and affordable tube amplifiers were available to any audiophile.
The sound quality and quantity
produced on many sophisticated
loudspeakers mock :41s modest test
bench power rating, producing clean
levels well in excess of 100 dB.
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be redesigned by resealing the voltages and
impedances to fit the requirements of the
emulator. Deja Vu has already built apushpull, output-transformerless, 125W solidstate amplifier with, they claim, vacuum-tube
characteristics.
The prospect of "tube" amplifiers without
heat problems or large power requirements,
with no tube-like deterioration of the active
devices, and at lower cost (solid-state amplifiers are inherently less expensive than tubes
because of wider availability of parts) is encouraging. Ever-shrinking tube production
worldwide would no longer be aconcern.
Not all promising technical developments
prove practical in the long run. The proof of
the emulation's "transparency" still remains
in the listening, if and when commercial
designs appear using Deja Vu's development.
But there seems to be no practical reason why
it can't be done; there is no magic involved
in the operation of the vacuum tube Aworkable, cost-effective, production-consistent
emulation of tubes using solid-state devices
will, in the long run, be the only way to preserve what for many audiophiles is an indispensable part of the home listening experience—tube sound.

California: Peter W. Mitchell
When Ivisited San Francisco recently, Richard Schramm of Parasound introduced me
to acouple of impressive product ideas. One
is ahigh-end CD transport (manufactured
by CEC in Japan) whose spindle assembly
is like that of afine LP turntable In most CDs
the disc rides directly on the motor spindle,
astubby little shaft that provides little resistance to wobble or rotational jitter. The common assumption is that these flaws will be
entirely compensated by the focusing and
tracking servos and by temporary storage of
the bitstream in amemory buffer before it
goes to the digital filter and DAC. But apparently smoother disc rotation really does matter, since disc dampers and stabilizers have
been found to affect the sound.
In the CEC transport the CD turntable
floats on vibration-isolating springs. The
unusually large motors that rotate the disc
and move the pickup are mounted separately
on the main chassis, coupled to the turntable
via flexible rubber belts. As in the Krell transport, there is no sliding disc drawer; instead,
you open the disc compartment from above
STEREOPHILE. FEBRUARY 1993

by sliding back aplate-glass top cover. The
CD rotates on amachined brass spindle that
is fully 4mm in diameter, with fitted bearings at its ends more than an inch apart. A
heavy stabilizer disc is placed on the CD, its
weight being taken by athrust ball bearing
at the bottom of the spindle well. This design
is reminiscent of the spindle assembly in several classic LP turntables.
Schranun's other news was of afamily of
speakers that will employ anew magnetic
circuit invented at Aura Systems, an aerospace
technology company located near the LA airport. On the way home Istopped in LA to
learn about the benefits of the AuraSound
design. These include lower distortion, dramatically increased bass capability, reduced
weight, simplified assembly, and virtually
no magnetic leakage (eliminating the need
to make special "shielded" speakers for use
near TV sets).
In most speakers the magnetic force is provided by alarge ring of ferrite that is magnetized axially, its north-south lines parallel to
the cone's back-and-forth motion. To complete the magnetic circuit, the lines of force
are conducted through asteel back plate, pole
piece, and across the gap to the top plate The
important business of the speaker, of course,
occurs in the gap between the pole piece and
the circular top plate. The voice-coil is suspended in this gap, interacting with magnetic
lines of force that jump the gap radially, spreading outward from the cylindrical pole piece
to the surrounding top plate.
Although there have been numerous minor
refinements, this design has been used in
most speakers for the last half-century. But
it's afundamentally inefficient process. Only
about athird of the magnetic flux is focused
in the gap; two-thirds of the flux is wasted,
producing an external leakage field that may
affect any magnetic tapes or picture tubes
located nearby. More seriously, the flux is
reasonably uniform only within asmall zone
in the middle of the gap. When the voice-coil
moves back and forth in the gap by more
than afew millimeters, the strength of the
flux varies greatly. Result: severe distortion
at high sound levels and/or low frequencies.
Even in the middle of the gap the flux may
not be truly uniform; many speakers exhibit
about 1% distortion (harmonic and intermodulation) at all signal levels.
In the patented AuraSound design the
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magnet is asmall cylinder that fits in the gap
next to the voice-coil. (Like many great inventions, this idea seems so obvious in retrospect
that it's hard to believe it wasn't invented 30
years sooner.) No top plate is needed to focus
the field in the gap. The cylinder's magnetization is radial rather than axial, so the lines
of force jump directly across the gap from the
magnet to the pole piece and then follow the
steel structure around to the outside of the
magnetic cylinder. Since the cylinder can be
any desired length, the "gap" can be very
deep, and the flux will be quite uniform over
its full length. (This implies linear operation
—le, very low distortion—and it remains linear at the large voice-coil excursions needed
for high sound levels and low frequencies.)
Since all of the flux is contained in the gap,
the magnetic efficiency is very high, with little external leakage.
In most speakers the intensity of the magnetic flux varies inversely with gap width.
Tweeters are made with anarrow voice-coil
gap to improve both heat dissipation and
magnetic efficiency. In woofers it is desirable
to use awide gap, to allow the use ofheavygauge wire for high power handling without
causing the coil to buzz against the sides of
the gap. But this conflicts with the desire to
preserve high efficiency. As aresult, most
speakers are acompromise: at high power
levels the thin wire of the voice-coil heats up,
which increases its resistance, causing it to
absorb less power from the amplifier. The
resulting "power compression" causes distortion, aloss of dynamics, and variations of
timbre with level. Since Aura's cylindrical
magnet produces high flux density regardless
of gap width, designers can use thick wire,
ribbon wire, and afour- or eight-layer voice
coil (to minimize power compression at high
sound levels) without sacrificing efficiency.
Neodymium is an increasingly popular
magnet material because it produces 10 to 20
times greater flux intensity than aferrite
magnet of the same size. But it is also about
30 times more expensive, which has made it
cost-effective only for the tiny magnets used
in tweeters. Since Aura's design uses arelatively small magnet even for alarge woofer,
aneodymium magnet can be used to produce
an intense flux field at about the same cost
as the massive block of ferrite required for
aconventional woofer.
Aura Systems intends to license its magnet
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

circuit to other speaker companies; interested
manufacturers can contact them at (310) 6435300 for details. The benefits of this new
design are likely to become increasingly
widespread as time goes by. A larger population of speakers will offer consistently low
distortion, high efficiency and power-handling,
and reduced power compression—the same
attractions that attracted me to Englishmade ATC monitor speakers for my listening
room. If adynamic driver is to produce flat
frequency response, its back-and-forth excursion must quadruple with each halving of
frequency. The Aura system's ability to deliver uniform flux throughout adeep gap
means that woofers will be able to deliver
much more low-bass output than usual. For
audiophiles this means mini-speakers with
greater bass extension, or more affordable
subwoofers with true 20Hz response at high
levels. For Dolby Surround setups it means
small center and rear speakers with full frequency range and uncompressed dynamics.
The ability to make acheap and efficient
woofer capable of substantial low-frequency
output has interesting implications for noise
cancellation. This burgeoning field involves
sensing soundwaves with asmall electret
microphone, then phase-inverting and amplifying the signal to generate equal but opposite sound waves that cancel the unwanted
waves. For this to work, the canceling woofer
must be near either the listener's ear or the
source of the unwanted sound. For example,
Bose introduced anoise-canceling mono headset several years ago for small-plane pilots.
A stereo version would be agreat boon for
people who would like to enjoy music during
long trips in airplanes, trains, and buscs. (It
could be nice in cars too, but wearing headphones while driving is illegal in some states.)
Airconditioning manufacturers are exploring the possibility of including noise-cancelers in their products to provide aquieter cool,
while auto makers are developing electronic
mufflers that will cancel engine noise instead
of trapping it. (Since conventional mufflers
affect exhaust-manifold pressure, the adoption of electronic mufflers could raise gas
mileage by 10%, with vast benefits for both
economy and environment.) Aura's magnetic
engineers have also developed powerful linear
actuators with varied applications, including
electromagnetic shock absorbers that provide
asmoother ride than pneumatic shocks.
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UK: Martin Colloms

On November 13, 1992—during the week
Philips launched DCC here in London, with
double-page spreads in full color in the supplements of not only the audio and music
magazines but also the national press—Professor Jack Dinsdale of the University of
Dundee gave the legendary Friday evening
discourse at the Royal Institution in London's
Albermarle Street. It was entitled "Sound
Reproduction: How Compact Discs Really
Compare with Long Playing Records."
Before his tenure at the University of Dundee, Professor Dinsdale had set up the Unit
for Precision Engineering at the Cranfield
Institute of Technology, which had guided
the research behind the Rock turntables. He
has enjoyed alifelong interest in high-quality
audio; electronics enthusiasts may recall the
famous Tobey and Dinsdale series on transistor power-amplifier design in Wireless
World (now E+ WW) in the early 1960s.
Dinsdale outlined the differing technologies of analog and digital recording, explaining how it was possible to get high-quality
results from vinyl once you knew how. Admittedly, abaseline of good engineering is
necessary to provide good isolation and control resonances in the reproducing player, but
once this is done, good electromechanical
design can take care of the rest. Ironically, as
vinyl replay systems matured, the LP began
to succumb to the onslaught of the compact
cassette, losing out to the latter's convenience
and portability. Soon after, CD began to take
its toll.
Dinsdale recognizes that, even in this 10th
anniversary year of the launch of home digital
audio in the form of the compact disc, many
of the more critical consumers still prefer the
sound of LPs—if reproduced to ahigh enough
standard.
Explaining that, except for specialized users,
the LP had been virtually killed off in western
markets, Dinsdale interspersed his lecture
with frequent direct comparisons of analog
and digital replay. A Michell ISO head amplifier/equalizer was used to condition the signals derived from aTownshend Rock Reference turntable with Townshend arm, these
feeding aFreya Alchemist control unit. The
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turntable (with fluid-filled arm-damping
trough) and equalizer combination had atotal
price of around £2200 ($3500). Comparisons were made, perhaps somewhat unfairly,
with aone-box, upmarket Pioneer CD player,
the "Legato Link" PD95. Though also priced
at £2200, the Pioneer unit probably does
not represent an audiophile reference at its
price level.
While the relative replay levels were not
that strictly controlled, in the main the qualities matched well. Care was taken when
comparing either wholly analog recordings
with adigital transcription to CD, or, in one
case, an excerpt where simultaneous analog
and digital mastering had taken place.
Only asmall proportion of those packed
into the steeply banked lecture theater could
have received any sort of true stereo, while
the near-floor mounting of the ATC 100
active monitors used meant that most of the
audience was placed well above the tweeter
plane. Despite these difficult acoustic conditions, however, the demonstrations often
showed the LP to advantage, vinyl replay
evincing greater openness and expression.
Like any cross-section of the public, learned
or not, the majority of those present had not
previously heard vinyl reproduced well; the
comparisons caused some surprise.
In conclusion, Professor Dinsdale cautioned the LP enthusiast with atreasured collection against scrapping it in favor of CD,
suggesting instead that the turntable/player
be brought up to standard to achieve the fine
results which he showed to be possible.
It was conceded that CD was improving
at last, both in the record and replay areas,
but that, despite 10 years of development in
the consumer market, the LP could still give
it arun for its money.

US: Robert Harley

The Audio Engineering Society held its 93rd
convention in San Francisco last October.
LA, JA, and Iwere on hand to see the latest
professional audio products, attend the seminars and workshops, and, most important,
take in the presentations of technical papers.
There's nothing like an AES convention to
learn about what's happening at the cutting
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edge of audio technology.
Although an AES convention is always a
great learning experience, Iusually leave them
feeling morose; most of the papers presented
describe research that has little to do with
improving the experience of hearing reproduced music. Instead, papers often expound
on signal processing and manipulation techniques of questionable value. There is an attitude that if signal processing can be done, it
should be done—not because the processing
enhances the ability of the signal to convey
music, but out of academic interest. It tends
to become agame of who can come up with
the most sophisticated techniques, with the
goal of music reproduction becoming lost
in the quest for greater power over signals.
Another source of concern is the trend toward low-bit-rate digital audio encoding,
which results in degraded audio quality for
the sake of cost and convenience. It's distressing to see the leading audio researchers spending their time and intellect making audio
cheaper and easier instead of better.'
This convention, however, had some fascinating and encouraging papers that investigated the underlying phenomena that cause
audible differencès—differences that had
previously been dismissed as subjectivist fantasy. Several papers of landmark importance
were presented in this vein. But before getting to the paper summaries, let's look at the
trends and products in professional audio
shown on the exhibit floor.
The diminishing distinction between computers and audio was highlighted by the number of PC-based digital audio editing systems on display. These "workstations" edit
and process digital audio using agraphical
user interface and mouse. Instead of splicing
tape and running the signal through afader
or other equipment to make afinished master
tape, computer-based workstations perform
these functions in the computer. As digital
audio workstations have proliferated, the cost
has dropped dramatically. One system, the
Turtle Beach 56k, which runs on aPC under
6At the AES Measurement Conference in Portland, Oregon
last May, aprominent researcher described the results of his
work in low-bit-rate encoding, atechnique that reduces the
number of bits needed to represent an audio signal by throwing out information judged to be "inaudible." He said that,
at adata rate of 128kbs (kilobits per second), which is less than
one fifth the data rate for CD-quality audio, "we can fool the
casual listener." One can only wonder what state-of-the-art
audio would be like if those researchers' goals were set alittle
higher than "fooling the casual listener."
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Windows, provides cut-and-paste editing,
crossfades, time compression, equalization,
and ahost of other functions. The 56k, which
includes the board that goes inside the PC,
digital interface box, and software, sells for
an astonishingly low S995. Digital audio
workstations, however, need alarge hard disk
drive to store the digital audio data, which
consume 10.5 Megabytes per stereo minute.
Enough hard-drive space to store aCD's 70
minutes or so will add around $2500 to the
system's cost.
Tubed audio gear is very popular among
professionals, evidenced by the wide selection
of tubed equipment at the convention. In
addition to David Manley's line ofVTL and
Manley tubed products, there were two new
tubed microphones introduced by an unlikely
source: Sony. The Japanese giant exhibited
the C-800 and C-800G microphones, the
latter featuring aunique "thermoelectric"
heatsink to keep the electronics and 6AU6A
vacuum tube cool.
David Manley has revived the respected—
and long gone—Langevin studio equipment
name. David has obtained the rights to some
of the classic Langevin circuits and is manufacturing them with modem components
and better power supplies. The all-solid-state
Langevin line includes the venerable Pultec
equalizer, dual-mono microphone preamp,
and afour-channel microphone preamp.
UltraAnalog showed their recently developed jitter generation and analysis system.
The test system allows aprecise amount of
jitter at aknown frequency to be introduced
in the S/PDIF data stream. Measuring jitter
in the recovered clock can thus give an indication of the input receiver's susceptibility
to passing that jitter. They also passed out an
excellent white paper on jitter and the jitterintroduction technique.
Philips held apress conference to report
on the current state of DCC. Despite the
problems with prerecorded DCC cassettes
(over 100,000 pieces were reportedly recalled
last September), Philips claimed brisk sales
of DCC hardware in Japan. Their marketing strategy, described at the press conference, seemed to deliberately circumvent the
High End and instead aim for the lower end
of the scale. There was little other information presented, but JA and Ilistened through
headphones to aprerecorded DCC and the
same program on CD. The DCC version
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was noticeably inferior, we both felt, Philips's
claims that DCC sounds better than CD
notwithstanding. The PASC low-bit-rate
encoding system used in DCC seemed to rob
music of its pace and dynamics, among other
things. After switching headphones back and
forth afew times, JA said to me, "Well, at least
it's not for us." Iresponded, "We hope it's not
for us."
The papers sessions had awealth of information on recent discoveries in digital audio.
Perhaps the most important paper of the convention was Chris Dunn's and Malcolm
Hawksford's "Is the AES/EBU-S/PDIF Digital Audio Interface Flawed?" The paper 7
revealed amechanism by which the interface
between aCD transport and processor (actually, any digital source and D/A converter)
induces clock jitter that is correlated with the
audio signal. Moreover, this jitter-inducing
phenomenon varies with the interface's bandwidth, suggesting that this is the cause of
audible differences between digital interfaces.
Dr. Hawksford suggested that this phenomenon may be the "basis for criticism of this
technology," and that it "gives rise to subjectively noticeable effects." In other words,
this is why digital interconnects sound different. Unfortunately, the fundamental design
of the AES/EBU-S/PDIF interface causes this
signal-correlated jitter to be generated in the
D/A converter.8
Dr. Hawksford made some suggestions
for modifying the interface to reduce this
phenomenon, but his recommendations would
require acomplete overhaul of the interface
format. However, one way of reducing the
correlation between jitter in the recovered
clock and the audio signal is to transmit the
digital signal with one audio channel inverted.
In aremarkable demonstration, we heard
audio from aCD on the loop in adigital processor's PLL—without aDAC! Although the
signal was grossly distorted, an announcer
could clearly be heard saying "In Phase." But
when the announcer said "Out of Phase"
(identifying that the audio channels had the
same data but opposite polarity), the words
7This and other papers presented at the convention are available for $5 each for nonmembers from the Audio Engineering
Society, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10165-2520.
8At the AES Conference in London last year, amember of
the committee that established the AES/EBU interface standard said that the interface's jitter specification was just good
enough to avoid bit errors, and that sound quality played no
part in devising the specification.
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were unidentifiable. This demonstration
showed both that the jitter in the recovered
clock is correlated to the audio signal being
transmitted, and that inverting the polarity
of one channel greatly reduces the correlation
between the audio signal and clock jitter, at
least for dual-mono signals.
This gave us an idea: On Stereophile's next
Test CD, we'll include the same musical selection twice: once in phase, once out of
phase. The out-of-phase track can be put
back in phase by reversing the positive and
negative leads to one loudspeaker, restoring
correct polarity. It will then be possible to
compare the two tracks and hear the audible consequences of the signal-correlated jitter described in the paper.
Finally, Dr. Hawksford concluded that the
EIAJ (Toslink) optical interface lacks sufficient
bandwidth (6MHz) for high-quality digital audio transmission. This correlates directly
with reports of critical listeners: no serious
listener uses the Toslink interface. This superb
paper is agiant leap forward in understanding
the digital audio interface and the mechanisms by which it can degrade the audio
signal.
Another paper of significance to the audiophile was Dr. Hawksford's "Digital-toanalogue Converter with Low Inter-sample
Transition Distortion and Low Sensitivity
to Sample Jitter and Transresistance Slew
Rate." In anutshell, this paper established that
slew-rate distortion in D/A converters produces artifacts identical to those of clock jitter.
He showed that the usual method of driving aDAC produces slew-rate limiting in the
current-to-voltage (UV) converter, which in
turn introduces jitter-like artifacts in the output signal. To avoid these problems, he proposed anovel topology involving dual timeinterleaved DACs. With this technique, the
current-to-voltage converters after the DACs
are fed amore analog-like signal, rather than
the rectangular pulses output from aconventionally implemented multi-bit DAC. It is
these rectangular pulses that cause slew limiting in the current-to-voltage converter, even
with the fastest op-amps available? This
paper (and the Dunn/Hawksford paper described earlier) are essential reading for all
digital audio product designers.
Jitter was apopular topic at this conven9Ihave avague memory of Paul McGowan, then of PS
Audio, talking about this problem some years ago. —JA
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tion. Another interesting paper was litter:
Specification and Assessment in Digital
Audio Equipment," by Julian Dunn (another
Englishman). This paper covered ground
similar to that of the Hawksford paper, but
added adifferent twist. The author measured
DAC sensitivity to jitter by introducing a
known amount °flitter at aspecific frequency
and taking an FFT-derived spectral analysis of the clock-jitter components. This
research suggested that aproduces jitter performance should be included in digital audio
equipment specifications.' °
Sony's paper on Super Bit Mapping started
quite acontroversy (described last month in
"Industry Update"). SBM is atechnique that
reportedly results in nearly 20-bit performance from a16-bit CD. The paper didn't
reveal all the technical details of the system,
but the most interesting revelation was of
"Super Bit Mapping 2:' asecond-generation
noise-shaping system that continuously
changes the noise floor's spectrum depending
on the input signal's spectral distribution.
Presumably, the system would shift quantization noise away from frequency bands in
which there was very little energy toward
bands with high energy, which would mask
the quantization noise. No date was announced
for the availability of SBM2.
Another system for improving CD sound
was proposed by Michael Gerzon and Peter
Craven in their paper "Compatible Improvement of 16-bit Systems Using Subtractive
Dither!' The presentation detailed amethod
of achieving 20-bit performance from a16bit storage medium by noise shaping and
adding dither during AID conversion, then
subtracting the dither in the D/A converter.
The processed signal would play properly
on any CD player, but would sound better
if the player had an optional decoder that
would remove the dither. How can the decoder know what part of the signal is dither
and thus remove it during playback? The
dither is calculated from the LSBs of the pre10 There is awealth of fascinating and musically relevant
research being conducted by Dr. Hawksford and his students
at the Department of Electronic Systems Engineering at the
University of Essex in England. Moreover, it seems as though
the British are at the cutting edge of investigating and measuring the mechanisms by which audible differences are
introduced in audio systems. Between Malcolm Hawksford,
Meridian's Bob Stuart, and Michael Gerzon—the three most
important researchers in the field—the British appear to have
avirtual monopoly on subjectively relevant investigation and
measurement.
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vious samples, allowing the decoder to identify the dither and remove it. The result: the
benefits of dither without the noise penalty.
When subtractive dither is combined with
noise shaping, adynamic range of 116dB
from CD is possible, according to the authors.
Don Moses of Wadia Digital gave afascinating paper called "Enclosure Detuning
for 20-Bit Performance." The paper detailed
the mechanisms by which electromagnetic
resonances within aD/A converter's enclosure can contaminate the word clock with
high-frequency jitter. A test fixture and technique for measuring this effect was described,
along with enclosure design parameters for
preventing clock contamination from the
D/A's chassis. Isuspect the paper was ahint
of the design philosophy behind anew Wadia
D/A converter we may see soon.
Another paper by Michael Gerzon, "Signal Processing for Simulating Realistic Stereo
Images," suggested that digital signal processing can simulate naturally occurring spatial cues and image-size information—and
can be used on multimiked recordings. He
argues that if this information can be captured
with purist microphone techniques, then the
same information can be synthesized and
added to artificially produced recordings. The
algorithm, however, is so complex that it
requires between one and two Motorola
DSP56001 chips per source signal (for comparison, the Theta Generation III uses three
DSP56001s). If the technique works, the
result could be multimiked recordings that
have many of the spatial characteristics of
audiophile recordings.
Iwas intrigued by Gerzon's emphasis on
simulating correct image size—a criterion of
accuracy often overlooked—particularly after
reading Dick Olsher's review of the SoundLab A-1 in last November's Stereophile. DO
speculated that large panel loudspeakers like
the A-1 can more convincingly convey the
correct image size of instruments like apiano
because the big electrostatic's surface area
more closely approximates that of the piano.
In achance encounter with Gerzon on the
exhibit floor, he expressed asurprising confidence that audio recording and reproduction technology was poised to make gigantic
leaps forward in the next five years. He also
suggested that the source of audible differences between now-unexplained phenomena
will be discovered and documented in asimi67
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larly short time. If techniques such as his subtractive dither and DSP-created imaging arc
successful and become adopted, his optimism
may be well placed. Let's hope he's right.
While not related to audio reproduction,
apaper on absolute pitch ("Absolute Memory for Musical Pitch: More than the Melody
Lingers On," by Daniel Levitin) was interesting. The paper suggested that absolute
pitch is much more common among the
general population than the 1-in-10,000 rate
found in musicians. The author's research,
performed on 26 randomly chosen subjects,
found that 7subjects (27%) had absolute
pitch, and 12 subjects (46%) made errors
clustered within two semitones of the correct note.
There was much interest at the convention
in adaptive filters. These are audio processing
devices that "learn" and modify themselves
to achieve aspecific purpose. One paper,
"Adaptive Filters for Audio—an Overview
with Applications Examples!' by Paul F.
Tichener, demonstrated how an adaptive filter can be used to modify one sound to emulate another sound. He showed how an electric guitar plugged straight into aconsole can
be modified by an adaptive filter to sound as
though it had been recorded in aroom through
aspecific amplifier (Fender Pro Reverb) and
microphone (AKG 414). The plain guitar signal and the signal amplified by the Pro Reverb
and mike were both input to an adaptive
DSP-based filter. The filter adapted itself to
process the plain guitar signal to sound like
the amplified guitar miked in aroom. The
demonstration, which consisted of hearing
the plain guitar, the amplified and miked guitar, and the adaptively filtered plain guitar,
was remarkable. The adaptively filtered guitar
came very close to emulating the sound of
the vintage guitar amplifier and expensive
mike. This technique opens many possibilities; it will be possible to re-create Hendrix's
guitar sound, for example, and sell it as a
black box or software for ablack box. Guitarists may one day "copyright" their unique
sounds and receive royalties on signal-processing devices that emulate their qualities.
Ronald Genereux, apioneer in adaptive
filters for loudspeakers, gave apaper outlining the historical background and current
technology of adaptive filters. His company,
SigTech, makes aprofessional adaptive loudspeaker equalizer most often used to flatten
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monitors in studio control rooms. SigTech
intends to market alower-priced consumer
version of the system which automatically
equalizes aloudspeaker to be flat in that particular room."
The growing interest in the effect of the
room on loudspeakers was exemplified by
Scan Olive's and Peter Schuck's "The Effects
of Loudspeaker Placement on Listeners' Preference Ratings." This paper described experiments in which listeners rated loudspeakers
placed at different locations within aroom.
To prevent listeners from receiving any visual
cues about the loudspeakers, and to make the
testing more efficient, the loudspeakers were
recorded binaurally at the different loudspeaker positions and played for the subjects
later over high-quality headphones. The authors concluded that, "In these experiments,
the subjective effects of speaker locations were
much larger than the differences between the
loudspeakers. This suggests that subjective
evaluations of different loudspeakers are particularly prone to biases due to differences
in their location within the room!'
Although we all know finding the right
spot in aroom for aloudspeaker is essential
to getting the best performance from it, to
suggest that placement is amore significant
factor than the loudspeaker itself is ludicrous.
While there are changes in tonal balance associated with room placement, the loudspeaker's basic character remains unchanged. Certain aspects of the loudspeaker's sound—a
grainy treble or midrange colorations, for
example—do not significantly change with
placement. In Stereophile's blind listening tests
of inexpensive loudspeakers, I've noticed a
remarkable ability to identify the loudspeaker
I've taken home for individual auditioning
from the blind auditioning. This is true despite the fact that the associated components
—indeed, the entire room—are different.
Moreover, having heard the same loudspeakers in avariety of rooms—at reviewers' homes,
CESes, and dealers—there is afundamental
sameness that transcends the different listening environment. Yes, loudspeaker placement
and the listening room are significant variables in the subjective evaluation of loudspeakers. But they are by no stretch of the
imagination greater than differences between
the loudspeakers themselves.
11 See Peter Mitchell's "As We See lt," Vol.15 No.10, October
1992, p.7.
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A fascinating paper on loudspeaker analysis, called "Sound Radiation Analysis of
Loudspeaker Systems Using the Nearfield
Acoustic Holography (NAH) and the Application Visualization System (AVS)," was presented by Thomas Bums. The author described
atechnique that allows one to see sound produced by aloudspeaker. A grid of microphones is placed in front of the loudspeaker,
which is driven by atest signal. The microphones' outputs are amplified, converted to
digital form, and stored. This is repeated with
the microphone grid at various locations in
front of the loudspeaker. A sophisticated
graphics software package then processes the
intensity data gathered from the microphones
and produces avisual image of the sound
emerging from the loudspeaker. The technique reveals the effects of diffraction, cabinet
discontinuities, driver interaction, and can
even show acoustic propagation in rooms.
Unfortunately, amini-supercomputer is
required for the graphics post-processing,
but the PCs of five years from now may
make this technique more accessible to loudspeaker designers.
Sony and Philips used the convention as
abattleground between Sony's MiniDisc and
Philips's DCC, two competing digital recording formats. Representatives of both companies presented technical papers on how
their systems work (see my "Industry Update" in last November's issue for afull report
on MiniDisc technology). The mood was
often confrontational; Philips projected a
huge image that said "Philips: The Inventor
of the Compact Disc," although the CD, of
course, was ajoint effort between Sony and
Philips.
Other papers of interest were: "Development of aCompact Dipole Loudspeaker," by
Siegfried Linkwitz; "Applications of Blumlein Shuffling to Stereo Microphone Techniques:' by Michael Gerzon; "Audio Power
Amplifiers for Loudspeaker Loads:' by Eric
Benjamin; "The Detection Thresholds of
Resonances at Low Frequencies," by Sean
Olive, Peter Schuck, and James Ryan; "How
to Achieve Optimum Performance from
Delta-Sigma A/D and D/A Converters," by
Steven Harris; and "Testing Compact Discs
for Longevity," by Denis Oudard. This is by
no means acomplete synopsis of the papers;
instead, they are the most interesting of the
123 papers presented at the convention.
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Iencourage high-end product designers
to become more involved in the AES. Although the overall thrust of the AES often
diverges from the High End's direction,
high-end designers can greatly benefit from
learning of the cutting-edge research being
conducted, and may even incorporate this
knowledge into their products.

US: Thomas J. Norton

Widescreen Review, anew bimonthly magazine catering to the interests of the high-end
videophile, recently published its first issue
(November/December 1992). While WR will
deal heavily with software—mainly laserdiscs
—coverage of hardware is also promised.
Editor/Publisher Gary Reber, who is also associated with Monster Cable, is concerned
both with the video and audio of the home
theater experience; the first issue promises
heavy emphasis on the latter. A first-rate
reference system, described in WR's "Opening Credits" department, is available for evaluating the software—and presumably the
hardware as well.
Widescreen Review can be reached at 26864
Mandelieu Drive, Murietta, CA 92562, Tel:
(909) 677-0335. Subscriptions are $18/year
(six issues).

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The FCC's yearlong program to evaluate
several proposed HDTV broadcasting formats was scheduled to be completed this
month. Manufacturers have already agreed
that afollowup round of tests will be needed,
in part to settle questions raised in the first
round. A second reason is that when the systems were submitted ayear ago, their compressed-digital coding formats contained
only two audio channels, usable with analogmatrix Dolby Surround. Since then, aconsensus has formed around two discretesurround five-channel formats, Dolby AC-3
and Musicam Surround. One of them will
almost certainly be part of whatever HDTV
format emerges as the favorite.
Even if asingle standard is chosen this year,
HDTV broadcasts and receivers are unlikely
to be widely available before 1998. And even
after HDTV is launched, the majority of television signals (broadcast, cable, disc, and tape)
are likely to remain in the current NTSC format for another 10 to 20 years. Two classes
of video processing are being developed to
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improve NTSC video, bridging the picturequality gap between HDTV and NTSC.
"Improved-definition" (IDTV) processors,
also called video line doublers, accept aconventional 525-line NTSC signal and put out
a1050-line picture. (Each added line is either
arepeat of the line above it or apoint-by point computer average of the lines above and
below it in the original signal.) The resulting picture looks more like afilm, with virtually invisible scan lines, though the source
is an existing NTSC-standard signal.
"Enhanced-definition" (EDT'V) processing promises to refine the picture further by
modifying the video signal in both the broadcast and the receiver. This would involve deviating from the NTSC standard and might
require FCC approval, but the changes would
be NTSC-compatible; EDTV sets would get
abetter picture, but the signal would look
normal on existing TV sets.
During the autumn acomparative evaluation of adozen line doublers was conducted
at the new Snell Home Technology Center,
which is part oía house in aquiet neighborhood near Hollywood. It includes alarge
(approx. 20' by 30') media room intended for
critical evaluation of products such as Snell's
new THX Senior loudspeakers. Its state-ofthe-art projection TV system was selected
and fine-tuned by Joseph Kane. Kane is technical director of The Perfect Vision magazine,
creator of the Reference Recordings Video
Standard laserdisc (see Vol.12 No.11, p.157),
and former chair of aSMPTE (Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers)
working group on video display standards.
This committee conduded that the research
that led to the development of the NTSC
standard in 1953 was basically sound. Although most TV-set makers have drifted
away from the standard to reduce manufacturing costs or to make amore impressivelooking picture on abrightly lit showroom
floor, aTV that fully implements the NTSC
standard can produce aremarkably satisfying
(and natural-looking) picture Therefore Kanes
approach is first to calibrate apiece of video
gear to implement the NTSC standard as fully
as possible before applying any enhancements.
This, of course, is the video counterpart
of high-end audio. The aim, within the format's technical limits, is to achieve atrue-tolife image of the original scene (or original
film source). Iuse aProton video monitor
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because Ibasically agree with Kane, and because Iwas involved in its development. But
atrue NTSC picture is dim by today's standards. Like the picture in amovie theater, it
looks OK in adark room but is unwatchable
in daylight. Even at night Iprefer to increase
the brightness and contrast beyond NTSC
standards so that sunlit scenes will have some
of the dazzling brilliance that they have in
real life.
To establish areference-quality system for
evaluating video signals, Kane uses a$14,000
Sony VPH1251Q data-grade video projector, carefully adjusted to exact NTSC standards in order to provide alevel playing field.
The room was darkened like amovie theater,
and the picture was projected onto alow-gain
Stewart screen whose reflective characteristics
were custom-tailored to complement the
phosphors in the Sony projector, yielding
unusually accurate color rendition.
I've been an advocate of line doubling for
several years, but Iwas shocked by the rather
elementary compromises that were made in
some of the processors in this comparison.
In any iury processor the color subcarriers
must be separated from the black-and-white
luminance signal before being digitized for
line doubling. In this process some of the
products failed to preserve the colorimetry
of the input signal.
A second issue concerns details and artifacts. When extracting the color subcarriers
from the NTSC signal, the designer must
decide how to deal with the fact that the subcarrier is centered at 3.58MHz, with color
sidebands interleaved among black-andwhite details throughout the range from 3.0
to 4.2MHz. Removal of the subcarrier may
impair the reproduction of fine detail, and
if luminance details get into the color decoder
they will generate ripples of false color in
black-and-white areas.
The same challenges face the designers of
any high-performance TV set. The bruteforce option, used in cheap TVs, is simply to
filter everything above 3MHz from the luminance signal, efficiently removing the color
subcarrier—and all of the fine detail. A more
popular option is to use a358MHz notch filter to remove the subcarrier while preserving
some of the detail, or use a"comb" filter to
remove the color sidebands while preserving
most or all of the detail. But these filters may
introduce artifacts such as "dot crawl" and
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"The result was striking. "This
is wonderful," my listening
notes read —"a real
soundstage
...the 1512801 Signets were
(and are) remarkably satisfying on awide range of music,
from the most intimate to the
most bombastic."

"Superior in sound quality to
many speakers costing far
more, the SL260 also dazzles
with its superb build quality
and gorgeous cabinet finish.
As such, the 51260 easily
qualifies for "Best Buy"
status"

"Gobs of bass and percussive kick...and there's great
ambience and imaging.
The Signet 19_2601 has
more bass than the reference
but preserves all the other
good qualities. It almost gives
the real feeling of apipe
organ —high praise for such
little woofers."

Stereophile

—Thomas I. Norton

—Kent Bransford

—Gregory Koster

The Absolute Sound

R

Vol 17, Issue 81, july/August, 1992
—Neil A. Gader, Scot L. Markwell

No excerpts may be printed
here. The complete review is
available on request from
Signet or your Signet dealer.
Call (800) 933-3022 for your
copy of all the unedited
reviews plus alist of Signet
dealers.

4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224 *12161688-9400

"hanging dots" wherever acolor change occurs at ahorizontal or vertical edge in the
image.
Chroma delay is athird issue. Because color
decoding involves several stages of additional
circuitry, the black-and-white luminance signal must be delayed to re-synchronize it with
the color signals. If this isn't done correctly
the colors will be displaced to the right or left
on the screen relative to the image outlines
and details.
The comparative test of line doublers was
an examination of amoving target. When
some of the manufacturers saw how poorly
their own products performed in the test,
they vowed to improve their designs and
return in afew weeks. As Kane said, this test
was asnapshot of an evolving industry, not
adefinitive buying guide.
The line doublers were demonstrated for
audiences of engineers and journalists that
totaled several hundred viewers over afew
days. As Kane displayed both NTSC test signals and widescreen laserdiscs of popular
movies on-screen, differences in picture quality were obvious to even none.xpert viewers.
The best of the line doublers, without adoubt,
was the latest version of the $15,000 Faroudja
"Super NTSC" LD100 processor, containing
refinements suggested by Kane when Faroudja hired him as aconsultant. It produced a
smooth, detailed, film-like picture with high
resolution and no obvious artifacts. Sony's
line doubler earned astrong second-place
finish, with excellent color and detail. Its
slight processing artifacts were noticeable
only by comparison with the Faroudja, and
its much lower $2500 price makes it abargain. (As tested, the Sony unit required a
power-supply/interface costing an additional
$2500, but alower-cost version will be available soon.)
As for the other line doublers in this test
(including models by Frox, Harman/Kardon,
Ikegami, Inline, Turboscan, Presenta, and two
each from Mitsubishi and NEC), each exhibited some or all of the visible picture flaws
discussed above: distorted colors, severe
losses of fine detail, incorrect chroma delay,
and ripples of false color in black-and-white
picture areas. As aresult of this comparison,
some of these processors have already been
redesigned for better performance. A full
report on the comparison test is being published in The Perfect Vision, which is well
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

worth asubscription if you care about quality
video as well as audio. TPV was technically
incompetent in its early years, in my opinion, but has since evolved into an essential
reference about high-end video equipment
and laserdiscs. ($26/year; The Perfect Vision,
Box 6384, Syracuse, NY 13217; Tel: (800)
825-0061.)

US: Thomas

j.

Norton

Last October (Vol.15 No.10), Icommented
on my impressions of Dolby's new SR-D
digital film sound system, based on hearing
it used in Batman Returns this past summer.
In December, on atrip to Los Angeles, Isaw
three new films which also used the process:
Bram Stoker's Dracula, Aladdin, and Malcolm
X. Seeing Dracula first (in one of the two
newer auditoriums at the Mann Chinese, not
the one in which Isaw part ofBR), Ithought
that perhaps my worst fears had been realized. The sound here, except at low levels, was
unpleasant at best, with the dialog frequently
glary and aggressive, the music edgy and
brink Combined with my negative impressions of BR, the omens were not good.
But things improved considerably with
both Aladdin (Crest Theater, Westwood) and
Makolm X (Mann Village, Westwood). Only
at the very loudest levels did the sound turn
unacceptably hard, cold, and unpleasant with
these films, even if they were THX (as was the
sound system in the Chinese). Besides, the
levels were so high that the problem could
well have been the clipping of the sound systems themselves. The bass of SR-D remains
awesome—I had to pull up my socks after the
Cave of Wonders scenes in Aladdin—and the
discrete surrounds contributed dramatically
to all three films.
For Aladdin and Malcolm X, at least, the
overall sound experience was at least equal
to an above-average 70mm, six-track print.
I'm not yet ready to state that SR-D is better,
however; except perhaps in the consistency
of that digital bottom end, 70mm discrete—
at its best—may still have the sonic edge. But
as Isaid in my last report, SR-D will very likely
be more widely available than 70mm ever
was. Dolby, incidentally, has come up with
adynamite promo which precedes SR-D features. It dramatically shows off the discrete
surrounds, bass, and dynamic capabilities of
the system—the latter two by driving asteam
locomotive through the theater.
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DISCOVER
THE LEADER IN METAL SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY.

NEW
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The NEAR-50ML's three metal-alloy
diaphragms deliver superior musical detail
without "break-up" or "ringing."
"...this is one of the most
accurate loudspeakers you
can buy at any price."
Martin G. DeWulf,
BOUND FOR SOUND
See our RAVE REVIEWS in...
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, Is3LE #77
BOUND FOR SOUND, 2192
STEREO REVIEW, 9/92
IAR, 9/91
NEAR-50ML $1550/51850 per pair.
100% Metal loudspeaker systems from
$318/pair to $5990/pair.

Hear NEAR here...

FL, Pensacola

NJ, Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
908-671-1559

PA, Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
412-521-9500

FL, Tampa
Audiovisions
813-871-2989

NJ, Teaneck
Sound View Electronics
201-837-0020

TX, Dallas
krystal Clear Audio
214-520-7156

CA, Mill Valley
World of Sound
415-383-4343

GA, Atlanta
Stereo Video Systems
404-916-1001

NJ, Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
201-744-0600

UT, Salt Lake City
Audioworks
801-364-9999

CA, San Francisco
World of Sound
415-928-3101

IL, Chicago
HIFI Hutch
708-351-9351

NY, Albany
Altair Audio
518-452-3525

VA, Centreville
Gifted Listener
703-818-8000

CA, Westminster
Audio Video Today
714-891-7575

IN, Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
219-482-2069

NY, Lake Grove (LI)
Audio Den Ltd.
516-360-1990

WI, Madison
University Audio Shop
608-284-0001

IN, Lafayette
CA, Woodland Hills
Wilson Audio Video Entertainment Stereo Consultants
317-474-9004
818-883-2811

NY, Syracuse/Liverpool
Audio Excellence
315-451-2707

PR, Caparra Heights
Precision Audio
809-782-6969

CO, Boulder
C& SAudio
303-443-3053

LA, New Orleans
Wilson Audio
504-866-3457

NY, Rochester

CANADA, Toronto
Audio Excellence
416-321-9130

CO, Denver
Gramophone Shop
303-744-1284

MA, Boston
Goodwin's
617-734-8800

NY, Great Neck (LI)
The Discriminating Ear
516-627-4456

FL, Gainsville
Sound Ideas
904-378-0192

ME, Falmouth
HIFI Exchange
207-781-2326

PA, Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
215-923-3035

CA, Bel Air (LA)
Ambrosia Audio
310-440-5522

AH Pro Sound
904-432-5780

CA, Concord
Stereo Unlimited
510-676-8990

Paul Heath Audio
716-262-4310

Contact us for the dealer
nearest you. Some countries available for distribution. This is not ()complete dealer listing.

679 Lisbon Road Lisbon Falls Maine 04252
PH 207-353-7307
FX 207-353-7309

Properly used in both recording and playback (as ever, the Catch-22s), SR-D now appears to have more potential than Iinitially
gave it credit for. This is agood thing, as not
asingle Christmas film opening prior to
December 16th had a70mm print in Los
Angeles—which means that there probably
were none. (Apparently acouple of 70mm
prints of Malcolm X were struck for Canadian use only.) What Ipredicted in that last
artide appears to be coming true very quickly:
SR-D may well be in the process of knocking
the more expensive 70mm, six-track (discrete), magnetic film-sound format into history.
As of early December, about 50 US theaters had converted to SR-D, and Dolby
claims that they are selling the equipment as
fast as they can make it. This will probably
be my final report on it in atheater context.
We'll have more to say if and when the AC-3
coding scheme on which it is based finds its
way into program material for home use—a
definite possibility. Until then, Dolby's apparent success in selling the system means
that readers will likely soon have the chance
to make up their own minds.

• CYGNUS
A Full
Range System
" 27-30 Khz

• For Literature
• & Prices on
• Our Full Line
▪ Call or Write

:SWANS:
• SPEAKER SYSTEMS

•

Pownal
Prince Edward Island
Canada
COA 1Z0
• 902-569-5520 FAX: 902-569-5123

•

L.iu ii'IuJav
If you have been considering apower
conditioner for your audio system,
INTRINSIC POWER SYSrFK4Stm has
what you've been looking for. Our
Power Purification Systems' (PPS!'")
are based on state-of-the-art technology, not re-packaged "hardware store"
power strips or "mystical boxes"!
Utilizing Critical Coupling"! and
Electro-Kinetic Inertie Technologies,
our systems significantly outpel form
all other power conditioners.
For example:
*COMMON MODE NOISE REJECTION 140dB
'TRANSVERSE MODE NOISE REJECTION: 120dB
'LINE REGULATION: Output voltage maintained
within'/3°o, with input voltage variations
of '10°. toz25°..

Four models to
suit your system needs

For complete specifications, along with
exciting details about our superior
technology, call or write for our brochure.
We won't insult your intelligence'

INTRINSIC POWER
SYSTEMStin
A Division of

ESOTERIC AUDIO USA

Ft R3 Bon 262 1%Inder, Georgia 30680
Telephone 14041867-6300 Fax:14041867-2711
IN I011511

11101k N1S II IN. Powe Punka.. Spies,.
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HEAR OVER $2 MILLION WORTH OF
HI-FI FOR $15
and have the time of your life!
SAN FRANCISCO MARRIOTT (55 Fourth Street)
March 12-14, 1993
HEAR THE GEAR THAT nOT TUF GRF PO. PC\MWST
fli-F1 '93—The Stereophile High-End Show will be hi-fi heaven.
Dozens of manufacturers and dealers will bring
the best hi-fi equipment in the world and
set it up professionally for you! Hear more
equipment in aday than in ayear of
visiting individual stores. All you have
to do is be at the San Francisco
Marriot the weekend of
March 12-14, 1993.
IT'S STEREOPHILE
HAPPENING LIVE!
The Stereophile High-End Show is the closest thing to your favorite magazine
happening live. Enioy demos. Discussions with manufacturers. Meet the reviewers.
Compare listening impressions on the spot with fellow 'philes. Shop for hard-to-find
CDs, rare LPs, and accessories. Hear live music each day. One ticket admits you all 3
days—pay nothing extra for any of the special events, including the live concerts!
HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE IN SAN FRANCISCO.
The Marriott has extra-special weekend rates for the Show—call them directly at
(415) 442-6755 to reserve. All the best of San Francisco—clubs, concerts, restaurants,
cable cars—is just footsteps away.
ORDER NOW AND SAVE $10 e
HI-FI '93 will be Stereophile's only show in 1993. Order tickets now and
save $10. Attend all 3days for only SI 5.'

(

EXHIBITOR BRANDS (partial List)
A8S Speakers
Cyrus Electronics
Academy for the Advancement Day
of High End Audio
Denon
Acoustic Research
DMP Records
Adcom
Duntech
Aerial Acoustics
Eminent Technology
Alôn
Energy Loudspeakers
Alphason
EPIK Monitor Systems
AP( Distributing Groupe
Esoteric Audio
Apogee
Euroson America Inc.
Aragon
The Audible Difference
Audio Advancements
Audio Alchemy
The Audio Chamber
Audio Concepts
Audio Designs
Audio Excellence
Audio Research Corp.
Audio Synergy
.
7"••••‘AudioNote
AudioPrism

Martin-Logan

Ferrofluidics
FM Acoustics
Genesis Technologies
Geneva Group
Goldring
Haller
Harmonic) Mundi
Hearts of Space Retords
House of Music
Innovoc America
Jadis
KEF

AudioQuest
B8W Loudspeakers
Basis
Better Records
Boulder Amps
Bruce Moore Audio Design
Carver Corporation

Kevro International
Kimber Noble
Kinergetics
Klimo
Koss Corporation
Krell
The Last Factory

Castle
Cello, Ltd.
Cello Music 8, Film Systems
Chesky Records
Classé Audio
Counterpoint

Lenbrook Industries
Lexicon
M.A. Recordings
Math IAcoustics
Magnepan

I
want to save SI 0aticket .• Send me

Schwann Publications
Sennheiser
Servo Acoustic Systems
Sheffield Lob
Signet

May Audio Marketing
McCormack
McIntosh Laboratory
Meridian
Merrill
Mirage
Mission Electronics
MIT
Monarchy Audio
Monitor Audio
NAD
Nakamichi America Corp.
NBS Audio Cables
NEAR
NHT
NSM
Paragon Acoustics
Pinnacle
Precision Power
ProAc

Sonic Frontiers
Sonus Faber
Sony ES
Sound Distinction
Sound Goods
Space 8, Time
Spectral
Spectrum Energetics
Siereophile
Straight Wire
Swans Speaker Systems
Target
Theta
Thiel
Threshold
Times One
Transparent Audio
Univocal
van den Hul
Vella Research
Velodyne
Vimak
ViTal Records
1
itiL
Westlake Audio
Wilson Audio Specialties
Wilson Records
XL0

ProAudio Electronics
PS Audio
PSB
QED
Quad USA
Reel to Real Designs
Reference Recordings
Resolution Inc.
RoomTune
Rotel of America
Rum
Rush Sound
San Francisco Sound 8Vision
Sanos Systems

advance tickets to The Siereophile High-End Show at S15 each

ticket good for all 3days.
NAME
ADDRESS

APT

e

CITY/STATE/ZIP
HOME PHONE

WORK PHONE

Check enclosed (Payable to: HI-FI 93)
Charge my:
CARD NUMBER

VISA

MasterCard

AMEX
EXPIRATION DATE

SIGNATURE

AO2ST

For special-rate hotel-room reservations, phone San Francisco Marriott directly at (415) 442-6755.
Mail to: HI-FI 93 •The Stereophile High-End Show
'rickets at the door will be S25.
P.O. Box 5529 •Santa Fe, NM 87502 •15051 984-2716 Or fax your credit-cord order now to: 15051 984-1737
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• Certainly we know of no other speaker
of its size or it's price which can touch it.
This is the one we were referring to when
we said an affordable speaker was
among the best we had ever tried
UHF -Canada -USA
• If these aren't the best buy in loudspeakers, Iwant to hear what is! Overall
they do everything well plus they are
efficient and easy to live with.
Inner Ear -USA
• The 3A MMC speakers sounded
larger than one would expect from their
size. Their high efficiency, smooth response and wide frequency range appear to
be consistent with the 'professional control« function assigned by the
Manufacturer and they could play at amazingly high levels without
sounding strained
Stereo Review -USA
• Daniel Dehay's MAC are one of the most musical speakers (independent of their price) I've ever heard When Iremember it well, the MMC
are the first product Ireviewed, which merits to be called: sensational
Hi-Fi Exklusiv -Germany
• It's tremendous bass capability is truly sensational But it is not only
what the Midi has to offer; convincing dynamics, transparency, precision
and clearness could convince us without reservations. And best of all; it
doesn't need expensive power sources. Then you listen and you feel
blessed
STEREO -Germany

"MMC ...The best buy all over the world!"

INNOVAC OF AMERICA
4297 Greensburg Pike • Pittsburgh, PA 15221. Tel 412-351-M55 Fax 412-351-1128
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COLORADO SPRINGS, DENVER, AND BOULDER

/

'd been meaning to get up to Denver for some time to report on the
record scene, but other responsibilities always seemed to take priority.
With an imminent move to San Diego in the works, however, Idecided
to make the pleasant six-hour drive from Santa Fe without further delay.
Iwanted to check out Colorado Springs, do Denver, and visit J. Gordon
Holt—in whose eyes and ears we trust—in Boulder to return some records
and see and hear the Snell home TED( system that he reviewed last December.
In addition, Icould report on Boulder's used and/or new vinyl scene Clutching ayellow pad on which I'd sketched out aloose itinerary, my friend Lee
and I
jumped into his Jeep Comanche and headed North.

COLORADO SPRINGS

The first stop was Colorado Springs, home of Pike's Peak, the Garden of
the Gods, Chips O' Gold, the US Air Force Academy, the Jeff Rowland
Design Group, and ahandful of fine used record stores. In town, across the
street from the square, are acouple of these last: Recycle Records at 109 1
2
/
E. Bijou, and Independent Records, acouple of doors away at 123.
The first shop, one of two Recycle Records in Colorado Springs, is a
funky place with hundreds of LPs in bins lining the walls of its long, narrow
interior. The records are set out in the usual musical categories, predominated
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by rock, pop, jazz, and alarge country selection. (A small classical section
at the rear of the store was not particularly interesting.) Prices are excellent, with most LPs in the $2-$4 range. For instance, Ipicked up Keith Jarrett's Dark Intetvals on aGerman ECM import for $3.99, and aLittle Richard
collection on Specialty for $3. In addition to asection of "Collector's" and
"Audiophile" albums across from the checkout counter, stacked to the ceiling
on the wall behind the counter were lots of rarely seen LPs with prices commensurate with their scarcity. Just beneath these were several hundred 45s.
Put this store on your list when visiting the Springs.
At 113 E. Bijou, between Recycle Records and Independent Records, is
Meeker's, areal music store. Ilooked in the window and saw racks of sheet
music and various musical instruments (guitars and such) lining the walls
and hanging from the ceiling. Ialso spotted arack of LPs with aSALE sign
on it, and within seconds was nose-deep in vinyl. These records, almost
exclusively classical, were being closed out at 50% off. Iwas amazed to find
LPs from Calliope, BIS, Chandos, and Claves selling for around $5 each.
As Ibrowsed, Icouldn't help but wonder what the selection might have
been at another time. These were labels you don't usually find in anonspecialty store.
Independent Records operates four stores in Colorado, three in
Colorado Springs, and one in Pueblo. They also publish aneat little fanzine called Store Play, available free in their outlets. This small newsletter
includes various store specials, brief articles on such current recording artists
as Nirvana, and lists of top-selling popular music (on CD only). The store
at 123 E. Bijou is spacious and well-lit, the interior divided equally between
music and video. New and used CDs occupy the front of the store, with
alarge section of mainly used pop and rock LPs at the back. Prices were
great, with many albums (in mint condition) selling for three for $2 or three
for $10. Browsing for these bargains was time-consuming—the records
were displayed in only loose alphabetical order—but worth it. Isnagged
aperfect copy ofJohn Hiatt's All ofaSudden for $2. Higher-priced albums
were arranged by artist and genre, but there were just afew jazz, classical,
and soundtracks. Most of the records here are '70s and '80s rock.
For abetter selection of alternative or "new" music, take ashort drive
East to the other Independent Records store at 3030 E. Platte Ave. The main
shop at this location is almost exclusively CD and cassette, with new vinyl
releases located in acorner. It's across the street, in the Annex at 3031 E.
Platte, where you'll find an interesting selection of used LPs, along with
all types of unusual "boutique" items—items so unusual, Iwasn't allowed
to take photos. This cozy store had some of the lowest prices on records
Isaw during my visit to Colorado. Like-new LPs were priced from $1 to
$3, with afew collector's items selling for more (but for much less than I've
seen at other stores, especially in the Denver area). There was little classical, but Ifound adecent selection ofjazz, ethnic, pop, and rock. Like the
other Independent on Bijou, along aisle of record bins contained albums
selling for three for $2. Ispent little time browsing since they were in no
particular order, but Iknew patience would have been rewarded had Ispent
more time there. At such prices, one can take chances on the tunes and
broaden one's musical tastes. After all, if you didn't like arecord, it could
serve as an inexpensive dustcover for your turntable platter!
Ileft with afew goodies, including Jan Garbarek's It's OK to Listen to the
Grey Voice on ECM for $3, and the Waterboys' Fisherman's Blues for $2. Both
records were in mint condition and brought much delight back in Santa Fe.
The second Recycle Records store in Colorado Springs is just afew
minutes' drive East of Independent's Annex, in the Academy Mart Shopette
82
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at 217 N. Academy Blvd. A larger store than the first, it boasts an impressive
collection of C&W, with equally nicejazz, blues, international, and soundtrack sections. Ialso found afew hundred classical records, along with thousands of pop and rock recordings. The walls were literally lined with rare
records of all musical genres (at all prices!). In addition to buying several
boxes of Girl Scout cookies which owner Pat Hill was selling, Ipicked up
the excellent, self-titled debut album by the neo-celtic group Relativity,
in mint condition, for ;3. Don't miss this store if you're in Colorado Springs.

Recycle Records
#2 (Colorado
Springs)

As Iwas preparing to leave, Iasked Pat if Collectors Records was still in
business. She informed me that they'd moved from their former location
at 2631 E. Platte to #20 Iowa in the Roper Center Complex one block South
of Pike's Peak. Ten minutes later, at 5:15 on Saturday afternoon, Iwas peering
through their window; they'd closed 15 minutes before From what Icould
see, it looked promising and definitely worth checking out.
An audiophile's trip to Colorado Springs without astop at JeffRowland
Design Group is like aTexan visiting San Antonio without stopping at the
Alamo. My audiophile traveling companion and Ihad no trouble finding
the company's main offices at 2911 N. Prospect soon after we'd left the record
stores, the bed of the Comanche beginning to fill with bagsfull of vinyl.
After ashort wait at the receptionist's desk, we were greeted by the gentle giant himself. At 6' 3", Idon't usually have to look up to someone to
make eye contact. With 6' 8" Jeff Rowland, Idid.
Jeff was anxious to show us the assembly room for the new Model Nine
monoblock amps. These had caught my eyes, and those of many others,
at the 1992 Winter CES in Las Vegas. The Nines, Rowland's statement product, represent his love of music and long-term commitment to the High
End. Built entirely by hand, each of the four units—two power supplies,
two amplifiers—weighs approximately 110 pounds. Assembly is meticulous, and fit and finish are as good as I've ever seen. These impressivelooking beasts are available either ready to plug into the wall, or BATTERY
POWERED! The latter version is, I'm told, unprecedented in high-end audio,
and represents years ofJeffs thought and work.
Ileft JRDG thinking I'd been shown atrue labor oflove If the Nines' sound
is commensurate with their looks and price (a cool $22,000/pair), the world
of what Icall "highest-end audio" may never be the same. Thanks, Jeff,
for the tour. (Ironically, Iwas not able to hear the Model Nines in Jeffs referSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993
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Finally, digital components
that are really musical.
Ordinary digital components call attention to themselves and draw you away from the music. When you
become aware of different aspects of the sound, its aclue that something is wrong. Why aren't you
enjoying the music? Creek digital components arc built to be musical. Every circuit is designed,
every part is ,c1c,(c(1 or the purpose of making music.
CREEK DAC-60
.1
hc. Creek I
MC-60 uses the very latest Colinear converter technology
from Burr Brown in its select grade 20-bit, 8-times oversampling digitalto-analog chips. Audio grade, copper legged capacitors by Elna arc used
along with mechanically damped surface mount chip capacitors. All
components are mounted on areduced ferrous content PCB. The
CREEK DAC40 DM CONVERTER.
internal layout provides for independent, isolated digital and analog
power supplies.
CREEK CD-60
The Creek CD-60 features aselected grade 16-bit Crown digital-toanalog converter with 4-times oversampling and athird order G1C
Clean power supplies are behind the integrity of sound of the CD-60. It
has doubly regulated power lines at the source near the transformer and
at the supply end. Special voltage regulators are used to supply power to
the servo circuits. All components are mounted on adouble-sided,
CREEK CD-60 CD PLA YER
plated-through circuit board

Owl

ANYONE CAN MAKE HI-Fl. CREEK MAKES MUSIC
NIusic Ilall, 108 Station Road, (treat Neck, Nl. 1102.3

IeI.S16 487 3663 Fax: 516-773-3891

THE
FUTURE
IS
DIGITAL
•Precision 75 OHM Data Line
•Low Jitter, Low SWR
•Low Time Domain Reflection
•Teflon-AF Fast Dielectric
•Razor Sharp Digital Transfer

« Slum" cSympfzonics,

Digital Standard,.
DISTRIBUTED BY

UNIVOCAL
CORPORATION

)
The Aural Symphonics Company has pioneered since 1985. TEFLON. used as adielectric
in the manutacture ol wide bandwidth audio transmission lines Digital Standard uses our latest
technological concepts and the next generation at TEFLON dielectric compound known as
amorphous flnuropotymers.

8.1

P.O. BOX 730036
SAN J
OSE. CAUFORN1A 95173-0036
4014270-6033. FAX 408.270-6039
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ence system. The pair in the system was out for display at ahi-fi show.)

DENVER
Mile-high Denver kept Lee and Ion avinyl high for the all-too-brief two
days we were there. The city has alot to offer the roving record collector
and music lover. In fact, looking back on my travels around the country,
I'd rank it as among the top five for used LPs, and among the top three for
new LPs. Yes, Isaid new LPs! Iemphasize this largely due to the existence
of the Wax Trax complex in Denver's Capitol Hill district. Wax Max I,
located at the corner of 13th and Washington, outdistances Lou's Records
in Encinitas, Cal., as being the best source for new LPs of new music. This
amazing store specializes in new vinyl from all over the world. If you're
looking for rock, reggae, rap, metal, current R&B, or "alternative" music,
this is the motherlode. In addition to having one of the largest reggae collections I've ever seen (with many Jamaican imports), Wax Trax Iis the only
store I've ever been in which has both the domestic Rough Trade and import
pressings of Piouhgd, the Butthole Surfers' last release!
By the time Ileft, Iwas close to insolvency. Ipicked up Lou Reed's Magic
and Loss, along with new albums from Prince, Gociflesh, the Pixies, Dire
Straits, apreviously unavailable Tom Waits compilation called Bounced Checks,
and an EMI reissue ofJames Taylor's 1968 self-titled debut on Apple. To
promotejob security, Ialso grabbed the LP ofJeffBeck's Guitar Shop for
JA. To say Ifelt lost in asea of vinyl is an understatement. Everywhere I
turned Isaw records, records, and more records. Good records! Important
records. On domestic and imported vinyl. Igot dizzy and had to leave, my
arms trembling under the weight of the bags stuffed with albums. The fresh
air felt good, and the sun energized me. A good thing, too, for Ineeded all
the strength Icould muster to survive the stimulus overload Iwas about
to encounter next door.
Ientered true insolvency at Wax Trax II, frenziedly shuffling my deck
ofplastic to locate acard with some last scrap of credit. Iended up reaching
for my checkbook. Why the buying frenzy? Let me answer with aquestion. When was the last time you were in arecord store that had 10 different Link Wray albums?' Or aWanda Jackson section 4" deep? Or ablues
section the size of most mall CD shop-and-saves? Inever have, and Ibet
you haven't either. (If you have, write and tell me where. I'll catch the next
flight out.) '50s and '60s rock'n'roll, Ft&B,jazz, soundtracks, C&W, folk,
and internationalfill this large store. And yes, for those looking for classical music (if you're still reading), there's asmall section of new classical
LPs in the back of the store. In my travels to various cities across the country
1That's record albums, folks. Ican't yet refer to CDs as albums. They may be records, but they ain't
albums! If you feel this is amoot point, call me and we'll discuss it To me, the distinction cuts to the
core of the contemporary music industry.
—GL
2Guy, Ithink you're confusing hard- and softwares. The word "album," which dates back at least to
1612, originally denoted abook of pages, blank or white (hence the word's Latin root, albus). Such books
were (and are) used, according to Webster's Ninth Nov Collegiate Dictionary, "for making acollection (as
of autographs, stamps, or photographs)" In the late 18th and early 19th centuries "album" was used,
by Beethoven among others, to describe acollection of songs or short musical sketches. In the 78rpm
era, one either bought arecord (ie, asingle disc), or an album of records (it, abound book of paper sleeves
filled with discs). When 33 ,6LPs came along in the late '40s, it seemed natural to describe as an "album"
asingle LP which could hold all of the music formerly available only on the eight to twelve sides comprising the original "album" of four to six 78rpm discs.
All of which is to say that if "album," which has been used so variously over the past 400 years, can
be said to have possessed asingle consistent core meaning shared by all these usages, it is this: acollection of art objects, regardless of the material or format in which that collection is stored or encoded.
In this sense—the sense in which Iuse the word in my speaking and writing, and, more to the point,
in the copy editing of Stereophile—"album" refers equally to LP. CD, cassette, 8-track, reel-to-reel, DAT,
DCC, MiniDisc, and any other format you can think of. To describe an LP, simply call it an LP, or a
vinyl record. An "album" is an idea, amenu, aselection, an arrangement, an organization; an "LP"
is an object.
—RL
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muse electronics
Muse Model One Hundred: "The Muse is one of those rare
products that's difficult to fault: the excellent performance
across the hoard makes it very easy to forget about it and
concentrate on the music; ahigher compliment Ican't pay."
Corey Greenbery,,Sierrophile Vol.. 14. No.4 (Amu. 19911

Muse Model One Hundred Fifty: "...Tight, well controlled
bass and avery natural, liquid midrange..." Robert Harley,
Stereophik Vol.. 13, No. I1.1sNusav 19901
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The Tuner
Introducing the audiolab 8000T
You simply must hear it!

.Uncompromised RF design on FM & AM

.Large backlit LCD display

. Rotary optical encoder for manual tuning
. Center tuning and signal strength meters

.39 mode-programmable presets
.Up-down preset scan & auto scan

ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD.
P.O. Box 1980, Champlain, NY 12919 (514) 631-6448
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in search of truly vintage vinyl, Wax Trax II runs neck and neck with Cheapo
Records in Cambridge, Mass., and Down Home Music in El Cerrito, Cal.,
as being among the very best sources for new albums of old music. Above
the record bins, boxed sets lined the wall, sadly gathering dust. (Let's see,
where'd Ihide my gold AmEx card ...?) As if to add insult to injury, there
were thousands of45s at the front of the store. As counterperson Karen bagged
my purchases—Guitar Slim, Freddy ICing, June Tabor, Wanda Jackson, Merle
Travis, Jack DeJohnette, Erroll Garner—I asked if she thought there'd be
astoppage in the seemingly endless flow of vinyl. At that moment, the front
door opened and ahandtruck loaded with the familiar brown LP shipping
cartons was dropped at the counter. Karen looked at the boxes. Ilooked
at Karen. Karen looked at me. Ilooked at the boxes.
Between the two Wax Trax stores, you need look no further for new vinyl
(classical music excluded). And. ..
they do mail order. Co-owner Duane
Davis is committed to vinyl and will go to the ends of the earth to get it.
If Prince's next album is released on vinyl only in Australia, chances are you'll
find it at Wax Trax. (I would love to pick the buyer's brains.) Incidentally,
prices are quite reasonable. Single LPs sell for from half to two-thirds the
equivalent CD. Import LPs run alittle—sometimes alot—higher, but still
don't cost as much as the import CD. And browsing and shopping are easy
at both stores because each artist or group has his/her/its own divider card,
even if only one album sits in front of it.
Wax 'Brax III, right across the street
from Wax Trax II, is the store for used
LPs. It's also the place where all the
classical LPs hide. There were people
Wax Trax III
buying them, and buying rock, jazz,
blues, and soundtracks. (Including me.
Ifinally found agood copy of the One
ma from the Heart soundtrack, featuring
Tom Waits and Crystal Gayle—and an
original black-label Living Stereo pressr
!
ing of the music from Mister Lucky,
_ -which Isaw at another store for $40!
r
Ipaid $2.50 for each! In mint condition!) There was even alow-ft listening station in aback corner for auditioning LPs before buying them. Don't
eitil miss this place.
All this nonstop record shopping began to affect Lee, by now dazed and
confused by an attack of acute vinylitis. Isensed he needed help when Ifound
him standing between two rows of record bins, swaying to and fro, his eyes
glassy and unfocused. Itook him outside for some air, where, under the
now darkening, clear mountain sky, he made the embarrassing discovery
that he'd bought two copies of the same record (a Jolui Williams movie theme
compilation) at Wax Trax III—two copies of the same record in the same
store in less than an hour. The understanding counterman allowed Lee to
exchange the duplicate for another title.
Within walking distance of Wax Trax, in the shadow of the Capitol building, were two more excellent used record stores and agreat used bookstore.
Just afew doors apart were Jerry's Record Exchange, at 312 E. Colfax,
and Play It Again, at 328. The former houses one of the most comprehensive collections of used vinyl in the Denver area. All genres of music
are sold here, with aparticularly fine selection of classical orchestral and,
in aback room, instrumental solo, vocal collections, and opera. Iguarantee
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WHAT ARE Two COMPONENTS
OFAUDIO EXCELLENCE?
1) Parasound's Premier D/A Converter.
Unparalleled performance for its price. SToptical connector included.

2) John Curl Designed Line Drive Preamp.
Curl really loves this line stage. Balanced XLR outputs included.

PARASOU ND
affordable audio for the critical listener
Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 • 800-822-8802 •Fax 415-397-0144.
In Canada, distributed by: Absolute Sound Imports, 7651 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC •604-264-0414.

It's about time
that adynamic loudspeaker
exhibited truly phase coherent
behavior. The Time-Aligned
Monument II is such aspeaker.
So phase coherent that its
squarewave response is nearideal, the Monument II has furthered the art of dynamic loudspeaker design. Listen...
Dealer inquiries invited
Time-Aligned is atrademark of E.M. Long Associates

1284 S Lyon St

sR.U.S.H.

Santa Ana, CA 92705 tel 714 543-2855 fax 714 543-2869
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you, if you love classical music you'll spend many hours going through
these bins, leaving the shop with bags of records and an empty wallet. The
prices were excellent (le, cheap), which made the experience even more unnerving. For those who boogie to adiffèrent beat, there were massive numbers
of pop, rock, soul, C&W, and jazz LPs to choose from. There was also a
decent selection of blues, experimental, electronic, metal, rap, punk, new
age, and soundtracks. And facing me as Ientered was arack of new arrivals
in which Ifound just about anything Icould imagine. When Itired of looking
at records in bins, Ilooked up to see the ceiling tiled in the album covers
of yet more records Iwished Ihad. A great store, and one of the best around
for selection and ambiance. Don't pass this one up.
Play It Again is asmaller store, but don't let that stop you from dropping
in. The prices here were the best in town, especially on records in the racks
opposite the counter, where the new arrivals lived. There 1found like-new
albums by Sonny Boy Williamson, Husker Dü, Mark Isham, the Battlefield
Band, and Sergio and Odair Assad. Average price, $2.85. The emphasis here
was on rock and alternative music, with reasonable selections ofjazz, pop,
international, and folk. Classical LPs were at the rear of the store, with the
lowest prices I've seen. Stored above the jazz bins (and easy to miss) were
hundreds of LPs by popular male and female vocalists Perusing the Belafonte
section, Lee found amint, stereo copy of Belafonte at Carnegie Hall. Price?
$10! Lee was very happy. All Ican say is that Ispent less money for more
records here than at any other store Ivisited.
Another essential stop when visiting Denver, if you tire of record grazing,
is Capitol Hill Books at the end of the block. The store offers agreat selection of used and like-new books on all subjects at low, low prices. Two eateries which should not be missed are the Walnut Cafe at the corner ofE. Colfax and Logan, and the Brick Oven Beanery, up the street at 1007 E.
Colfax. Both establishments offer ample servings of good, wholesome food
at great prices. Do the Walnut Cafe for breakfast before hitting the record
stores, the Beanery for dinner afterwards.
A short drive South from the Capitol Hill district brought me to 'Itvist
& Shout, at 724 S. Pearl St. This place, located in aquiet neighborhood across
the street from aschool and near aListen Up high-end store, is jammed
with CDs, cassettes, and LPs of all types. Unfortunately for the LP collector, the new records are stored beneath the CD racks along the walls,
making browsing amatter of hands and knees. Above the CDs, though,
are thousands of LPs for abuck apiece. There seemed to be no rhyme or
reason to their arrangement, so plan on spending an entire morning or afternoon here if you want to go through them all. For $4.50 1found the fifth,
and last, twofer set ofBessie Smith's Columbia blues recordings. Twist &
Shout may be off the beaten path, but it's definitely worth atrip if you've
got the time.
You should make the time to visit Record Revival at 2015 S. Broadway.
Behind the jukebox in the window are several long rows of record bins filled
with mint-condition only LPs of rock, pop, C&W, folk, jazz, and classical.
This store takes first prize for appearance and neatness. It's well-lit, attractively decorated, and has two mid-fi listening stations so customers can audition albums before buying. Record Revival had one of the largest selections
of classical music Isaw on my trip. They were priced right, too—$2.99$4.99/disc. Ididn't have time to go through the collection, but saw several
boxed sets on the Philips, London, and DG labels.
Record Revival's jazz selection was also first-rate, with asurprising number
of big-band albums. Along the wall were numerous jazz collector's items,
all reasonably priced. kwas in the folk section, however, where Ireally scored
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big. Nestled among the many albums were two which, alone, would have
made the trip worthwhile: Dick Gaughan's self-titled album on Topic, and
Guy Clark's Old No.1 on RCA. Both of these records are almost impossible to find, but there they were—for $3.98 each. Thank you, Lyle Renken,
for your good taste in music and interior decoration. Record Revival should
not be missed if you're visiting Denver.
While you're down on S. Broadway, stop into Second Sound, acouple blocks up from Record Revival. You'll be amazed at the selection of quality used hi-fi gear there. It was anostalgic trip into the past for me, and I
enjoyed every moment of it. They also sell new and demo high-end gear.
Check 'em out!

AURORA
A ten-minute drive East from the Capitol on Colfax brings you into the
community of Aurora, Colorado, where you'll find amajor vinyl vault called
Double Play Records. The address is 9815 E. Colfax. Write it down,
because you don't want to miss this one if you're anywhere near. Lining
the walls and down the center oía 1-o-n-g room off the main store were
record bins filled with ectrentely attractively priced, first-class albums. Sitting
in boxes on the floor along one wall were thousands of classical LPs waiting
to be placed into bins (under construction during my visit). Part-owner
Greg Goodgion says he has astoreroomfull of LPs he'll bring in as soon
as the bins are built. The store has lots of imports, rock, jazz, pop, folk, reggae,
and international. There was even asection of audiophile LPs (Mobile Fidelitys, Direct-To-Discs, etc.), through which Iquickly browsed. Ifound none
Iwas looking for, but did find, in the rock section, agreat one by Robert
Gordon and Link Wray on Private Stock: Fresh Fish Special. This natural,
reference-quality recording of highest-order nouveau rocicabilly has become
arecord I'll use often in my equipment reviews. Keep your eyes open for
this one!

Double Play
Records

Across the street and ablock East of Double Play is Sunshine Records,
at 10218 E. Colfax, asmallish store with lots of CDs and cassettes. The few
LPs they have for sale are in abrowser rack toward the rear of the store and
in boxes under the CDs. Records, with the exception of 12" dance singles,
are not the forte here, but it's so close to Double Play Records you may as
well stop in. After all, you never know what could show up in the future.
Head in the opposite direction on Colfax until you get to 6739 W Colfax
in Lakewood, and you'll end up at one of three Recycle Records stores.
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Because Icon speakers are only available directly from our factory.
you'll save hundreds of dollars by avoiding the usual dealer markup!

Isn't It Time
You Had
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"The Lumen is the best under-$1000 speaker Ihave heard."
-Kenneth Duke. The Sensible Sound, No, 43. Summer 1991

The Lumen 2-way monitor -$795 per pair.
The Joule 2-way floor-standing speaker -$1295 per pair.
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"You'll fall in love with this speakers clear sound. Ifeel that it can
compete with several prestigious loudspeakers costing many times
its price."
-Bruce Bartlett. High Performance Review, Summer 1991
"Close your eyes and you'd think you were listening to electrostatic
speakers... Iwas constantly reminded of the Quad ESL-63. with its
breathtaking transparency and impeccably true timbres...The Parsecs
are speakers for symphonic music: to the Sibelius Second they
brought a naturalism and presence simply unmatched by any other
design under consideration."
Lawrence Johnson. CD Review, Nov. 1991
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Iobviously chose the wrong one to visit in the short time Ihad, since this
store was abig disappointment. There were afew hundred used LPs lying
about in the bins, but nothing Ihadn't seen elsewhere. Prices and condition were only average, most records selling for $2.99. The other Recycle
stores, at 2501 Sheridan Blvd. and 4990 Kipling St., have got to have more
to offer than the Colfax branch. Incidentally, these stores are not associated with the Colorado Springs Recycle Records shops.

THORNTON
Thornton, Colorado, lying almost on astraight line drawn between Denver
and Boulder, is home to the largest used/new record store in the state. Owner
Don Radke, in the record business for over ten years, told me that Don's
Discs, in the Thornton Center at 8858 N. Washington St., used to be asupermarket. The only food you'll find in the store now is ear candy in the form
of 7" or 12" round, black vinyl discs, which fill the 5000 sq. ft. building.
Don claims to have close to aquarter million LPs for sale, and at least that
many 45s. As if that wasn't enough stock, he has another storage space nearby
with an equal number of albums. Each record is cleaned before being put
out in the racks: on some days, as many as 600 albums get scrubbed. Row
after row of record racks, extending from the front counter back at least
70' toward the rear of the store, hold LPs representing every musical and
sometimes non-musical genre. An entire wall holds tens of thousands of
classical recordings, including many older monaural pressings from what
many refer to as the "golden age." The rock collection is extensive, covering
two entire rows. Oldies, R&R, and soul each has arow, as does C&W. jazz,
especially the big bands, are well covered.
Don's staff, fans all, know the stock well. Iasked for Link Wray and within
aminute was holding asealed copy of Rock'n'Roll'n'Rumble by Link and the
Raymen on the English Charly label. Price, $6.98. The blues section was
alittle weak, though Idid find Blues Hit Big Town, agreat junior Wells album
on Delmark. Lee was all over the store like akid with money in his pockets
let loose in acandy shop. Iwas astounded at the number of Reader's Digest
boxed sets. After scanning the titles, it seemed that, whatever your musical
taste, Reader's Digest had aset of records to satisfy it. From country to the
classics, from Dixieland to the big bands, the entire spectrum of musical
styles was covered in superbly packaged LP compilations. Prices on these
sets (of usually 6records) ranged, depending on condition, from $15 to 825.
Don't miss Don's Discs. It's well worth the short drive from Denver.

BOULDER
Iexpect to find afew good record stores within walking distance oía college
town's campus, and in Boulder there are acouple of old-timers—TradeA-Tape and Albums on the Hill—and arelative newcomer, Wax Trax (which
had already left me breathless and broke in Denver). llade-A-Tape, at 1116
13th St., is just ablock from the University of Colorado campus in the University Hill district. As soon as Ientered Iknew I'd found an excellent source
for new and used LPs. After working my way through the CDs and cassettes which occupied about half the store, Ientered asort of vinyl heaven
where new and used LPs of all musical genres called to me from overflowing
bins. Aback room was filled with even more LPs. If you're into "new" music,
check out the special rack filled with mint-condition LPs which are/were
popular on the college circuit. Hiked this place: ambiance (owner Bill Moran
is atalker), selection, and prices were casual, broad, and low, respectively.
Don't miss it.
It would be hard to miss Albums on the Hill, just afew doors down
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SUPER ANALOGUE LP'S
Original Analogue Recordings

The Ultimate Sound in Analogue Recording...
Super Analogue: Records Own Answer and Match to DAT and CD'S
•Extended frequency range •Better dynamic range •High density with smoothness found only with
analogue recording •Clean, crisp tone characteristics with low distortion •High quality 180g heavy vinyl

KIJC-9106 R. Strauss: Till Eulenspiegel's
Merry Pranks, op. 28 Dance of the Seven
Veils from -Salome" Don Juan, Op.20

KIJC-9101-2 Puccini: Tosca Tehaldi, del Monaco. London. etc.
Complete 2record set k3' 5.49.98

KIJC-9164 Mozart: Symphony No. 35
"Banner -Schubert: Symphony No.
C. Schuiicht conductor

-Unfinished"

OM_

•

BRUCKNER
SYMPHONY No.3
IN 0MINOR
WAGNER

WI

KARL BOHM
KIJC-9105 Stravinsky: The Soldier's
Tale -Suite. Symphony in Three Movements. E. Ansermet cond. Vienna Phil.

KIJC-9113 basso Cantabile"/Cary Karr
Plays t
tperatic Arias, G. Karr (double bass), H. Lewis (poi

KIJC-9103 Bruckner: Symphony N.
in DMinor "Wagner" K. Bohm cond.
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra

ALSO AVAILABLE:
KIJC-9107 "Music of Bodily" I. Kertesz conductor London Symphony Orchestra, O. Szonyi (sop.)
KIJC-9108 Bartók: Divertimento for String Orchestra. Vivaldi: Concerti Grossi, Op. 3, Nos. 10 & 11.
liarshai conductor Moscow Chamber Orchestra
KLIC 9109 V. Williams: Fantasia on aTheme by T. Tallis Fantasia on "Greensleeves", The Lark Ascending Fi
Variants of "Dives and Lazarus". N. Marriner conductor Acc. of St. Martin-ln-The-Fields
KLIC 9110 Chausson: Poème, Op. 25. Saint-Saëns: Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 28 Havanaise
Op. 83. Kyung-Wha Chung (vin), Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conductor C. Dutoit
KIJC-9111 Beethoven: Septet in EFlat Major,

op.

20. Members of Vienna Octet

Super Analogue LP's can only be purchased directly from Cisco Music. Each disc is $29.98 plus $3.00
postage and handling (California residents add 81
4% sales tax). To order by phone, call toll-free 1-800/
929-5588 or in California call 818-884-2234. Please have your Visa. MasterCard information ready. To
order by mail, send check, money order or credit card information to: Cisco Music, 6325 DeSoto
Avenue. Suite F, Woodland Hills, CA 91367. FAX: 818-884-1268.

CISCO
MUSIC
To order call toll free 1-800-929-5588. Dealer inquiries invited.

at 1128 13th St. Go downstairs, past the CDs and cassettes, into avinyl vault
reeking of undiscovered treasure. No aisles of LPs here, just islands of record
bins filling the rather small room. Hats off to whoever designed this arrangement of maximum visible stock and minimum wasted space, in which customers can browse without bumping into each other. The extensive soundtrack and classical selections especially caught my eye. Plan on spending
agood deal of browsing time here. You won't be disappointed.
Wax Trax invades Boulder! The shopper for new vinyl now has ashop
closer to home. Waxii-ax Iopened alittle over three months ago at 1143
13th St., just across the street from Albums on the Hill. Like its Denver counterpart, WTI stocks new vinyl releases of mostly current rock and alternative music. Two long aisles down the center of the record room flank backto-back browser bins, with more stock against the side walls. Records arrive
daily, so it's just amatter of time before this place fills up with the latest
and greatest vinyl. Down the street and around the corner, at 1220 Pennsylvania, is Wax Trax's used record store. Not many records, but alot of Tshirts and posters. Give it time.

Wax Trax I
(Boulder)

Two days were not enough to make all the rounds. My apologies to the
handful of stores Ididn't get achance to visit: JB8cH Records & lispes at
11961 W. Alameda (Lakewood), OfiBeat at 5692 S. Cedar St. (Littleton),
The Finest Record Store at 2400 8th Ave. (Greely), and the other two
Recycles in West suburbia.
Back in Santa Fe, with thoughts of Denver still fresh in my mind, Icouldn't
help thinking what ashame it is that so many music lovers are trashing their
record players. Folks, your money will go aheck of alot farther in aused
record store than in the CD emporium around the corner or in the local
mall. You'll have morefun looking for used LPs, and you'll meet people
who share your passion. Excitement will return to your life when you enter
anew store, your whole being wired with great expectations. Will this be
the store you find that obscure copy ofMiles'sJazz 'Rack? Or afirst pressing
of Coltrane's Ballads? Or anyiames Carr on Goldwax? Think about it. When
was the last time you went shopping for music and felt aspark ignite upon
discovering something you didn't expect? If you have trouble recalling such
an experience, buy yourself aRega Planar 3, aGrado cartridge, arecordcleaning machine, and hit the road. Denver is beautiful in the Spring! S
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R2D 4 1223
T

here's been ashift in the quality of in-house complaintfrom the Stereophile staff since we
started the annual "Records to Die For"feature two years ago. Atfirst, most of our contributing
editors—especially the hardcore hardware cadre—weren't sure they could name asingle disc
thatfit the seemingly simple criteria of world-class performance in world-class stereo sound. As thisfielled
all my nightmares of techno-weenies listening to equipmentfirst and music second, if at all, Iwas not
sympathetic. "So sue me," I
growled in my best cigar-in-mouth, shoes-on-desk, tough-guy editor snarl.
"Get real, runts. Wake up an' smell da vinyl. Da readers is countin' on youse. Geddoudamyface and
just do it."
Well, my guys and gals got real and came through with class. This time most of the complaints were
of the you-mean-I-only-get-to-choose-two? variety, which this tough guy (I don't dance) can live with.
As our tattooed cover dude will attest, there are still plenty ofgreat recordings out there, more than enough
for alifetime of listening. Whether you prefer LPs, CDs, orjust plain music, you'llfind rich pickings
in the following dreamlists.
As in last year's R2D4, writers who've already taken awhack at choosingfive recordings (almost
all of them) got two picks this time around; writers new to R2D4 got to name theirfullfirstfive. Also
as before, those recordings that have been reviewed in Stereophile since the birth of the regular monthly
music section in 1987 are so noted; ie, alisting ending in (XI-5) was reviewed in Vol.11 No.5. Andfor
completists (whofigure high in Stereophile's readership), we close with amaster list of all the To-Die-Fors
from 1992 and '91. So start reading and make your own list—the shopping kind.—Richard Lehnert

LARRY ARCHIBALD
ROSTROPOVICH: Return to Russia
Tchaikovsky: Symphony 6.J. Strauss: Vergnügungszug
Polka. Grieg: Aase's Death from Peer Gynt. Paganini:
Moto perpetuo. Prokofiev: Tybalt's Death from Romeo
andJuliet. Gershwin: Walking the Dog from Shall n'e
Dance. Sousa: The Stars and Stripes Forever
Mstislav Rostropovich, National Symphony
Sony SK 45836 (CD only). Stephan Schellmann, prod.;
Andreas Neubronner, eng. DDD. TT: 71:31
Lew Lipnick mentioned Rostropovitch's Return to Russia (Sony SIC 45836) in arecent review. This very live
recording was done in the Main Hall of the Conservatory. Moscow, with LL:s own National Symphony. Hearing this performance of Tchaikovsky's Symphony 6convinced me that I'd never heard this potboiler before. It is
an absolutely electrifying performance! Rostropovitch
manages alevel of tension rare in any recording, much
less in apiece Ifelt I'd heard all too many times before.
The six shorter pieces that follow average only four
minutes apiece; the audience is so clearly in love with
everything Slava and the NSO are doing that it feels like
they'll go on doing these encores until the next morning.
The recorded sound is beyond spectacular: it's cataclysmic. Heard on the B&W 800 loudspeakers, this disc
sounded almost like areal symphony orchestra in my living
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

room. I've never come close to that experience before;
Ican't imagine aclassical-music enthusiast not being
bowled over by this disc. Be forewarned, though: the
sonies of this disc will try all but the most dynamic systems. The excitement of the performance comes through
regardless of the system.
MAHLER: Symphony 2("Resurrection")
Leonard Bernstein, New York Philharmonic; Jennie
Tourel, mezzo; Lee Venora, soprano; Collegiate Chorale,
Abraham Kaplan, din
Columbia M2S 695 (2 LPs). John McClure, prod. AAA.
TT: 84:45
I'm told that this early-'60s performance will be part of
Sony's Royal Edition (previewed by Richard Schneider
in Vol.15 No.11), and will be available in the early part
of 1993. I'm far from an expert on Mahler, but this performance makes the other Seconds I've heard sound like
mush. Bernstein extracts amiraculous level of tension,
power, and dynamism from the NYP. And the notorious Columbia sound? Well, there's abit of brighmess, but
it won't drive you out of the room unless your system
already tends that way. And if you find yourself paying
attention to the sound with this level of music-making—
well, you should visit your audiophile chiropractor for
an attitude adjustment. The recording is good enough
to stay out of the way of agreat performance, at least on
99
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LP, and I've heard they're doing some equalization with
the re-releases, so it might be even better on CD.
HONKERS lic BAR WALKERS, Von
Featuring: Paul Bascomb, Teddy Brannon, Jimmy Coe,
Cozy Eggleston, Jimmy Forrest, Fred Jackson, Fats
Noel, Doc Sausage, Tab Smith, Chris Woods
Delmark DD-438 (CD). Robert G. Koester, prod.; Bill
Putnam, cog. AAD. TT. 61:33
Availablefrom Delmark, 4121 N. Rockwell, Chicago, IL 6061&
Honkers & Bar Walkers, Vol. 1
,
my second recommendation
(the Mahler doesn't count since you can't actually buy
it yet), is from Delnnark, my favorite Chicago record company. "Honkers" refers to aspecific style of playing tenor
sax, and "bar walkers" are guys so taken by their sax playing that they have to get up on the bar and parade up and
down while blowing their max. The recordings were
made between 1949 and 1953 (does that make them
mono?—surely not, or the jacket would have said so!),
and the sound is phenomenally good. These tunes have
alevel of energy and fidelity to the output of well-played
sax which is most rare. Great record company, great record. Also available on an as-yet-unauditioned LP. (There's
aVol.2 as well, which, unlike most Delmark releases, isn't
available on LP.)

J
OHN ATKINSON
RY COODER: Jazz
Ry Cooder, guitars, mandolin, tiple, harp, vocals; David
Lindley, mandolin, mandobanjo; Mario Guarneri, Oscar
Brashear, cornet; Pat Rizzo, Harvey Pittel, alto sax, clarinet; Willie Schwartz. clarinet; Bill Hood, bass sax;
David Sherr, bass clarinet, clarinet; George Bohanon,
baritone horn, trombone; Randy Aldcroft, trombone;
Red Callendar, tuba; Earl Hines, John Ftodby, piano;
Barbara Starkey, pump organ; Stuart Brotman, cymbalurn; Tom Collier, marimba, vibes; Chuck Dornanico,
Tom Pedrini, Chuck Berghoffer, bass; Mark Stevens,
drums, percussion; Jimmy Adams, Bill Johnson, Simon
Pico Payne, Cliff Givens, vocal quartet; Joseph Byrd,
music arranger, conductor; Bill Johnson, vocal quartet
arranger
Warner Bros. BSK-3197 (LP), K56488 (UK LP). Ry
Cooder, Joseph Byrd, prods.; Lee Herschberg, Douglas
Decker, engs. AAA. TT: 38:20
While racking my brain to choose just two recordings to
mention in this year's R2D4 feature, RL lent me asplendid
CD of some classic Jelly Roll Morton 78 transfers dating from 1926-1930 (Bluebird 66103-2). Which reminded
me that when Inominated Ry Cooder's Chicken Skin Music
for last year's list. Ihad almost chosen Cooder's 1978 Jazz
instead.
For "Jelly Roll on Ry," Cooder went into the backwaters
of early 20th-century American popular music and shone
his lamp, without atrace of self-consciousness, on some
almost forgotten masterpieces. He plays this music with
affection and respect; agentle pastiche almost surpassing the originals. Three salon-type pieces by thejazz cornettist Bix Beiderbecke, "In aMist," "Flashes," and
"Davenport Blues:' conjure up Whiteman/Walton '20s
decadence; amedley of two Jelly Roll numbers, "The
Pearls" and "Tia Juana," is given amulti-tracked Caribbean
string-band treatment; while the occasional gospel flavor
apparent on earlier Cooder albums raises its head on some
odd, syncopated hymn arrangements by Bahamian guitarist Joseph Spence that combine tuba bass line, Hungarian cymbalum (hammered dulcimer), harmonium, and
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aslide guitar lead. The habariera beat of the archetypical,
pre-Morton-generation slow drag "The Dream:' is intense
in the way it is held back, with shades of Scott Joplin's
instruction to performers of his rags: "This music must
not be played too fast" Probably most universally satisfying, though, are the vocal outings: the Sally Armystyle "Big Bad Bill," the swinging minstrel song "Shine
and the 1905 Bert Williams monologue "Nobody," all
recorded with arefreshing lack of technical hype, and each
with its verse. The latter, plus the fact that it's sung by an
Anglo, makes the politically incorrect "Shine" peculiarly
appropriate.
Throughout Ry Cooder's work, there have been three
constants—his voice (or rasping lack of), his driving,
almost pianistic guitar picking and block chording, but
perhaps most importantly, the sparseness of the arrangements, no instrument or break being included which
doesn't contribute to the overall concept. His rhythm sections are pared down to aharmonic minimum, just enough
push to keep everything moving. This discipline is carried
on inJazz. The players, including on piano the venerable Earl Hines—a contemporary of both Beiderbecke and
Morton—sound as though they are playing from aclassical score. That's not meant to imply that the music is
cold and emotionless, just that Cooder realizes the extent
to which ego has to be suppressed in order to let the music
speak. An album which will hit you intensely, with a
sound quality to match. (I haven't heard the CD; to be
honest, Ifeel no need to do so. Does that mean lama real
audiophile?)
DICK HYMAN Plays Duke Ellington
Dick Hyman, Benendorfer 275SE Reproducing Piano
its.ft.s“ke Recordings RR-50DCD (CD). J. tunblyn Henderson Jr., prod.; Keith O. Johnson, Michael "Pflash"
Pflaumer, engs. D. TT: 61:23
Iwas originally going to include Dean Peer's stunning
outing for solo bass guitar, Ucross (Redstone FtR91012,
CD, XV-11) in my selections until Iplopped this goldplated CD into the transport. Plowing asimilar musical furrow to the Cooder above, this is technologically
interesting on two counts: it is one oldie first CD releases
to be recorded with Pacific Microsonics' HDCD process: ,
it is also the second CD to be made with the output of the
ND converter fed directly to the CD mastering machine'
—hence the "D" SPARS code. More important, Mr.
Hyman both strides though these gems of American
popular music with asplendid combination of panache
and respect, and is the beneficiary of the finest, most natural recorded solo piano sound that Ihave yet to hear. The
image of the instrument is set appropriately back in just
the right amount of surrounding ambience, without
suffering from "giant piano in the bathroom" syndrome,
while tonally, the recording captures the full weight and
growl of the instrument's left-hand registers without a
trace of boom. According to Robert Harley, who assisted
with the CD mastering, Professor Johnson used acrossed,
vertically coincident pair of Coles/BBC 4038 ribbon
microphones, positioned about 6' back from the treble
bulge of the soundboard and about 6-7' up, as his main
pickup, supplemented with apair of X-Y cardioids in front
and to the right of the keyboard. These were mixed in at
alow level, however, to provide alittle more extension
at the frequency extremes.
This superb quality was obtained with the High Defi1See Stetrophik, Vol.15 No.11, p.40, and Vol.16 No.1, p.7.
2See Stereophile, Vol.16 No.1, January 1993, p.59.
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nition Compatible Digital decoding inoperative, suitable
decoders not yet being available at the time of writing.
Iauditioned the Ellington disc with aconventional D/A
processor (a Meitner IDAT), yet the only idiosyncrasy
to be laid at the feet of the processing that Icould hear
was aslow pumping of the noise floor between cuts.
Compatible with the CD standard the HDCD process
certainly appears to be. It's hard to hear how this recording
could sound any better, yet from my experience last Fall
of comparing full HDCD playback processing on another
of Reference's recent recordings, Testament (RR-49CD),
to standard replay. Iwould expect the recorded acoustic to open up even more, giving an almost painfully real
piano image. Iwait in eager expectation.

CARL E.BAUGHER
ORNETTE COLEMAN: Skies ofAmerica
Omette Coleman, alto sax; David Measham, London
Symphony
Columbia KC 31562 (LP only). Anthony Clark, Mike
FitzHenry, engs.; Paul Myers, prod. AAA. TE 41:32
This nearly forgotten masterpiece seamlessly blends symphonic composition and saxophone improvisation. With
ashifting atonal landscape that is dynamic and ethereal,
the orchestra is abackdrop for Coleman's lyrical alto sax
obbligatos. The 1972 recording is from Abbey Road and
the strings, voiced very high, have atransparent, glassy
sheen. As of late 1992, and despite talk at one time of
including it in their Legacy series, Columbia had not reissued this brilliant work on CD. Although Coleman is
rightly recognized as one of the truc geniuses ofjazz, his
chamber music and orchestral compositions have yet to
receive the attention they deserve.
FRANK ZAPPA: Uncle Meat
Bizarre 2MS 2024 (2 LPs), Rykodisc RCD 10064/65 (2
CDs*). Richard Kuncjerry Hansen, Mike in Copenhagen, engs.; Frank Zappa, prod. AAA/ADD. TTs:
75:39, 2:00:49*
Zappis eclectic aesthetic was never more focused or richly
realized than on this 1969 double LP. A combination of
studio and live tracks, Uncle Meal was the music for afilm
that finally appeared in the late '80s. Zappa's blend of virtuoso acoustic guitar, tape manipulation, and crazy-quilt
instrumental tortures is simply dazzling. The CD was digitally remixed in 1987 and includes 45:10 of extra dialogue
from the film. The gatefold LP came with alarge, colorful
booklet and, while the LP sounds somewhat muted compared to the sharper, digital remix, mint original-label
LPs fetch ahigh price these days. (XI-5)
THE REVOLUTIONARY ENSEMBLE: The People's Republic
Leroy Jenkins, violin; Sirone, bassjerome Cooper, drums
A&M Horizon SP-708 (LP only). Baker Bigsby, Geoff
Sykes, engs.; Ed Michel, prod. AAA. 17 40:17
This innovative trio recorded this, their only studio album,
in 1975; like most Horizon LPs, the sound quality is wonderful. Sirone's bass and Jenkins's violin sound remarkably
natural, and Cooper's drums are mixed to perfection. The
music is aggressive and extended, and, though distinctly
avant-garde, swings its ass off. The absence oía CD reissue
makes the LP that much more valuable. Jenkins has gone
on to write opera, chamber music, and electric jazz, but
The People's Republic was adefinite high point.
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IANNIS XENAKIS: Kraanerg
Roger Woodward, Alpha Centauri Ensemble
Etcetera KTC 1075 (CD only). lannis Xenakis, Allan
Maclean, Kathy Naunton, engs.; Ralph Lane, prod.
ADD/DDD. rin 70:49
In the aftermath of great social upheavals in Eastern Europe
during the late '60s, Xenakis wrote Kraanng by combining
a1969 tape with notated music for chamber ensemble.
Edgard Varèse's D sens was the obvious precursor, but
Kraanerg was more intense and cathartic. Almost defying description, this 1988 performance features Xenakis
at his most probing, radical, and intellectual. The surprise
is how easily he infuses the music with such emotional
power. Iam always moved in adifferent way when Iexperience this piece, and yes, sometimes it can be downright
scary. The recording is open, detailed, and realistic.
ALBAN BERG: Wozzeck
Franz Grundheber, Hildegard Behrens, Aagc Haugland,
Philip Langridge, Walter Raffeiner, Heinz Zednik;
Vienna Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado
DG 423 587-2 (2 CDs). Klaus Heimann, mg.; Gunther
Breest, prod. DDD. TE 88:49
Berg's Wozzeck is, for me, the greatest opera of the 20th
century. No one else has succeeded in writing adramatic
atonal work with such lyricism and warmth. This tale of
madness, murder, and betrayal has all the elements of transcendent grand opera, and Berg's score teems with life.
A live recording from 1987, this is the definitive reading
of the difficult work, with Grundheber's Wozzeck and
Behrens's Marie as oddly heroic as they are tragically
flawed. The recording's stunning depth brings the music
alive. (XII -8)

ROBERT BENSON
ARNOLD: Symphonies 78£ 8
Vernon Handley, Royal Philharmonic
Conifer CDCF 177 (CD only). John Kehoe, Andrew
Keener, prods.; Tryggvye Tryggvason, eng. DDD. TE
64:36
Malcolm Arnold, best-known for his lighter works, also
has a"serious" and quite sinister side, as evidenced by these
world-premiere recordings of his Symphonies 7and 8.
Both are tragic, dramatic, and dissonant, often with asense
of bittersweet nostalgia. The Seventh, cryptically dedicated
to the composer's three children, is perhaps his most brutal,
devastating score, replete with screeching high woodwinds, sardonic brass, and smashing percussion. The
Eighth is lighter, but still asomewhat surrealistic glimpse
into atroubled world, its innocent, child-like Irish marching tune in the finale awelcome respite from the overall mood of despair. The Royal Philharmonic plays spectacularly under Handley's knowing direction, and the
sonic quality is resplendent.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Scenes from Swan Lake
Anatole Fistoulari, Amsterdam Concertgebouw
London CS 6218 (LP). John Culshaw, prod.; Kenneth G.
Wilkinson, eng. AAA.
Recorded in February 1961, immediately after Sold and
the Concertgebouw recorded Mahler's Symphony 4
(London CD 417 745, see R2D4, XV-2), this is adazzling
performance, magnificently played and spectacularly engi103
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neered. First-desk players violinist Steven Staryk, cellist Tibor de Machula, and harpist Phis Berghout are given
special credit for their solos; it also should have been given
to the incredible timpanist for his herculean effort in the
final scene. The LP has long been deleted. AJapanese
CD (King K 30y 1545) is areasonable transfer, but difficult to obtain. The London cassette (417 881-4) conveys the performance but without the sonic impact of the
LP or CD.

LES BERKLEY

As Iwrite this, my erstwhile listening room is piled high
with boxes, and the shelves arc empty. Idislike moving:
it seems to be the sort of orderly cataloging of one's life
that ought to be done only once; nevertheless, the consequent introspection served to remind me of. ..
VICTORIA: Victoria
San Francisco Records SD 206 (LP only). David Rubinson,
prod.; Fred Catero, eng. AAA.
It's unfair to list this, since there probably aren't any copies
out there except mine. Victoria was agorgeous lady with
an impossibly clear upper register who made two records
(Secret ofthe Bloom in '69, and this one in '71), then dropped
out of sight. (A shame she couldn't have come up these
days when all you need are looks, like Debbie or Kylie
or Tiffanic) Her lyrics and melodies encapsulated the fastfading '60s in away that was both true to its period and
timeless. The perfect 1971 folk-pop mix, pre-Aphoc and
other insults, showcases avoice that could go from chest
to head tone in away that would turn operatic singers
green. If you happen on it, grab it, and if you find an
unplayed copy, write me at Stereophik AT ONCE!
And for tonight's classical selection we have. ..
BARBARA STROZZI: Songsfor Solo Voice
Glenda Simpson, soprano; The Camerata of London
Hyperion CDA 66303 (CD only). Mark Brown, prod.;
Tony Faulkner, eng. DDD. Ti': 52:00
I've already said what Ineed to about this one; the only
thing further you ought to know is that Ican't stop playing it! Glenda! When do we get more? (XIII-2)

KEVIN CONKLIN
MILES DAVIS: Basic Miles: The Classic Performances
ofMiles Davis
Miles Davis, trumpet, fluegelhorn; various musicians
Columbia PC 32025 (LP). Teo Macero, George Avalcian, prods. AAA.
It's Kind of Blue that usually appears on best-of lists, but
this collection shows Miles during his best period—mid'50s to mid-'60s—with his best groups, which feature
such giants as Gil and Bill Evans, Coltrane, Cannonball
Adderley, and Paul Chambers. Ivliles's flowing lyricism
sets the tone throughout, caressing without cloying. Bill
Evans's work on "Green Dolphin Street" is one of the
most sublime examples of musical improvisation ever
recorded, and reinforces my opinion that this tortured
soul was the greatest musician ever to sit before apiano.
EDWARD PARMENTIER: Early Italian Harpsichord
Music
Edward Parmentier, harpsichord
Wildboar 8001 (LP only). Peter Sutheim, eng.; Joseph
Spencer, prod. AAA.
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This astonishingly transparent recording was made in 1980
on lowish-tech tube gear. It was the first in what has
grown into an artistically successful series of keyboard
recordings produced by Early Music impresario Joseph
Spencer. Despite some tube rush and analog tape hiss, it
is the most convincing transcription of an instrument's
timbres Iknow.
The Renaissance and early Baroque Italian material will
be new to most listeners, and serves as alittle survey of
Western music in search of atuning system. And Parmentier's playing is so intense as to be scary.

JOHN CRABBE
BRUCKNER: Symphony 4(1953 Nowak edition)
Otto Klemperer, Philharmonia Orchestra
EMI CDM 769127-2 (CD only). Walter Legge, prod.;
Douglas Latter, mg. ADD. Ti': 60:59
Taped nearly 30 years ago, this recording of Bruckner's
"Romantic" symphony converted me at one hearing from
indifference to enthusiasm for the simple but visionary
Austrian composer. It represents Klemperer at his masterly
best, supported by EMI at their best in London's Kingsway Hall. That famous venue's spacious but not overwrought ambience matches the performance perfectly,
while the mighty, brazen climaxes stand forward just as
they do in the concert hall, yet in rounded grandeur and
without the spiky edge often heard from lattcrday productions. The thrill Ifelt in 1965 still returns whenever this
CD goes on the player.
SCHUBERT Die &Mine Müllerin
Peter Schreier, tenor; Andras Schiff, piano
London 430 414-2 (CD only). Christopher Raeburn,
prod.; Stanley Goodall, eng. DDD.
62:55
Arguably the greatest of post-Fischer-Dieskau lieder
singers, Peter Schreier surely cannot help but captivate
and deeply move anyone who hears his Schisne Müllerin
cycle, as recorded here with pianist András Schiff. From
the very first stanza of the first of these 20 songs, one is
totally transported by Schubert's wonderful music into
Wilhelm Müller's simple but touching poetic world.
wherein Schreier takes us on the doomed young lover's
introspective journey with consummately judged emotional insight. Schiff's support (on aBüsendorfer) is of
matching stature, and the spacious but clear setting
provided by London is exemplary. Quite superb.

ROBERT DEUTSCH
GUYS AND DOLLS: 1992 Broadway Cast
Edward Strauss, cond. Music & lyrics by Frank Loesser
RCA Victor 09026-61317-2 (CD only). Paul Goodman,
James Nichols, engs.; Jay David Saks, prod. DDD. IT
58:56
OK, here's the deal. Put on this CD, close your eyes, and
if—like the guys "standing on the corner" in another of
Frank Loesser's musicals—you've got arich imagination,
you can almost see the show that's packing them in on
Broadway. You've just saved yourself at least 550—double
that if there arc two of you. If your audio system features
Class D components or better, the sound is guaranteed
to be superior to what you'd hear in the theater. Guys and
Dolls is agreat Broadway musical; it gets asparkling performance from some of today's best singer-actors. How
can you lose?
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OFFENBACH: Les Conies d'Hoffrnan
Placido Domingo, Hoffman; Joan Sutherland, Olympia/Giulietta/Antonia/Stella; Gabriel Bacquier, Coppélius/Dapartutto/Dr. Miracle; Huguette Tourangeau,
La Muse/Nicklausse; others. Choruses of Radio de la
Suisse Romande, Pro Arte de Lausanne, Du Brassus.
L'Orchestra de la Suisse Romande; Richard Bonynge
London OSA 13106 (3 LPs, nla), 417 363-2 (2 CDs). James
Lock, Colin Moorfoot, engs.; John Mordler, prod.
AAA/ADD. IT 2:22:30
Perhaps because of his wife's greater fame ("Don't call
me Mr. Sutherland!"), Richard Bonynge is the most
underrated of opera conductors. To appreciate how good
he is, just compare his Hoffman with Ozawa's recent effort
(DG 427 682-2). No contest, as far as I'm concerned:
Bonynge simply has amuch better feel for the music.
Domingo is in peak form (the voice sounding fresher than
for Ozawa); Mrs. Bonynge is glorious in all three roles;
and Bacquier is properly sinister as the villains. The CD
set lacks some of the warmth and ambience of the LPs,
but is otherwise fine.

JACK ENGLISH
ROY OFtBISON: The All-Time Greatest Hits
Monument W38385/W38386 (2 LPs); Vol. I, AK 44348
(CD); Vol.2, AK 44349 (CD); Vols.] & 2, AGK 45116
(CD). Fred Foster, prod.; various engs. AAA/AAD. IT
52:23
Country-bred, gospel-influenced, Rock & Roll Hall of
Famer Roy Orbison passed away four years ago. Without
question, his was the greatest voice yet heard in rock. While
this collection is uneven sonically and fails to include
"Ooby Dooby" or "Claudette" from his Sam Phillips/Sun
period, my reasons for selecting it are simple: "Oh, Pretty
Woman," "Only the Lonely," "Running Scared," "Blue
Angel:' "Dream Baby," "Crying," "Blue Bayou:' "Uptown," "Working for the Man," "Candy Man," "Falling:' "Love Hurte "Shahadaroba," "It's Ovee "I'm Hurt:it:17 "Pretty Paper," "The Crowd," "In Dreams," "Mean
Woman Blues," and, most importantly, "Leah."
PATRICK O'HEARN: Ancient Dreams
Private Music 1201 (LP), 2002-2-P (CD).Peter Baumann,
prod.; Baumann, Matt Forger, Lon Neumann, engs.
DDA/DDD. TE 32:41
O'Heam's solo debut is arecording of powerful electronic
space music built up with pure, synthesized midrange
tones dramatically accented by athunderous and explosive
bass. Surprisingly, this early all-digital effort has asubstantial soundstage, with the ample spaciousness requisite
for the genre. The driving underlying rhythms and extremely clean percussion complete the sonic picture for
this hi-fi spectacular of demo-disc caliber. More important,
the diversity of musical influences, coupled with asatisfying mixture of complex melodies, separate this particular
recording from the vast bulk of uninspired dreck which
populates this particular musical category.

London 430 162-2 (CD only). Kenneth Wilkins, eng.;
Michael Bremmer, prod. ADD. TT: 69:54
Beautifully recorded in 1967 with exceptional presence
and clarity (despite the resonance of alarge hall), this performance has yet to be surpassed on disc. Unlike other,
often more celebrated conductors, Guest displays an
unflagging grasp of style, ajudicious sense of pace, and
an awareness of the importance of winds and brass to the
music's color and harmonic daring. Dating from 1802,
this setting of the Mass is Haydn's last large-scaled work,
one marked by festive grandeur, tender delicacy, soaring lyricism, and prevailing drama that grows from its
taut symphonic structure. In short, Guest's glorious performance is the perfect complement to one of the glories
of western music. The CD is filled out with afine account
of Mozart's Vesperae de Dominica, K.321.
MOZART Piano Concerto 22
Malcolm Bilson, fortepiano; English Baroque Soloists,
John Eliot Gardiner
DG 423 595-2 (CD only). Karl-August Nacgler, eng.;
Dr. Andreas Holschneider, prod. DDD. TT 59:14
Here is as fine (and as finely recorded) aperiod-instrument
release as Ihave ever encountered. The fortepiano is kept
in proper sonic proportion so that if one raises the volume to simulate the fullness of amodern concert grand,
rani passages will shatter the eardrums. Those passages
are at once brash, heroic, sharply contoured, and strongly
accented, emerging with acolor and point rarely encountered in other performances. Bilson, despite the limitations
of his instrument, demonstrates that it can be played with
timbrai, rhythmic, and dynamic shadings that heighten
expression and intensify the protagonist/antagonist relationship between soloist and orchestra that is central to
the drama of the Classical concerto. The disc also includes
the Mozart Concerto 23 in afine (if less arresting) performance. (XII-10)

COREY GREENBERG
NIRVANA: Nevermitul
Sup Pop/Geffen DGC-24425 (LP), DGCD-24425 (CD).
Butch Vig, Nirvana, prods.; mixed by Andy Wallace.
TT 59:22
My earlier review said all you need to know about why
this trio of ugly mofos from Seattle is the first thing Ifeed
ahi-fi rig when Iwant to hear what it can really do. Hardcore flannel-shirts have disowned Nirvana cuz they made
it big and got aradio hit with "Smells Like Teen Spirit,"
and JA thinks they're too derivative, but Idon't give a
damn; Kurt Cobain's talkin"bout my generation better
than anyone else in music today. And the sound (especially the LP, but the CD kicks ass too) is so good that
most "in" audiophile speakers fall flat on their faces with
it; try Nevennind on some Maggies or Quad ESL-63s and
tell me I'm wrong. (XV-6)

M ORTIMER H.FRANK

JAMES BLOOD ULMER: Black Rock
Columbia ARC-38285 (LP only). James Blood Ulmer,
prod.; Bill Scheniman, eng.; mastered by Joe Gastwirt.
TT: 42:00

HAYDN: Harmoniemesse
Ema Spoorenberg, soprano; Helen Watts, contralto; Alexander Young, tenor; Joseph Rouleau, bass; Choir of St.
John's College, Cambridge; Academy of St. Martinin-the-Fields, George Guest

This '82 release is out of print now, but so many people
hated it when it first came out that you shouldn't have
much trouble finding amint copy in used jazz bins. Scared
white critics mistakenly called Ulmer the new Hendrix
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just cuz he wuz awild-lookin' black man with amighty
strange gi-tar pickin' de space blues; unfortunately, Ulmer
believed the hype and vanished from the scene, but not
before cutting Black Rode, some of the hardest, funkiest,
blackest music you'll ever hear. This is the music Miles
always wished he could write: utterly humorless, older
than field hollers, bristling with anger and pride and hard
electric love, and the sound will take you places you may
roll up your windows in apanic from. Ionce cleared a
party at 4am with this, all except for one weird little guy
who asked me to play it again, only this time louder. We
remain friends to this day.

LARRY GREENHILL
THE COMMITMENTS: Original Soundtrack
MCA MCAD-10286 (CD only). Paul Bushnell, Kevin
Killen, Alan Parker, prods.; Kevin Killen, eng. AAD.
TT! 46:54
Corey Greenberg's definitive review of this soundtrack
ends with aPerot one-liner: "buy it or stay white and
slow:' Iagree. Next to Richard Thompson's Rumor and
Sigh, one of my R2D4 picks last year, The Commitments
is aCD Icould not do without. Why? Its rendition of Soul
is deep, solid, and driving. Best is 16-year-old lead singer
Andrew Strong, who knows the music, has terrific phrasing, great pitch, and an impossibly cool, raspy voice that
sounds like ayoung Joe Cocker. Catch the raspiness of
Strong's voice belting out "Guess you got to put your
fiat feet on the ground" in the chorus of "Mustang Sally:'
Here is Strong at his best, with the total Commitments
sound—deep bass, great horns, "A REAL DRUM IN A
REAL ROOM," pulled together by arhythm tighter than
Scrooge's fist. (XV-1)
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 6, The Age of Gold
(Suite)
Leopold Stokowski, Chicago Symphony
RCA Red Seal LSC-3133 (LP only, ola). Howard Scott,
prod.; Paul Goodman, eng. AAA. TE 49:44
Shostakovich's Symphonies 5and 6marked achange in
style from his earlier works, perhaps aresult of Stalin's
censure of his music in 1936. Stokowski's conducting is
taut, powerful, and highly dramatic without being bombastic, yet full of room-filling, voluptuous orchestral tone.
On afull Quad ESL-63/SW-63 system, the orchestra's
soundstage seems limitless; one swims in instrumental
sonorities, the warmth of the celli, and chamber-style textures. The soprano saxophone in the Age of Gold suite is
stunningly three-dimensional and vividly clear. This is
fresh, invigorating music, and agreat example of Stokowski's energy, clarity, and orchestral command.

ROBERT HARLEY
DIXIE DREGS: Night of the Living Dregs
Capricorn CPN 0216 (LP, nla), Polydor 831 411-2 (CD).
Ken Scott, eng. & prod. AAA/AAD. TE 34:37
Night of the Living Dregs embodies everything Hove about
the Dixie Dregs: innovative compositions, virtuoso playing, and an energetic chemistry between musicians. This
all-instrumental album, half of which was recorded live
at the 1978 MontrewcJazz Festival, captures this unique
band during atransition from their two previous records
to their later, more produced efforts.
More than any other Dregs record, Night makes the best
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

use of violinist Alan Sloan's talents, and epitomizes the
unmistakable sound of his and lead guitarist Steve Morse's
intricate dual leads. These musicians' extraordinary talent
is abundantly evident on such essential Dregs tunes as
"Punk Sandwich," "Country House Shuffle and "The
Bash:' Moreover, the sound is excellent: dynamic,
immediate, and not overly processed. There aren't many
albums Ilisten to as enthusiastically 14 years after first
hearing them as Night of the Living Dregs.
RED RODNEY: Then and Now
Red Rodney, flugclhorn; Chris Potter, alto & tenor sax;
Garry Dial, piano; Jay Anderson, bass; Jimmy Madison,
drums
Chesky JD79 (CD only). Bob Katz. eng.; David Chcsky,
Bob Belden, prods. DDD. TT 74:36
With Then and Now, trumpeter and flugelhom player Red
Rodney brings bebop classics of the 1940s to a1990s
audience. Working out on tunes like Charlie Parker's
"Marmaduke" and "Confirmation," Red and his band
give anew feel to old classics while remaining true to the
originals.
What's special here are the empathetic ensemble playing
and brilliant solos, particularly by Red and young alto
player Chris Potter. Potter is the surprise of this set, playing
with askill, exuberance, and maturity that mark him as
one of the most exciting new jazz talents of recent years.
Of all the forms of musical expression, there is nothing
quite like hearing atechnically skillful and musically
inspired player exploring the envelope's outer edge during
asolo—especially in straight-ahead bebop. Then and Now
virtually bursts with great solos—check out Rodney on
"Congo Blues:' and Potter on "Marmaduke."
This record won't let you your foot sit still; the musicians' enthusiasm is that infectious. And to top off such
great music, Then and Now has some of the best sound ever
captured on ajazz recording. A real treat. (XVI-2)

ROBERT HESSON
IVES: String Quartets 1ek 2
Concord String Quartet
Nonesuch H-71306 (LP). Marc J. Aubort, Joanna Nickrenz, eng. & prod. AAA. TT: 47:09
Both my selections share the merit of portraying the
timbres of string instruments in striking fidelity. Recorded
by the distinguished team of Aubort and Nickrenz, the
Ives quartets project an almost tangible realism. The excellence of the recording job is matched by the performances
of the Concord Quartet, whose fervent, inspired playing fully realizes the transcendent beauty of the music.
ACD has been issued of these performances, but Ihaven't
heard it. The original recording is so good, though, you'd
like to think it would take aconscious effort to do it any
real harm.
SHOSTAKOVICH: Viola Sonata, Op.147
Fedor Druzhinin, viola; Mikhail Muntyan, piano
Melodiya/Columbia Masterworks M 35109 (LP). I.
Veprintsev, Y. Kokzhayan, prods. AAA. TT: 62:51
This affecting sonata was Shostakovich's final work, and
it achieves asuperbly bittersweet emotional quality within
the composer's pungent idiom. That Druzhinin and Muntyan avoid the extremes of sentiment to which this work
can easily be taken is to their credit. Indeed, the composer
dedicated the sonata to Druzhinin, and he may be pre109
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sumed to offer the definitive interpretation (allowing for
the attendant dangers that presumption brings). The playing is never unduly lugubrious, and even achieves awarm
patina of wit in the second movement. Melodiya's recording is absolutely remarkable in its rendering of timbres
and hall perspective.

J. GORDON HOLT
BERNSTEIN: West Side Story
Original cast recording with Carol Lawrence, Larry 1Cert,
Chita Rivera, Art Smith. Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim.
Directed by Jerome Robbins.
Columbia LP OS-2001 (LP, nla). Goddard Lieberson,
prod. AAA. TT 57:00
This 1957 Broadway musical retelling of Romeo andJuliet
is hardly modem now, yet its story of young lovers starcrossed by ethnic (rather than family) rivalries is as timeless
and as moving in 1992 as it was in Shakespeare's day. And
the score is, to my mind, the best thing Bernstein ever did.
This original-cast recording is afar more exciting performance than the much newer, overengineered DG release conducted by the composer. (That one, which features
"modem" sound and astellar cast of operatic performers
who were clearly more concerned with purity of tone than
passion of performance, is as soulless as it is slick.)
Of course, true to Holt's First Law (the better the sound,
the worse the performance—and vice versa), the sound
is appropriately mediocre (judging by the record number,
it may even have been Columbia's first "operatic" stereo
LP.) But the soon-to-be-released Super-Bit-Mapped Sony
CD (CK 32603) should be alot better.
COPLAND: Symphony 3, Music for the Theatre
Yod Levi, Atlanta Symphony
Telarc CD-80201 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TE 65:05
Okay, so music editor RL included this in his first R2D4
list (January 1991), but it's such an outstanding achievement that it doesn't deserve to be forgotten now that it's
over two years old. It is, in fact, the only symphonic recording Ican think of that truly meets all three of the
impossible requirements for alisting here: stellar, definitive,
world-class performance and sound. What more could
anyone ask? (XIII-3. XIV-l)

BETH JAC QUES
JOHN CALE: The Academy In Peril
Edsel Records ED CD 182 (CD import). Jean Bois, mix
eng.:John Cale, prod. AAD. IT 45:37
When classically trained pop stars try to prove it, they
generally throw afew quotes of Mussorgsky into the mix.
John Cale—whose career spans the foundation of the Velvet Underground through avant-garde modem composition, via La Monte Young—cooks from scratch.
Profoundly curious, atechnical master, and genuinely
off the wall, here Cale has fun with an orchestra. Concerned, as always, with diametrical opposition and sonic
perfection, his third (1972) LP throws up the sash windows on the musical academy via original compositions
interpreting figures (and themes) from Brahms to Henry
VIII. Thus aUK-born musician is rendered indisputable heir to the French Impressionists, those first Continental scandaleuses who dared to take their subjects and their
easels out into the natural light.
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JOHN HIATI1 Slow Miming
A&M 75021-5206-2 (CD only). Larry Hirsch, eng.; Glyn
Johns, prod. AAD. TT 49:06
From John Hiatt's "solo-esque" period before he joined
up again with Ry Cooder et al, my favorite is 1988's Slow
Turning.
Here it's just Hiatt, his occasional band "The Goners,"
and not-particularly-gawdalmighty-famous guests like
one-time Eagle Bernie Leadon on National Resonator
guitar and Dr. Hook vocalist Dennis Locorriere. Recorded
'round at Ronnie MiLsap's place, this thankfully understated
album is an acoustically pure Wall of Nashville Sound and
asummation of Hiatt's hard-rocking hillbilly style.
Iron-edged, open-eyed, anecdotal, and laced with
humor as well as sentiment, it's also Hiatt's rededication
to apersonal set of family values. For aging boomers
who've had their own problems growing up and growing
older, it's nice to know resurrection's in the cards. (X1-11)

BARBARA JAHN
ELGAR: Symphony I, Pomp &Circumstarsce Marche
1, 3, &4
Andrew Davis, BBC SO
Teldec 9031-73278-2 (CD only). Christopher Palmer,
prod.; Tony Faulkner, cog. DDD. TT: 70:41
This was one of those discs that tc.ok me by surprise-1
had predicted that the recording would be excellent, but
the performances are really very special too. If this Symphony Ihad been around when Imade my survey of the
work for "Building aLibrary:' Iwould have had no hesitation in choosing it has the most quintessential of all. But
more than that, it is profoundly moving without being
the slightest bit sentimental. Andrew Davis has Elgar's
voice at the heart of every movement, but he has also found
apath to the heart of this most introspective composer.
Elgar was superb at hiding his feelings under aveneer of
respectability, but for those who know where to look,
there is awealth of emotion waiting to be released. Davis
does just that.
Just as impressive is the excitement he musters in the
pot-boiler P& C Marches. ..
the orchestra is having a
good time!
NIELSEN: Wind Quintet
TAFFANEL: Wind Quintet
Ensemble Wien-Berlin
Sony SK 45996 (CD only). Josef Kamykokwski, eng.;
Ulrich Kraus, prod. DDD. IT 50:10
These pieces prove, without ashadow of doubt, that it's
not always the blockbusters that ultimately force you to
sit up and take notice Unassuming though they may seem
on the face of it, these arc delightful works, played with
great panache and sensibility and treated to an equally
unaffected recording.
There are no instrumental gymnastics in the Nielsen
Quintet—it is avery pure and simple piece The Taffanel,
by contrast, is aRomantically charged work of much
warmer textures and bigger structure. The Ensemble
Wien-Berlin handles both with the sort of virtuosity that
makes everything sound easy. Try this disc—it will be a
revelation. (XV-1)

KEN KESSLER
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is supposed to be fun!" Yeah, right. Most audiophiles
wouldn't know flan if it bit 'em in their tushies. High-end
audio is religion if ever Isaw it, and I'm damned if I'm
going to perpetuate the "Sound Quality Über Alles" nonsense which plagues this hobby. Oh, and Irefuse to include
the playing times, which have absolutely no bearing whatsoever on musical wonh, even though my selections are both
full-length discs. Or is one hour's worth of Madonna
worth one minute's worth of Aretha? So, take it or leave
it, these are what rocked my socks in the past year.
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD: Capitol Collectors Series
Capitol CDP 795291 2(mono CD only). Wayne Watkins,
exec. prod.; Ron Furnunek, prod. & research; digitally
mastered by Bob Norberg.
Twenty-nine tracks from the deepest country voice I've
ever heard. A glorious in-your-face presentation of the
immortal "Sixteen Tons" to test your woofer, and "The
Ballad of Davy Crockett" to prove whether or not you're
over 40. And in mono. So there.
RADIO GOLD: Various Artists
Ace CDCHD 347 (CD only). Uncredited save for postproduction by Duncan Cowell, from the original master
tapes.
Thirty 1950s/early 1960s AM classics. Unbelievable stereo
on Dion's immortal "The Wanderer" and "Runaround
Sue." Perfect vocals and (mono) sonics to die for on the
Chordettes' "Mr. Sandman:' From 1954. Which Ileave
on the player in "repeat" mode And which I'll put up
against any of the boring audiophilia that my bettereducated, po-faced, elitist, fun-hating colleagues will be
recommending in these pages.

I
GOR KIPNIS
THE MUSIC OF PERCY GRAINGER, VOL I
Molly on the Shore; Lincolnshire Posy; Colonial Song;
Blithe Bells; Irish Tune from County Derry; Shepherd's
Hey; The Duke of Marlborough Fanfare; Country
Gardens (1953); The Power of Rome and the Christian
Heart
Eddie Green, University of Houston Wind Ensemble;
Noe Marmolejo (cond., Fanfare)
Mark Custom Recording Service MCD-1086 (CD only).
David Burks, Joe Dixon, engs. & prods. ??D. TE 53:39
Availabkfrom Mark Custom Recording Service, Inc., 10815
Bodine Rd., Clarence, NY 14031-0406, (716) 759-2600.
This remarkable Grainger collection, areal sleeper not
available at normal record outlets and co-produced by
the International Percy Grainger Society, features acrack
53-member band, impeccable precision, and awell-varied
selection of pieces. Notable is the inclusion oía late, even
slighdy sardonic setting of the ubiquitous Country Gardnis,
as well as the 1953-published band version of the nonprogrammatic The Power of Rome and the Christian Heart,
awork not often encountered. What makes all this so
attractive is the moving yet unsentimental spirit of the
playing, as well as the ensemble's exceptional scale of
dynamics and mellow blend of instrumental colors. When
necessary, too, the playing can be really rambunctious;
except for Grainger at the piano himself, I've never heard
Shepherd's Hey sound so cheeky. The whole has been very
smoothly and warmly captured in arelatively dry setting, quite far from typical sharp-edged digital recording
techniques. This disc should be considered one of the
indispensable Grainger collections.
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SCHUMANN: Da vidsbündlertartate, Op.6; Waldscenen,
Op.82; Fantasiestücke, Op.111
Andreas Haefliger, piano
Sony SK 48036 (CD only). Markus Heiland, eng.; Wolf
Erichson, prod. DDD. TT: 65:29
This is one of the most beautifully performed Schumann
discs Ihave had the pleasure of hearing, regardless of
vintage—an absolute winner in all respects. Three multisectional pieces are involved, all of them difficult of mood
and character to capture and sustain. Haefliger's marked
rhythmic sense, vigorous in the extraverted movements
but also sufficiently free, perfectly displays the gesture
of mid-19th-century romanticism, but it is his tender side
that for me so wonderfully conveys the lyricism of
Schumann. Haefliger in fact plays the reflective pieces as
though they were Lieder, highly appropriate considering the sterling abilities of the pianist's father, the tenor
Ernst Haefliger. Therefore, Iwrite of singing, soaring lines,
hoping this will convey the kind of poetry one can hear
on this gorgeously rendered and reproduced disc.

RICHARD LEHNERT
JOE HENRY: Sheletown
Joe Henry, vocals, acoustic & resonator guitars; David
Mansfield, violin, mandolin, resonator guitar; Cecil
McBee, upright bass; Phil Kelly, piano, organ; Michael
Blair. percussion, vibes, vocals; 1-Bone Burnett, resonator guitar, snare & brushes; Charlie Giordano, accordian, organ; Don Cherry, trumpet, Jews' harp
A&M 75021 5315 2(CD only). 1-Bone Burnett, prod.;
Rik Pekkonen, eng. AAD. TE 41:22
It was close—last month Ialmost named this three-year-old
album Sterrophik's "Recording of the Month" over its successor, Joe Henry's brand-new, almost-as-good Short Man's
Room. Yes, Sheletown is that good: adozen dark, brooding
songs written with awesome intelligence and deep feeling,
and sung entirely without pretension or vocal technique
for its own sake; songs about the forgotten corners of rural
and small-town America; songs of loss, regret, and joy;
songs that sound as if they cost their singer dearly. Henry's
sort oía male Robin Holcomb—if ever aset of folk/rock
singer/songwriter lyrics could survive being from their
music's womb untimely ripp'd, these be them. But the
music's just as good as the words (check out those sidemen!), and, confounding Holt's First Law, the sound's
even better: this all-acoustic session was recorded live in
the studio, direct to two-track analog, and boy, does it recreate that live-in-the-living-room feel. Henry doesn't
sell too many discs, so pick this up before A&M decides
to pull the plug. Really special.
VELJO TORMIS: Forgotten Peoples
Tbnu Kaljuste, Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir
ECM New Series 1459/60 (434 275-2, 2CDs only). Paul
Hillier, prod.; Peter Laenger, eng. DDD. TE 2:06:01
What asobering delight this is: two hours of unaccompanied chorus singing Veljo Tormis's entirely unsentimental arrangements of the traditional songs of six dying
cultures from the landlocked interior where Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and Russia meet. Tónu Kaljuste directs the
Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir with passion and
discipline, and the sound is of absolute reference quality for arecording of acappella voices in achurchly venue.
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Spend enough time with this one and it will change you
—for the better. (XV-8)

Guy

LEMCOE

GABBY PAHINUI: Gabby
Panini Records PS-1002 (LP only). Steve Siegfried,
Lawrence Brown, Witt Shingle, prods.; Robert Lang,
eng. AAA. TT. 51:00
An album of music as relaxing and enjoyable as abackyard
barbecue with ahandful of good buddies. Idon't understand aword of the lyrics, but when Hawaiian Gabby,
his four sons, and their two closest friends sing and play
their guitars and basses, Iget the message. If you view
music as an extension of life, you will too. As soon as the
stylus settles into the first groove, you'll hear what analogaholics have been talking about all these years. If there's
a"warmer" or more natural recording of such music, I
don't know about it. A treat for fans of acoustic roots
music.
USTAD AL! AKBAR KHAN: Indian Architexture
Ustad Ali Akbar Khan, sarod; Sri Swapan Chaudhuri,
tabla; James Pomerantz, David Trasoff, tanpuras
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-ES-20 (2 LPs), WLA-ES-20CD (2 CDs). /Cavichandran Alexander, eng. ee prod.;
Sallie Reynolds, co-prod. AAA/AAD. TT: 111:36
A stunning recital of North Indian classical music preserved in arecording so realistic you'll swear you're right
inside the chapel where it took place. If you've hesitated
to explore classical music outside Western traditions, do
so no longer and buy this recording. It will expose you
to music which is sublimely spiritual, yet firmly rooted in
human experience. For those who care to listen, an aural
document ola man baring his soul through music. Become one of Khan's audience.

ROBERT L,EVINE
R. STRAUSS: Die Fran ohne Schatten
Hildegard Behrens, Julia Varady, Plácido Domingo, José
van Dam, Reinhild Runkel, Sumi Jo; others; Vienna
Philharmonic, Sir Georg Solti
London 436 243-2 (3 CDs only). Christopher Raeburn,
Morten Winding, Stephen Trainor, prods.; James Lock,
John Pellowejonathan Stokes, Philip Sisley, engs. DDD.
TT: 3:15:28
Although this recording is new, it's already aclassic; it's
miraculous, both as aperformance and as sheer sound,
and does justice to this rich and complicated work.
Varady is an ethereal Empress. Domingo aheroic Emperor. Behrens and van Dam an earthy Dyer and his wife,
and Runkel adiabolical Nurse. The recording allows us
to hear all of Strauss's intentions—from the terrifying
opening chords to the spooky, other-worldly darinet and
harp before the Empress's entrance, to the cacaphony of
the brothers, to the exotic overlay of harp, celesta, and
trumpets in the Apparition Scene, to the cataclysm which
ends Act II and all the way through. Solti de-sentimentalizes the score and presents it as agreat, real drama about
love and pity. A knockout.
WAGNER: Lohengrin
Jess Thomas, Elisabeth Grümmer, Christa Ludwig,
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Gottlob Frick, ()then; Vienna
Philharmonic, Rudolf Kempe
EMI CDCC 49017 (3 CDs only). Victor Olof, prod.
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

ADD. TT 3:38:36
This Lohengrin has yet to be bettered on disc, even after
almost 30 years. Elisabeth Grümmer's Elsa somehow
manages to be ethereal and totally real, and she is flawlessly
foiled by the nasty, dark, yet vocally alluring Ortrud of
Christa Ludwig. Jess Thomas sings Lohengrin's music
beautifully, if without the ability to transport us to another
place, and Fischer-Dieskau's Telramund is both weak and
dangerous—a figure damned. Frick's Heinrich is authoritative and important. Kempe's leadership is magical—the
score shimmers, but the drama works. The Vienna forces
and the recording itself are terrific. You can't do better.
(XIV-1)

LEWIS LIPNICK
SIR GRANVILLE BANTOCK: Celtic Symphony, The
Witch ofAtlas, The Sea Reims, A Hebridean Symphony
Vernon Handley, Royal Philharmonic
Hyperion CDA66450 (CD only). Tony Faulkner, eng.;
Martin Compton, prod. DDD. TT 73:30
Granville Bantock (1868-1946) was aprolific English
composer heavily influenced by the music of Debussy,
Liszt, Wagner, Strauss, and, particularly, Sibelius. Of the
four works on this disc, the Celtic and Hebridean Symphonies stand out sharply. The Celtic is scored for full string
orchestra (written in seven parts) and six harps (9 This
is the epitome of English string writing, the equal of Vaughan Williams's Fantasia on aTheme of Thomas Talhs. The
Hebridean is large, romantic, and terribly exciting, reminiscent of the grandest of Richard Strauss's works in its
use—without becoming bloated or overly complex—of
the symphony orchestra's various instrumental colors.
This is one of the greatest orchestral works in the English romantic repertoire. It doesn't exhibit the milktoast
blahs so common to similar works from the British Isles,
instead sounding more like ahybrid of Strauss and Sibelius.
This recording is asonic knockout, amust buy for anyone who likes great recordings and opulent instrumentation.

.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies 4& 8
Mstislav Rostropovich, National Symphony
Symphony 4: Teldec 9031-76261-2 (CD only). Ulrich
Ruscher, eng.; Martin Fouqué, prod. DDD. TT 64:34
Symphony 8: Teldec 9031-74719-2 (CD only). Michael
Brammann, mg.; Martin Fouqué, prod. DDD. TT
61:16
Iknow we're supposed to keep our recommended recordings to amaximum of two, and Ialso know that blowing your own horn is not necessarily in good taste, but
'just had to tell you about these twofabulous new recordings. Ishould first compliment the Teldec recording team,
the first people to ever realistically capture the power and
weight of our orchestra. Since Iplayed in both of these
performances. Ican tell you that no one else on the planet
knows the music of Shostakovich like Rostropovich. These
hair-raising, goosebump-producing performances will
leave you in astate of shock. Symphony 8is about war
and all of its horrors. It's my favorite Shostakovich symphony, and this recording is the first to do it justice. After
we performed the 8th in Leningrad in 1990, Iwas told
by some listeners that our rendition was the most intense
and emotional ever heard in that city. Symphony 4is just
as intense, but much more bitingly sarcastic and schizophrenically Mahleresque than anything else Shostakovich
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ever composed. Teldec chose aslightly more distant and
atmospheric perspective for 8, and abrighter, more forward sound for 4. This is as it should be, since 8is abigger,
more sweeping score than the episodic, somewhat introspective 4. These are both the finest recorded performances
available (even ill do say so myself), and amust-have for
the listener who wants earth-shaking dynamics, spacious
natural soundstage, and the deepest look so far into the
troubled soul of avery misunderstood and underrated
composer.

PETER W.M ITCHELL
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia on a Theme by
Thomas Tanis, Fantasia on "Greentleeves"
ELGAR: Serenade in e, Introduction &Allegrofor Strings,
Elegy, Sospiri
Sir John Barbirolli, Sinfonia of London, Allegri Quartet
EMI CDC7-47537-2 (CD; LP version available only in
the UK). AAD. TT: 57:47
The heart of this disc is the 16-minute Talks Fantasia, played
by three antiphonal groups of string instruments: aquartet, achamber orchestra, and an octet. In some performances they are separated left-to-right, but in this 1963
recording they are arrayed front-to-back. Crossed-pair
Blumlein miking yields avery deep soundstage, with
the quartet down front and the octet far away. Thanks
to the music's modal harmonies and the frame of churchly
ambience, some of the octet's chords sound as if they
came from apipe organ. Many recordings of this piece
are lovely, but in Barbirolli's sensitive phrasing and dynamic shadings Ihear the slow pulse and breath of auniversal soul. This disc tops my island-treasures list because,
during 25 years of hearing it via LP and CD. Ihave frequently experienced an ecstatic mystical trance. A few
other pieces of music have evoked asimilar result, but none
as consistently as this.
ENYA: Watermark
Reprise 26774-2 (CD only). Nicky Ryan, prod.; Ross Cullum, eng. AAD. TT: 43:08
Is it redundant to recommend aworldwide hit? Ayear
ago (Vol.15 No.2, p.209), FtL praised the remarkable grace
and beauty of Enya's Shepherd Moons, but Ifind myself
returning more often to her best-selling Watermark, which
has the same qualities plus agreater variety of mood and
sound (including strong 281-1z pulses that set both my subwoofers and my toes to dancing). The solo voice also
sounds more attractively natural here than on Shepherd
Moons, where its brightness and prominence aid in following the lyrics. The music might be described as Gaelic
folk/pop ballads in "New Age" dress, agenre that Ipronounced like "sewage" until Iheard this disc.
Thirty years ago, when Idaily rode the subway to Boston University and emerged out of the blackness of the
Commonwealth Avenue tunnel, the first sight of green
leaves against abrilliant blue sky often produced asudden
shock ofjoy that left me grinning like the recipient of an
unexpected gift. In music theory there may be nothing
novel about Enya's chordal modulations, but when Ihear
"On Your Shore," "Exile:* and "Na laetha geal m'oige,"
Iexperience asimilar shock of intense beauty.

THOMAS J. NORTON
PIERRE BARDON: Les Organistes du Roy Soleil
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Works by Clerambault, D'Andrieu, Marchand, Raison
Pierre Bardon, royal organ of Saint-Maximin-en-Provence
Pierre Verany PV.784011 (CD only). DDD. TT 55:37
Among the fair number of organ recordings in my collection, this CD is unique. The instrument itself is magnificent; its distinctive signature is its top end, including
astriking array of 27 trumpet pipes. Afriend for whom
organ recordings never have enough highs had no complaint about this disc. In fact, if there is aflaw, it's asometimes overly vigorous rendering of that high end, which
tends toward abit of hardness in this less than recent CD.
(No date, but I've owned it for at least five years.) The lush
acoustic of St. Maximin has along reverberation time,
but the sound never becomes muddled.
The performances all sound first-rate, but the audiophile
looking for bass to give his or her subwoofer aworkout
won't find it here; the baroque organ's bottom-end extension is relatively modest. Those familiar primarily with
the warm, rich organ of the Romantic period will find
this recording arevelation.
ALL STAR PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Bizet: Carmen Fantasy. Beethoven: Scherzo from Symphony 9. Pachelbel: Canon in D. Berlioz: "March to
the Scaffold" from Symphonie Fantastique
Harold Farberman, arr. & cond.
MMG MCI) 10007 (CD only). Tom Lazarus, MacDonald Moore, engs. DDD. TT: 42:26
My reaction to these adaptations for percussion ensemble
of standard orchestral repertoire was first curiosity, then
delight. This is no Spike Jones-style scndup; Farbermart's
arrangements are serious and fun at the same time, and
work on almost every level. Who says classic works should
never be looked at in new ways?
My favorites are the Bizet and the Berlioz, though the
latter lacks the awe-inspiring quality of even an average
orchestral performance. The All Stars attack every piece
with gusto and are clearly having fini; you can almost hear
the smiles on their faces.
Sound quality is first-rate on this 1982 digital recording
—even back then. digital had no problem with percussion.
Balance is superb, detailing precise and at times striking,
dynamics wide, and the soundstage is particularly broad
and deep, with afine sense of capturing the recording
environment.

DICK OLSHER
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9
René LeibowItz, Royal Philharmonic
Chcsky CD66 (CD only). K. E. Wilkinson, eng.; Charles
Gerhardt, prod. (Reissue: Jeremy Kipnis, tech. dir.;
David & Norman Chesky, prods.) ADD. TT: 61:57
Every great conductor, from Bernstein to Stokowski, has
left us with amemorable interpretation of this milestone
in western music. It is within this esteemed arena that
Leibowitz and the RPO make astatement. The pacing
is just to my liking, and expertly unfolds the emotional
spectrum of the music—from spiritual to joyous. Above
all else., the orchestra, chorus, and soloists display an infectious enthusiasm that gives the music awelcome freshness.
The recording is tonally full-bodied, lush, and spatially
convincing. The feel for the hall is nothing short of remarkable, but without sacrificing afairly intimate perspective on the orchestra and chorus. This is aperfect
example of excellent sound in the service of agreat perSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993
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SHIPPING
Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item: 5.40 for each additional item.
Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.

1.800.525. 163u watelitY:eFmi=pmP

Catalog $3.00 U.S. /$5.00 Elsewhere
refundable coupon with catalog
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formance (though Leibowirz's performance of the Ninth
is not in the class of Toscanini's 1952 monophonic—hence
ineligible—Carnegie Hall recording). The digital transfer
and remastering are beyond reproach. Yet another gem
from the Chesky reissue program.
MUDDY WATERS: Folk Singer
Muddy Waters, vocals, guitar; Buddy Guy, guitar; Willie
Dixon, bass; Clifton James, drums
MCA/Chess CH-9261 (LP). Ron Malo, eng.; Ralph Bass,
Willie Dixon, prods. (Reissue: Bob Schneiders, prod.)
AAA. rt 44:24
McKinley Morganfield, better known as Muddy Waters,
returned to his roots in this all-acoustic album, originally
cut in 1963. A young Buddy Guy took part in the session, either backing Muddy or playing solo. The synergy
between Muddy and Buddy provides an additional spark
which marks this album for musical distinction. This is
blues, pure and simple.
Dim the lights and let Muddy's aromatic timbre plead
and shout. Let the feelings glow like embers in the night.
Even though this was astudio session, the sense of space
is quite believable—at least on LP (I haven't heard the CD).
The soundstage is exceptionally transparent, and thus provides alucid backdrop for fleshing out the guitars. This
is, I'm sure, due to the 1987 reissue being true to the original master tape.

M ICHAEL Ross
RENÉ GEYER: René Geyer
Portrait ARR 37949 (LP only). Rob Fraboni, prod.; Ricky
Fataar, co-prod.; Jim Kramer, eng. AAA. TT: 38:21
The face of ablonde-haired, blue-eyed Australian woman
stares at you on the cover, so imagine your surprise when
you put on the record and hear what sounds like across
between Gladys Knight and Chaka Kahn singing with
the Bonnie Rain band (Ricky Fataar currently drums with
Ms. Rain). A companion work to the Mclaughlin (below),
more live and joyful killer grooves. René moans, rasps,
screams, and breathes (a first-class breather, up there with
Van M. and Mavis Staples) her way through great underrecorded material by Alan Toussaint, Chuck Berry, Jerry
Ragavoy, Eddie Grant, etc. Lean, mean, and soulful as hell.
Geyer has avoice from God. Good luck finding it, but
worth the search.

including four tracks from Southern Fried with Duane
Allman.

M ARKUS SAUER
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: Something Else
Miles Davis, trumpet; Cannonball Adderley, alto sax;
Hank Jones, piano; Sam Jones, bass; Art Blakey, drums
Blue Note BST 81.595 (LP). Rudy van Gelder, eng. AAA.
TT 38:38
This is one of the classic Blue Note albums. What do you
say about an album that has been universally praised since
its first release in 1958? To even hint at criticism of the playing would be childish; to nit-pick about the sound of this
really nice Rudy van Gelder recording would be futile—it's
obviously good enough to let the music shine through.
And shine it does. For me, this is not only arecord to die
for, but also adesert island disc, an album I'll never tire
of hearing.
NINA SIMONE: My Baby Just Cares for Me
Nina Simone, vocals, piano
Charly Records CR 30217 (LP). AAA.
Most of the 14 songs of this 1982 Charly compilation
from Bethlehem tapes feature just Miss Simone and her
piano; on some, atasteful bass and drums accompany her.
What makes this album, and much of Simone's music, so
compelling for me is the constant struggle between restraint and intensity. The tempo is always slow, the pronunciation always careful, the mood unhurried—but within
these constraints, Simone shows an impressive ability to
get emotions across to the listener. Highlights for me arc
the tender sadness on "Don't Smoke in Bed" and the notquite-certain love on "I Loves You Porgy"—a wonderful
album to snuggle up with with someone late at night.
The piano is alittle on the clangy side, and the acoustic
bass could sound alittle bigger, but the voice! The microdynamics are extremely convincingly captured (I'll bet
it was atube mike). One of my favc test discs for voice
reproduction.

RICHARD SCHNEIDER

PAT McLAUGHLIN: Pat McLaughlin
Capitol C1-48033 (LP), CDP 748033 2(CD). Tchad
Blake, eng.; Mitchell Froom, prod. AAArAAD. TT
42:24

DEBUSSY: La Mer
MERE Ports of Call
Charles Munch, Boston Symphony
RCA LSC-211I (LP). Lewis Layton, eng.; Richard Mohr.
prod. AAA. IT 32:58
MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL: Pictures at an Exhibition
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
RCA LSC-220I (LP). Lewis Layton, eng.; Richard Mohr,
prod. AAA. TT 38:04

Pat McLaughlin plays RAB with the accent on rhythm.
The groove in these grooves is so deep, your needle should
be scraping your turntable. McLaughlin sings rock with
arhythmic playfulness and soul equaled only by Van Morrison. Between his Burroughs-like cutting and pasting
of lyric clichés and producer Froom's messing with the
keyboard ones, they skew us into rock and roll from an
alternate universe. Think of aless self-conscious John
Hiatt, the album Dave Edmunds wishes he could make,
the album Little Village should have made. The LP sounds
better, but grab whichever you can find.
P.S. Just when I'm wondering if Iwant to live in aworld
where these records are consigned to bargain bins while
Vanilla Ice sells for list. Atlantic reissues one of last year's
picks: John Hammond's ICan Tell, Atlantic 782369-2,

Each of these vinyl beauties continues to elude the best
that CD can offer. Although the Munch/BSO La Mer has
been available on CD for several years, Iberes Pons of Call
has yet to appear in the current format. In virtually every
respect, this is one of the most successful of all of RCA's
"shaded dog" Living Stereos. One is never aware oflimitations of either dynamic or frequency range. Recorded
in 1956, three-channel I5ips, it's rather close-up miking,
but never crowded. Symphony Hall timbral and spatial
characteristics are evident.
The vinyl of Pictures by Reiner/CSO is among the very
earliest stereo LPs Iever collected. Recorded in 1957 and
issued in the summer of 1958, this record has become a
collector's item of some substance. The CD version seems
to lack the early vinyl pressing's full breath of analog life,
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just as the digiphobes have said all along. What achallenge this recording would be for remastering in RCA's
new Living Stereo CD series. Unfortunately, rumor has
it that the original session master from this recording is
missing. Maybe the master will turn up as others recently
have, but even if atruly splendid CD can be made from
it, or of the Munch Debussy/Ibert, few collectors who
own the originals will want to part with them.

DON SCOTT
TRINITY COLLEGE CHOIR, CAMBRIDGE:
Carols from Trinity
Traditional works by Bach. Berlioz, Brahms, Hadley. Handel, Mendelssohn, Marlow
The Choir of Trinity College. Cambridge, Richard
Marlow, dir.; Graham Jackson, Richard Pearce, Richard
Marlow. organists
Conifer CDCF 501 (CD only). John Kehoc, exec. prod.;
Anthony R. Howell. eng. DDD. TT 70:35
Selections follow the Nativity from Advent and the
Annunciation to the Birth, the visits of the Wise Men.
the Slaughter of the Innocents, and finally the New Year.
The Advent Responsory by director Richard Marlow is
based on Bach's "Wachet auf" harmonizations and has
quickly become ayear-round personal favorite for goosebump evaluation of audio equipment. In this selection,
the male soprano soloist goes higher than any voice I've
ever heard, with rich overtones that soar even higher. At
the same time, the air movement of the natural resonance
(near 30Hz) of the chapel can be heard best on this cut,
and the placement of the remaining choir, spaced back
mainly on the right. combine to be agood test of response
limits and proper soundstaging of atotal system. Other
selections are less spectacular and applicable for seasonal
listening.
DUKE ELLINGTON ORCHESTRA: Digital Duke
Duke Ellington Orchestra, Mercer Ellington, conductor;
Branford Marsalis, Eddie Daniels, Clark Terry, Louie
Beason, Norris Turricy, Britt Woodman, Ftoland Hanna,
special guests
GRP GFtD 9548 (CD only). Ed Hack, eng.; Mercer
Ellington, Michael Abene, prods. DDD. TE 68:30
"Mood Indigo" was ahit when first recorded October
17, 1930, but this 1987 recording is, in my opinion, the
epitome of the right balance between jazz individuality,
buffed with just enough polish, to warrant saying, "Man,
this is great listening!"
Roland Hanna's Monk-like piano sets the mood; the
clarinet of Eddie Daniels, played in alow register, adds
smoothness to the cut. Hanna repeats the piano intro near
the end of the selection, and there are startling staccato
chords that were late Ellington trademarks.
The sound is well-balanced, natural, and full of detail,
illustrating the magnificence of the Neve 32-channel console used in the nostalgic mixdown. "Mood Indigo" does
appear to be the smoothest cut from electronic and performance viewpoints, although "22 Cent Stamp" and "Do
Nothin' Till You Hear From Me" are close seconds. Essential for the non-jazz enthusiast. It just might change
your mind.

DENIS STEVENS
HAYDN: Three Violin Concertos
MOZAR11 Rondo in C
Christian Tetzlaff, violin; Northern Sinfonia, Heinrich
Schiff
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

Virgin 91489-2 (CD only). Mike Clements, Sean Lewis.
engs.; Tony Harrison, prod. DDD. TT 67:27
These Haydn concertos sound remarkably fine, with perfect balance and superb acoustics. Tetzlaff is inspired, as
are orchestra and conductor. Less well known than Mozart's concertos, in performances such as this they shine
with anew light. This is joyous concerted music, beautifully recorded.
MONTE VERDI: Salty Regina
Gerard Lesne. Josep Benet, Josep Cabre, Brigitte Lesne,
II Seminario Tragicomedia
Virgin 91145-2 (CD only). François Eckert, mg.; Michel
Bernard, prod. DDD. TT: 64:43
Magnificent singing by one or several voices accompanied
by asmall group of early instruments. The recording is
crystal-clear, with perfect balance between the voices
and the instruments individually. A warm, sympathetic
acoustic.
Of the 20 items, all but two are vocal, the exceptions
being two motets from the 1610 Vespers, here arranged
for instruments alone. The remainder range widely over
Monteverdi's published and unpublished works, throwing
unusually clear light on his church music and the one nonliturgical moralistic piece, "Spuntava il dii."
This is one performance that Iwould place on apinnacle, despite the occasonially hurried declamation; others
of exceptional interest are "Salve Regina." "Exulta filia
Sion," and "Fuge anima mea," acharming duet written
for the feast of St. John Baptist. (XV-5)

ALLEN ST. JOHN
THE CLASH: London Calling
Epic E2 36328 (LP), EGK 36328 (CD). Bill Price, eng.;
Guy Stevens, prod. AAA/AAD. TT 65:56
This is no record to die for, it's arecord to live for—a firstround desert island draft choice. Watch for the plane, pogo
amid the palms to "Death or Glory:' and wonder why
Ginger brought all those clothes for athree-hour tour.
Angry and hopeful, London Calling marks the finest
moment from The Only Band That Mattered (for alittle
while, anyway). And. Icontend, the sound is reference
quality. If you're auditioning anew component with
"Clampdown" and you get the sudden urge to put on
James Newton Howard and Friends, put away your wallet!
Reproduced properly, it'll raise more than your hackles.
YO LA TENGO: Fakebook
Restless/BarNone 772641-1 (LP), -2 (CD). John Siket,
mg.; Gene Holder, prod. AAA/AAD. TT 44:22
Fakebook is why CD players have repeat buttons. Every
time Idrop it in the drawer, the Lay's Potato Chip Syndrome takes over: Ican't play it just once. Ireviewed this
inspired collection of bizarre covers in Vol.14 No.6, but
Ilike it even more now. Emily Hubley and Ira Kaplan
assembled this semi-acoustic set with Greil Marcus intelligence and aLester Bangs sense of humor. Who says that
John Cale and Cat Stevens can't coexist on the same album?
The sound is as fine as the music, lush and lovely pure analog with no stupid tape tricks. A near-perfect record.
(XIV-6)

M ICHAEL ULLMAN
DUKE ELLINGTON:Jazz Party
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Duke Ellington & Orchestra; Dizzy Gillespie, trumpet;
Jimmy Rushing, vocal; Jimmy Jones, piano
Columbia CK 40712 (CD only). Larry Keyes, digital eng.;
Irving Townsend, prod. ADD. TT: 49:38
His most consistent years may have been earlier, but
Ellington continued to make thrilling, irreplaceable music
into the '60s. Thus, my choices for "Records to Die For"
this year are two Ellington discs. Icouldn't choose between
them. Jazz Party was recorded during two days in 1959.
As usual, Ellington had an innovative idea: two of the
pieces here are recorded with achoir of percussionists,
including timpanists. Then Ellington recorded his "Toot
Suite," asuccession of charming small-scale themes beautifully crafted to demonstrate the talents of key bandmembers. There's more: moving sinuously through "All of Me,"
the ineffably poised Johnny Hodges exploits all his tones,
from apurr to anear bark. Ellington then invited visitor
Dizzy Gillespie to solo on Billy Strayhom's "U.M.M.G.,"
and leads athrilling jam-session blues, calling on bluesshouter Jimmy Rushing, Gillespie, and on his band for
an exuberantly informal blues that seems to unite the best
of Ellington, Kansas City blues, and bebop in one multicolored tapestry. Recorded in early stereo, with clear separation and an upfront sound.
DUKE ELLINGTON: And His Mother Called Him Bill
RCA 6287-2-RB (CD only). Ed Begley, Walt P(su.), engs.;
Brad McCuen, prod. ADD. TT 61:35
The "Bill" of the title is Billy Strayhorn, the composer
often called Ellington's alter ego. That may be because
he had so little ego of his own: though he was the composer of "Lush Life," "Chelsea Bridge," and "Take the
A Train," Strayhorn spent much of his career helping
Ellington compose and arrange pieces that the bandleader
then made famous. But Ellington loved the man he called
"Sweet Pea," who had died just before these 1967 recording sessions, and his tribute album, composed entirely
of Strayhorn compositions, is heartfelt. The highlights
include the Johnny Hodges solo on one of Strayhorn's
last pieces, "Blood Count," the smoothly swinging "The
Intimacy of the Blues," and atouching piano solo by
Ellington. Ellington played one take of "Lotus Blossom"
alone when the band was audibly packing up and celebrating behind him. It's auniquely personal gesture, made
in atypically offhand way. Strayhorn deserved the love
and the attention that this warmly recorded album offers him.

PETER VAN W ILLENSWAARD
NINA HAGEN: Nintsexmonkrock
German CBS 83136 (LP). US Columbia CK 46993 (CD).
Nina Hagen was born in what used to be East Germany
and received an education there as aclassical soprano. She
went into pop music, however, and became apain in the
ass for the authorities. After she escaped to (or was expelled
to) West Germany, she recorded this record in 1978. She
went completely out of her mind, doing everything which
had until then been impossible, in text and music (and life).
In my opinion, she never equaled this level in subsequent
recordings. The texts are outrageous, anarchistically poetic,
with sentences that hit like hammer blows. In the fifth
song, "Naturtrâne," she uses her classically trained voice,
but in away God must have forbidden; it both hurts to
listen to this and is highly emotive Sound quality is impeccable, and rarely matched in the world of pop music.
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MOZART: Bassoon Concerto; Oboe Concerto in C,
K.285d
HAYDN: Oboe concerto
Thom de Klerk, bassoon; Leo Driehus, oboe; Bernhard
Paumgartner, Vienna Symphony
Philips 835266AY (LP). AAA.
Mozart wrote this bassoon concerto for agay friend who
was abassoonist so he could for once perform as asoloist.
The music is very, very tender, an expression of love and
care, and de Klerk submits his fabulous technique to the
emotion of the composition. The backing given by the
Vienna Symphony (Austrians, like Mozart!) is exactly what
you could wish. This record moves me deeply.
Sound quality is good, with alot of ambience, but playback of this LP is as difficult as with the Janis/Rachrnaninoff Mercury Imentioned last year. Yes, this is a1959
recording.

BARRY WILLIS

Three things stand out when you look over R2D4 to date:
1) There's no accounting for taste. 2) The number of
obscure (read: impossible to find) recordings. 3) The obvious omissions. Where is Orffs Carrnina Burana? Where
is West Side Story? Why has no one mentioned Nat King
Cole or Julie London? How about Brubeck's Take Five?
Why no Victoria de Los Angeles, no Ray Charles, no k.d.
lang? Why Why Why no Allman Brothers Band at Fillmore
East? Most of these omissions will correct themselves as
the years roll by, but at two entries per writer per year,
it's going to take avery long time.
Four of these selections were originally purchased in
vinyl. Once Iacquired the CDs, Istopped playing LPs.
Iwill always play (and buy) old LPs because they will never
be reissued as little silver discs, but Ino longer seek new
ones, because they have one fatal flaw: surface noise. No
matter how well-cared-for, vinyl always deteriorates. What
does an LP sound like after 100 plays? After 500? CDs
may not be perfect, but at least they're not made worse
by the very use for which they were intended.
KIT McCLURE BAND: Some Like It Hot!
Redhot Records Rh 9001 (CD). Richard Tyndall, Kit
McClure, prods.; Jerry Gottus, cng. ADD. TT: 62:14
This all-female big band may make you wish your volume control had an extra notch or two: huge sound, consummate musicianship, tremendously showy presentation, and tons of fun! This act is way up there on my "must
see" list.
LEONARD COHEN: /'m Your Man
Columbia CK 36264 (CD). Leonard Cohen, Roscoe
Beck, Sharon Robinson, Michel Robidux, prods.; Ian
Terry, Francois Deschamps, Jean-Jacques Peruchon,
Roger Guerin, Billy Youdelman, Leanne Unger, engs.
AAD. TT: 40:59
Godfather to countless art-rock bands and now in his
fourth decade of rendering his dark visions to aperspicacious public (his 1966 novel Beautiful Losers ranks as one
of the Great Works), Cohen here offers, in astrong, emotionally resonant voice, asubterranean panorama: from
the horrifying humor of aterrorist's anthem ("First We
Take Manhattan"), to acelebration of futility ("Everybody Knows"), to awistful, romantic evocation of lateVictorian Vienna ("Take this Waltz," with acameo appear123
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ance by Jennifer Wames). Where do old songwriters go
to die? A hundred-storey nursing home called the "Tower
of Song." (
XI-12)
THE JUDDS: Christmas Time with thefluids
RCA/Curb 6422-1-R(CD). Brent Maher, prod., eng. No
SPARS.TT 29:27
Christmas classics down on the farm by two truly gorgeous voices; Wynona's and Naomi's honest, heartfelt
harmonies soar above the instrumental backing of an allstar cast of Nashville masters. Buy this disc now! Then play
it year 'round. Ido.
JOE SATRIANI:Suffing with the Alien
Relativity 88561-8193-1 (
LP), -2 (CD). Joe Satriani, John
Cuniberti, prods.; John Cuniberti, eng. No SPARS.
TT!
38:13

Guitar God Satriani blazes like the sun on this all-instrumental album, which contains some of the greatest powerrock ever recorded on planet earth. Had arough day? Try
alittle "Ice Nine." Gearing up for battle? "Crushing Day"
will put you in the mood. Young and in love? "Always
With Me, Always With You" will have you dancing like
Baryshnikov.
CHRIS SPHEEIUS: Desires of the Heart
Columbia CK 40478 (CD). Chris Spheeris, prod.; David
Vartanian, eng. AAD. TT:46:04
All sugar and no substance makes listening to most New
Age music like eating ameal of candy. Desires is an ocception; Spheeris acknowledges the importance of the shadow
as well as of the light. Beautifully recorded, well-balanced,
uplifting, moody, and full of longing, this music is the
perfect accompaniment for late, late nights.

O UR STORY SO FAR ...
Here are all the recordings listed in the 1991 and 1992 editions of "Records to Die For" (which appeared
in Vol l4 No.1 and Vol15 No.2, respectively). The initials (or name) in parentheses at the end ofeach listing
are those of the recommender,followed by the volume and number of the issue ofStereophile in which that
recording was reviewed (if it was reviewed). For instance: Look at the "BRAHMS: Symphony 1" entry,
which ends with "(RL,KC) (X11-7,X1V-1,XV-2)." This means that both Richard Lehnert and Kevin
Conklin recommended it, and that the recording was reviewed in Voll2 No.7, VoLl4 No.1, and Vol15 No.2;
both full reviews and the shorter "RTDF" listings are cited. Happy browsing.
—RL

CLASSICAL
ANT1L.L: Corroborer (a symphonic ballet)
John Lanchbery, Sydney Symphony
EMI (Australia) OASD.7603 (LP). (DO) (XV-2)
ARNOLD: Dawes
Malcolm Arnold, LPO
Lyrita BRCD 201 (CD onl)). (REB) (XV-2)
J.S BACH: Cantata BWV 79
Gustav Leonhardt
Teldec 35362 EX (2 CDs only). (MHF) (XI V-1)
J.S. BACH: Cantatas BWV 106 & BWV 140
Anders Ohrwall. Stockholm Bach Choir ar Baroque Ensemble
Meridian E77016 (UK LP, originally aProprius recording). (JA)
(XV-2)
J.S. BACH: Goldberg Variations
Glenn Gould. piano
CBS Masterworks 1M 37779 (LP), MK 37779 (CD). (LG)(XV-2)
J.S. BACH: Mass in b
John Eliot Gardiner. Monteverdi Choir, English Baroque Soloists
Archiv 415 514-2 (2 CDs only). (Robert Levine) (XV-2)
J.S. BACH: Mass in b
Karl Richter, Munchcner Bach-Chet. Mtinchener Bach-Orchester
Archiv Galleria 427 155-2 (2 CDs only). (Robert Levine) (XV-2)
J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites 1-4
Max Pommer, Neues Bachisches Collegium Musicum Leipzig
Capriccio 10011 & 10012 (2 CDs only). (PWM) (XV-2)
J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites 3& 4; Concerto Movement in
D, BWV 1045; Sinfonia, BWV 29
Roy Goodman. Brandenburg Consort
Hyperion CDA66502 (CD only). (MC) (XV-2)
J.S. BACH: Sonatas & Partitas for Solo Violin
Arthur Grumiaux. violin
Philips PHS 2-900 (in mono. PHM 2-500). (LA) (XV-2)
J.S. BACH: Sonatas & Partitas for Solo Violin
Gidon Kremer. violin
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Philips 6769 053 (3 LPs), 416 651-2 (2 CDs). (GL) (XIV-1)
BARBER: Overture to The Schoolfiu Scandal, Symphony I
AMY BEACH: Symphony in e("Gaelic")
Neeme Jarvi, Detroit Symphony
Chandos CHAN 8958 (CD only). (LL) (XV-2)
BARTÓK: Blnebeanl's Guste
Istvin Kertész, LSO
London 414 167-2 (CD only). (Robert Levine) (XIV-1)
BARTDK: Concerto for Orchestra; Music for Strings, Percussion & Celeste
Fritz Reiner. CSO
RCA 5604-2 RC (CD only). (MHF) (XIV-1)
BAX: Symphony 3, Donee of Wild Imsrel, Paean
Bryden Thomson. LPO
Chandos ABRD 1165 (LP), CHAN 8454 (CD). (LL)(X1V-1)
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 32
James Boyk, piano
Performance Recordings PR-1 (LP). (JA)(XV-2)
BEETHOVEN: Septet
Vienna Octet
London CS 6132 (LP). 421 092-2 (CD). (DS) (XV-2)
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet 10
Smetana Quartet
Denon C37-7I23 (CD only). (MHF) (XIV-1)
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet 14
Vlach Quartet
Parliament PLPS 625 (LP only). (Robert Hesson) (XIV-1)
BEETHOVEN: The Nine Symphonies
Herbert von Karajan, BP0
DG 429 036-2 (5 CDs only). (RS) (XIV-1)
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3, Coriolan Overbore
Roy Goodman. Hanover Band
Nimbus NI 5122 (CD only). OC) (XV-2)
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3
Lovro von Matacic
Quintessence PMC-7089 (LP). (KC) (XIV-1)
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 6
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STEREOPHILE'S NEW
TEST CD 2
DEALERS!
\N
•
PlIE

builds
hearing
better
31 ways

Get our new TEST CD 2with 31 tracks
designed to help you hear more. That's the
whole point of our TEST CD 2—NOT to turn you
into an audio nerd—a professional tester —
but to help you become a BETTER LISTENER.
The music and test tracks have been
chosen to bring out the best (or worst!) in your
system. You can better judge your speakers: the
placement...your amp: its distortion.. your CD
playback: its jitter. You'll appreciate when your
system does things right and you'll recognize when
your system is doing something wrong.
Along with being useful for diagnosis. setup, tweaking, and critiquing, the new
TEST CD 2is fun. Just as a picture is sometimes worth athousand words, a single test
track can be worth a thousand reviews... Well, maybe not quite—but you get the
idea. Sometimes there's no substitute for ademo and a listen. Get your TEST CD 2now.

Mall to:
StereophIle TEST CD2
RO. Box 5960
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Please send
Please send

quantity
quantity

OR CALL
1-800-358-6274

TEST CD 2* @ S7.95

= S

FIRST TEST CD @ S6.95 each

= S

Shipping 8.( handling U.S. per CD @ S2.00 each
TOTAL

= S
S

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Acct.*
D VISA El MasterCard O American Express
EXP. DATE
•
Shipping 8,e handling in U.S. add S2.00 per CD; Canada, add S2.95 per CD; other foreign
orders, add S4.95 per CD for air-mail delivery. Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to
Stereophile. Allow 4to 6weeks for shipment.
TC83

X

Bruno Walter, Columbia SO
CBS MYK 36720 (CD only, previously released as LP MS 6012,
LP Y 33924). UGH) (XIV-1)
BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonata 10
ENESCU: Violin Sonata 3
David Abel, violin; Julie Steinberg, piano
Wilson Audio W-8315 (LP). (JA) (XV-2)
BERLIOZ: Besmatuto Cellini
Sir Colin Davis, BBC Symphony
Philips 416 955-2 (3 CDs only). (JC) (XV-2)
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
Sir Thomas Beecham, Orchestre Radio-Diffusion Français
EMI LP or Angel CD (op). UGH) (XIV-1)
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
Varujan Kojian. Utah SO
Reference RR-I ICD (CD). (TJN) (XIV-1)
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique
Charles Munch. BSO
RCA LSC-2608 (LP). (LSB) (XV-2)
BERLIOZ: Symphonie Faults:times
Roger Norrington, London Classical Players
EMI CDC 749541 2(CD only). (DS) (XII-7,XV-2)
BERLIOZ: Lin 7Iroyeru
Sir Colin Davis, Covent Garden Chorus & Orchestra
Philips 416 423-2 (4 CDs only). (MHF) (XV-2)
BERNSTEIN: Candide
Leonard Bernstein, LSO & Chorus
DG 429 734-2 (2 CDs only). (RD) (XV-2)
BRAHMS: El. deutsche> Requiem
Otto Klemperer, Philharmonia Orchestra & Chorus
French EMI 167-01295/6, English EMI SU 821 (2 LPs). (Also available on Angel CDC 47238 CD.) (LA) (XIV-1)
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 2
Sviatoslav Richter, piano; Erich Leinsdorf, CSO
RCA ???? (LP), 6518-2 RG (CD). (KC) (XV-2)
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 2
Rudolph Serkin, piano; Eugene Ormandy, Philadelphia Orchestra
CBS Odyssey MBK 46273 (CD only). UGH) (XV-2)
BRAHMS: Symphony 1
Jascha Horenstein, LSO
Chesky CD19 (CD only). (RL,KC) (X11-7,X1V-1,XV-2)
BRITTEN: A Midsummer N(ght's Dream
Benjamin Britten, LSO
London 425 663-2 (2 CDs only). OC) (XV-2)
BRITTEN: No's Fluide
Norman Del Mar, English Opera Group Orchestra
Argo ZRG 2339, re-released as ZK-1 (LP only). (MC) (XIV-1)
BRUCH: Collected Works for Cello a Orchestra
Julius Berger, cello; Antoni Wit, Polish National RSO
ebs 6060 (CD only). (DO) (XIV-1)
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9
Bruno Walter, Columbia SO
CBS 20AC 1829 (LP). (KC) (XIV-1)
CHADWICK: Symphonic Shetcha
Howard Hanson, Eastman Rochester Orchestra
Mercury Living Presence LP. UGH) (XIV-1)
CHOPIN: 4Ballades, 4Scherzi
Earl Wild, piano
Chesky CD44 (CD only). (Robert Hesson) (XV-2)
CHOPIN: 51 Mazurkas, Vols.I & II
Karen Kushner, piano
Connoisseur CD 4181 & 4182 (2 CDs only). (IK) (XV-2)
COPLAND: Appalachian Spring
Aaron Copland, Columbia Chamber Orchestra
Columbia M-32736 (LP), MK-4243I (CD). (Robert Hesson)
(XIV-1)
COPLAND: Symphony 3, Musket. the Theatre
Yod Levi, Atlanta Symphony
Telarc CD-8020I (CD only). (RLJGH) (X111-3,X1V-1,XVI-2)
CORELLI: Concerti Grossi, Op.6 Nos.1-6
Nicholas McGegan, Philharmonia Baroque
Harmonia Mundi HMU 7014 (LP), HMU 907014 (CD). (Amis
Balgalvis) (X111-6,X1V-1)
DELIUS: Orchestral Es Choral Musk
Sir Thomas Beecham, RPO
EMI CDS 747509 8(2 CDs only). (DS, JGH) (XV-2)
DAVID DIAMOND: Symphonies 2a 4, Concerto for Small
Orchestra
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Gerard Schwarz, Seattle Symphony, NY Chamber Symphony
Delos DE 3093 (CD only). (Gordon Emerson) (XIV-1,XIV-1)
ELGAR: Cello Concerto, Sea Piames
Jacqueline du Pré, cello; Janet Baker. mezzo-soprano; LSO, Sir John
Barbirolli
EMI CDC 7 47329-2 (CD), English EMI ASD 2764 (LP).
(PWMJA) (XIV-1)
ELGAR: The Sanguine Fan, Falstaff Fantasia & Fugue in c
Sir Adrian Boult, LPO
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 200-CI (LP), EMI CDM 763133 2(CD).
(JA) (XV-2)
FINZI: Dies Natalis
HOLST: A Choral Fantasia, Psalm 86*
Christopher Find, Imagen Hoist,* ECO
EMI HQS 1260 (LP); CDM 763372 2(CD). (JA) (XV-2)
GILBERT & SULLIVAN: Princess Ida
Sir Malcom Sargent, RPO
Decca SPA 28 (2 1969 blue-label Dutch LPs). (PVW) (XV-2)
GILBERT &SULLIVAN: The World ofGilbert & Sullivan, l/oLl
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, New Symphony Orchestra of
London; Isidore Godfrey (PVW) (XV-2)
HANDEL: Water Music
Nicholas McGegan, Philharmonia Baroque
Hamsonia Mundi HMU 907010 (CD only). (RH,Robert Hesson)
(X11-7,X1V-1)
HANDEL: Water Music
Trevor Pinnock, The English Concert
Archiv 410 525-2 (CD only). (PWM) (XIV-1)
HEROLD: La Fille Mal Garder (excerpts)
John Lanchbery, Covent Garden Orchestra
Decca SXL 2313 (LP, op). (MS) (XV-2)
HOLST: Timing's&
Sir Adrian Boult, LPO
EMI ASD 3649 (LP), CDM 769045 2(CD). OA) (XV-2)
IVES: Three Plata in New England, Symphony 3
Howard Hanson, Eastman-Rochester Orchestra
Mercury Living Presence SR90149 (LP), 432 755-2 (CD). (KC)
(XIV-1)
KODALY: Sonatas for Cello, Opp.4 ar 8
Lluis Claret, cello; Rose-Marie Cabestany, piano
Harrnonia Mundi HMC 901325 (CD only). (GL) (XV-2)
KORNGOLD: The &radian&
Charles Gerhardt, National Philharmonic
RCA CD 7890 (Cl) only). (REB) (XV-2)
LISZII Nojima Plays Liszt
Minoru Nojima, piano
Reference RR-25 (LP), RR-25CD (CD). (PWM) (X1-4,XIV-1)
GEORGE LLOYD: Symphony 5
George Lloyd, BBC SO
Albany 022-2 (CD only). (LL) (XV-2)
MAHLER: Symphony 1
Bruno Walter, Columbia SO
CBS MK 42031 (CD only). UGH) (XIV-1)
MAHLER: Symphony 3
Jascha Horenstein, LSO
Unicorn UN2-75004X (2 LPs). (LA) (XIV-1)
MAHLER: Symphony 4
Herbert von Karajan, BP0
DG 415 323-2 (CD only). (MHF) (XV-2)
MULLER: Symphony 4
Georg Solti, Royal Concengebouw
London 417 745-2 (CD only). (RED) (XV-2)
MAHLER: Symphony 5
Eliahu lnbal, Frankfurt RSO
Denon 33C0-1088 (CD only). (Gary Galo) (X-8,XIV-1)
MAHLER: Symphony 8
Klaus Tennstedt, LPO & Chorus
Angel CDCB-47625 (2 CDs only). (Roben Levine) (X1-1,X1V-1)
FRANK MARTIN: Concerto for Seven Winds & Percussion,
Etudes
Ernest Ansermet. Orchestre da la Suisse Romande
London CS 6241 (LP only). (DS) (XV-2)
MASCAGNI: L'Amico Fritz
Gianandrea Gavazzeni, Covent Garden Chorus & Orchestra
EMI CDS 747905 8(2 CDs only). (Robert Levine) (XIV-1)
RONN McFARLANE: The Scottish Lute
Ronn McFarlane, lute, mandora
Dorian DOR-90129 (CD only). (Arms Balgalvis) (XIV-1)
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Audio Quest

The L o w-D o wn

Since perfection in audio does not
exist there must be an audio philosophy which helps us cope with imperfection.
Audio philosophy is understanding
the role of subjectivity in prioritizing
imperfections. in accepting compromises
wisely.
Some audio thinkers believe any
opinion is as good as any other—that
it is all subjective— they are wrong!
Since there is an absolute goal of
ultimate accuracy the role of subjectivity mast be confined to apath (or
amillion lane freeway) which points
toward this ultimate goal.

U

spo92, Seville, Spain: Yes,
it was worth waiting two
hours to get into the Canada pavilion here at the Worlds Fair.
The reason for this most gruesome wait is simple—the word
was out that the new 48 frames
per second high-definition IMAX
film was "something to see."
The movie screen was astaggering 19m x26m (62 ft. x85 ft.);
the definition and detail — the
tremendous amount of information — made a 70mm print of
your favorite epic movie look
like a 19" TV. All this fantastic
hardware and software offered
an incredible glimpse into lives
and places we can't go ourselves.
The viewing experience was
fantastic, it was fun. Unprecedented visual accuracy was used
to inspire human emotion, and
yet, for all the power and might
projected by an Artic ice-breaker
coming straight at you, it was
not believable. No one turned
and ran for fear of getting
crushed. The unbelievability of
the experience didn't stop the
film from being acomplete success. The two million people who
stood in line for two hours or
more enjoyed what the film did
for them; there was no reason to
dwell on the limitations.
'So what does this have
to do with audio?"
The phenomena Ihave tried to
describe is that accuracy is a
means more than an ends. By
using an extraordinary level of
technical accuracy, the high-definition ¡MAX system enhances its
ability to trigger human emotion. Its ultimate failure to truly
represent reality was never an
issue in the viewers mind.
Audio systems also employ
varying degrees of accuracy in
their attempt toallow the listener
to appreciate the emotion and
sensuality of music. Accuracy in

"So what does all this really mean?"
Bill Low reflects on the nature
of music reproduction

an audio system is the most predictable
means of executing this noble task.
In some significant ways areasonable
audio system is more believable than the
image on an 1MAX siiseit, and yet such
believability does not guarantee audio
satisfaction. The absolute facts are that an
audio system is never perfect -- enter
subjectivity and compromise.

"The purpose of
an audio system
is ... to carry your
emotions where
you want to go:'

The purpose of an audio system is to be
avehicle to carry your emotions where
you want to go—no matter what type of
music you enjoy.
For the audio manufacturer, this
means that scientific method must
be employed in order to facilitate
awareness of all possible imperfections (distortions) and to reasonably
control and choose (juggle) the imperfections in order to arrive at a
mixture that does the least harm.
Scientific method means gathering
all possible emperical data — especially from listening!
For the audio listener, this means:
don't think about the equipment,
don't second guess the technology
of aspecific product just listen and
judge its performance in the only
way that counts — are you having

"Why is everbody in audio
saying something different?"

fun?
So go out and have some fun! Look
for stores that listen to equipment
before they buy, look for products
whose existence is based on their

Mankind has constructed various philosophies as a means of coping with
phenonmena which do not conform to
physical absolutes. Some audio thinkers
believe that audio does not require aphi-

audio qualities and not their marketing or packaging, and look for
salespeople who will sit down and
listen to you while they really try to
help you get ahandle on equipment

losophy because there is an absolute reality we are trying to reproduce. They are
correct about the absolute goal, but wrong
about the need for aphilosophy!

values, and look for equipment that
is anuetral, honest vehicle for your
music. Then forget the equipment
and enjoy some music!

audioquest

MOZARM The Magic Flute
Georg Solti, VSO Chorus, VPO
London OSA-1397 (3 LPs, op). (DO) (XIV-1)
MOZART: Symphony 41
George SzeII, Cleveland Orchestra
CBS MS-6969 (LP). (MHF) (XIV-1)
GREGORIO PANIAGUA: La Folio de la Sparse
Gregorio Paniagua, Atrium Musicae de Madrid
Harmonia Mundi 90.1050 (CD only). (TJN) (XIV-1)
ARVO PART! Arias
Hilliard Ensemble, others
ECM 1325 (831 959-2, CD only). (RL) (X-8,X1V-1)
ARVO PÁRT1 Patti°
Hilliard Ensemble
ECM 1370 (837 109-2, CD only). (Robert Levine)(XII-2,XIV-1)
PISTON: Symphony 6
MARTINU: Fantaisies Symphoniques
Charles Munch, BSO
RCA AGL1-3794 (LP only). (RS) (XV-2)
PROKOFIEV: Almond« Newby, Lieutenant Kije
Andre Previn, LAPO
Telarc CD-80143 (CD only). (PWM) (X1-4,X1V-1)
PUCCINI: La &lame
Herbert von Karajan, Deutsche Oper, Berlin; BP°
London 421 049-1 (2 LPs), -2 (2 CDs). (RD) (XIV-1)
PUCCINI: 7iirandot
Zubin Mehta, LPO
London OSA 13108 (3 LPs, nia); 414 274-2 (2 CDs). (RD) (XV-2)
PURCELL: The Fairy Queen
William Christie, Les Arts Florissants
Harmonia Mundi HMC 1308.9 (2 CDs only). (Barbara Jahn)
(XIII-9,X1V-1)
RACHMANINOFF: Isle of the dead, Symphonic Dances
Vladimir Ashkenazy, Concertgebouw
London 410 124-2 (CD only). (MC) (XIV-1)
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto 3
Byron Janis, Antal Doati, LSO
Mercury Living Presence SR 90283 (Dutch LP). (PVW) (XV-2)
RACHMANINOFF: Symphonic Dances, Vocalise
Donald Johanos, Dallas Symphony
Athena ALSW-I0001 (LP only). (JE) (XV-2)
RACHMANINOFF: Symphonies 1-3, Isle cfthe Dead, Vocalise,
Symphonic Dances
Andrew Litton, RPO
Virgin VC 790830-2, 90831-2, 90832-2 (3 separate CDs only).
(LL) (XIV-12,X1V-1)
RAMIREZ: Misa Criolla, Navidad en Verona, Navidad Nuestra
José Luis Ocejo, Damian Sanchez, conductors
Philips 420 955-2 (CD only). (LL:13N) (XIV-1)
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloé
Charles Munch, BSO
RCA LSC 1838, Chesky RC 15 (LPs only). (RS) (X11-8,X1V-1)
RAVEL: Orchestrations
Julian Reynolds, European Chamber Orchestra Per Musica
Etcetera Kit 1040 (CD only). (IK) (XIV-1)
RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs and Dances
Antal Doriti, Philharmonia Hungarica
Mercury Living Presence LP. (JGH) (XIV-1)
RESPIGHI: The Pines and Fountains of Rome
Fritz Reiner, CSO
Chesky RC-5 (LP). RCA RCD1-5407 (CD). (JGH)(X1-1,X1V-1)
RESPIGHI: The Pines of Rome, Roman Festinsh, The Fountains
ofRome
Charles Dutoit, Montreal SO
London 410 145-2 (CD only). (Gary Galo) (XIV-1)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: Sclielserazade
Sir Thomas Beecham, RPO
EMI SXLP 30253 (LP), Angel CDC-47717 (CD). (JGH) (XIV-1)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheheraersde
Fritz Reiner, CSO
Chesky RC4 (LP only). UE) (XV-2)
SAINT-SAËNS: Piano Concerto 4
Artur Rubinstein, piano
RCA LP or CD. UGH) (XIV-1)
SCHUBERT String Quartet 14 in d, "Deeds and the Maiden"
Hungarian String Quartet
Turnabout TV-S 34472 (LP only). (Robert Hesson) (XV-2)
SCHUBERT String Quartet 15 in G
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Juilliard String Quartet
Columbia SAX 2535 (LP). OC) (XV-2)
SCHUMANN: The Four Symphonies
Herbert von Karajan, BP0
DG 429 672-2 (2 CDs only). (MHF) (XIV-1)
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies Iat 7
Leonard Bernstein, CSO
DG 427 632-2 (2 CDs only). (RS) (X111-4,X1V-1)
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5
RACHMANINOFF: The Rock
Andre Previn, LSO
RCA Victor 86801 (CD only). OC) (XV-2)
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 11
James DePreist. Helsinki Philharmonic
Delos D/CD 3080 (CD only). (Barbara Jahn) (XV-2)
STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra
Fritz Reiner, CSO
RCA LSC-2609 (LP). (DO) (X1-11,XV-2)
STRAUSS: Die Fkdermaru
Willi Boskovsky, VSO Chorus, VSO
Angel SBLX-3790 (2 LPs), CDMB-69354 (2 CDs). (RD) (XIV-1)
R. STRAUSS: Scenes from Ekktra lb Salome
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Lyric Theatre Chorus, CSO
RCA 5603-2-RC (CD only). (RS) (XIV-1)
STRAVINSKY: L'Histoire du Solder
Douglas Cleverdon, BSO Chamber Players
DG 2530 609 (LP only). (Robert Hesson) (XIV-1)
STRAVINSKY: Le Sarre du Printemps
Sir Colin Davis, Concertgebouw
Philips 9500 323 (LP). (PVW) (XV-2)
STRAVINSKY: Le Sarre du Printemps, Petrosschka
Sir Colin Davis, Concertgebouw
Philips 416 498-2 (CD only). (REB) (XV-2)
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker
Antal Doriti, Concertgebouw
Philips 6747 257 (2 LPs only). (FtEB) (XV-2)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Vernon Handley, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
EMI CDM 769867 2(CI) only). (RS) (XIII -1,X1 V-1)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:Job (A Masquefor Dancing)
Vernon Handley, LPO
EMI Eminence CD-EMX 9506 (CD only). (LL) (XI-3,X1 V-1)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 2
Sir Adrian Boult, LPO
Angel CDC-472I3 (CD only). UGH) (XIV-1)
VERDI: Aida
Herbert von Karajan, VPO
London 414 087-2 (3 CDs only). (Gary Galo) (XIV-1)
VERDI: Requiem, Operatic Choruses
Robert Shaw, Atlanta Symphony & Chorus
Telarc CD-80I52 (2 CDs only). (Gordon Emerson) (X1-7,X1V-1)
VIVALDI: Concerti for Wind at Strings
Soloists, Sir Neville Marriner, Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Argo ERG 839 (LP), London Jubilee 417 777-2 (CD). (IA) (XV-2)
WAGNER: Lohengrin
Rudolf Kempe, VSO Chorus, VPO
EMI CDCC 49017 (3 CDs only). (RL) (XIV-1)
WAGNER: Lohengrin
Erich Leinsdorf, BSO
RCA LSC-6710 (5 LPs only). (RS) (XV-2)
WAGNER: Der Ring des Nibelungen
Sir Georg Solti, VSO Chorus, VPO
London 414 100-2 (15 CDs only). Also available individually: Das
Rheingold, 414 101-2; Die Wader, 414 105-2; Siegfried, 414 110-2;
Giaterdarrunerung, 414 115-2. (Gary Galo, Robert Levine) (XIV-1)
WAGNER: Orchestral Music
Erich Leinsdorf, LAPO
Sheffield Lab 7(LP only recommended). (LG) (XIV-1)
WALTON: &Islas:ear': Feast
Andre Previn, LSO & Chorus
EMI SAN-324 (LP only, op). (DO) (XIV-1)

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
BALTIMORE CONSORT: On the Banks of Helicon
Dorian DOR-90139 (CD only). (TJN) (XV-1, 2)
BEETHOVEN: Wellbsgrau Sitj odre Die &Ma& bei Vittoria (Battle Symphony)
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Forty-Nine Reasons to Make
Peter McGrath's Sound Components
your Next Destination.
It ter N1cGrattis

COMPONENTS

AudioResearch LS2B Pre-Amp
Audioquest Dragon Speaker Cables
Championship Golf Courses
B&W Silver Signature Speakers
Bryston 4B NRB
CWD Furniture
Everglades National Park
Goldmund Mimesis 12Dto ACotiuft
Grado Signature Headphones
Halls of Shopping Malls
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Cartridge
Lexicon CP 3Surround Sound Process ,
The Florida Philharmonic Orchestra
Linn Karik/Numerik CD Player
Fabulous Sport Fishing
Madrigal Library 100 CD Player/Computer
Magnum Dynalab Etude Tuner
Magnepan MG 20 Speakers
Marantz AX 1000 Digital Audio Computer
Miles of Sandy Beaches
Mark Levinson No. 31 CD Transport
Luxury Hotels
Meridian D6000 Speakers
MIT Shotgun Terminator Wire
NAD #2400 THX Amp

Nakamichi Music Bank 1000 CD Transport
Proton VI' 335 TV
New World Symphony*
Quad ESL 63/Gradient Woofers
Rotel RCD 965 BX CD Player
Runco Super ID Video Projection System
Sailing in Biscayne Bay
Snell Type BMinor Speakers
Spica TC 50 Speakers
Stax Signature Headphone System
Stewart Motorized Screens
Sony 75 ES DAT
Sound Anchor Stands
Superb Restaurants
Sunsets in Key West
Thiel CS 3.6 Speakers
Transparent Audio Wires
Wadia #6 CD Player
Watt PuppyAVhow Speakers
Five Soundrooms
Full Selection of Master 'rapes Analogue/Digital
Home THX Audio System Showroom**
Full Service Dept.
Full Installation Staff
*Call Peter to arrange for tickets
•'Registered trademark of Lucas 1rts Entertaniment Company

ft ter McGrath's

SOUND
COMPONENTS

NEW LOCATION:
1533 MADRUGA AVENUE, CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33146
TEL: (305) 232-8848 •FAX: (305) 235-4697
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ROSETTI: Pardtia in Ffor Two Flutes, Two Oboes, Two Clarinets, Three Horns, Two Bassoons, & Double Bassoon
SPOHR: Nottumo in C for Wind Instruments & Turkish
Band, Op.34
Paul Dombrecht. Octophoros
Musical Heritage MHS 512700Y (CE) only). (IK) (XV-2)
BENJAMIN: Antara
BOULEZ: Di/ire, Memoriak
HARVEY: Song Offerings
George Benjamin, London Sinfonietta
Nimbus NI 5167 (CD only). (Barbara Jahn)
BRIITSH MUSIC FOR CONCERT BAND
Music by Hoist, Vaughan Williams, Grainger
Wing Commander Eric Banks, Central Band of the Royal Air Force
EMI CDC 749608 2(CD only). (1K) (XIV-1)
DEBUSSY: Sonata for Violin it Piano
BARTÓK: Rumanian Folk Dances
BRAHMS: Sonata lin G, Op.78
SATOH: Birds in Warped Tinse II
Julie Steinberg, piano; David Abel, violin
Wilson Audiophile W-8722 (LP), WCD-8722 (CD). (Amis Balgains) (XI V-1)
DVORAIC: Symphony 9
WAGNER: Flying Dutchman Overture, Siegfried-Idyll
Jascha Horenstein, RPO
Chesky CD-31 (CD only). (Gary Galo, Robert Hesson)
(XIII -4,X1 V-1)
EARLY MUSIC CONSORII Ears k Primarera
Florentine Msuit of the 14th Century
The Early Music Consort, David Munrow, dir.
Argo ZRG 642 (LP). (BM) (XV-2)
ENSEMBLE HUELGAS: 0 ciao mondo
Ensemble Huelgas, Paul van Nevel, dir.
Deutsche Harmonia Mundi 7865-2-RC (CD only). (DS) (XV-2)
EQUALE BRASS: Bacchanales
Nimbus NI 5004 (CD only). (Bill Sommerwerck) (X-4,X1V-1)
FAURÉ: Requiem
DURUFLÉ: Requiem
Robert Shaw. Atlanta Symphony & Chorus
Triare CD-80135 (CD only). (LLJA) (X-7,X1V-1)
JEAN GUILLOU: The Great Organ ofSt. &wake, Paris
Jean Guillou. organ
Dorian DOR-90134 (CE) only). (DAS) (XV-2)
HOROWITZ: The Last Recording
Piano works by Haydn, Chopin, Liszt, Wagner-Liszt
Vladimir Horowitz, piano
Sony SK 45818 (CD only). (IK) (XIII-9)
KODÁLY: Concerto for Orchestra, Summer Etenirg, HdryJdreos
Suite
Zoltan Kodily. Budapest Philharmonic (Concerto, Summer): Fame
Fricsay, Berlin RSO (Hriryidnos)
DG 427 408-2 (CD only). (Bill Sommerwerck) (XIV-1)
ZOLTAN KODALY: Hdresinos Suite
BÉLA BARTÓK: Hungarian Sketches, Rumanian Dawes
Antal Dot:Sri. Philarmonia Hungarica
Mercury Living Presence 432 005-2 (CD), SR 90132 (LP). (BM)
(X1V-3,XV-2)
ERICH KUNZEL: William Till & Other Favorite Overtures
Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops
Telarc CD-801I6 (CD only). (PWM) (XV-2)
LAUDATEl Sacred vocal music
Anders Eby. Uppsala Akadernislca Choir, Drottninghohns Baroque
Ensemble
Proprius PROP-7800 (LP). (DO) (XIV-1)
JOHN LONGHURSII At the Mormon Minna& Organ
Philips 412 217-2 (CD only). (DAS) (XV-2)
THE LOS ANGELES GUITAR QUARTET
Works for guitars by de Falla, Sciammarella, Copland. Brouwer,
Krouse
Los Angeles Guitar Quartet
GHA CD 126.001 (CI) only). (1K) (XIV-1)
MEDITATION: Clauical Relaxation, Vail
Budapest Philharmonic, Andras Korodi; Budapest Strings; Hungarian State Orchestra, GyÔrgy Gyorivanyi-Rath; Dresden Philharmonic. Herbert Kegel; Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra
LaserLight 15 687 (CD only). (DAS) (XV-2)
MOZART Sonata for 2Pianos, K.448
SCHUBERT Fantasia for Piano Duet, Op.103
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Radii Lupu, Murray Perahia, pianos
CBS IM-39511 (LP), MK-3951I (CD). (Barbara Jahn) (XI V-1)
MUSICMASTERS CLASSICAL SAMPLER
MusicMasters 60217M (CD only). (DAS) (XV-2)
MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL: Pictures at an Exhibition
STRAVINSKY: The Radii's/ Suite
Riccardo Mutt, Philadelphia Orchestra
EMI CDC 747099 2(CD only). (Bill Sommerwerck) (XI V-1)
MUSSORGSKY: Man res at an Exhibition
STRAVINSKY: Three Dances from Petrouchka
Jean Guillou, pipe organ
Dorian DOR-90117 (CD only). (PWM) (XIII -3,X1 V-1)
MICHAEL NEIVMAN: Guitar Music
Works by J.S. Bach, Albéniz, Turma, Sainz de Is Maza
Michael Newman, guitar
Sheffield Lab LAB 10 (LP). (IA) (XV-2)
RACHMANINOFF: Rhapsody on aTheme by Paganini
DOHNANYI: Variations on aNursery Tune
Julius Kitchen, piano; Sir Adrian Boult, LPO
London LP (not Treasury re-release) or London CD (op). UGH)
(XIV-1)
RAVEL: Introduction E, Allegro
SATIE: Trail Gyrnnopédies
FAURÉ: Pavane
Chuck Gerhardt, National Philharmonic
RCA RL 25094 (UK LP). (JA) (XV-2)
STRAVINSKY: The Firebird Suite
DEBUSSY: L'Apra-Midi d'un Fame
Erich Leinsdorf, LAPO
Sheffield Lab LAB-24 (LP). CD-24 (CD). (JA) (XIV-1)
SWINGLE II: English & French Songs
by Stanford, Britten, Vaughan Williams, Poulenc, Ravel, SaintSens, 8( Debussy
Swingle Singers
RCA FtL 25112 (LP only). (JA) (XIV-1)
THOMAS TALLIS: The Lamentations offeremiah
WILLIAM BYFtD: Motets
The King's Singers
EMI CSD 3779 (LP). (LA) (XIV-1)
THERE IS SWEET MUSIC: English Choral Songs, 1890-1950
John Rutter, Cambridge Singers
Collegium COLCD 104 (CD only). (Barbara Jahn) (XIV-1)
VAFtESE: Arcana
MARTIN: Concerto for Seven Wind Instruments
Jean Martinon, CSO
RCA LSC-2914 (LP only). (Gordon Emerson) (XIV-1)
VARIOUS: 77ieArr of the Transcription
Earl Wild, piano
Audiofon 2008-2 (LP, CD). (JA) (XV-2)
VARIOUS: Arturo Delmoni
Works by J5 Bach, Kreisler, Ysaye
Arturo Delmoni, violin
Water Lily WLA-WS-07 (LP), WLA-WS-07-CD (CD). (JA)
(X11-10,XV-2)
VARIOUS: The Film Music ofIngmar Bergman
Works by Mozart, Chopin, Handel, Scarlatti
}Ceti Laretei, piano
Proprius PROP 7829 (LP). (JA) (XV-2)
VARIOUS: Italian Violin Music, 1600-1750
Chiara Bandini, baroque violin; Gerhart Darmstadt, baroque cello;
Alfred Gross, harpsichord
Edition Open Window OW 002 (LP only). (LSB) (XI-7,X1V-1)
VARIOUS: La Mantorana
Italian Music of the Late Renaissance
James Tyler, London Early Music Group
Nonesuch H-71392 (LP). (LSB) (XIV-1)
VARIOUS: Musicfor aViol
Wieland Kugken, viola de gamba; Sigiswald KuiJlam,gamba. violin;
Robert Kohnen, harpsichord
Accent ACC 68014D (CD only). (LSB) (X-8,XIV-1)
VARIOUS: Porno
Works by Griffes, Reinecke, Prokofiev, Schumann
Gary Woodward, flute: Brooks Smith, piano
Stereophile STPH001-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (MC) (XIII-5)
VARIOUS: Ian Tracey plays the Henry Willis III Organ tfLiverpool Cathedral
Ian Tracey, organ
Michael Woodward MW931 (UK LP). (JA) (XV-2)
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TEST THE WORLD'S FINEST
CABLES AT NO RISK!

Tara Labs' new Rectangular Solid Core

(RSC) cables' revolutionary new design
makes them astonishingly transparent.

"The Almighty sure knows his cables..."
reports Stereophile in "Recommended
Components," Vol 15, No 10, October
1992, "These cables have wonderful
lucidity, finds Robert Deutsch and a
top-to-bottom coherency that's truly
heavenly."

What Makes RSC So Unique?
RSC is the world's only cable that has a
rectangular—not round—conductor.
Tara Labs tests showed arectangular
conductor is the optimum way to transmit signal with minimum skin effect.
The rectangular conductor gives RSC
the best phase characteristics,
greatest coherency and
flattest response of any
cable in the world. And
RSC is not sensitive to
equipment matching—it
sounds transparent and
neutral with any gear.

"A new standard has been set. The performance of both RSC Speaker Cable and RSC
Master Interconnect is just simply superb..."
K.W. Cheung. Audiorechinque, Hong Kong.

Are RSC Cables Right For You?
There's only one way to be sure. Try
RSC cables in your system for 30 days.
If not completely satisfied, return them
for afull refund. No hassles.
Tara Labs RSC Speaker Cable*
5ft $540 6ft $630 8ft $810 10ft $990
Tara Labs RSC Master Interconnect*
0.6M $319 1.0M $395 1.5M $515
Tara RSC Reference Interconnect*
0.6M $179 1.0M $195 1.5M $255
*Prices for stereo pairs. Add $5.95 shipping in US.

Call To Order Today:

1-800-669-4434
VISA /MC /AMEX /DISCOVER
225 Oakes S.W. Grand Rapids, MI
49503. 616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709
(g) 1992 Audio Advisor, Inc.

SARAH WALKER: Cabaret Songs
Meridian CDE 84167 (CD only). (Barbara Jahn) (XV-2)
WELTE-PHILHARMONIE-ORGEL
Organ music by Dupre, Bonnet, Gigout. Reger
Marcel Dupre, Joseph Bonnet, Eugene Gigout, Max Reger (WelrePhilharmonic organ and Welte organ rolls)
Intercord 1NT 860.857 (CD only). (1K) (XIV- l)
JOHN WILLIAMS: Spirit of the Guitar: Music of the Americas
John Williams. guitar
CBS MK 44898 (CD only). (Barbara Jahn) (XIV-1)

SHOW &FILM M USIC
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS (soundtrack)
Warner Home Video 11321 (LD). (Bill Sonunerwerck) (XI V- l)
CANDIDE: 1990 Studio Cast
Leonard Bernstein, LSO & Chorus
DG 429 734-2 (2 CDs only). (RD) (XV-2.6)
42ND STREET: Original Broadway Cast
RCA CBL1-3891 (LP), RCDI-3891 (CD). (RD) (XIV-1)
MAN OF LA MANCHA: Original Broadway Cast
Kapp KRS-4505 (LP). MCA MCAD-1672 (CD). (RD) (XIV-1)
LES MISÉRABLES: Original London Cast
REL 88561-8140-2 (2 CDs only). (RD) (X1-9) (XIV-1)
THE MISSOURI BREAKS (soundtrack)
United Artists UAS 29971 (LP only). (GL) (XIV-1)

J
AZZ
LAURINDO ALMEIDA/CHARLIE BYRD: Tango
Concord Picante CCD 4290 (LP). (Amis Balgalvis) (X 1V-1)
COUNT BASIE: For the Second Time
Pablo 2310-878 (LP). (MU) (XV-2)
TONY BENNETT? The Tony Bennett/Bill Emu Album
Fantasy F-9489 (LP), Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-439-2 (CD). (IA)
(XV-2)
THE SONNY CLARK MEMORIAL QUARTET? Voodoo
Black Saint BSR 0109 (LP; CD available). (MS) (XV-2)
JOHN COLTRANE: A Low Supreme
MCA/Impulse 29017 (LP). (KC) (XI V-1)
CHICK COREA: Alton:tic Band
GRP 838 396-2 (CD only). (RH) (XIV-1)
MILES DAVIS: Kind of Blue
Columbia 62066 (LP), CBS 62066 (Dutch LP), CK 40579 (CD,
not recommended in current, non-SBM version). QE) (XV-2)
MILES DAVIS: Tutu
Warner 25490-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (MC) (XIV-I)
PAUL DESMOND QUARTET &JIM HALL: The Contplele
Recordings
Mosaic MR6-120 (6 LPs), MD4-120 (4 CDs). (MR) (XV-2)
BILL FRISELL: Is That You?
Elektra Musician 960956-2 (CD only). (MR) (XIV-I)
DAVE GRUSIN: Discovered Again
Sheffield Lab ST-500 (LP), CD-5 (CD). (MC) (XIV-1)
HERBIE HANCOCK/CHIO( COREA: An Erasing with Mecbic Hancock and Chick Corea
Columbia 35664 (2 LPs only). (Gordon Emerson) (XIV-1)
BILLIE HOLIDAY: Lady in Satin
With Ray Ellis & his orchestra
CBS CS 8084 (early US LP), CBS S52540 (later Dutch LP). (PVW)
(XV-2)
SHIRLEY HORN: »u %et Forget Me
Verve 847 482-2 (CD only). (FtL) (XIV-6,XV-2)
AHMADJAMAL: Rossiter Road
Atlantic 81645-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (Amis Balgalvis)(XV-2)
STAN KENTON & His Orchestra: Birthday in Britain
Creative World 1065 (LP), GNP Crescendo STD-1065 (CD).
(Arms Balgalvis) (XIV-1)
SCOTT KREITZER: Kick'n Off
Cexton Records CR11264 (CD only). (RH) (XIV-1)
THE L.A. FOUR: Going Home
East Wind 32JD-10043 (CD only). (LG) (XIV-1)
HELEN MERRILLIGIL EVANS: Collaboration
Emarc-y 834 205-2 (CD only). (MU) (XV-2)
CHARLES MINGUS: Blues and Roots
Atlantic SD-I305 (LP). (MU) (XV-2)
THELONIOUS MONK &JOHN COLTRANE: Monk/Time
Milestone M47011 (2 LPs). (Ion W. Poses) (XIV-1)
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LEE MORGAN: Tom Cat
Blue Note CDP 784446 2(CD). (MU) (XV-2)
FLORA PURIM/AIRTO MOREIRA/JOE FARRF-LL: ThreeWay Mirror
Reference RR-24LP (LP), RR-24CD (CD). (RH) (X11-2.X IV-I
1
KENNY RANKIN: Because of You
CheskyJD63 (CD only). (TJN) (XV-2)
RETURN TO FOREVER: Light as aFeather
Polydor 827 148-2 (CD). (RH) (XV-21
MEL TORME & BUDDY RICH: Together Again for the First
Time
Century CRI)D-1100 (LP) (MU) (XV-2)
McCOY TYNER: New York Reunion
Chesky JD51 (CD only). (RL) (XI V-9.X V-2)
WEATHER REPORT? Heavy Weather
CBS 81775 (LP). (JA) (XV-2)
BEN WEBSTER: At the Renaissance
Fantasy OJC-390 (LP). OJCCD-390-2 (CD). (MS) (XV-2)

ROCK/POP/FOLK
PEDRO ALEDO: Cantos Antiguos yCantos NIIMOJ
Pierre Verany PV 12793 (LP). (DO) (XI V-1)
LAURIE ANDERSON: Strange Angels
Warner Bros. 25900-2 (CD). (MC) (XV-2)
JOAN ARMATRADING: Joan Armatrading
A&M AMLH 64588 (LP, CI) not recommended). (J A) (XV-2)
JOAN ARMATRADING: Show Some Emotion
A&M AM LH 68433 (LP, CD not recommended). (JA) (XV-2)
JOAN BAEZ:Joan Boor
Vanguard VSD-2077 (LP). (LA) (XIV-1)
THE BEACH BOYS: Surfs Up
Brother RS 6453 (LP), Caribou ZK-46951 (CD). (JA)
(XIV-2,XV-2)
THE BEATLES: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band
Parlophone 3C 064-04005 (LP). CDP 746442 2(CD). (BM)
(X1-2,XV-2)
JACQUES BREL: àl'Olympia
Fontana 858 015 PFY (LP). (PVW)(XV-2)
CLANNAD: Magical Ring
RCA ALP6072 (UK LP), ND71473 (UK CD). (JA) (XV-2)
ALBERT COLLINS, ROBERT CRAY, JOHNNY COPELAND: Showdown!
Alligator ALIALCD 4743 (LP/CD). (Jon W. Poses) (XIV-I)
RY COODER: Chicken Skin Music
Reprise MS-2254 (LP), 2254-2 (CD), K54083 (UK LP). (JA)
(XV-2)
COWBOY JUNKIES: The Moil Session
RCA 8568-1-R (LP), -2-R (CD). (ASJ) (X IV-I)
DAVID CROSBY: VI Could Only Remember My Name
Atlantic SD-7203 (LP). (JA) (XV-2)
DEREK & THE DOMINOS: Leyte
Atco SD 2-704 (2 LPs), RSO 823 277-2 (2 CDs). (Ion W. Poses)
(XIV-1)
DIRE STRAITS: Brothers in Arms
Warner Bros. 25264-2 (CD), Vertigo 824 499-2 (UK CD). (JA)
(XV-2)
DIRE STRAITS: Lore Ova Gold
Warner Bros. 23728-1 (LP). W2-23728 (CD), Vertigo 6359 109
(UK LP), 800 088-2 (UK CD). (JE) (XV-2)
DIXIE DREGS: Dregs of the Earth
Arista AL 9528 (LP), ARCD 8116 (CD). (RH) (XIV-1)
DIXIE DREGS: What If
Capricorn CPN-0203 (LP), Polydor 831 836-2 (CD). (RH) (XV-2)
MARIANNE FAITHFULL: Broken English
Island 842 355-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (Beth Jacques) (XI V-1)
BRYAN FERRY: Boys and Girls
Warner Brothers/EG 925082-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (MR) (XIV-1)
ARETHA FRANKLIN: Amazing Grace
Atlantic SD 2-906 (2 LPs), 906-2 (CD). (LA) (XV-2)
JOHN HAMMOND: ICan 7211
Atlantic SD8152 (LP). (MR) (XV-2)
EMMYLOU HARRIS: Roses in the Snow
Warner Bros WBSK 3422 (LP only recommended). (LSD) (XV-2)
DONNY HATHAWAY: Donny Hathaway Lire
Atlantic K40369 (LP). (JA) (XV-2)
JIMI HENDRIX: Electric Ladyland
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"When listening for pleasure—
and having the pick of so many processors—
the Zero was often my first choice."
Robert Harley, Stereophile Vol 15 No. 9September 1992
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DESIGN
;
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facile

BITWISE
MUSIK SYSTEM Zero
20-BIT D/A CONVERTER

"The Zero was distinguished by another superb
quality: [its] natural portrayal of instrumental
textures
.
was extraordinary by any measure. It was
like taking one step closer to the music."
Robert Harley, Stereophile Vol 15 No. 9September 1992
Available at:
Audio Haven
Brea, CA
(714) 982-8110

Audio Unlimited
Englewood, CO
(303) 698-0138

Audio Outlet
Bedford Hills, NY
(914) 666-0550

CC Audio
Soquel, CA
(408) 475-9307

Galen Carol Audio
San Antonio, TX
(512) 805-9927

Kelly Audio
Glendora, CA
(818) 332-3013

The Listening Room
Scarsdale, NY
(914) 472-4558

Music By Design
Sausilito, CA
(415) 332-2142

North Country Audio
Redwood, NY
(315) 287-2852

Savant Audio
Princeton Junction, NJ
(800) 628-0627

Stereo Unlimited
San Diego, CA
(619) 223-8151

The Tweak Shop
Santa Rosa, CA
(707) 575-8626

Bitwise Audio Technologies
Making Music Count
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Polydor 2657 012 (UK LP), Reprise 6307-2 (CD). (I A) (XI V-1)
JIM! HENDRIX: Lire At Winterland
Rykodisc RCD-20038 (CD), RALP 0038-2 (LP). (CG) (XV-2)
MICHAEL HURLEY/THE UNHOLY MODAL ROUNDERS/JEFFREY FREDEIUCKS at THE CLAMTONES:
Hare Moieyl
Rounder 3010 (LP only). (ASJ) (XIV-1)
MICHAEL JACKSON: Thriller
Epic QE-381I2 (LP), EK-381I2 (CD). (Beth Jacques) (XIV-1)
BILLY JOEL: Soup in the Attic
Columbia IC 37461 (LP only recommended). (LG) (XIV-1)
GRACE JONES: Muktchtbloing
Island 790093-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (MR) (XIV-1)
GRACE JONES: Warm Leatherette
Island 142-842 611-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (Beth Jacques) (XV-2)
QUINCY JONES: SmackwaterJack
ARM MALS 63037 (LP), Mobile Fidelity MFCD-776 (CD). (JA)
(XV-2)
BOBBY KING at TERRY EVANS: Live and Let Use/
Rounder 2089 (LP), CD 2089 (CD). (RL) (X11-1,X1V-1)
KING CRIMSON: Disdpline
Warner Brothers/EG 3629-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (MR) (XIV-1)
LEO KOTIXE: A Shout Toward Noon
Private Music 2007-2-P (CD only). (TJN) (XIV-1)
LED ZEPPELIN: Lad Zeppelin
Atlantic SD 19126 (LP), -2 (CD). (MS) (XV-2)
ROBERT LUCAS: Luke and the Locomotives
AudioQuest AQ-LP1004 (LP). AQ-CDI004 (CD). (CG) (XV-2)
TAJ MAHAL: Recycling the Blues Es Other Related Ste
Columbia KC-31605 (LP). (JA) (XV-2)
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS: Exodus (side 2)
Island Records ILPS 9498 (LP), ISL 90034-2 (CD). (GL) (XIV-1)
KATE & ANNA MeGARRIGLE: Kate & Anna McGarrigk
Warner Bros. BS 2862, Carthage CGLP 4401 (LPs only). (ASJ)
(XIV-1,XV-2)
MEL at TIM: Starting All Over Again
Stax STS-3007 (LP). (KK) (XV-2)
JONI MITCHELL Blue
Reprise MS 2038 (LP). (LSB) (XIV-1)
JONI MITCHELL: Hera
Asylum 7E-1087 (LP), E2 1087 (CD). (JE) (XV-2)
JONI MITCHELL Hitting of Sommer Lawns
Asylum 7E-1051 (LP), -2 (CD). (MR) (XIV-1)
VAN MORRISON: Common One
Warner Brothers BSK 3462 (LP), 26399-2 (CD). (GL) (XV-2)
WILLIE NELSON: Always on My Mind
Columbia CK-37951 (CD only). (LG) (XIV-1)
ESTHER OFARIM: Esther
AIR CD 001 (CD only). (TJN) (XIV-1)
PINK FLOYD: The Dark Side of the Moon
Harvest CDP 7460012 (CD only), Mobile Fidelity UDCD 517
(CD only). (KC, Beth Jacques) (XI-9,X1V-1)
PINK FLOYD: The Will
Columbia PC2 36183 (LP), C2K 36183 (CD), Mobile Fidelity
UDCD-2-537 (CD), EMI Harvest SHDW 411 (UK LP). (IA)
(XV-2)
PINK FLOYD: Wish Yost Were Here
Columbia JC 33453 (LP), CK 33453 (CD), EMI Harvest SHVL
814 (UK LP). (JA) (XV-2)
PROFESSOR LONGHAIR: Roek'N'Roll Gumbo
Dancing Cat DD-3006 (CD only). (CG) (XV-2)
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: The (JAB Mofo Party Plan
EMI-Manhattan CDP 748036 2(CD only). (CG) (XV-2)
LOU REED &JOHN CALE: Songs for Drella
Sire 26205-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (BM) (XIV-2)
JONATHAN RICHMAN& THE MODERN LOVERS: Rork
'n Roll with the Modem Lovers
Beserkley/Rhino RNLP 70093 (LP). (MS) (XV-2)
STAN ROGERS: Between the Breaks. ..
Live
Fogarty's Cove FCM 002 (LP). (LSB) (XIV-1)
ROLLING STONES: Get Yer Ya-Bes Out!
London/Abkco 8005-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (Beth Jacques) (XIV-1)
ROXY MUSIC: Stranded
RepriseJEG 26041-1 (LP), -2 (CD). (Beth Jacques) (XV-2)
THE SINGERS UNLIMITED: Tiy to Remember
MPS 20903 (LP only). (Gordon Emerson) (XIV-1)
SLY & THE FAMILY STONE: There's aRiot Gain On
Epic KE-30986 (LP), PET-30986 (CD). (ASJ) (XIV-1)
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SMOOTH AND EASY: Hitsfrom the Quiet Sterns
Capitol COL-57265-2 (CD only). (DAS) (XV-2)
STEELY DAN: Aja
MCAD-37214 (CD), MCA-1688 (LP), Mobile Fidelity LP MFSL
033 (Beth JacquesJA) (XII-10,X1V-1)
STEELY DAN: Gaucho
MCA 6102 (LP), MCAD-37220 (CD). (JA) (XV-2)
STEELY DAN: Pretzel Logic
MCA MCA-1393 (LP), MCAD-3I165 (CD). (ASJ)(XV-2)
TALKING HEADS: '77
Sire SR6036 (LP). (ASJ) (XIV-1)
HOWARD TATE: Get It While You Can
Verve V6-5022 (LP only). (KK) (XV-2)
RICHARD THOMPSON: Rumor and Sigh
Capitol COP 93713-2 (CD only). (LG) (X IV-10,XV-2)
RICHARD at LINDA THOMPSON: Shoot Out the Lights
Hannibal HNBL 1303 (LP), HNCD 1303 (CD). (ASJ) (XV-2)
RADKA TONEFF/STEVE DOBROGOSZ: Fairytales
Odin LP-03 (LP), CD-03 (CD). (GL) (XIV-1)
URUBAMBA: Uno bamba (ride 1)
Warner Bros. BSK 3553 (LP only). (GL) (XIV-1)
ANDREAS VOLLENV/EIDER: Caserta Magias
CBS 25265 (LP), MK 37827 (CD). (JA) (XIV-1)
JENNIFER WARNES: Famous Blue Raincoat
Cypress Records 661 111-1 (LP), Attic ACD-1227 (CD). (GL)
(XIV-1)
ROB WASSERMAN: Duets
MCA MCAD 42131 (CD). (IA) (XII-4,XV-2)
THE WEAVERS: &anion at Carnegie Hall
Vanguard VSD 2150 (LP), CD 2150 (CD), Analogue Productions
AAPF 005 (LP) (LPs only recommended). (LG) (XIV-1)
JUNIOR WELLS: Hoodoo Mau Blues
Delmark DS-6I2 (LP), DD-612 (CD). (LA) (XIV-1)
THE WHO: Live At Leeds
MCA MCAD-31196 (CD only). (CG) (XV-2)
SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON: Keep It Tb °WWI«
Alligator AL4787 (LP), ALCD 4878 (CD). (Amis Balgalvis)
(XV-2,XV-2)

The Stereophile

RECORD-REVIEW I
NDEX
is now available!
Indexes every record review
published in Stereophile from
Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.15 No.12
(1987-1992). Also includes indices
to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews. Available as
hard copy or on 5Vs" or 31/
2"floppy
disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate hard copy
or disk and disk size.)
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ACARIAN ALÓNIV LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Deutsch

Acarian Alón IV loudspeaker
Three-way, floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive units: 1" (25mm) metal-dome tweeter, 5" (130mm) tri-laminate cone midrange,
12" (300mm) fiber-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 400Hz, 3.5kHz. Anechoic frequency response: 29Hz-25kHz ±3dB.
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Low-frequency bandwidth (anechoic): -3dB at 29Hz, -9dB at 20Hz. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m. Impedance: 3ohms minimum.
Amplifier requirements: 100W minimum, 200W recommended. Dimensions: 48" Hby 15" W by 18" D. Weight: 105 lbs.
Serial numbers of units tested: 40471/74. Price: S3400/pair in natural oak or black oak, 53900/pair in rosewood veneer. Approximate
number of dealers: 45. Manufacturer Acarian Systems Ltd., 15 Woodview Drive, Nesconset, NY 11767. Tel: (516) 737-9369.
Fax: (516) 981-3476.
My first encounter with the Acarian Alón IV
was at the 1992 Las Vegas WCES. Iwas doing
the show report dealing with speakers, and
there was already enough advance buzz about
the Alón IV that Iput it on my "Speakers I
Must Listen To" list. And listen Idid, at some
length, and came away impressed with their
open quality and well-defined soundstagc.
In discussing reviewing assignments with JA,
Itold him that the Alón IV was one of the
speakers Iwouldn't mind spending some
time with. (Me list also includes the WAMM,
the Martin-Logan Statement, and the Apogee Grand, but I'm not holding my breath.)
And so it came to pass that on acold day
last July,' Acarian Systems' President/Designer
Carl Marchisotto—chief design engineer at
Dahlquist for 15 years—and Marilyn Marchisotto, Acarian's Vice President, showed
up on my doorstep with apair of Alón IVs,
ready to install them in my listening room,
and bringing with them electronics and cables that Carl had found to be agood match
for the speakers.
How did it work out? Read on.

DESCRIPTION &DESIGN

For aspeaker weighing in at 105 lbs., the
Alón IV looks fairly compact—that is, with
the top cover removed. With its cover on, the
Alón IV is visually much more imposing,
looking like the WATT/Puppy's tall brother
on steroids. This is athree-way design, employing a12" woofer, 5" midrange, and a1"
metal-dome tweeter, all the drivers custommade to Acarian Systems' specifications. The
woofer has its own 2.8-ft 3infinite baffle enclosure of 1
/"laminated construction, with
4
1
extensive bracing to control panel resonances.
The midrange and tweeter are mounted on
aseparate, molded baffle with rounded edges,
the baffle mounted at an angle to produce
alignment of the drivers' centers and to improve the vertical dispersion pattern. The midrange driver operates without an enclosure,
acting as adipole; the tweeter has adualchamber enclosure, with aring of absorbent material around the front to reduce difIThis past July was the coldest and dampest in Ontario in
104 years.
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fraction, and an open-type phase plug to improve dispersion.
The woofer crosses over to the midrange
unit at 400Hz, with crossover to the tweeter
at 35kHz. The crossover slopes vary between
6and 12dB/octave, and arc specifically designed for the drivers used in the Alón IV
rather than following any of the classic curves.
The crossover is hard-wired on three separate
boards, and features air-core inductors and
polypropylene capacitors. Each speaker is
provided with six binding posts, to allow the
recommended tri-wiring. Bi-wiring is considered areduced-performance option; the
Owner's Manual warns that with singlewiring the performance may deteriorate to
"poor." Only one set ofjumpers is provided,
just to make sure you're not tempted to singlewire. A set of threaded spikes allows for firm
mechanical grounding. The speaker is wellfinished, in natural oak (the review samples),
black oak, or rosewood veneer. The stylish
aesthetics are by TAS's Robbii Wessen.

SYSTEM

The front ends stayed much the same as in
my last couple of reviews: Lingo'd Linn/Ittok/
AudioQuest AQ 7000 analog, Proceed PDT2/PS Audio UltraLink digital, with considerable use also made of aMod Squad McCormack Signature CD player. Except for the
front ends and some cables, everything else
was changed for the Alón IV review. Naturally, my beloved original Quads and Cizek
MG-27 subs had to be moved out of the listening room, and the amplifiers Inormally use
arc 'way underpowered for the Alón IVs. Carl
Marchisotto had brought apair of VTL Deluxe 225s (the latest KT90 version) and aVTL
Super Deluxe preamp, components that he
has found to interface well with the Alón IVs.
A few days after the arrival of the speakers,
Ireceived aConrad-Johnson EV20 preamp
for review; for most of the listening sessions,
Iused the EV20, duly compensating for its
polarity-inverting line stage. In addition to
the VTL Deluxe 225s, amps used included
apair of Bryston 7Bs and an Aragon 4004
Mk.II. The power amps were plugged directly into adedicated AC line; the rest of the
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analog electronics were fed from aMk.II Tice
Power Block, in turn plugged into aPAC
IDOS (one of the analog outlets), with the
digital transport and D/A converter plugged
into the IDOS's digital outlets. The IDOS
got its power from asecond dedicated AC line.
The amps were connected to the preamp
via 15' AudioQuest Lapis interconnects;
speaker cables included Carl Marchisotto's
specially prepared 20' length of tri-wire van
den Hul MCD 300 (a cable normally used
as an interconnect), three pairs of 8' TARA
Labs RSC, and 8' tri-wire AuciioQuest Sterling (tweeter), Sterling 2(midrange), and
Midnight (woofer). Ialso tried the bi-wire
option (Sterling 2/Sterling) for long enough
to confirm that it does sound somewhat less
open. Given the Owner's Manual's dire warning about single wiring, Ididn't investigate
this mode of operation.
The Alón IV has recessed, thicker-thanusual binding posts; connecting some of the
speaker cables involved much sweat, afew
tears, and nearly some blood. Ido wish that
manufacturers of cables, speakers, and amplifiers would agree on asimple matter such as
the thickness of the binding post and the size
of the opening in aspade lug. For all "serious" auditioning, the speaker's top and bottom covers were removed, which produced
aslightly more transparent sound.

ARE WE HAVING FUN YET?

Although I've written apiece on how to tweak
your audio system (see Vol.13 No.12, p.81),
I'm not the sort of person who finds it thrilling to spend aSaturday afternoon listening
to the effects of adjusting cartridge VTA by
minute increments, or agonizing over what
sort of string should be used to suspend
speaker cables. Whenever Iread aspeaker
review which states that the sound of the
speaker changes from heavenly to horrible
when you vary the speaker's position by 1
/",
4
Iknow this is not aspeaker I'd like to have
in my listening room. Ditto for aspeaker that
requires aking's ransom's worth of RoomTunes or Tube Traps arranged exactly the right
way if it's not to sound dreadful.
Fortunately, the Alón IVs proved to be
relatively non-temperamental when it came
to positioning and the need for room acoustical treatment. Carl Marchisotto suggested
that they'd probably sound best just where
I'd positioned my Quad/Cizek system, so
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that's where Iput them. The sound was generally pretty good, but Carl thought it could
be improved by taking out the Roonffunes
that had been placed in the corners and in the
middle of the wall behind the speakers. He
was right: with the RoomTunes removed,
there was amore even spread of sound. (The
same RoomTunes arrangement had helped
the Quad/Cizek system.)
With afurther bit of tweaking over the
next few weeks, Icame up with asetup that
seemed to provide an even better combination of smooth tonal balance, bass extension,
spaciousness, and focus. The speakers are still
more or less in the same position, along the
longer wall of my 14' by 16' by Ph' listening
room, with the front of each speaker 43"
from the back wail, the left side of the left
speaker 38" from the side wall, and the right
side of the right speaker 32" from the side
wall. The Listening Room computer program
confirmed that in my room this position is
just about ideal for minimizing standing
waves and early reflections from the side
walls? A 4' by 6' shag rug hangs on the wall
behind the listening area, and the speakers
are toed-in ever-so-slightly. A final touch
was aRoonffune panel placed along each side
wall, about afoot forward from the speaker,
with the absorbent side facing the room, to
catch some of the early reflections.

SOUND

A HUGE soundstage. With a92" center-tocenter distance between speakers and about
the same distance or less between the listener's ears and the center of each speaker, the
soundstage is super-wide (although there's
no problem with center-fill), and depth seems
restricted only by the size of the recording
venue. This was my favored listening position, but Ishould admit (if it's not already
obvious) that Ilike avery wide soundstage;
in most audio store demonstrations, Ipull my
chair closer to the speakers. Many speakers
make it impossible to achieve this sort of
2The Listening Room saved me alot of effort. I've always
wondered whether Ishould try repositioning the speakers
along the short wall, which would mean having to move tons
of equipment, LPs, and CDs. The Listening Room told me
that the new arrangement would likely be much less optimal,
producing severe standing waves and dips in the frequency
response due to boundary effects. This relatively inexpensive program, reviewed by TJN in Vol.13 No.12, is highly
recommended to those who, like me, would rather let the
computer do the work. The Listening Room is available from
Sitting Duck Software, P.O. Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487, Tel:
(503) 935-3982, for $47.50 (PC), $67.50 (Macintosh).
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stage width unless you're willing to put up
with ahole in the middle; sitting this close
also tends to highlight lobing effects and
arrival-time differences between drivers, with
potential imaging problems.
The Alón IVs are unusual in giving you
this "widescreen" effect while maintaining
specificity of images within the soundstage.
Individual images within the soundstage
don't have quite the pinpoint "holographic"
definition you get with the best rninimonitors, but they're excellent by any other standard. (In alarger room, being able to sit farther from the speakers while maintaining a
wide angle is likely to improve the imaging.)
Similarly, depth is extensive and, unlike what
one tends to get from dipoles or bipolar speakers, quite precisely layered. Opera recordings,
like the Caballé/Carreras Tosca or the Pavarottereni La Bohème, in which the "soundstage" literally represents sounds generated
on stage, are ideal for demonstrating the Alón
IVs' remarkable spatial qualities, but Ifind
that awide and deep soundstage enhances
the enjoyment of all sorts of music, including
audiophile favorites like the Weavers' Reunion At Carnegie Hall. (I understand that Corey
Greenberg is willing to trade his entire Elvis
collection for amint copy of the original release of the Weavers album plus an autographed
picture of Amanda McBroom.)
The "Mapping the Soundstage" track on
Stereophile's Test CD 2reproduced just the
way it's pictured in the notes (but with Larry
moving away from the listener, of course).
While in the test-CD mood, Ialso tried
Chesky's, and found that the Alón IVs did
quite well on the LEDR, the "Up" pattern
curving only slightly to the center at the top
of its travel, the "Over" describing asmooth
arc, and the "lateral" similarly smooth. With
this test, Igot quite agood "outside" image
on the left, but the outside image on the right
was phasey. (The right outside image is similarly phasey with the Quads; this almost certainly represents aroom anomaly.)
The speakers' "open" quality, which had
impressed me in my initial WCES auditioning, was very much in evidence in my listening room; in this respect, the Alón IV reminded me of the better panel speakers. The
dipole midrange is undoubtedly acontributor to this effect. Unlike most speakers that
give you ahigh-definition soundstage, the
Alón IVs didn't require the listener to sit in
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ahead-in-a-vise position; in fact, agood
semblance oía soundstage was evident offcenter. Also, the Alón IVs didn't discriminate
against the short or the tall; soundstage and
tonal balance were preserved over aconsiderable vertical angle. (My usual listening position places my ears at aheight of 38", well
off the tweeter and midrange axes.)
Oh, yes, the tonal balance. JGH is right,
of course. (Why else is he the one in whose
ears we trust?) No speaker can be considered
ahigh-fidelity device if its tonal balance is
off The Alón IV happens to be nearly neutral
in this respect. First of all, it's agenuine fullrange reproducer, with bass extension bettered only by some expensive dedicated subwoofers and by behemoths several times its
size. In my room—which, remember, is only
14' by 16' by 71
/'—the 31.5Hz track of the
2
second Stereophile Test CD was reproduced
cleanly and, according to my trusty Radio
Shack SPL meter, hardly down in level from
the midrange; the 25Hz was there but down
about 6dB (that's assuming that the meter is
accurate in this part of the range); the 20Hz
track was faint but still detectable.
Just for the fun of it, Idug out my old LP
of Emerson, Lake, & Palmer (Cotillion SD
9040). "Tank" features apercussion solo culminating in acouple of bass notes apparently
intended to send wimpy woofers to dusty
death. The Alón IVs handled these with
aplomb, shaking the room in the process. In
fact, both the extension and the quality of the
low end are among the Alón IV's strengths.
Bass drum, timpani, string bass, and bass
guitar had proper weight, without the slow,
plodding quality that leads rhythm-and-pace
fans to give up bass extension for bass quality.
The Alón IV's bass was definitely not in the
lean'n'mean Hales/Avalon tradition, nor was
it over-rich or bloated, like. ..well, you know
who you are.
I've always thought that my Quad/Cizek
setup was among the better combinations
involving subwoofers, but in its bass extension, tightness, and integration with the midbass, the Alón IV proved clearly superior.
The transition from bass to midrange is difficult for any speaker to manage; many have
aboost here, which gives over-prominence
to instruments like string bass and makes
baritones sound more like basses. Alternatively, aspeaker may have asuckout in this
area, leading to alack of "fullness" in orches139

tral textures and making basses sound more
like baritones. The Alón IV managed to avoid
both of these errors. Playing the opening
scene of La Bohème through these speakers,
Icould hear dearly that when Nicolai Ghiaurov and Rolando Panerai sing the same notes,
one is abass, the other abaritone. Characteristic timbres were maintained, giving me
the sense that Iwas hearing areal singer rather than asynthesized one?
lithe Alón IV had aweakness, it was in the
area of the upper midrange/lower treble. It
certainly wasn't bright in the usual sense (the
extreme highs were extended but not overemphasized), and there was nothing annoying enough to be called hardness, aggressiveness, or glare. At times, however, voices and
massed strings took on asomewhat "etched"
quality, with sibilants more intrusive than
ideal. Being used to the sound of original
Quads driven by azero-feedback tube amp,
acombination that's extremely laid-back in
this region, Ihad adifficult time deciding
whether the Alón IV was: a) simply reproducing more accurately what was on the
recordings, b) reproducing tendencies inherent in associated equipment, or c) exacerbating problems in source material and in associated equipment. Having lived with the
speakers for acouple of months, and having
sifted through the many variables that could
be responsible for this effect, I've come to the
conclusion that the answer is mostly, if not
entirely, a) and b).
With state-of-the-art recordings, like the
recent jazz releases from ViTaL (eg, Karen,
ViTaL 009), there was little to criticize. With
early digital and some less-than-pristine CD
transfers (like, unfortunately, many of the
original Broadway cast recordings I'm fond
of), the results could be abit relentless. Certainly, like any high-end audio device, the
Alón IVs benefit from acareful choice of
associated components. The PS UltraLink,
which performed so well in the Quad-based
system, proved less than ideally matched to
the Alón IVs, the processor's forward tendency noted by RH (Vol.15 No.6) and
acknowledged in my "Follow-Up" (Vol.15
No.9) more in evidence.
The McCormack Signature CD player
3More than once. I've had the experience of listening to asystem playing arecord Iwas familiar with, except that the
singers didn't sound like themselves, Dietrich FischerDieskau's distinctive voice sounding like ageneric baritone.
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proved amore favorable match, perhaps giving up the nth degree of detail, but producing
an overall more relaxed sound. Similarly, the
TARA Labs RSC speaker cable (you know,
the one He uses), so wonderful with the
Quads, sounded less so with the Alón IVs,
lending adegree of emphasis to the upper
midrange. Carl Marchisotto's set of tri-wire
van den Hul MCD300 worked better, and
Ihad very good results with the AudioQuest
Sterling/Sterling 2/Midnight combo. Both
the VTL Super Deluxe and Conrad-Johnson
EV20 were agood match, the EV20 (review
forthcoming) particularly effective in communicating the sense of space. Similarly, the
speakers were well-driven by the VTL Deluxe 225s or the Bryston 7Bs; the VTLs had
alittle more midrange liquidity, but overall
Ihave to give the nod to the Bryston 7Bs,
used in the parallel (current) mode, for their
extended and well-controlled bass, clean but
not clinical upper frequencies, and precise
focus. Costing nearly $10,000, the EV20/VTL
225 or the EV20/Bryston 7B are not typical
of the equipment the Alón IV is likely to be
combined with in the real world, but the
speaker is certainly good enough to benefit from this level of associated equipment.
As acheck on compatibility with somewhat less stellar electronics, Ialso used a
Conrad-Johnson PV11/Aragon 4004 Mk.II
pairing, which comes in at well under $4000.
This proved to be quite asynergistic combination, giving up some ultimate transparency to their more expensive brethren, but
sounded much more than just listenable. I
also obtained good results driving the Aragon 4004 Mk.II directly from the variable
outputs of the McCormack Signature CD
player.
I've left for last discussion of one of the
Alón IV's strong suits: dynamics. In audiophile circles, this term has taken on two
meanings. First, there's dynamics in the sense
of "dynamic range," or "How loud will it
play?" (For cars, the analogous question
would be "How fast does it go?") Well, with
an amplifier that has enough juice (a criterion
amply fulfilled by the amps Iused), the Alón
IV went very fast—er, loud, with little apparent strain. This is certainly no polite "audiophile" speaker; my ears gave out before the
speakers did.
The second meaning of "dynamics" refers
to acomponent's ability to follow the music's
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rapid moment-to-moment loudness variations, acharacteristic akin to acar's responsiveness to variations in pressure on the gas
pedal. Some speakers come alive only at high
spls, just as some cars perform well only at
highway speeds, feeling sluggish around
town. Like my Acura Legend (it's arecent
purchase, so you'll have to excuse the protracted automotive analogy), the Alón IV had
plenty of torque throughout the range, sounding as dynamic at late-night-listening-withthe-lights-out levels as it did at headbanger
levels. At low levels, the original Quads have
aquickness that Ihaven't heard equaled by
any non-electrostatic speaker, including the
Alón IV, but, of course, electrostatics have
limitations of their own—like expiring if
asked to reproduce levels that wouldn't cause
the Alón IV to work up asweat.

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

Looking first at the Alón's impedance magnitude and phase (fig.1), the minimum value
agrees with the specification and is shown
by the cursor position: 3.03 ohms at 70Hz.
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This speaker will be moderately hard to drive-,
although agood tube amplifier with a4ohm
output should have no problems, asolid-state
amplifier will give better control of the speaker's bass region. The sealed-box bass enclosure is tuned to alow 38Hz. The sensitivity
on the tweeter axis was also to specification
at around 87dB at lm for 2.83V in.
The speaker's three sets of input terminals
make it easy to examine the behavior of each
of the drive-units. The individual impulse
responses (not shown), taken with DRA
Labs' MLSSA system and acalibrated B&K
mike, reveal the tweeter and woofer to be
connected with negative polarity, the midrange with positive. Transforming these impulse responses to the frequency domain
gives the individual amplitude responses
shown in fig.2. The woofer's output peaks
at 50Hz, rolling out at the expected 12dB/
octave below that frequency and above the
crossover frequency of 400Hz. The midrange
unit smoothly rolls in at its lower crossover
frequency, but features both apeak and sharp
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Fig .3 Alón IV, anechoic response on listening axis
38" from the ground at 45" averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield woofer
response plotted below 200Hz.
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suckout between lkHz and 2kHz. The
tweeter also rolls in smoothly below its passband, but there is an octave region where the
tweeter and midrange unit overlap.
The right-hand curve in fig3 shows how
these individual drive-unit responses sum on
an axis 38" from the ground, atypical listening height midway between the tweeter and
midrange that was chosen by RD. The peak
and dip in the latter's bandpass are still present, but the tweeter's output integrates beautifully, giving aflat, unexaggerated treble
region. Bob Deutsch did comment on an
occasionally relentless quality to the 4's upper
midrange, and Isuspect that the midrange's
peak is responsible here Usually, Ihave found
this kind of response to lend aspeaker's
sound atouch of nasality. However, RD was
not perturbed by any such coloration.
To the left of fig.3 is shown the woofer's
response measured with the microphone
almost touching its dustcap, which gives an
approximation to an anechoic response. The
level matching between this curve and the
FFT-derived one to its right can only be approximate, yet it suggests apowerful, perhaps undercontrolled bass region. That RD
could appreciate the Alón IV's low-frequency
extension yet was not bothered by any boom
suggests that designer Carl Marchisotto has
carefully tailored the sealed-box-loaded
woofer to work well with the typical boost
give by the room.
Fig.4 shows the manner in which the speaker's tonal balance changes as the listener moves
to its side (Only the changes are shown, which
means that the on-axis response appears to

be astraight line—every speaker designer
wishes!) The first thing to note from this
graph is that the on-axis suckout fills in offaxis. This is probably why RD was not bothered by any nasal coloration due to the peak/
adjacent dip: the dip would only be heard on
axis; in atypical room, the reverberant sound-
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Fig.5 Alón IV, vertical response family at 45".
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: response difference 15°
above top of sub-baffle; difference 7.5°
above top of sub-baffle; difference level with
top of sub-baffle; difference on tweeter axis;
reference response midway between
tweeter and midrange unit; difference on
midrange axis; difference level with top of
woofer enclosure.
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Fig.6 Alón IV, impulse response on listening axis at
45" (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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field—which also contributes to aspeaker's
perceived balance—would not have the dip.
However, note that the peak accentuates for
extreme off-axis angles as the region below
—the center of the dipole midrange's passband—nulls out and the region above, handled by the tweeter, increasingly rolls off.
Reflections of the speaker's sound from the
sidewalls will be too bright, therefore, and
will exacerbate the propensity of the onaxis peak to give the sound somewhat of an
"etched" quality. Experimenting with rugs
or diffusing surfaces on the sidewalls will be
agood idea with this speaker.
Fig.5 shows the changes in tonal balance
for changes in vertical listening axis. Below
the 38" -high axis, the sound increasingly
acquires adeep suckout in the crossover region between the tweeter and midrange unit.
The lowest curve shown and the one most
afflicted is for alistening axis level with the
top of the Alón IV's bass bin, 29" from the
ground. This is what ashort person in atypical couch would perceive, so be warned:
don't sit too low with this speaker. Sit high
and the entire tweeter region comes up acouple of dB, but the response remania smooth.
Listen with your ears level with or above the

top of the tweeter baffle, however, and as well
as the crossover suckout reappearing, the low
treble becomes significantly peaky.
Finally, the Alón's impulse response on the
listening axis is shown in fig.6. The first room
reflection of the impulse is that from the ceiling and can be seen just before the 8ms line.
Note, however, areflection at 4.6ms, about
lms after the start of the impulse; this might
be areflection from the edge of the bass enclosure Fig.7 is the cumulative spectral-decay
or "waterfall" plot calculated from fig.6. Note
how smooth and clean the entire treble region is. Here's one of the reasons Bob
Deutsch liked the sound of this speaker as
much as he did. The cursor, which is alittle
hard to see, is placed at the bottom of the
midrange suckout at 1690Hz. Note that there
is delayed energy at this frequency, which
means that the suckout is probably due to the
speaker's geometry: je, the direct sound is
canceling with areflection at that frequency.
All things considered, this is an excellent
set of measurements, revealing the Alón IV
to be as well-engineered as might be predicted from its sound quality. Its only real
problem is the slight tendency to brightness
in the lower treble, but this can be amelio-

LIAR, LIAR ...
Most serious audiophiles know about
LEDR, the Listening Environment Diagnostic Recording, but may not have heard
of atest I've developed, called LIAR: Listening In Another Room. Here's what's
involved: Put on aCD or LP, go into an
adjoining room, and then do whatever
you want to do that seems appropriate,
given the room you're in—read, use the
computer, play pool, have abath, etc.
While you're engaged in one of these
activities, ask yourself the following questions: Does it sound as if there could be
people singing and playing musical instruments in the next room, or is it pretty obviously an electromechanical facsimile thereof? Does the music draw attention to itself,
making it difficult to concentrate on any
other activity? Do you want to go into the
room where the music is playing?
For the test to be optimally useful, the
best source material is arecording of something that could possibly take place in your
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listening room: Bruce Dunlap's guitar (on
About Home, Chesky JD59) rather than the
Montréal Symphony, Dick Hyman Plays Eats
Waller rather than the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. A measure of the speakers'—
or, more precisely, the overall system's—
believability is the amount of willing suspension of disbelief you have to go through
in order to convince yourself that you're
hearing alive performance.
All right, perhaps LIAR is what some
people call "casual listening: or considering
music to be the "background!' My point,
however, is not entirely facetious. By listening in another room, audiophile concerns
like precision of imaging, and whether the
speaker sounds best with the listener's ears
at aheight of 36" or 37", become irrelevant;
what counts is the overall Gestalt of the
sound. Let me also add that Iwould not
make any decision about aspeaker's quality
without listening to it in the sanie room—a
test Icall LITSR.
—Robert Deutsch
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rated by careful positioning of the speakers
in the room, as well as by experimenting with
wall coverings.
—John Atkinson

CONCLUSION

To reach the top ranks in tennis, it's not
enough to have acompetent all-court game;
the player must also have a"weapon"—a sizzling serve, powerful forehand, or lightningquick volley. Similarly, to succeed in the
competitive world of high-end audio, a
speaker must not merely be competent in all
the areas that audiophiles value; it must have
asonic weapon.
The Alón IV, in addition to well-balanced
performance in all the traditional audiophile
categories, has at least three such weapons.
First, it's able to present awide and deep
soundstage, with individual images welldefined within the soundstage. Second, the
speaker's ability to communicate the music's
dynamics is first-rate, at high levels or low.
Finally, bass response, the sonic attribute
that's probably the most expensive to engineer into aloudspeaker, is as deep as it is tight.
Although analyzing aspeaker's performance according to various specific criteria
is useful, Ibelieve that this approach must be
supplemented by amore global, Gestalt evaluation. Never mind the tonal balance, bass
extension, soundstaging, imaging, etc.—what

overall impression does the speaker make?
To come up with this sort of holistic judgment, you have to almost deliberately put
aside the attitude of critical analysis, allowing
yourself to be affected by the music alone.
When you go into aroom where the speaker
is playing, do you hear sounds obviously
produced by an electro-mechanical device,
or does it sound much like music played and
sung by people?' Sometimes it even helps to
be outside the listening room proper (see
sidebar), to see how easily you can convince
yourself that someone is playing music in the
next room.
Whatever their departure from perfection
—and Icontinue to suspect that the upper
midrange/lower treble is an area where improvement is possible—I was repeatedly
struck by the Alón IVs' essential "rightness!'
It was easy to imagine that Dick Hyman, or
at least his computerized alter-ego, was playing Fats Waller on aBeisendorfer Reproducing Piano in my listening room. It need hardly
be said—but I'll say it anyway—that, at $3400/
pair, the Alón IV represents excellent value.
Strongly recommended.
4It's because of the inability to assess the degree of artificiality
of the reproduced sound that Ifeel music produced by asynthesizer is not agood source for listening tests. Besides. Ihate
the sound of those things.

FIVE ET PIECES
Corey Greenberg hits the road with
the Eminent Technology LFT-VIII loudspeaker
Three-way planar/dynamic hybrid speaker. Drivers: 8" acoustic-suspension, paper-cone woofer, 42" Lby 3" W midrange
panel, 18" Ltry W tweeter panel. Crossove frequencies: 183Hz, 1l3kHz, 6dB/octave slopes. Sensitivity: 83d8/W/m. Impedance:
8ohms. Phase accuracy: 100Hz-31kHz, ±20°. Dimensions: 13" W by 60" Hby 1.75" D(panel), 24" D(bass bin, including
feet). Weight: 65 lbs each. Serial numbers of units tested: 892015446UR. Warranty: three years parts, one year labor. Finish: oak standard. Price: S1500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 56. Manufacturer Eminent Technology Inc., 225 East
Palmer St., Tallahassee, FL 32301. Tel: (904) 575-5655. Fax (904) 224-5999.
"And /say panel speakers can't rock'n'roll—"
"Well Isay that if rock sounds weird over
panel speakers, then something's wrong with
the music, not the speakers—"
Dan and Ihad been out on aSunday drive
when we picked up these two crazy hitchhikers, audiophiles who were bickering about
panel speakers in the back seat and driving
us both nuts.
"Willya shut up back there?" Iyelled. The
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first 'phile kicked the back of my seat.
"What's wrong with YOU, mac?! It's afree
country! Or used to be, anyway—"
I'd had enough of the two of them; Ipulled
into aroadside hi-fi dealer and Dara and I
went in while the arguing hitchhikers trailed
after us, mumbling about ribbon tweeters.
We sat down at atable and asalesman came
over to take our order.
"Do you know what you'd like?" he asked
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me. Ilooked at the menu, but Ididn't see
what Iwanted.
"Yeah, I'd like apanel loudspeaker that
doesn't sound sterile with rock'n'roll, and a
black coffee" Then turning back to Dara, "As
Iwas saying, I—"
"That's not on the menu', sir. We have panel
speakers, and we have conventional dynamic
speakers that can rock'n'roll. Which would
you prefer?"
"Look, I
just want apanel speaker that—"
"I'm sony, sir, but there are no substitutions.
Maybe you need some more time to decide
...," he said, moving away. Igrabbed his
apron.
"Okay, okay—I'll tell you what; Isee on
your menu that you have panel speakers that
only 'do' certain types of music, and conventional dynamic speakers that can rock'n'roll,
so just bring me apanel speaker and substitute the sterility for some balls, and everybody's happy:'
"There are NO substitutions! Let go of my
apron, you'll muss it!"
Ilet go and the salesman stood there glaring down at me.
"Do you know what you want or don't
you?!" he hissed.
"Yeah, Iknow what Iwant. You see this
panel speaker? Iwant you to bring me one.
And bring me one of these dynamic speakers,
too, the ones that kick booty. Then Iwant
you to take whatever it is that makes it kick
booty out of the cone speaker, slap it onto the
panel speaker, and throw away the rest of the
cone speaker. You haven't made any substitutions, Ihaven't broken any rules, everyone's
happy:'

BUT SERIOUSLY. ..
What's the deal with panel speakers, anyway?
Why does 99% of my favorite music sound
so sterile and lifeless with even the best, most
highly respected panel speakers?
Take the Quad ESL-63, for example. It's
got aClass B ranking in "Recommended
Components," and most of our writers really
dig it; one even uses it for his main reference.
And JA made it his "Editor's Choice" component in 1992. But Ihave never been able to
warm up to the sound of this speaker,' or
II do love the original Quads, though, and far prefer them
to the ESL-63. When Igrow up. I'm going to set up aroom
in my house with apair of old Quads and some VTL Tiny
Triodes, and I'm going to forget about hi-fl forever.
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Eminent Technology LFT-VIII loudspeaker
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other large-panel jobs like the Magnepans,
Martin-Logans, or Sound-Labs either. Every
time I've tried to play some Who, Zeppelin,
Otis Redding, Meters, Nirvana, or any other
kind of high-energy groove music on these
large-panel speakers, the sound is always,
well, flat. Tame. DEAD. You want solo viola?
A string quartet? Comin' right up! rock'n'roll? Next window, please. ..
So it was with no great sense of anticipation that Istopped in to sample Eminent
Technology's new LFT-VIII hybrid planar/
dynamic speaker at the Vegas CES. But ten
seconds into Bob Brozman's Devil's Slide (an
LP /'d brought, not ahand-picked demo disc)
convinced me Iwas hearing something special: clean, lush highs, good bass extension,
and midrange purity that belied its $1500
price. What's more, the steel-body National
guitars sounded real, not like apanel-speaker
version of asteel-body National. The LFTVIII jazzed me so much Iasked Bruce Thigpen to send me apair for review.. .
and here
we are.

PANELS IS PANELS-OR IS THEY?

At $1500, Eminent Technology's LFT-VIII
is the lowest-priced member of ET's stable of "Linear Field Transducer" speakers.
What's a"Linear Field Transducer"? You had
to ask ...
In the beginning was the electrostatic
speaker. This planar pioneer employs athin
sheet of plastic stretched over arigid frame,
covered with abarely conductive coating,
and sandwiched between two perforated steel
plates called "stators:' which are charged with
aconstant and very high DC voltage. When
amusic signal is applied to the diaphragm,
it is both pushed and pulled toward the stators to produce sound waves. Examples of
electrostatics include the Quads, MartinLogans, Sound-Labs, and Acoustats.
But electrostatics also employ an input
transformer between the input signal and the
stators, and this can degrade the sound as well
as present atough capacitive load to the amplifier. So manufacturers like Magnepan developed the planar magnetic speaker, adesign
that did away with the input transformer.
Planar magnetic drivers take that same thin
sheet of plastic, but instead out being coated
with conductive material, acoil of weensie
wire is glued to one side of the diaphragm,
which is then suspended in arigid frame and
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positioned behind asingle perforated metal
sheet covered with magnetic strips. Unlike
the classic electrostatic speaker, the music signal is applied directly to the "voice-coil"
glued to the plastic diaphragm, and the alternating AC voltage reacts with the field produced by the magnets on the metal sheet,
causing the diaphragm to move back and
forth and make sound. Without the need for
an input transformer, planar magnetics also
present amuch easier load for an amplifier
to drive Examples of planar magnetic speakers
include the Magnepans and the mid/woofer
panels in the various Apogee speakers?
However, that's not the end of the story.
Because planar magnetics are "single-ended"
rather than "push-pull," large excursions of
the diaphragm move it further out of the
magnetic field of the single metal'n'magnet
sheet, and this can result in higher distortion
levels and aloss of control of the diaphragm
at high levels. So while planar magnetics
solve some of the electrostatic's problems,
they have their own drawbacks as well. Gee,
if only there was away to get the best ofboth
worlds. ..wouldn't the world be amuch
brighter place, Rosita?

BRUUUUUUUUUUCE!!!
It was these limitations of electrostatic and
planar magnetic designs that drove ET's
Bruce Thigpen to develop his patented "Linear Field Transducer" driver. The LFT employs athin sheet of Mylar stretched between
arigid frame like the earlier two approaches,
but instead of aconductive coating or gluedon wire voice-coil, the LFT's diaphragm is
similar to the Infinity planar units in that it
is first laminated with avery thin sheet of aluminum foil, then silk-screened with ink on
the foil side with aspiral voice-coil pattern.
After chemically etching away whatever aluminum isn't covered with the ink, the result
is alow-mass diaphragm/voice-coil less than
1mil thick.
As with aplanar magnetic, this etched
voice-coil is driven directly by the amplifier,
without the need of atransformer. But unlike
aplanar magnetic's single-ended operation,
the LFT's diaphragm is suspended between
two sheets of magnets, for true push-pull
drive just like an electrostatic. As the LFT is
2While the Apogees tweeters are true ribbon transducers.
their mid/woofer panels are more akin to planar magnetics
like the Magnepans.
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always suspended in the magnetic field created by the two sides of opposing magnets,
its diaphragm is said to operate in amuch
more linear fashion than typical single-ended
planar magnetic designs; Bruce claims that
the LFT design combines the best attributes
of electrostatics and planar magnetics with
none of their drawbacks?

ILFT MY VIII IN
SAN FRANCISC0000

ers the upper octave between 10 and 20kHz,
although the shallow 6dB crossover means
it will still have some meaningful output well
below 10kHz.
ET supplies aset of "stands" for the LFTVIII, simple 2' steel support rods that screw
to the bottom of the woofer cabinet and run
fore to aft on either side of the box's underside, jutting out so the top-heavy ETs don't
topple forward. In addition, the rods are fitted
with adjustable spikes, to assist in coupling
the speakers to the floor and adjusting their
degree of tilt.

The 5'-tall, floorstanding LFT-VIII is similar
in appearance to Acoustat's electrostatic/
dynamic hybrids: asteel upper frame sided
with two strips of nicely finished oak houses
the side-by-side LFT midrange and LFT
tweeter drivers, and is bolted atop asealed
box containing the 8" dynamic woofer. Since
the frame and woofer enclosure are only 13"
wide, the LFT-VIII is what we here in the
Southern regions call a"tall, slim drink a'
water:' Located on the rear of the woofer
enclosure are two sets of copper Edison Price
Music Posts to allow bi-wiring, as well as a
terminal block to allow the tweeter to be
hooked up for flat response, -6c1B at 20kHz,
or -12dB at 20kHz.
The ET's crossover is wired for first-order,
6dB/octave slopes, but what's really interesting is that the 42" by 3" LFT midrange panel
covers the entire 180Hz-10kHz range. That's
no typo: 180Hz to 10kHz, with shallow 6dB/
octave slopes to boot! Large enough to move
bass air but light enough to cover all but the
highest harmonics, the LFT midrange handles amuch wider range than usual, only
needing abit of help in the deep bass and the
highest octave.
The bass help comes from an ET-designed
8" woofer, operating in a0.8-ft 3 sealed enclosure. The woofer's 56gm cone is purposefully massive, both to reduce the Q in such
asmall enclosure to alow 0.6 for good transient response, and to mechanically roll-off
the woofer's high-end response to complement the first-order electrical crossover.
At the other end of the spectrum, an 18"
by 1/4" LFT tweeter is mounted on the inner
side of the frame, right next to the LFT midrange panel. This li'l tweeter strip only coy-

When Bruce Thigpen first sent me the LFTVIII, the tweeter strip was mounted all the
way at the top of the 5' speaker; while this
gave the speaker agood sense of sparkle for
astanding listener, once Isat down on my
couch the LFT-VIII sounded very dark and
muffled through the upper midrange and
highs. Tipping the speaker radically forward
would've improved the balance by "beaming" the highs down to my ears, but the topheavy ETs were tipped so far forward they'd
have fallen flat on their pusses had Ilet go!
So Icalled up Bruce Thigpen and asked
him why the tweeter was so high. He explained
that he'd originally mounted the tweeter
lower on the face of the frame for optimum
sound for seated listeners, but dealers complained that their customers were passing
over the LFT-VIII because they mosdy stood
up during showroom demos. In other words,
the original ETs sounded as dull to astanding
listener as the revised version sounded to a
seated listener; hence the repositioned tweeter
to enhance standing demos. Still, Bruce
wasn't entirely happy with that solution, as
it rewarded standing demos at the expense
of the people who actually bought the speakers
and planned to sit in their living rooms to listen to them. He told me he was in the process of moving the tweeter back down to
optimize the system for seated listeners, and
afew weeks later Ireceived the revised mid/
tweeter panels, which Iswapped out for the
high-tweeter ones and screwed down onto
the woofer boxes.

3Bruce Thigpen's first speaker, the Eminent Technology LFTIll, was afull-range design using two versions (HF and
LF/MF) of his LFT driver. It was favorably reviewed in Stereophile by Anthony H. Cordesman back in Von() No.3,
April/May 1987.
—JA

The ETs were hooked up to my reference system: LP playback was courtesy of the WellTempered Record Player, Audio Research SP-
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STAND AND DELIVER
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14 phono stage, and aSumiko Blue Point
Special cartridge; CDs were fed to the Theta
Data II/Basic II combo, along with aPS
Audio Ultralink; DAT playback came from
aJVC DAT deck feeding the processors; preamp was the cool-man Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier; amps were VTL Deluxe
225s, Muse Model One Hundred, Forté
Models 4and 6, and Aragon 4004 Mk.II;
Aside from the AudioQuest Lapis between
the 'table and phono stage, Kables were Kimber KCAG line and 4AG speaker, and everything that didn't have acaptive AC cord was
plugged into aPower Wedge line conditioner
with aKimber Power Kord, the koolest kind
I've kome akross. Several RoomTunes make
the room sound much more better.
ELVIS ALERT

Like Elvis, ET's Bruce Thigpen has his own
plane: Elvis had his Lisa Marie, and Bruce has
his AEA-77571. And doubly cool, whenever
there's aCES to attend, Bruce flies his gear to
the shows in his own bird! TCB, baby, TCB.

WATTS

THE WORD?
Dipole speakers like the LFT-VIII need extra
attention where room placement is concerned, ere ye wind up with shittey sounde
when the speaker's back-wave interferes with
imaging precision. ET's well-written and
comprehensive manual for the LFT-VIII
recommends the speakers be positioned between l' and 5' from the rear wall; after trying many different positions to find the best
sound, Iended up with the speakers roughly
90" from the rear wall and 28" in from the
side walls. This seemed to give the best soundstage depth, as well as the best bass integration with my room.
In addition to careful placement, the ETs
are also fairly finicky in terms of amplification. Unlike the take-all-comers ProAc Response 2s, Ihad several fine-sounding amps
on hand that just didn't do the do when driving the LFT-VIIIs. Worst match was the Forté
Model 4Ireviewed in November; while the
Model 4sounded real good with the ProAcs,
the sound with the ETs was overly dark and
lacking in dynamics. The VTL Deluxe 225s
sounded fine through the mids and highs (if
admittedly abit soft), but the ET's bass became way too boomy and uncontrolled. The
only amp Ihad on hand that seemed to complement the ETs was the Muse Model One
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Hundred, but even then the sound was abit
more veiled and lacking in bass control than
Iremembered from the demo at CES. What
was Imissing?
Two things: MUSCLE and aFIRM GRIP!
The 83dB/W/m ETs are between 4and 6dB
less sensitive than most speakers out there,
including the ProAcs and Spicas, so what
usually passes for 100W in my listening room
only translates to 50W or less with the powerhungry LFT-VIIIs. 50W may be fine forjan
Ülnutegt and her Happy Little Dulcimer, but the
ETs and Ineeded more juice if we were going
to let Nirvana join the party.
Serendipity-doo-dah struck in the form
of the Aragon 4004 Mk.II. As it'd just received arave review up from TJN in Vol.15
No.9, Stereophile's Shipping God and threetime North American Frisbee Golf Champion Danny Sandoval blue-labeled it over to
me, and the dyke was plugged: the 200W
Aragon, with its awesome LF control and
muy plentivo power reserves, was the perfect
match for the LFT-VIII. Istuck with it exclusively for the rest of the review.
SOUND
Isaid Iwas knocked out by the sound of the
LFT-VIlls at CES, and my opinion of the ETs
held up throughout the entire review period.
These are mighty fine speakers rivaling many
well-known models at considerably higher
prices. In terms of detail and midrange clarity,
they are some of the most impressive speakers I've heard at any price.
The LFT-VIlls give the impression of a
very fast, very natural-sounding speaker. The
most obvious characteristic when Ifirst sat
down to listen was the total lack of "boxiness," the hooty, boomy resonances audible
to some degree in every conventional boxloaded dynamic speaker. The EL had asmooth,
even clarity through the mids and highs that
rendered voices like my homey Richard Lehnert's spoken intros on track 1ofStereophile's
Test CD 2very nearly as natural as he sounds
in person. Voices are an area I've always felt
panel speakers to fall down on, but the LFTVIII really shone on vocal material like Lyle
Lovett's Deadicated cut and the must-have
new gospel CD by the Fairfield Four, Standing in the Safety Zone (Warner Bros. 269452). Undoubtedly, the midrange LFT driver
is an excellent transducer, and the fact that
it covers most if not all of the vocal range
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might explain why the human voice seems
to be the LFT-VIII's strong suit.
Another characteristic Idug about the ETs
was the height of their image. No, I'm not
talking about that shakin' kielbasa that goes
up and down on the Chesky Test CD's LEDR
track; I'm talking about the raising up of the
whole image as compared to most floorstanding or stand-mounted speakers. With
the ProAcs and Spicas, the image is right
about at head-level for aseated listener, but
the LFT-VIII's higher-positioned mid and
tweeter drivers place the image higher; the
effect was to render most music much more
realistic in both size and dimension. OK, so
Billy Barty Sings Cok Porter was unrealistically
high up, but the Fairfield Four sounded far
more like actual men standing in the safety
zone of my listening room than with the
pelvis-high ProAcs and Spicas. I've met more
than afew audiophiles who are really bothered by the lowish image presented by most
speakers; if you're one of them, the ETs will
definitely turn you on.
Setting the ETs up for optimum soundstaging was tricky; depending on how the
music was recorded, they sounded better
either closer together or farther apart. For
purist, Blumlein-milced recordings like RI-I's
drum tracks and JA's Elgar recording on
Stetrophilds Test CD 2, the soundstage snapped
into focus only when the ETs were brought
closer together; the solo vocal on JA's track,
in particular, would only move outside the
left-hand speaker with the EB close together.
But when Iput on recordings that weren't
Blumlein-miked (that is, 99.99999% of all
recordings known to man, woman, or beast),
the soundstage was way too narrow and
bunched together in the middle of the room.
So back the speakers went to their previous
distance apart and everything sounded normal again, the stageful of musicians on Donny
Hathaway's live version of "The Ghetto"
spread across the room with enough elbow
room for everybody's groove thang. Where
did Ileave the speakers most of the time?
Three guesses.
Depth was another matter entirely. No
matter how close together or far apart Ipositioned the LFT-VIIIs, they had asense of
depth that ran straight out the back of my
listening room and ended somewhere in the
yard outside. When the drummer yells that
he's 70' from the mike on Chesky's second
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Test CD, pilgrim, THAT'S WHERE HE
WAS, ITELL YA.
OK, that's the good news. The bad news
is that everything acquired astirring sense of
depth through the ETs, including recordings
that should reproduce with absolutely NO
depth. When JA's direct-injected electric bass
tracks on Stereophile's Test CD 2are correctly
reproduced, they should sound totally dry,
free of any reverb or depth. Over the LFTVIlls, JA's bass took on aslight bit of ambience, due to the dipole effect of the LFT midrange driver's back wave bouncing off the
wall behind the speakers and creating the
kind of depth effect some folks love, but one
that is, strictly speaking, an added artifact of
the speaker that shouldn't be there.
Oh, Iknow, all you panel-nuts out there
will argue that this effect makes up for the
drying-out of ambience that the whole recording and playback chain causes, the end
justifies the means, it sounds more like areal
hall, schlemiel, schmozzle, hasenpfeffer incorporated. Pia Zadora said in the film Butterfly, "If it's good, it's right!' Who am Ito
argue?
Wait asecond—I'm areviewer, that's who!
Ah gots POWER! So: if aspeaker like the
LFT-VIII makes John Atkinson's DI bass
sound like abass caught by amicrophone in
aroom, it's doing something wrong.
At the frequency extremes, the LFT-VIII
has abit of trouble matching its terrific midband performance. The bass, while it goes
down surprisingly low and strong for such
anarrow-profiled speaker, is not as tight or
as tuneful as that of the Angelus or the Response 2, or especially that of the Muse
Model 18 subwoofer Inormally use in conjunction with these two speakers. The stated
sealed-system Q of 0.6 might indicate an
overdamped, extra-tight bass, but the LFTVIII sounded abit too diick'n'rich in the bass
no matter where Ipositioned the speakers in
my room. Although this slight heaviness in
the bass didn't seem to affect vocals too much,
it did subdy slow the system's sense of rhythm,
as the bass couldn't keep time with the superior upper-bass/lower-midrange quickness
of the LFT midrange panel.
Another problem Inoticed with the ET's
bass was that the woofer's dynamic ceiling
seemed much lower than that of the LFT
midrange and tweeter drivers. This meant
that, contrary to my initial prediction, it was
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the woofer which determined the LFT-VIII's
ultimate loudness capability, not the LFT
panels. I'd have the speakers cruising along
on The Commitments good and loud, but when
the bassline kicked in, the woofers would
protest with some pretty scary-sounding
cracks. To be fair, the $1200/pair Spica Angelus and $3000/pair ProAc Response 2s do this
too when Irun them full-range without the
Muse's help, but the ET is ostensibly such a
full-range speaker at sensible volumes that
it was adrag when I'd nudge the volume up
during Nirvana or the Chili Peppers and the
cracking woofers would send me scurrying
back to nudge it down again.
At the other end of the spectrum, the LFTVIII's highs are velvet-smooth and zip-free,
but there's less top-octave air than with most
speakers Iprefer. Even the Angelus, which
could never be described as aspeaker with
loads of air, sounded as if it reached further
in the treble. So while the Ers are refreshingly
free from what JA calls "soft-dome sizzle,"
they could use alittle more energy in their
HF balance: cymbals and other HF-rich
sounds carne across as more distant and muted
compared with the Spicas and ProAcs. The
revised mid/tweeter panels sounded much
better in terms of HF balance and uppermidrange clarity than the first ones Bruce
sent, but Istill wished for some more HF air,
even with the tweeter level set for "flatr 4The
-6dB and -12dB settings sounded unusably
dark; given that the speaker needs more HF
energy, not less, I'm puzzled as to why they
were even included in the design.

CENTAUR MINOR VS. LFT-VIII
Ithought it might be interesting to compare
the ETs with another similarly priced planar/dynamic hybrid: the $1200 Apogee Centaur Minor, which received arave review
from Bob Harley ayear ago, in Vol.15
With their mandatory $150 stands, the Minors
creep up into the $1500 ET's territory at
$1350/pair, so it seemed anatural to compare
4During the review period, my brother Mark and his band
the Coctails came to stay with us for afew days during the
South By Southwest music festival. Between gigs, Irecorded
the Coctails on my back porch with apair ofBlumlein'd mikes
right into an open-reel analog deck, using my reference system
and the ETs for playback of the finished tapes. Everyone, even
Marie, thought the sound was alittle on the dull side, and these
are guys who are about as audiophiliac as Boxcar Willie.
Switching out the LFT-VIlls for the ProAc Response 2s,
though, revealed that the recording's high end was all there
on the tape.
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the ETs with the speakers my favorite amateur astronomer calls his first choice under
two grand. The Apogees were auditioned
with the same group of components Iused
with the LFT-VIII, the only difference being
the single run of Apogee-mandated Symo
cable between the Aragon and the Minors
instead of the bi-wired pair of !Umber 4AG
used with the ETs.5
First off, everything Bob said about the
Minors is true: they are terrific speakers for
the money. But in my room, Ipreferred the
ETs. While the Apogees presented loads of
detail and HF air, they also had atendency
toward a"hi-fi-ish" forwardness and stridency in the low treble that the ETs were
completely free of. True, the ETs lacked the
sense of sparkle which gives the Minors such
asense of excitement and presence, but Icame
to prefer the ETs' natural smoothness to the
Apogee's overly vivid, somewhat fatiguing
character. Ialso listened to the Minors with
the softer-sounding VTL amps, and while
this brought the level of brashness down
dramatically, Istill preferred the sound of
the Aragon-driven ETs to the VTL-driven
Apogees.6
Ialso felt that the LFT-VIIIs edged the
Minors in the areas of bass, dynamic range,
and imaging. Woofwise, the Apogees' li'l
6.5" woofers were no match for the ETs' 8"
drivers; when Isend my Stratocaster's low
E-string down to hell and back during the
intro to Eden on Stereophile's Test CD 2, the
Minors don't even hint at the E-string's dive,
while the LFT-VIII shook the room as Ismash
the twang bar down to the face of the guitar.
The ET was clearer through the lower
midrange as well, sounding less colored on
Richard Lehnert's voice than the Apogees.
This might be due in part to the Minor's
higher woofer crossover frequency; at 800Hz
vs the ET's 180Hz, the Minor's dynamic
driver has more of an opportunity to mess
with the vocal range before the faster planar
driver takes over than is the case with the ET
While the LFT-VIII's image height was
5It doesn't take SIO0Ift silver wire to get sterling [RIMSHOTI
performance from the ETs; Igot great sound with AudioQuest's $4/ft Type 4, too. If Iwas paying for all this stuff, I'd
definitely go with the AudioQuest, but I'm not paying for
all this stuff. Ihate myself.
6This runs counter to our usual preferences when it comes
to gear; while Bob tends to go for asmoother, more laid-back
sound. Iusually like gear that gives an upfront, kick-butt balance Are we slowly switching personalities? Ihope not; Austin has better record stores than Santa Fe.
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much higher and more realistic than the
shorter 46" stand-mounted Centaur Minor,
it also had asharper, better-defined sense of
individual images than the Minor, which
tended toward aslight diffuseness that mirrored RI-I's findings in his review. Listening
to the DAT master of "Papa Was A Rollin'
Stone" from this past SCES's Pax Mondial
Jam, the relative positions of Immedia's Allen
Perkins's drumkit, mine and TA S's Frank
Doris's Strat-fed Fender Twin amps, and JA's
5-string Carvin-fed Ampeg SVT bass amp
were much clearer and distinctly defined with
the ETs than with the Apogees, which subtly
blended everything together and reduced the
sense of space and division between these
various sound sources.
In short, although I'm not sure that the ETs
arc my first choice in aspeaker under $2000,
Iwould choose them over the very good but
very different-sounding Apogee Centaur
Minors. If Iwere you, though, Iwouldn't
make achoice until Iheard them both, in your
listening room; both speakers are excellent
values.

CONCLUSION

Ireally like Eminent Technology's LFT-VIII.
Even with the shortcomings noted —ie, the
somewhat puffy bass and the lack of HF
air—the $1500/pair LFT-VIII is still one of
the most natural, musically satisfying speakers I've had in my house; that Ikept them in
my listening room for over two months while
the ProAc Response 2s and Spica Angeluses
cooled their heels in the Green Room is testimony to how much Ienjoyed my time with
them. When Ilook at the raw materials and
excellence in design, I'm still surprised they
cost only $1500; you get alot of speaker for
your money.
My enthusiasm for the ET is tempered by
its limitations regarding symbiotic amplification; the inefficient LFT-VIII, with its ironfist-of-an-amplifier-seeking woofer, will
really only work with ahigh-powered, nthdegree-tight-in-the-bass solid-state amp like
the $1850 Aragon 4004 Mk.II. Ididn't have
one on hand, but the less-expensive Adcom
GFA-555 II, $800 and 200Wpc, might be
worth atry as well.
However, if you're prepared to go to the
mat and feed it what it needs, Ican definitely
recommend the Eminent Technology LFTVIII to anyone looking for amuch fatter slice
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of true high-end sound than most $1500
speakers I've heard can offer. Yes, it's apanel
speaker, but it doesn't sound like one; from
me, that's high praise! If Bruce Thigpen can
bring the ET's woofer performance up to
speed with the LFT midrange panel, and
bring the high end up anotch, he'll make
an already good speaker agreat one. GO
BRUCE GO!
—Corey Greenberg
MEASUREMENTS FROM JA
Though Eminent Technology specifies the
LFT-VII1's sensitivity as 83dB/W/m, Icouldn't
get anywhere near that figure, my B-weighted
sensitivity on the midrange axis being some
4.7dB lower than that of the BBC LS3/5A,
which weighs in at around 82dB/Wm. Partly
this is because the British speaker has arising
treble compared with the Eminent's slopeddown high end (see later). Even so, looking
at just the octave band centered on lkHz, the
LFT-VII1 still played 2dB quieter than the
LS3/5A for the same 2.83V input. This is a
speaker that needs to be fed plenty of volts
to reach rock'n'roll levels.
The separate impedance plots for the woofer
and panel (with the tweeter set to its maximum level) can be seen in fig.l. The sealedbox woofer is tuned to 32.5Hz (the peak at
that frequency reaches avalue of 53 ohms),
while, apart from the peak in the mid-treble
due to the crossover between the midrange
and treble ribbons, the panel pretty much approximates an 11 ohm resistor. Note that the
ribbon is still drawing current in the woofer's
passband; the impedance plot for the system
is shown in fig.2. Because the panel and
woofer are in parallel in the upper bass, the
combined impedance drops to aminimum
of 5.2 ohms at 78Hz. The phase angle remains quite benign, however, meaning that
the speaker is basically amoderate load.
When it comes to the measurements of the
LFT-VIII's frequency response, it should be
mentioned from the outset that with apanel
speaker like this, it's all too easy to get depressed by what appear to be sharp peaks and
dips. Because the speaker's radiating area is
so large, however, the measurements are
plagued with interference effects at the necessarily close measuring distance. These will
change dramatically even if the measuring
microphone is moved slightly. As these
effects are much less severe at typical listening
distances of 8' or more, and the ear is rela151

tively immune to them anyway, try, when
looking at the following curves, to smooth
out the peaks and dips by eye to get an idea
of the overall response trend. Some of the
peaks will be due to resonances, however. I
will examine the evidence for this later.
Fig3 shows five basic curves: a) the response
of the woofer measured in the nearfield and
plotted up to 200Hz; b) this is spliced to the
quasi-anechoic response of the woofer measured on the midrange ribbon axis at adisSamurai. VII-XVI
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tance of 45" with the DRA Labs MLSSA
system and acalibrated B&K microphone;
c) the nearfield response of the midrange ribbon is plotted up to 500Hz; d) this is then
spliced to the quasi-anechoic response of the
midrange ribbon alone (the curve which
reaches -40dB at 14kHz); e) finally, the combined response of the midrange and tweeter
ribbons is shown (this starts at 30kHz and
extends down to 4.5kHz, below which it is
indistinguishable from the curve of the midrange alone).
The woofer has an appropriate bandpass
characteristic centered on 60Hz. Its Q is apparently higher than specified, which would
correlate with Corey's feeling that its quality
was somewhat "puffy?' Unfortunately, its
rollout in the midrange is disturbed by asharp
peak centered on 1690Hz, which comes back
up to the drive-unit's reference level. Icould
hear this peak as anoticeable whistle added
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Fig.3 ET LFT-VIII, individual anechoic responses of
tweeter/midrange panel, midrange ribbon
alone, and woofer on listening axis, all
corrected for microphone response, spliced
to nearfield response of midrange ribbon
(below 300Hz) and woofer (below 200Hz).

Fig.4 ET LFT-VIII, cumulative spectral-decay plot of woofer on listening axis at 45".
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to the sound of the MLS noise when Iperformed the measurements on the woofer.
Fig.4, the woofer's cumulative spectraldecay, or "waterfall," plot, taken with a
30kHz bandwidth test signal on the midrange axis, shows this peak to be due to aresonance, the suckout beneath it being some
kind of interference effect.
The midrange ribbon can be seen from
fig3 to have afundamental resonance at
121Hz—this apparent in the nearfield but
probably not afactor at normal listening
distances—with then asmooth but gently
rising response to 2kHz, above which there
are aseries of peaks and dips superimposed
upon agently falling response until 9kHz or
so, above which its output drops like astone.
If you ignore the sharp notch at 14.5kHz,
which is an interference effect on this axis,
the tweeter ribbon can be seen to fill in the
response above 10kHz, though its level is
shelved-down even at this, its maximum setting. Like CG, Iwondered why Bruce Thigpen thought it necessary to add two stages
of further tweeter attenuation. The tweeter
ribbon basically appears to be working in the
fringe field of its magnets and is therefore
quite insensitive.
Fig.5 shows how it all adds up when the
speaker is driven full-range. This measurement was made 45" from the midrange ribbon, some 38" from where the floor would
have been had Inot raised the speaker to get
as long an anechoic time window as possible
for my measurement. This height is equivalent to being in the center of the tweeter ribbon. Ignoring the peaks and dips for now,

the response basically slopes down all the
way from 60Hz to 201cHz. The low treble is
broken up by two mor peaks, one at 1690Hz
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Fig.5 ET LET-VIII, anechoic response on listening
axis at 45" averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer response
plotted below 200Hz.

Fig.6 ET LFT-V111, impulse response on listening
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Flg.7 ET LFT-V111, impulse response of midrange
ribbon on tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).

Fig.8 ET LFT-V111, cumulative spectral-decay plot on listening axis at 45".
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due to the woofer (see fig.4) and another of
much higher Q (sharper), at 3285Hz. The
deep suckout in the tweeter's passband is due
to an interference effect on this axis and is
probably inconsequential at asensible listening distance.
Ihaven't shown any of the vertical or horizontal off-axis families of curves for the Eminent Technology, as they are far too complicated to be reproduced in the magazine at our
standard size. Basically, however, these show
that the speaker's response trend doesn't
change significantly in the vertical plane as
long as you are somewhere in the general
vicinity of the tweeter ribbon. Horizontally,
you can adjust the mid-treble energy by
experimenting with various degrees of toein. It would also seem that the axis giving the
most top-octave energy is to the inside of the
midrange ribbon, not to the tweeter side of
the panel.
Finally, fig.6 shows the LFT-VIII's impulse
response on the 38"-high measurement axis.
The tweeter output is not time-aligned with

the midrange ribbon on this axis at this distance, though the latter on its own seems to
have agenerally excellent impulse response
(fig.7) despite some obvious ringing. This is
shown by fig.8, the waterfall plot calculated
from fig.6, to be due to aresonance in the
midrange ribbon at 3285Hz, as suspected
from the amplitude plot in fig.5. Note also
that the woofer resonance is noticeable in this
plot, suggesting that the use of asimple, firstorder rolloff for the woofer is sub-optimal.
Given these rather disappointing measurements, why did Corey like this speaker so
much? He was disturbed by the lack of energy
in the top two octaves, as well as the rather
undercontrolled woofer alignment. Isuspect
that, as with other panel speakers which have
measured poorly but garnered positive reviews, that the ET LFT-VIII's lack of abox,
with all its associated problems, coupled with
agently sloped-down tonal balance and
natural-sounding, high-placed image size,
outweigh its defects. As always, you should
listen for yourself.
—John Atkinson

S

EXPOSURE XV INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Robert Harley

Exposure XV integrated amplifier
Integrated amplifier with phono stage. Power output: 40Wpc, 16dBW, into 8ohms (peak or RMS rating, distortion, and
bandwidth not specified). Transient power 100VA. Distortion: less than 0.01% (power output and bandwidth not specified). Input impedance: 10k ohms, 150mV sensitivity. Phono input impedance: 47k ohms, 3mV sensitivity (MM); 470 ohms,
0.6mV sensitivity (MC). Dimensions: 17" W by 3.35" Hby 13.6" D. Weight: 8kg (17.6 lbs). Price: $1295. Approximate number
of dealers: IS. Manufacturer Exposure Electronics, The Works, 59 North Street, Portslade, East Sussex BN4I IDH, England.
Tel: 0273 423877. Fax: 0273 43069. North American Distributor Exposure Electronics North America Inc., P.O. Box 26736,
Austin, TX 78755-0736. Tel: (512) 338-1315. Fax: (512) 338-1343.

American audiophiles have long had alovehate relationship with British integrated
amplifiers. On one hand, they often provide
superb musicality, sell for amoderate price,
and don't take up much room. On the other,
these British alternatives to Adcom or B&K
separates often have low power output, non154

standard connectors, idiosyncratic appearance,' and dictate the kind of speaker cable
and interconnects you can use.
No product exemplifies this dichotomy
more than the Exposure XV integrated
1My favorite descriptor for some of these British products
came from Ken Kessler: "visually challenged."
—JA
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internal wiring. A large (250VA) toroidal
transformer appears more than adequate in
size for the XV's 40Wpc power rating. The
power supply features asingle bridge rectifier
and four large electrolytic filter caps. These
caps, whose value was not printed on the
outside, are custom-made for Exposure. The
power supply is unusual in that every stage
in the XV is fully regulated—even the output
driver supplies, which is unusual in expensive
amplifiers, let alone one at this price point.
The input and driver stages are all discrete,
as is the phono section. The phono stage is
aremovable board piggybacked on the main
printed circuit board to allow easy interchange between MC and MM. A pair of317/
337 regulators provides local regulation to
the preamp section. Resistors are metal-film,
and capacitors are primarily polystyrene.
Iwas curious about the electrolytic coupling capacitors in the driver stage. ElectroTECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
lytics are usually considered anathema to
The XV is astraightforward design with a good sound. They were, however, reportedly
chosen for their superior sonic qualities, and
minimum of features. The front panel has
exceeded the performance of film caps in
three knobs: volume control, input selector,
listening tests. The electrolytics, said to be
and record output selector. This last feature
an exotic, tight-tolerance type made for a
allows recording from one source while lisspecific military application, are used in only
tening to another. An illuminated rocker
some parts of the circuit: other coupling caps
switch turns the unit on and off.
are polypropylene types.
The rear panel houses apair of gold-plated
The complementary output stage uses a
Tiffany RCA jacks on the phono input and
single pair ofT0-3 devices per channel. Two
standard, lower-quality jacks for the line
additional TO-3 devices mounted on the
inputs? In addition to the phono inputs, three
heatsink next to each complementary pair
line inputs are provided (tuner, aux, and CD),
provide output-stage power-supply reguand one tape loop. Loudspeaker cable conlation. All three types of devices (regulator,
nection is via two pairs of 4mm banana jacks.
NPN transistor, PNP transistor) are customAlthough banana jacks are popular on British
made to Exposure's specifications and bear
gear, Imuch prefer agood pair of five-way
the Exposure name and part number. A large
binding posts (or better yet, Cardas terminals
aluminum heatsink is bolted to the rear panel.
or Music Posts).
No output inductor is used, requiring that
The XV is available with either MM or
the loudspeaker cable be of sufficient inducMC phono stages. A customer with aMM
tance to keep the amplifier stable, even with
phono board who decides later to get aMC
an unusually capacitive load. Exposure's warcartridge can have his board swapped at his
dealer at no charge. For those not needing a ranty is void if their amplifiers are used with
any cable other than their own.
phono stage, the Exposure XX is available
Overall build and parts qualities are excelfor $1095, $200 less than the XV. Other than
lent. The unit is nicely finished and easy to
the phono input, both products are identical.
use, but Idon't like the idea oían amplifier
Inside, the XV looks remarkably similar
that can go unstable with the wrong loudto Nairn equipment? The layout, wiring, and
speaker cable. Moreover, Exposure's cable
execution are similar, but the XV has less
is unwieldy and may not represent the cur2Until recently, the phono input on Exposure products was
rent state of the art in cable design. I'd much
labeled "gramophone."
rather chose my own. I'd also like to see five3Unusually, both companies offer outboard preamplifier
way binding posts instead of banana jacks.
power supplies for their higher-end models.
amplifier from England. This 40Wpc (rated)
unit offers the best of what makes British
amplifiers appealing, and also illustrates why
British integrateds aren't as popular here as
their musical performance would suggest.
Most audiophiles are unfamiliar with the
Exposure name, as was Iuntil very recently.
Exposure was founded by recording console
designer John Farlowe in 1978. The company
manufactures only preamps and power amps,
and competes with Naim and Linn in the UK
market. John Farlowe brought the professional ethos of ultra-high reliability to Exposure products; all are built to the highest reliability standards, avoiding techniques such
as push-on connectors and flow soldering.
The XV integrated amplifier reviewed here
is Exposure's entry-level product; the company manufacturers afull range of preamps
and power amplifiers.
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Music

The Exposure XV saw time driving three
pairs of loudspeakers in my listening room:
the Paradigm Compact Monitor, Rogers
LS2a/2, and the usual Hales System Two Signatures. Loudspeaker cable was a20' biwired pair of Exposure cables terminated
with banana plugs on both ends. Source
components included aheavily modified
Well-Tempered Turntable fitted with an
AudioQuest AQ7000 cartridge, connected
via Expressive Technologies IC-2 or AudioQuest Diamond. The digital front end included aTheta Data, Museatex CD-Deck,
and Proceed PDT 3 transports driving a
Mark Levinson No30 or Meitner IDAT digital processor. In accordance with Exposure's
request, the XV was not plugged into the
Tice Power Block and Titan.
Reference components on hand that established abenchmark level of performance
included the Audio Research LS2B preamp,
VTL 225W Deluxe monoblock tubed power
amplifiers, and aMark Levinson No.23.5
solid-state power amplifier. The reference
phono stage was aVendetta SCP2B. Reference loudspeaker cables were bi-wired runs
of AudioQuest Sterling/Midnight (8') or
AudioQuest Dragon/Clear (3'). Taken together, the ancillary components cost more
than ten times the XV's price.
It was apparent from the first listening that
the Exposure XV was avery diffèrent product. The amplifier's presentation was smooth,
polite, and thrown well behind the loudspeakers. There was also aremarkable transparency, soundstage delineation, and overall
involvement in the music. The XV seemed
to have great promise, particularly with LP
playback.
Extended listening revealed the XV to have
some remarkable qualities for such an inexpensive product. Soundstaging was particularly impressive. The XV threw anice sense
of the music existing in three-dimensional
space, with layers and layers of depth, though
it tended to have asomewhat distant perspective, with the music set behind the loudspeakers rather than pushed forward. It was
like moving from Row Eto Row T Itend to
prefer this type of presentation: the listener
is drawn into the music rather than kept at
arm's length by an over-forward aggressiveness. If this trait is overdone, however, the
music can lose immediacy and vitality. For156

tunately, the XV maintained asense of palpability, energy, and life, yet at the same time
was never aggressive.
Ihad an unusual experience while listening
to music through the XV: with my eyes
closed, the rear wall of the listening room
seemed to be much farther away than it actually is. Instruments toward the rear of the
soundstage were presented with great space
and distance. These characteristics were most
evident on naturally miked recordings, particularly of orchestral music.
Image placement and focus were superb.
This is one of the XV's strongest areas: the
ability to throw tangible, well-defined images
across awide, deep soundstage. Moreover,
there was aremarkable ability to keep instrumental images distinct from one another and
from the whole, both spatially and texturally. The XV's presentation was the antithesis
of congested, confused, blurred, or flat—
characteristics one often hears from entrylevel equipment. The new Robert Lucas record (Builtfor Comfort, AudioQuest LP-1011)
was presented with aterrific sense of individual musicians existing in space. Ihad not
expected this kind of three-dimensional layering and spatial resolution at the Exposure's
price level.
The XV's bass was solid and tight—provided the amplifier wasn't pushed beyond its
limits. At lowish playback levels, kickdrum
had asolid, punchy quality. As the playback
level was increased, however, the punch became weaker and the bass tended to become
flabby. In addition, pitch definition became
blurred and the presentation became unpleasant. This is to be expected from an
amplifier of lowish power output; considering the XV's output and price, the performance was more than adequate. The Hales
Signatures may also present amore challenging load than most loudspeakers. When
driven within its limitations, however, the
XV gave agood sense of weight, power, and
dynamics. As might be expected, however,
the XV was no match for the extension and
solidity of the LS2B/Levinson No.235 combination.
The Exposure's treble was relatively free
from hash and grain, yet lacked the liquidity
and smoothness of the reference system.
Again, these comments apply to the XV only
when it was driven at appropriate power
levels. lithe XV was pushed too hard, the
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treble became unpleasant and the soundstage
delineation vanished. The orchestral swells
in "Jupiter," from Hoist's The Planets (London
417 553-2), were agood example: The violins sounded sweet, smooth, and focused
until near the climax, when they became strident, edgy, and lost in the blur. As the volume decreased, the shrillness decreased proportionately and soundstage focus returned.
This occurred at less than concert-hall levels
through the Hales Signatures.
Iwas especially impressed by the XV's
midrange quality. Instrumental timbres were
rendered with asmooth, natural quality. One
often hears ametallic or synthetic character
overlaying instrumental textures in this price
range. The XV, however, was the antithesis
of flat, sterile, mechanical, or synthetic in the
mids. Moreover, there was asuperb sense of
bloom and air around instrumental and vocal
outlines that greatly added to my listening
pleasure. When these qualities were combined with the excellent soundstaging, transparent rendering, and sense of ease, the result
was an eminently musical performance.
Imust add that these qualities were apparent only when the XV wasn't overdriven.
Although it would produce moderately loud
volumes with the Hales Signatures, there
wasn't enough power to produce the listening levels Itend to prefer.
Looking specifically at the phono performance, Ifound it superb, and abargain for
the $200 difference between the XV and XX.
Though the 03mV-output AudioQuest
AQ7000 produced adequate listening levels
with the volume just over halfway up, noise
was never obtrusive Higher-output movingcoils should be even quieter.
Finally, the XV had excellent dynamics,
with alively, upbeat quality. The sense of
slam and effortless power heard from larger
amplifiers wasn't there, but the XV's presentation of the music's rhythmic feeling was
excellent. It was always easy to get caught up
in the music, an impression fostered in part
by the XV's good pace.

M EASUREMENTS

After running the XV at one-third rated
power into 8ohms for an hour (the recommended measurement preconditioning conditions), the heatsinks grew too hot to touch.
Iestimated the rear-panel temperature at
about 70°C. After listening at even moderate
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

playback levels, the heatsinks reached about
the same temperature.
The XV's frequency response, shown in
fig.1, reveals the amplifier's band-limited
response. The amplifier was down 0.84dB
at 20k1-12 into 8ohms (top pair of traces, dotted trace is the right channel). When driving
4ohms, the treble rolloffincreased to -1.2dB
at 20kHz. Note also that the rolloff begins
in the lower treble (down 035dB at 10kHz
into 4ohms). While these figures would sugamen.
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gest an audible effect, the XV didn't appear
to lack HF extension or "air?' The XV's reproduction oía 101(Hz squarewave is shown
in fig.2. The waveshape is good, but the amplifier's HF rolloff is apparent on the waveform's rounded leading edge.
Input impedance at the line inputs was 9.1k
ohms, slightly less than the specified 10k
ohms. At the phono inputs, the input impedance was 490 ohms across most of the band,
dipping slightly to 409 ohms at 20kHz.
These measurements were made with the
MC phono board, which is specified at 470
ohms input impedance. Looking further at
the phono stage performance, the RIAA

equalization accuracy is moderately good in
the left channel, but the right channel has
about a0.5dB negative error in the bass and
lower midrange (fig3). Despite this imbalance, no anomalies were detected during the
auditioning. Note also the rapid LF rolloff,
typical ofEuropean phono stages. Because
the XV is an integrated amplifier, the RIAA
equalization was measured at the loudspeaker
output jacks, and will thus have the power
amplifier's frequency response superimposed
on it.
MC phono input overload was avery high
25mV at lkHz (34dB), suggesting that the
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phono stage will not be overloaded by even
the highest-output moving-coil cartridges,
and will even accept some moving-magnet
levels. The unweighted, wide-band signal/
noise ratio of the entire XV, from phono
input to loudspeaker output, was agood
65.5dB (left channel) and 63.5dB (right),
referenced to 1W output into 8ohms. The
line inputs were considerably quieter, measuring 95dB in both channels from CD input
to loudspeaker output, again referenced to
1W output into an 8ohm load.
Channel separation, measured from the
line inputs to the power-amplifier outputs,
is shown in fig.4. The left-channel crosstalk
(right channel driven, left channel measured)
is fairly good, measuring -63dB at lkHz,
decreasing to -42dB at 20kHz. The 6dB/
octave rise through most of the trace is indicative of capacitive coupling between
channels. The right-channel crosstalk was
considerably worse, measuring just -38dB
over most of the band, decreasing to -32dB
at 20kHz. The flat shape of the right-channel
curve might suggest that Iwas measuring
noise, not crosstalk from the driven channel.
However, looking at the right-channel signal
on an oscilloscope confirmed that the signal was indeed crosstalk. Moreover, there
was no difference in line-input S/N between
channels that would emulate higher crosstalk
in one channel.
Measuring channel separation from the
phono inputs to the power-amplifier outputs
produced nearly identical curves (fig.5). This
suggests that the phono-stage crosstalk is
lower than the line-stage and power-amplifier crosstalk, and that the less good rightchannel crosstalk occurs in the driver or output stage.
Moving to the power-amplifier section,
the XV had an output impedance of 03 ohms
at 20Hz, 0.27 ohms at lkHz, and 0.47 ohms
at 20kHz. These are quite high values for a
solid-state amplifier, suggesting that the XV's
sound and performance will be dependent
on the loudspeaker it is driving. Imeasured
afairly high level of DC at the loudspeaker
terminals: 26.5mV at the right channel and
26.5mV at the left. These figures didn't change
with volume-control setting. Volume-control
tracking was excellent, with just 0.13dB
imbalance between channels at 1W output,
increasing slightly to 0.19dB at 10W, and
measuring only 0.04dB at 20W output. The
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XV doesn't invert absolute polarity.
The XV's distortion vs frequency curves
at low signal levels are shown in fig.6. The
curves were made at 1W into 8ohms (bottom trace), 2W into 4ohms (middle trace),
and 4W into 2ohms (top trace). Note the rise
in distortion with frequency. Into 2ohms,
the distortion levels are quite high at this
low power output, approaching 1% at 10kHz.
Although the XV is rated at "40W 8ohms,'
Imeasured amaximum output power (at
clipping, defined as 1% THD) of 36.4W
(15.6dBW) in both left and right channels into
8ohms with both channels driven. This figure increased to 373W (15.7dBW) when only
one channel was driven at atime Into 4ohms,
the XV's output power actually decreased
slightly to 36W in the left channel (12.5dBW),
but reached 40.7W (13.1dBW) with one
channel driven. (The AC line voltage during these tests was 117V.) These figures are
considerably less than the XV's 40Wpc rating. Moreover, the inability to increase its
output power suggests that the XV is currentlimited, and will behave very differently
depending on the load it is asked to drive.
Fig.7 shows the XV's distortion vs power
output at 8ohms and 4ohms. Note the very
sharp knee in the distortion curves; as is the
case with amplifiers using regulated powersupply rails, the XV is perfectly well behaved
until driven into clipping, when the distortion skyrockets. Ididn't measure the XV at
significant power output levels into 2ohms;
the designer warned me that driving a2ohm
load at full power would burn the output
transistors' emitter resistors. In addition, the
power-output drop measured when driving
4ohms revealed the XV's current-limited
delivery; no more information would be
gained by pushing the amplifier beyond its
limits. According to designer John Farlowe,
however, the XV will drive loudspeakers
with 2ohm impedance dips without difficulty. Even when driving such aloudspeaker
with music, the stress on the amplifier is considerably less than when driving a2ohm
dummy load at full output power. Indeed,
the Hales System Two Signatures, which saw
most of the auditioning time with the XV,
have amoderately difficult impedance curve
that rarely rises above 6ohms and dips to 3.5
ohms through much of the bass.
Fig.8 is the XV's harmonic distortion spectrum when driving a4ohm load at %power.
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The 50Hz test signal appears at the far left,
and the harmonic products are seen as spikes
at multiples of 50Hz. The second-harmonic
product is noticeable at -85dB, there is an
almost complete absence of third harmonic,
but other odd-order products continue well
up into the audioband. Looking at the XV's
intermodulation spectrum when reproducing amix of 19kHz and 20kHz at 2/3 power
into 4ohms (fig.9), we can see afairly strong
lkHz component, with spikes at multiples
of lkHz. The IM products at 16kHz, 17kHz,
18kHz, and 21kHz are also quite high in
level. The same measurement made with the
XV driving an 8 ohm load at 2/3 power
looked very similar, but the amplitude of the
IM products was lower.
Overall, the XV was less impressive on the
bench than in the listening room. The fairly
high distortion levels, current-limited power
output, and low channel separation were far
from exemplary. The XV, with its high output impedance, second-harmonic-dominated
distortion, and current-limited delivery,
behaves more like atubed amplifier than a
solid-state unit. These measurements suggest
that careful loudspeaker choice is essential
to get the most from the XV. Low-impedance, insensitive, or current-hungry models
should be avoided.

CONCLUSION

When driven within its power-output limitations, the Exposure XV is capable of delivering asuperbly musical experience. The
amplifier had some special qualities not often
heard at this price range. The XV's soundstage depth and spatial resolution, natural
presentation of midrange textures, and excellent sense of rhythm and pace exceeded
expectations. The phono section was particularly impressive, expanding upon the qualities heard from CDs. The result was an ability to enjoy the music; Inever found listening
achore. Although Iwasn't disappointed to
return to the LS2B/No.23.5 (or VT!.. 225W/
Vendetta), there was no urgency to do so.
Potential purchasers should be warned,
however, that the XV's musicality disappeared when asked to deliver high output
levels. If you have alarge room, insensitive
or low-impedance loudspeakers, or like to
listen to music at high levels, the XV won't
do it for you.
With those caveats, Ican enthusiastically
recommend the Exposure XV. It offers more
than aglimpse of what the best high-end
gear promises, and at afraction of the price.
If the XV is Exposure's entry-level product,
Ilook forward to hearing their most ambitious efforts.

VERSA DYNAMICS 1.2
TONEARM/TURNTABLE UPGRADE
Jack English
Fieldinstallable upgrade kit for the Versa Dynamics Model 1.0 tonearrn/tumtable. Pnce: $900. Approximate number of dealers:
1(factory-direct). Manufacturer Versa Dynamics, 36 West 20th Street, 4th floor, New York, NY 10011. Tel: (212) 243-8553.
Fax: (212) 727-9648.

High-end audio is amicrocosm of life itself.
There are births, deaths, illnesses, periods of
remission, and full-scale recoveries. There
are known cures for certain illnesses, but all
too often the victim or patient doesn't have
access to the necessary medicine. During the
recent recession, the necessary medicine for
many high-end audio manufacturers has
often been cold, hard cash. Not having
enough of it, Versa Dynamics effectively
ceased production of its superb Models 2.0
and 1.0 tonearm/turntables, which are now
available only on the used market.
With relatively little fanfare, Versa's John
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Bicht has finally begun offering upgrades for
the existing models of what he calls his "record players." Since there is an upgraded
Model 23 somewhere between New Mexico
and Colorado (depending upon Larry's,
John's, or Gordon's persuasiveness), Iwill
restrict my comments to the Model 1.2
upgrade.
For those of you unfamiliar with the 1.0,
it's the most visually stunning turntable/
tonearm/stand package I've ever seen—even
more so than the Oracle. More important,
its sonic performance is every bit the equal
of its aesthetic appeal, with astate-of-theSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

Versa Dynamics 1.2 turntable

art midrange coupled with remarkably holographic soundstaging. Very early on, Ipurchased aModel 1.0 to take advantage of these
strengths. The 1.0's only shortcomings were
atendency toward hum, and aslight attenuation in the uppermost trebles which robbed
music oía bit of ambience and uppermost
extension.
My 1.0 "record player" consisted of four
major parts—compressor, control unit, turntable, and linear tonearm—and three significant options: dustcover, adjustable azimuth
capability, and dedicated stand. While the
upgrade addresses none of these options, it
does include significant changes to every one
of the four major components.
For those of you who didn't buy the $1500
stands, Versa has alimited supply on hand
(a new, lower price had not been finalized
at time of writing). If you don't have the
adjustable azimuth or dustcover options
(shame!), Istrongly urge you to consider
them. Given the remarkably revealing capabilities of the 'table and arm, as well as the
stunning capabilities of many of today's
greatest cartridges, azimuth adjustments can
make significant sonic differences. The dustcover is an insurance policy; the record
player—and your records—deserve it.

A CASE

OF MORE ...

Unlike the upgrade for the Model 2.0, for
which the turntable must be returned to the
factory, the $900 kit for the 1.2 is "fieldSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

installable." It also comes with 38 pages of
instructions, which are clear and to the point.
The instructions regarding setup, leveling,
and adjustments, etc. were precise, with
explanations provided at each step describing
what's being done and why, and what the
sonic benefits of each change should be. The
kit includes necessary but unusual tools, and
is well thought out and reasonably straightforward. While John Bicht assumes that the
entire operation can be completed in four
hours, Iexpect the typical (handy) audiophile
to spend between eight and twelve hours
doing the deed. When completed, however,
there will be alot more to the player.
The first step, after reading the instructions
thoroughly, was to disconnect everything—
all power cords, hoses, and cables. The
changes began with the compressor. The cylinder head and diaphragm retainer plate were
replaced with new Teflon-coated parts. The
intention was to provide greater air pressure
and ensure longer life. Since my old head had
obvious corrosion, even apart-for-part replacement was likely to prolong its life. The
Teflon insulation should help even more.
Readings from air-pressure gauges demonstrated the increased pressures (these gauges
are also available directly from Versa).
Once the compressor was humming
along, it was time to tackle the control unit.
Much like any DAC, the Versa's control unit
has amicroprocessor, simultaneously RFsensitive and an RF generator. The upgrade
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includes anew, internal line filter (and specific
instructions to effectively ground at least this
power cord) and rerouting of the umbilicalcord ground shields. This is one of many
locations in which ferrite beads are used as
part of the overall upgrade in tackling RF.
While this completed the upgrade to the control box, fine-tuning adjustments were also
required once the rest of the installation was
completed.
Next was a sophisticated new cueing
assembly for the tonearm, designed to help
it operate more quietly. The final modifications were on the turntable itself, and they
were extensive. The primary purposes were
to improve damping and minimize rotational
jitter/flutter. To attack vibration and resonance, changes included amassively heavy
damping sheet laden with copper ballbearings, this affixed to the acrylic baseplate;
Mortite damping under the spring suspension towers; and heavy damping of the motor
cover (which can be left off entirely for even
superior performance, at acost in looks). To
minimize horizontal movement of the platter
assembly, four damping paddles are affixed
to the underside of the chassis, with four
matching damping pots filled with white
grease fastened to the baseplatc Simply pushing down or twisting the platter demonstrated the impact of these changes: It was
far less bouncy, and much less able to twist
or rotate.
These steps completed the modification
portion of the upgrade. Next were the new
components: apulse filter tank, or surge tank,
much like those made popular by Wisa and
others for the price/performance-leading
Eminent Technology tonearm; alonger 50'
hose loop (not stretched out but left coiled);
aseries of additional ferrite beads; and anew
drive belt. The hose loop and surge tank
smooth the flow of air to the air-bearing
tonearm, and the ferrite beads provide additional help for RF.
All that was left were final adjustments.
Versa's instructions remind the user of the
importance of proper cartridge alignment:
VTA, azimuth, tangency, tracking force, cartridge loading, stylus cleaning, cartridge
body removal, and cartridge-to-headshell
mounting. If nothing else, the instructions
are exhaustive—more, more, more.
And more. One section of the instructions
deals with grounding and hum, the latter my
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only frustration with the original Model 1.0.
With John Bicht's help, Ifinally banished all
hum attributable to the record player, though
Iended up having to ground my CAT preamp differently than Ihad with any other
turntable.
The final section of the instructions deals
with maintenance. Upkeep of the Versa has
never been for the fainthearted. The most
provocative procedure—"dry-scrubbing"
the tonearm bearing tube—removes sliderbearing and arm-bearing tube contamination which causes the player to skip, or simply fail to move farther along. Prior to turning the player on, the slider is to be rubbed
along the bearing many times, with pressure
applied in different directions. Iwould never
have attempted such aseemingly rough
procedure on the arm without Versa's express
instructions to do so.
It worked.
...BECOMING LESS
After hours and hours, the upgrade was completed and the final adjustments made. The
most obvious change surprised me considerably: there was simply far less sound coming out of the Versa. Everything was much
quieter. To achieve the former volume levels,
Ihad to substantially increase the preamp's
gain setting. What was gone was asignificant layer of very low level grundge and
noise. Backgrounds had less filler; the music
was presented in stark relief. The upgrade had
removed avery significant veil from the
music. While Ihadn't been aware of RF in my
system, the upgrade had eliminated an entire
layer of it.
This exorcism of noise resulted in subtle
sounds and musical details taking on added
prominence. More audible were the sounds
of the performers themselves: vocalists breathing, artists shuffling in their chairs, pages
being turned, etc. Also more evident were
instrument sounds: bows on strings, fingers
on guitar strings, and feet on piano pedals.
Low-level dynamics were significantly improved; individual notes had uniquely different volumes, extremely quiet sounds became
audible, and volume contrasts were significantly more pronounced.
TICE TIME
As the hours rolled on, Ibecame more and
more aware of aslight new harshness. My
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system, while not sounding harshper se, did
sound harsher than before the upgrade, record after record confirming my suspicions.
Two possible explanations came to mind: the
upgrade might have introduced the added
harshness, or was now allowing me to hear
for the first time something that had been in
my system all along. Hoping for the latter,
Imade anumber of changes, including interconnects, speaker cables, and cleaning all my
contact surfaces. With each change, the new
harshness remained.
Retracing all the power connections I'd
made in solving the hum problem, Iflipflopped my power connections. No change.
Iwent over every detail of my setup before
and after the change, including what was and
wasn't connected to my dual Tice Power
Blocks and Titans. No change. Ieven went
so far as to ensure that each component was
plugged into the same outlet it had been
originally, with the same plug orientation.
No change.
Then it hit me—one formerly filled plug
was empty. At Bicht's insistence, I'd plugged
the control unit directly into one of my dedicated wall sockets, which left vacant asocket
in the Power Block. But that wall socket
hadn't been empty when Istarted: aTice TPT
clock used to be plugged in there. In fact, it
had been there for along time. Though Ihadn't
heard any change when Iput it in, I'd simply left it there. Ireconnected the control unit
to the Power Block and plugged the clock
back into the wall. After ahalf hour or so, the
harshness vanished.
When I'd first done aseries of A/B tests
with and without the clock, Ihadn't heard
any differences. However, I'd left the clock
plugged in for along time. Obviously I'd
become accustomed to what the clock did,
but remained consciously unaware of its
effects, never noticing them until the clock
was removed and the modified Versa's
lowered noise floor made the disappearance
of the clock's relatively modest improvements more audible Once this improvement
was taken away, avery slight harshness crept
back into my system. Reinstating the clock
removed the harshness. Much to my surprise,
the TPT-treated clock did have apositive
effect in my system. It's back in and staying in.

BACK ON TRACK ...
The most important consequence of the
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reduced noise level was the improved refinement of harmonic structures. Since the diffèrent overtones of each musical note have
different loudness levels, the more subtle
ones grew more audible against the quieter
backgrounds. Every musical sound became
fuller and more correct in timbre. Orchestral sonorities were more splendid. Sensational recordings such as Rachmaninoffs
Symphonic Dances (Athena ALSW 1001) became even more captivating. Purposeful tonal
contrasts, such as the interchannel interplay
of the two guitars in "You and Your Friend"
Pire Straits, On Every Street, Warner Bros.
26680-1), were drawn more sharply. The
intentional use of chest, mouth, nose, and lips
by such vocalists as Anita Baker (Rapture,
Elektra E1-60444) became simultaneously
more obvious and more emotionally meaningful. In short, everything became richer,
fuller, and more natural.
Many of the changes, including the optional stand, should make major improvements in the Versa's performance. However,
since I've had the right stand since Day One,
Ican't comment on the exact nature of these
improvements. Besides, my listening room
is on aconcrete floor built firmly on bedrock.
My stand (and many other components) are
spiked. As aresult, Ihave fewer mechanical
feedback concerns than does the typical
audiophile Regardless, John Bicht insists that
all turntables—and virtually every other piece
of audio gear—must be properly supported
to perform optimally.'
A significant part of the upgrade addressed
lateral movement of the turntable. My 'table
is located in my room at alow pressure point,
well out from both the rear and side walls,
behind the speakers, and not on the center
line of the room. This unusual placement acts
to minimize airborne vibrations. The combination of placement, stand, and concrete
floor have worked well to protect the 'table
from both mechanical and airborne interference Consequently, the improvements in the
upgrade designed to deal with these problems were not obvious to me in my system.
Hopefully, JA, LA, or JGH will be able to
address them in a"Follow-Up" on the 2.3.
CONCLUSION
The Versa Dynamics Model 1.2 upgrade was
ISeees recent article on loudspeaker/stand interfaces in
Vol.15 No.9, p.I62. for amore detailed explanation.
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clearly acase of getting more and less: more
parts, affecting virtually every major component of this very complex player; and alot
less noise, flutter, and vulnerability to vibration. In my case, the net sonic result was the
meaningful elimination of still another layer
of grundge and noise. This resulted in increased resolution of such subtle inner details
as the sounds of the performers themselves,
minuscule dynamic shadings, and more
complete harmonic structures.
Given the extensive nature of the upgrade
and the improved sonic performance, S900
seems very reasonable. The net result was
an overall improvement in an already out-

standing product. If you own aVersa 1.0, you
should seriously consider this upgrade. If you
have achance to buy a1.0 in the used market, go for it, and get the upgrade for astateof-the-art analog front end.
I'm very pleased with this product, and feel
bad about Versa Dynamics' plight. The onetwo punch of the digital onslaught, coupled
with the ongoing worldwide recession, has
effectively killed this remarkably innovative
company. Isincerely hope John Bicht finds
away to come back into the turntable market.
Ibelieve he has agreat deal more to offer; it'll
be too bad if no one gets to hear it.

GROOVIN' IN THE USA
Dick Olsher goes on aphono cartridge spree
with Benz, Ikeda, Audio-Technica, and Symphonic-Line
Audio-Technica AT-ARTI. Type: low-output moving-coil. Frequency range: 10Hz-50kHz. Channel separation at IkHz: 30dB.
Nominal output: 0.35mV/IkHz/5cmls. Stylus type: 0.Imm square-shank MicroLine diamond. Recommended vertical tracking
force: I.4-1.8gm. Weight: 9.5gm. Price: $1300. Approximate number of dealers: not disclosed. Manufacturer Audio-Technica,
Japan. US Distribution: Signet, 4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224. Tel: (216) 688-9400. Fax: (216) 688-3752.
Benz-Micro MC Reference. Type: low-output moving-coil. Frequency response: 5Hz-50kHz, ±0.5dB. Channel separation
at kHz: 40dB. Channel separation at 10kHz: 25dB. Nominal output: 0.4mVIIkHz/5cm/s. Stylus type: MicroLine. Recommended vertical tracking force: 2-2.5gm. Weight: 8.6gm. Price: $2500. Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer
Benz-Micro, Switzerland. US Distributor Musical Surroundings, 5856 College Ave., Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618. Tel: (510)
420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392.
Ikeda Kiwame. Type: low-output moving-coil. Frequency response: 10Hz-45kHz, ±I.5dB. Channel separation at IkHz: 27dB:
Nominal output: 0.17mVIIkHz/Scm/s. Stylus type: 0.25 x0.8 mil, elliptical nude diamond. Recommended vertical tracking
force: I.5gm. Weight: I6.2gm. Price: $2495. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Manufacturer Ikeda Sound Labs. Japan.
US Distributor Edge Marketing, 611B Santa Clara Ave., Venice, CA 90291. Tel: (310) 392-2927. Fax: (310) 392-6586.
Symphonic-Line RG-8 Gold. Type: low-output moving-coil. Frequency range: 10Hz-60kHz. Channel separation at IkHz:
40dB. Nominal output: 0.2mV/IkHz/5cm/s. Stylus type: line contact. Recommended vertical tracking force: I.5gm. Weight:
I8gm. Price: $5000. Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer: A. J. van den Hul to Symphonic-Line's specifications. US Distributor German Acoustics, 5883 N. Victoria Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46208. Tel./Fax: (317) 299-5578.

Inote with dismay the recent trend for reviewers who open their reports on phono
cartridges with arequiem for analog. These
purveyors of doom and gloom would have
you believe that the digital crest has relegated
vinyl to its twilight years; that its flame is
about to be snuffed out. All right, these aren't
exactly sunny days for mass marketers of
vinyl. And I'm of an open and unbiased
enough mind to admit that, mass-marketwise, vinyl is fading away.
But since when is high-end audio about
mass markets? Sonically superior products
will continue to be available to gratify audiophile appetites. Whether it's an OTL amp, a
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tubed preamp, asilver interconnect, or avinyl
disc, is irrelevant. All of these are legitimate
high-end products, which will continue to
be offered in the audiophile arena. Never
mind for the moment the billions of vinyl
records already in circulation; the continued
availability of new vinyl is agiven. Audiophile-oriented labels will be around as long
as there is ademand for good sound. Granted,
most of these labels will be small, and perforce dedicated to specialty music, but so
what? Not everything that is musically persuasive need be packaged with asymphony
orchestra. The bottom line is that vinyl collections will continue to grow in the coming
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years, and not just because of new releases.
Those dumping their analog collections are
going to keep folks like me busy for along
while.
A phono cartridge review is different from
most other product reviews. With something
like an amp or apreamp, you'd simply hook
it up, sit back, and listen. In the case of acartridge, matters are not that simple; there's a
host of adjustments and tweaks that need to
be carefully negotiated. The most important
of these comprise vertical tracking angle
(VTA), vertical tracking force (VTF), azimuth
angle, offset angle, overhang, and anti-skating
force. In areal sense, the success with which
aparticular cartridge is integrated into a
phono system and given afair shake depends
on the technical skill of the reviewer.
Having the Graham Model 1.5 tonearm
on hand for this evaluation fadlitated matters
greatly, and for this I'm most grateful. In fact,
without it, Iwould not have attempted this
survey. With this arm, anumber of cartridges
can prepped by pre-mounting them on their
own arm wands, which locks the cartridges
into the correct offset angle and overhang.
Change wands, and all you have to do is rebalance the arm, set the VTA, VTF, and azimuth angle, and off you go to the races again.
While this isn't exactly an instant changeout,
it does represent aconsiderable timesaver.
The Graham arm brings to mind an important caveat. Do not attempt to use any of
the following cartridges in an arm without
fine VTA and azimuth angle adjustments.
These cartridges all feature line-contact styli,
which mimic the elongated footprint ola
cutterhead stylus. The promise of such astylus shape is enhanced transduction of fine
groove modulation, which by definition yidds
better and cleaner retrieval of HF information
—but only if the stylus is correctly aligned in
the groove. The "big foot" and symmetrical
footprint of aspherical stylus is relatively insensitive to angular deviations from optimum.
This fact alone led our JGH to suggest
many years ago that the real-world performance of aspherical stylus was superior to
that ofkicd by the then new kids on the block
—elliptical styli. For unless your tonearm
gives you the physical means by which to
fine-tune the profile of the stylus in the groove,
the high-tech advantage of the line-contact
design goes down the tubes. Even worse, if
the misalignment is severe, distortion and
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groove damage are likely. With acheap arm,
Iwould certainly opt for amore "forgiving"
stylus shape that more gracefully and cheerfully excuses misalignment than a linecontact. In this case, the line-contact may
literally turn out to be the razor's edge with
which you recut your precious vinyl.
To help carry out this review, Iwas fortunate to acquire acomplete set of lacquers
of my wife Lesley'sfazz Me album on the
ViTaL record label. Although alacquer gives
aslightly different tonal balance to afinished
vinyl pressing, the "Lay All Your Love On
Me" cut got plenty of mileage, as Iused it to
fine-tune each cartridge's alignment for
image focus and timbrai accuracy.
The Graham arm was partnered throughout the evaluation by that Australian wonder
turntable—the Aura—which is now available again in the US via Musical Surroundings, the same folks who handle the BenzMicro line of cartridges. The Aura has been
recently upgraded with an improved bearing
and anew gypsum-filled platter, which
served to audibly improve its bass drive and
midrange clarity. Another, and even more
dramatic sonic "improvement," came about
via ahome-brew "mod" of mine. Isimply
disposed of the springs on which the base
plate floated.
This "excuse me, but Ilost the springs"
mod blew me away. Subjectively, the bass
seemed to drop another octave lower, with
amazing control. Could analog bass really
be this well-defined? Yes, it could. In my
installation, the Aura's spring suspension
wasn't really necessary, and in hindsight only
unstabilized the platter/flywheel assembly.
Less wobble equals better bass. With the
'table perched on an Arcici Lead Balloon,
which itself is anchored to aconcrete slab,
footfalls and structural-borne vibrational
energy aren't aproblem. The moral of this
story is: sometimes less is better.
Interconnects used between the arm and
the Threshold FET-10/e phono preamp were
Cardas HeicLink Golden-Five C and AudioQuest Lapis and Diamond Hyperlitz. Elsewhere, from the phono preamp to the Jadis
JPL line-level preamp and from there to the
power amp, the Cardas HexLink won the
battle of the cables. Amps used were the Fourier Components OTL and the Air Tight
ATM-3, with 8' runs of TARA Labs RSC
rectangular solid-core speaker cable. The
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Sound-Lab A-1 ESL has occupied center
stage in the Reference Room for about ayear
now, and was used almost exclusively in the
evaluation process.
At Tom Norton's suggestion, Iincluded
the Lyra Clavis cartridge ($1695 retail) in the
evaluation as areference or control point, if
you will. The Clavis being aknown quantity (see AB's review in the January '92 issue
of Stereophile) and agood value, it seemed reasonable to press it into service as aframe of
reference for pegging the sonic quality of the
new, hot-to-trot contenders. In what follows,
it was not my intention to denigrate or minimize the virtues of the Clavis. But because,
as agroup, this current crop of cartridges is
so good (and generally far more costly than
the Clavis), the Clavis periodically took it on
the chin.

BENZ-MICRO MC REFERENCE:
$2500

The story of the Reference is evolutionary in
nature and begins not surprisingly with the
Benz-Micro MC-3. This excellent cartridge
has been afavorite of mine, and has long resided in my system. What Iappreciated the
most about the MC-3 was its warm, rich
rendition of midrange textures, its tight bass
control, and arobust balance from the lower
midrange into the deep bass. As Ernst Benz
tells the story, it was achance discovery that
changed history. One day, visitors to the
Swiss Factory just happened to hear the MC3played without its body. What struck these
folks during this chance encounter with a
"nude" MC-3 was the striking enhancement
in detail resolution and soundstage transparency.'
Lengthy listening comparisons followed,
during which it was established that the nude
MC-3 did indeed remove aveil from the
music—but at acost. The feeling was that the
gains in transparency were achieved at the
expense of both midrange richness and bass
fullness. Benz reasoned that while the body
helped couple the cartridge to the tonearm,
it also created aresonant cavity which served
to veil the soundstage. What about the mechanism by which this cavity resonance does
1Idon't care for all this talk about naked cartridges; it all
sounds like life at anudist colony. Benz himself seems almost
apologetic about tagging acartridge with such an anthropomorphic label. Isuggest using the letter "X" as aprefix or
suffix, àla the movie rating system, to denote unclothed cartridges.
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Benz-Micro Reference phono cartridge
its dirty deed? The most plausible scenario
is that at least some of the resonant energy
in the body cavity couples to the cantilever
so that the decay of transients is obscured.
It is the ability to follow transient decay down
into the background of the recording venue
that gives the impression of transparency. A
cavity resonance, once excited by, say, needle
talk, does nothing to obscure the attack of
the initiating transient because it builds up
after the leading edge. But because of its long
time signature, the resonance decays relatively
slowly, hanging around to muddle the decay
portion of the transient.
The next phase of research initiated by
Benz should be mandatory reading for all
cartridge manufacturers. Internally damping
the MC-3's aluminum-alloy body did not
approach the sonic quality that Benz liked
so much in the nude MC-3. The next step
was to vent the body, exposing the cartridge
generator. That, according to Ernst, really
did it—capturing the best qualities of both
worlds. The entire Benz-Micro line became
"mit Antiresonanz-Schlitzen" designated in
the US model name by the letter "i," for
improved.
Urged to experiment with new cartridgebody designs, Benz, who says he's always
been impressed with certain sonic qualities
ofJapanese wooden-body cartridges, decided
to combine wood with an open-body design.
Bruyere wood was selected for its hardness,
low resonance, and machinability—which
allows the body to be shaped with great precision. Sidewall thickness was increased,
especially around the cartridge mounting
holes, which are tapped into the body. The
cartridge motor is bonded inside the wood
body for both increased damping and coupling. The bottom of the body was left completely open.
The cantilever is alow-mass, 0.28mm,
solid boron rod. The micro-edge diamond
stylus features an extended line-contact zone.
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Benz, along-time supplier of styli to companies like Shure, Audio-Technica, and Ortofon, is proud of the Reference's cantilever/
stylus assembly, and believes this to be the
finest-tracking moving-coil cartridge he has
ever produced. The armature and coil windings are also different from those used in the
MC-3, with aslight increase in nominal output from 0.35 to 0.4mV.
The recommended cartridge loading is
from 200 to 1000 ohms, with 1000 ohms felt
to be ideal in most systems. After considerable experimentation, however, Isettled on
a47k ohm loading to better flesh out the
upper octaves.
To avoid confusion, Ishould point out that
there are two versions of the Reference. Both
the MC Reference and the MC Ruby share
the same body and cantilever/stylus design.
The Ruby, though externally aclone of the
Reference, uses aruby core for its coil windings. Its nominal output is, therefore, lower,
resulting in (I'm told) asonic signature different from that of the Reference. Both Musical
Surroundings and Cardas Audio distribute
the Ruby in the US. George Cardas, alongtime friend of Ernst Benz, has also been importing Benz wooden-body cartridges under
the Cardas name for the past year or so?
Ifound the Reference quite fussy to set
up—at least in terms of VTANTF. The suspension is tuned to aminimum VTF of
2.0gm; believe me, don't start with less than
that. At the end, Isettled on 2.2gm, well
within the +0.5gm window recommended
by Benz. All of this required agood deal of
patience while setting VTA/VTF. Without
due care, it would be easy to make the Reference sound overdamped and just plain dull
at the top.
It didn't take long to realize that the Reference was much more transparent than the
Clavis (with body intact) could ever dream
of being. And not only that—upper-octave
bloom and air were superior, and spatial outlines were easier to resolve. With massed
voices (eg, Laudate!, Proprius 7800), it was
much easier to pinpoint individual voices,
and the chorus soared from soft to loud with
adynamic bloom and conviction that eas2While on the subject of Cardas. Ican't resist sharing the following high-end tidbit, courtesy of Musical Surroundings'
Garth Lcerer. George has apparently discovered that oiling
the wooden body—say, with lemon oil—actually improves
the sound. This idea makes more sense than painting the edges
of CDs green, but Ihave no personal experience with it.
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ily put the Clavis to shame. High-powered
works such as Belshazzar's Feast (EMI SAN
324) posed no problem at all. There was no
hint of congestion when all hell breaks loose
with chorus and orchestra.
What Ifound most endearing about the
Reference was its gutsy reproduction of the
lower mids and bass octaves. The power
range of the orchestra was reproduced with
punch and harmonic conviction, and bass
lines were always easy to resolve. It wasn't
so much the iron-fisted bass control that
impressed me as the airy, unboxy character
of the bass range. There was no resonant signature or flavor down there—the vented
body of the Reference shone through.
Belshazzar's Feast offers plenty of scope for
the timpanist to strut his stuff. I've never
heard timpani strokes reproduced with so
much impact and control. And the way the
bass transient decayed into the background
of the hall was absolutely exquisite.
The Reference retrieved low-level detail
as well as any cartridge ever has in my system. This dawned on me slowly, and is atestimonial to the natural manner in which it
presented information. While its manner was
direct, it never appeared to etch or sharpen
harmonic textures to heighten the impression of detail.
It was able to track just about everything.
Treble transients were reproduced more
cleanly than with the Clavis. Yet, as with the
fable of the tortoise and the hare, while the
Benz initially left the Clavis in the dust, there
was trouble brewing for the Benz. Harmonic
textures were coarser and not as liquid as with
the Clavis. There was abrazen quality about
the Benz that traded smoothness for grain
in portraying musical textures. The upper
mids also lacked somewhat in sheen and
finesse. Please note that Ifind the Clavis to
be too dull and polite through the upper
octaves. That wasn't aproblem with the Benz,
but the timbre of female voice still wasn't
quite right. Joni Mitchell's upper registers (on
Blue, Reprise MS 2038) lacked that distinctive
playful touch. Lesley's upper-range sweetness was diminished in sugar content, sounding abit lackluster. On any objective scale,
these defects would have to be judged as
slight, and they were. But for me, the reproduction of female voice is of supreme importance, so the Benz's sin of omission here
weighed more heavily upon my ears. The Ref167

erence really came close with some voices.
Pilar Lorengar, for example (Mozart: The
Magic Flute, London OSA 1397), sounded
reasonably sweet and much better extended
than with the Clavis.
On the whole, it is clear to me that the Reference is the vanguard of anew cartridge
generation that is leaving the old technology
in the dust. The Reference possesses the
power, which it shares with only ahandful
of other cartridges, of transporting the listener oh so much closer to the intimacy and
dramatic fire of the original event. Its dynamic
bloom and the manner in which it paints a
soundstage are breathtaking. The spaciousness and spatial detail of the performance are
conveyed with exceptional focus and clarity.
As far as tonal balance, the Reference can
be safely described as authoritative in nature
—the Godfather of cartridgeland. The balance is full, with gutsy, totally awesome lower
mids. The bass is airy, deep, detailed, and
with astounding impact.
Low-level detail is presented in anatural
manner, the cartridge never resorting to
being "ruthlessly revealing"—a term, both
funny and sadly ironic, that points the finger right at the core of what can be wrong
with high-end audio. Too often we forget
that music is not about the revelation of detail, but feelings and emotions. Young Corey
Greenberg, seated next to me at one of the
"Meet The Editors" seminars at the 1992 Stereophile High End Hi-Fi Show, expressed this
idea in his own way. He said something to
the effect that he was "not interested in hearing the Weavers' children playing pattycake
offstage." Well, Ihappen to like the Weavers,
but, like CG, I'd like to stay focused on the
musical message. The audiophile who relishes discerning coughs and sneezes onstage
is unlikely to be focused on or involved in the
music. However, the Reference is the sort of
cartridge that will let you know what the
Weavers' kids are doing without distracting
you from the music.
While it does not sound analytic, the Reference fails to flesh out harmonic textures as
smoothly as it should. It paints aharmonic
canvas with bold but somewhat coarse =tikes.
The Benz is deficient in terms of textural
liquidity, which consistently gives its presentation aslightly mechanical flavor. The
upper mids and lower treble, as in the upper
registers of soprano voice, lack sufficient
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delicacy and sweetness. This is where Ipart
company with the Benz. I'd hoped for abit
more upper-register sheen and textural
smoothness.

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-ARTI:
$1300

Designed by Audio-Technica's Mitsuo Miyata, the ART1 was intended as aflagship
product from the start. Every design aspect
of this cartridge has been optimized to yield,
in Audio-Technica's estimation, an "Audio
Reference Transducer." Having complete
choice over stylus type and material selection allowed Mr. Miyata to strive for rigidity,
damping, and low moving mass.
Looking at an MC cartridge from the
point of view of the stylus, it becomes clear
that fewer coil turns are better. First, the
moving mass is lowered, as is the inertia of
the moving element, all of which translates
into improved trackability. Second, inductance, which is proportional to the number
of turns, is reduced, thereby extending the
high-frequency response.
Of course, one bad thing happens with a
decreasing coil count: the output diminishes.
Ergo, one is left with alow-output movingcoil.
The guts of the ART are comprised of AT's
patented dual Moving MicroCoil generator.
Two tiny samarium-cobalt magnets are used,
each aligned at aright angle to one of the
groove walls. Each magnet, with its own
moving toroidal coil (wound from asingle
thread of 6N copper) and laminated ring core,
forms an independent electrical generator
reproducing information only from its assigned channel. The use of discrete gener-
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ators is said to account for the ART's superb
stereo separation.
The cantilever/stylus assembly is bought
from an outside manufacturer, either Ogura
or Namiki. The cantilever is atapered boron
tube with an external diamond coating for
increased rigidity, and where the rubber
meets the road you'll find aMicroLine diamond stylus. Anchoring the stylus to abrittle
material such as boron is no easy task, and
requires drilling ahole in the tube with alaser.
The body is no ordinary body. Its upper
portion is made of titanium for low mass,
rigidity, and to provide astable platform for
mounting the cartridge to the headshell. The
lower portion, made of arubber compound,
is corrugated in shape to enhance its resonance damping ability. The rubber bottom
also protects the generator mechanism from
the environment and careless fingers.
Driving the ART into a47k ohm load resulted in asomewhat bright tonal balance. I
eventually settled on 100 ohms as an optimum
load. The VTA adjustment proved to be particularly critical; the cartridge sounded best
with its top about parallel to the surface of the
record. So don't be afraid to lower the arm
pillar until image outlines snap into focus.
Imust confess to taking an instant liking
to this cartridge as soon as it retrieved the first
few bars of "Lay All Your Love On Me' The
sweet and refined manner in which it caressed
Lesley's upper registers was stunningly real.
In an intuitive, mystical flash of understanding, it was suddenly dear to me that asweeter,
more refined treble range Iwas not likely to
encounter in my lifetime.
The ART kept on singing without sizzle
or edge, and what it did to female voice in
general was ajoy to behold. It was like hearing Joni Mitchell (Blue, Reprise MS 2038) for
the first time. Not only was she nicely focused in space, but the purity, smoothness,
harmonic integrity, and level of detailing
were most remarkable. Violin overtones were
also accorded first-class treatment, sounding
both sweet and detailed.
Even Taj Mahal's National steel-bodied
guitar on "Sweet Home Chicago" (Recycling
the Blues & Other Related Ste, Columbia KC
31605) was resplendent with natural detail
and aquick and exceptionally well-controlled
treble range. It was obvious that detail was
flowing out of the ART like water from a
faucet. Yet this veritable fountain of detail was
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accomplished without sounding etched or
analytical. Harmonic overtones were as sweet
and edgeless as in the real thing.
At the other frequency extreme, the going
was abit rougher at first until the ART logged
afew hours under its belt. Initially, the ART
sounded disjointed in the bass, lacking the
Clavis's captivating organic wholeness. The
lower registers were out of step with the
upper octaves. The sound through the lower
registers was at first, well, woolly. However,
with time—and please bear with this cartridge through its break-in period—the bass
fuzz disappeared to the point where the ART
acquitted itself quite admirably. After the suspension had been well exercised, Ihad no
problem following bass lines. Though bass
impact wasn't quite in the category of the
Benz Reference, it was as good as that of the
Clavis; bass definition was competitive with
anything I've heard under two kilobucks.
Alas, dear reader, after such abuildup, it
breaks my heart to report that the ART is not
perfection incarnate. The most disturbing
aspect of its sonic performance was its tendency to lighten textures through the lower
midrange. Indeed, "where's the beef?" The
power range of the orchestra just didn't sound
as robust as it should have. The timbre of
male voice was also impacted. Both Martti
Talvela (Mozart, The Magic Flute, London
OSA 1397) and Tito Gobbi (Rossini, The
Barber of Seville, Angel S3559) lost abit of
chest, to the point of sounding thin.
There were also small concessions in other
areas. While the ART's feel for hall ambient
information was unmistakable, it failed to
flesh out the soundstage with the dimensionality of either the RG-8 or the Ikeda. Part of
the reason for this was that soundstage transparency wasn't as startlingly lucid as with the
Ikeda or RG-8. The ART sounded abit opaque
in comparison to the best money can buy, but
was amatch for the Clavis in this respect.
Spatial outlines, while nicely focused, weren't
as holographically re-created as with the Benz
or Ikeda. Finally, the ART lacked fill mastery
of dynamic shadings. There wasn't quite the
dramatic flareup leading up to loud passages
displayed by the Benz, Ikeda, and RG-8.
All in all, the ART1 turned out to be an
eminently musical product, and it should be
no secret by now that Ideveloped adistinct
fondness for this cartridge. There was alyrical
quality about the upper midrange, especially
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in the felicitous way it treated female voice,
that spoke directly to the heart. Trackability and control of treble transients were
exemplary. Bass control and impact were
quite good—at least after areasonable breakin period. Although it lacked both the tonality of the Clavis through the lower mids, and
the organic integration of the Clavis, overall
Iwould opt for the ART1. Its timbral accuracy and speed through the upper registers
were simply superior. And that hidden reservoir of natural detail! The ART1 dished it out
like few cartridges can, and at hundreds of
dollars less than its nearest serious competitor. It would have been abargain at S1800.
At S1300, well. ..
Though it would not be at the top of my
list of phono cartridges to take to that fabled
desert island, Iwould not be disappointed
if the ART1 were the only cartridge Itook
with me.

I
KEDA KIWAME: $2495

The Kiwame stands at the top of the Ikeda
line and embodies Mr. Ikeda's latest conceptual twist in cartridge technology: the cantileverless design. The Ikeda 9R, one step removed from the Kiwame, was reviewed just
over ayear ago by Arnie Balgalvis (Vol.15
No.1). As AB's review provides an overview
of the man and the technology, Iwon't
bother to comment on either now, except to
reiterate the prime objective of the Ikeda
design: to provide the shortest path possible from the record groove to the coils.
Groove modulations are transmitted more
quickly to the coils, the coils are allowed to
cut the magnetic flux in amore linear manner, and, because there is no cantilever, cantilever-induced resonances and energy dispersion are eliminated by definition. Those are
the advantages.
However, there is apractical disadvantage.
The ability of the stylus to maneuver inside
the groove is more limited. Executing sideto-side excursions, and especially rolling
through apinch in the groove, are much easier to execute for acantilever-based stylus.
So for all their advantages, one should not
expect Ikeda designs to be tracking champs.
Two of the ICiwame's specs puzzled me.
First, the load impedance is listed at 3ohms,
or about equal to the 2.5 ohm coil impedance.
Conventional wisdom calls for acartridge
loading at least afactor of 10 greater than the
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source impedance.
After considerable experimentation, Idiscovered that the optimum loading appeared
to be related to the VTF setting. The range
from 50 to 1000 ohms was where the Kiwame turned out to be ahappy camper. The
1000 ohm loading worked best at the higher
VTFs, providing the most dimensional and
focused soundstage. Second, a1.5gm VTF
is called for, in contrast to 2.0gm for the 9R.
Ithink that 1.5gm is simply too optimistic
atracking force. At 2.0gm, tracking of HF
transients was much improved, allowing me
to nudge up the loading to 1000 ohms. It was
clear that, as tracking of treble transients grew
more confident, ahigher cartridge loading
could be tolerated.
The AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz was
what the Ikeda preferred between the arm
and phono preamp; nothing else sounded as
good. Naturally, Istuck with the Lapis all the
way through the listening sessions.
Ifound the virtues of the Kiwame as easy
to perceive and as illuminating as the midday sun. It pierced the residual soundstage
veiling left behind by the Clavis and shone
abright light onto the farflung corners of the
hall. Depth perspective increased considerably as the Kiwame's intense gaze fleshed out
aspacious and panoramic vista. Image outlines suddenly popped into 3-D relief. With
the Clavis Iwas tempted to draw the blinds,
dim the lights, and have abeer—anything to
heighten the illusion of "live." Switching to
the Kiwame, the immediate impression was
akin to putting on 3-D glasses—as Idid this
last Fourth ofJuly, just in time for the fireworks? With the Ikeda, I
just sat up and took
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notice. Hey, look—somebody pumped air
into those cardboard cutouts! That set ofillusory characters flung before me just got a
wake-up call. Zombies no more, they seemed
to say as they puffed their chests and began
to breathe and bloom before my eyes.
Like the Benz, the ICiwame's presentation
was quick, spatially incisive, clean, and immediate. But unlike the Benz, the Kiwame
did not wallow in synthetic textures. When
you think Kiwame, think SUAVE. It uttered
phrases with asmooth, velvety liquidity that
would surely embarrass the Benz back to diction school.
While the Kiwame did fly high in the area
of textural finesse, it lost out to the Benz in
the area of sheer brawn. Not that the Ikeda's
bass performance was chopped liver; it was
not. But in terms of bass impact and pitch
definition, it just wilted before the teutonic
authority and chest-crushing power of the
Benz. It wasn't just the Benz's bass dynamics
that stood up to the Ikeda, but it was also the
flavor of the bass registers that tilted the scales
toward the Benz. Here was an area where the
body design of the Kiwame probably got in
the way. Whereas the open wood body of the
Benz managed to confer upon the bass
registers an airy, natural bloom, the Kiwame
in comparison sounded closed-in and,
well, boxy.
While the core of the midrange was beyond
reproach, soprano upper registers and violin
overtones were not entirely convincing as far
as tonal color goes. This was not aproblem
with the top octaves, as the extreme highs
were gloriously textured and extended. The
finger pointed at aslight lack of sparkle and
sheen in the low treble. Just ask Itzhak Perlman (Bruch, Violin Concerto 1, EMI ASD2926). The brilliance of Perlman's violin was
noticeably dulled.
There was also occasional trouble with
tracking of HF transients. While the attack
of the Kiwame was incredibly quick, it did
at times lose control over the decay portion
of the transient. The effect was quite startling
when it happened, exciting in the sense of
emphasizing avital musical ingredient, but
also abit worrisome: rnistracking means
increased record wear. The attempt to improve trackability by increasing the track3Man, what atrip! Exploding shafts of color filled the sky
and seemed to expand in my face. [Time for your medication,
Dick—Ed.]
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ing force wasn't quite successful. As Iwent
much beyond 2gm, the soundstage began to
fall apart: "Look, honey—I shrank the soundstager The stage width was significantly
reduced, robbing the presentation of much
of the spatial magic ordinarily displayed by
the Kiwame.
Exceptional dynamic bloom, especially the
unrestrained movement from loud to very
loud, enabled the Kiwame to navigate highpowered orchestral recordings with conviction. The lower mids, as with the Clavis and
Benz, but not the ART1, were full-bodied
and well-integrated with the frequency
extremes.
This cartridge was comfortable with smallscale works, relishing the finessing tasks of
inner-detail retrieval, suave delivery of midrange textures, speed, clarity, and exquisite
spatial resolution. It painted apanoramic
canvas with meticulous detail and 3-D focus.
Yet the Kiwame could also dish it out in
terms of bass impact and dynamic range.
Though its bass impact and character (boxy
vs unboxy) were not quite in the class of the
Benz or the RG-8, the Kiwame equaled the
Clavis in this respect.
The Kiwame was also comfortable with
bright records, which it tamed with an inherently slightly dullish upper midrange/lower
treble. Because of this, it would also find a
happy home with bright speakers, most
solid-state amps, etc.
Why should you buy the Kiwame? After
all, it's not atracking champ, nor is it entirely
timbre-perfect. Well, for starters, the Kiwame
will light afire under your soundstage. It will
infuse the soundstage with amagical ability to bring instrumental outlines to life.
There's more: It delivers musical phrases with
disarming textural liquidity, it is transparent, and the fabric of the music flows forward
with the intimacy only ahandful of other
cartridges can muster. The Kiwame could be
your musical partner for life.

SYMPHONIC-LINE RG-8 GOLD:
$5000

Ihave purposely left the best for last. To discover why the RG-8 establishes anew realm
of excellence, stay tuned.
The evolution of the RG-8 represents a
collaborative effort between two audio heavyweights, Symphonic-Line's Rolf Gemein and
A. J. van den Hul (vdH). The technological
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ground zero was vdH's own Grasshopper
design, sans body to eliminate unwanted resonances. The philosophical basis was to create the most realistic-sounding and precisionmanufactured MC of all time—a cartridge
whose intrusion into the transduction chain
cannot be detected by the human ear. Specific
sonic goals included 3-D soundstaging, balanced tonality, lifelike timbral accuracy, and
transient control without energy dispersion
or smearing. Roll's new ideas about MC cartridges and listening acumen, in concert with
vdH's 40 years' experience and execution
skills, brought the RG-8 to life.
All parts arc said to be hand-selected, with
fanatical attention to detail. The stylus represents the crème de la crème of each lot, and
is expected to last 2600 hours before retipping is required. The left- and right-channel
coils are interleaved. This winding technique
reduces inductance and increases channel
separation. The magnetic circuit is optimized
using new magnetic materials for linearity
and transient control. The cantilever is aboron
rod whose length is optimized for proper
phasing of the audio bandwidth. Without a
body, the cantilever projects forward alarmingly. There was barely enough room to
accommodate the RG-8 on the Graham armwand headshell. Pushing the cartridge back
as far as Icould, I
just was able to arrive at the
proper overhang.
At the core of the RG-8 Gold is aheart of
gold. Gemein and van den Hul must have the
most guts of anyone in Europe: Gemein for
coming up with the idea, and vdH for actually winding the coils himself using pure gold
threads. The gold threads are thinner than a
human hair, and vdH admits that the task is
so precise that having just one cup of coffee
in the morning renders it impossible.
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Why gold? After all, the resistivity of gold
is higher than that of copper. However, gold,
unlike copper, will not oxidize; its high-frequency performance and thermal stability are
also abit better. For the conduction of microvolt signals, there isn't anything better.' Up
to 30 hours of vdH's labor goes into each
RG-8. After they are manufactured, each
RG-8 is individually auditioned for up to 5
hours by Rolf Gemein himself.
A minimum break-in period of 50 hours
is suggested. The RG-8 worked pretty well
at the recommended 1.5gm VTF, and even
better at the 1.7gm Isettled on. Optimum
cartridge loading in my system was 47k ohms;
Gemein suggests an even higher loading of
180k ohms. But because 47k is the upper
limit with my phono preamp, Iwas unable
to test any higher load impedance. Cable
preference was for all-Cardas interconnect.
What amazed me from the start was the
RG-8's ability to float rock-solid image outlines. The spatial resolution and 3-D image
palpability of the Kiwame were here in
spades. But whereas the Kiwame set offripples in time and space, the RG-8 built brick
houses. If the Kiwame was aRenoir, the RG8was definitely aOzanne. Instead oían impressionistic picture of the soundstage, the
RG-8 created a3-D solidity that much closer
to the Gestalt of experiencing live musicians.
Unfortunately, the RG-8 tells all. A multitracked, pan-potted soundstage (eg, Surprises,
Atlantic SD 1628) was revealed for what it
often is: an unconvincing patchwork of spatial snippets.
What facilitated this level of transparency
and resolution were the RG-8's exceptionally
low noise floor and its utter rejection of fuzz
and smearing in the reproduction of transients. As long as composers reject the use
of pure sinewaves for writing music, the accurate reproduction of complex waveforms
will continue to be the cardinal criterion by
which great cartridges are judged. The RG-8
met this standard with flying colors. It was
quick in attack, and totally in control of treble
transients. Through the RG-8, the decay of
transients into the hall acoustic was unhindered. There was no smearing of the harmonic envelope as it descended in level into
the blackness of the hall.
In terms of tonal balance and textural
4A "regular" RG-9 model uses copper coils and retails for
àkilobuck less than its golden brother.
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smoothness, the RG-8 appeared to combine
the best features of the other cartridges reviewed here: the sweetness, treble extension,
and natural low-level detailing of the ART1,
the midrange suavity and cohesion of the
Ikeda, and the lower-register authority of the
Benz. The RG-8 exhibited the Benz's brand
of airy, unboxy bass tonality which, for that
matter, seems to characterize all open-body
cartridges. The RG-8's iron-fisted bass control and bass impact even slightly exceeded
the Benz's vaunted performance in this area.
Here was acartridge, however, that at last
got more than just the bass treble, or midrange, right. The RG-8 was doing it all,
which no doubt accounted for its timbral
accuracy. Naturally, Ichecked out female
voice first. Whether it was Lesley letting me
know that she was "as open as the deep blue
sea" (Jazz Me, ViTaL Records), or Joni Mitchell informing me that "I hate you some, Ilove
you some" (Blue, Reprise MS 2038), the harmonic textures were liquid and suffused with
just the right measures of brilliance and
sweetness. Violin overtones sounded just
right, with asheen that the Clavis, Benz, and
Ikeda never got quite right.
What about high-powered orchestral music? Iremember specifically listening to Walton's Belshazzar's Feast (EMI SAN 324). My
immediate reaction was: Wow! What an
emotional rollercoaster. The dynamic bloom
of individual instruments, and the expansion
of the music from soft to very loud with no
congestion, left me drained. That the RG8could do all that with harmonic purity and
the clarity of ahigh-powered microscope
was astonishing to me.
In the end, it was my $5 record that went
on the 'table for aspin. Muddy Waters (Folk
Singer, MCA-Chess CH-9261) can sure sing
the blues. Pleading, chanting, or shouting,
he sets off vibes that are hard to resist—especially with the lights dimmed. The guitar
work of Buddy Guy and Muddy Waters is
something worth writing home about. The
RG-9 not only got down details like the nuances of Muddy's guitar quickly and effortlessly, but, more essentially, it got the mood
just right.
The RG-8 is not aeuphonic cartridge Unlike the Clavis, which offers arefuge for a
bright balance which may exist either on the
recording or in the playback chain, the RG-8
does not stretch the truth. Its timbral accuracy
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is exemplary. It takes the virtues of the MC
principle to their zenith: wide bandwidth and
speed together with transient control. The
RG-8 Gold does not dispense with excellent
trackability to achieve some of its ends. In
hindsight, trackability is an essential ingredient not only for preserving the decay portion of transients, but also for groove damage
control.
What is so endearing about the RG-8 is its
rare mastery over both the finesse and brawn
aspects of music transduction. The effortless detailing, the smoothness of expression,
and the purity of texture are combined with
the bass impact and dynamic power of a
locomotive. This cartridge got me as close
as I've ever gotten to concert-hall realism.
The price for this level of perfection is high,
but not as high as you might think at first.
The cost of stylus retipping is only $300.
Contrast that to the asking price for retipping aBenz Reference ($1250) or aLyra
Clavis ($1115), and you begin to realize that
if you view the RG-8 as alifetime investment,
the effective cost of ownership drops dramatically over time.
A musical fountainhead it is. In the realm
of phono cartridges, the RG-8 Gold is, to my
ears, the most convincing bridge to the original event.

SUMMARY

Entertaining such abevy of expensive cartridges in my reference system was aspecial
treat. Ifelt as if I'd climbed Mount Olympus
to glimpse what the Gods were amusing
themselves with. There was Zeus cueing up
the RG-8 Gold on his heavenly belt-driven
turntable. Out of the corner of my eye Isaw
afew other cartridges scattered about on a
nearby table Yes, Icould definitely make out
the Kiwame and the Benz.
The Kiwame and the Benz Reference can
be safely considered world-class cartridges.
The Ikeda is acartridge that I've enjoyed and
loved for many months. The problem is that
the RG-8 Gold is simply out of this world.
It may be the best-sounding cartridge in this
or any other galaxy.
If your budget is constrained to under
$2000, do give the ART1 an extended audition. If Iever fell from Mount Olympus,
that's what Iwould use.
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DIGITAL AID
Jack English
CD Upgrade. Price: $7.95 for five. Approximate number of dealers: 15. Manufacturer Compact Dynamics Co., P.O. Box
32014, Euclid, OH 44132. Tel: (216) 946-0438. Fax: (216) 451-2510.
CD Greenbacks: absorptive CD mats. Price: 51.50/mat. Approximate number of dealers: I(only available direct from manufacturer).
Manufacturer: Audio Directions, 3I84A Waialae Avenue, Honolulu, HI 96816. Tel: (808) 732-6550.
Being amusic-lover first and an audiophile
second, Istarted buying CDs as soon as they
became available in order to acquire music
that Ididn't have or couldn't get on vinyl. I
searched for many new releases, as well as
reissues of things that had been out of print
for years, if not decades. A decade later, even
the most jaded audiophile is willing to at least
accept, if not embrace, the medium. But with
the exception of periodic brouhahas over
things we might be doing which could damage the discs (eg, Armor All), there has been
little discussion of the physical quality of
CDs. The time has come to change that.

CD UPGRADE

Ihave well over 1500 CDs. Only two of
them (0.13%) have ever failed to load and
play. Given this extremely low rate of failure, it would be easy to overlook the problem. But that begs the question: Just what is
the problem?
The two CDs that wouldn't work for me
were the Pointer Sisters' Greatest Hits on RCA
and the BoDeans' Black & White on Slash/
Reprise. Rather than return them, Itried
everything Icould to find out what was
wrong. Of course, Itried CD Stoplight,
Finyl, Monster Cable Rings, Sumiko Stabilizers, and even sanded the cps' edges (at
one point Ithought burrs on the outer circumference might be the culprit).
Nothing. While all of the products Imentioned may work well to improve sonic quality, they do nothing to rectify physical quality
problems.
Nor were different players and transports
the answer. Itried the two problem CDs in
at least adozen units, including two portables,
various one-box players, and anumber of
state-of-the-art transports. My problem CDs
produced odd rubbing sounds when loaded
into aplayer or transport, which made me
suspect that the center holes might be offcenter. And they did wobble visibly when
viewed through the window of one of my
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Compact Dynamics CD Upgrade
portable players—perhaps they were unbalanced, like automobile tires. But Istill didn't
know of anything Icould do to solve the
problem.
At aCES, someone had given me afew
transparent discs. They had no identifying
marks, and Ididn't recall where I'd gotten
them. Iapplied one of the self-adhesive
discs—just abit smaller than aCD—to each
of my problem CDs.
Voilà! Both played flawlessly. Pleased with
my good fortune but still unable to remember where Igot the clear discs, Isimply forgot
about them.
Months later, audiophile Bril Flint complained (via The Audiophile Network') of
asimilar problem with anumber of his own
CDs. Remembering my good fortune, I
asked him to send me acouple of his problem
discs. A few days later Ireceived apackage
with Harry Chapin's The Gold Medal Collection (Elektra), and disc 1of atwo-CD set
IThe Audiophile Network accepts communication via
modem at 300, 1200, or 2400 baud, 8Data Bits, 1Stop Bit,
No Parity. The Audiophile Network, 14155 Kittridge Street,
Van Nuys, CA 91405 Tel: (818) 782-1676 (voice), (818) 7806260 (Fax), (818) 988-0452. A year's subscription costs S21.
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of Mahler's Symphony 6 (EMI). As Bril
described, the discs wouldn't play consistently, though Icould get each to play in
some players/transports.
Bril's CDs exhibited the same problems
I'd experienced with my own: rubbing noises
and visible wobble. Since the problems
seemed similar, Iapplied the clear discs to his
problem CDs. Once again, the problem
seemed cured; Iwas able to play the discs in
any player or transport. But there were problems with portable players: Even with the
clear discs, the problem CDs were exceptionally sensitive to physical vibration. The
slightest jolt ola portable player caused the
discs to skip or stop playing.
Ireturned his CDs to Bril, who was now
able to play them without difficulty. Bril
speculates that the problem CDs might have
been too light in weight. Regardless of its
other possible effects, applying aclear disc
would certainly increase aCD's mass. At the
moment, Bril's is the best explanation I've
heard. Whatever the problem was, the clear
discs solved it.
Rummaging through my notes from a
number of CESes, Ifinally discovered who
had given me the clear discs: John Murphy
of Compact Dynamics. Ihadn't tried them
at the time because the discs, called Transparent Disc Components, are only one part
of athree-part system called CD Upgrade.
The complete system consists of asmall Blue
Ring Component, the discs, and aMicrofoam Disc. CD Upgrade works by applying aBlue Ring to the data side of each CD
and aTransparent Disc to the label side (The
Microfoam Disc is used only to apply the
Ring and Transparent Disc.) The Blue Ring
is about the size of ahalf-dollar, or the rings
used with the Mod Squad CD Damper
System.
Since the introduction of CD Upgrade,
Compact Dynamics has improved the packaging. The polyester discs are now clearly
labeled, and the package now includes a
small, orange centering guide to help insure
proper mounting.
I've saved the best news for last: A package
of 5rings and discs costs $7.95; 10 go for
$15.70; and 25 cost $28.95, or $1.16 per disc.
If you have agrowing CD collection, you
need CD Upgrade. As sure as the sun rises,
you'll eventually come across aproblem CD.
For $1.16, you can likely solve the problem.
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CD GREENBACKS

My introduction to Audio Directions' CD
Greenbacks came via Doug Blackburn, afellow audiophile who'd praised these little
green discs to high heaven on The Audiophile
Network. Ihonestly thought he'd lost it. But,
what the hey. They only cost abuck and a
half apiece, and couldn't do any damage. I
ordered abunch.
Audio Directions contends that the infrared laser light used to read CDs is not only
reflected all over the place within CD players
and transports, but that aportion of it goes
right through the CD itself to create even
more reflection problems. While they agree
(as do I) with the concepts of AudioPrism's
CD Stoplight, they feel Stoplight only
absorbs reflections at the outer edge of the
CD. Greenbacks, covering amuch larger
area, absorb much more of the reflected laser
light. Second, even though the Greenbacks
themselves weigh very little, they provide
additional weight to CDs. This extra weight
is said to improve aCD's rotational stability during play.
A CD Greenback doesn't look like much.
A thin, lightweight green disc slightly smaller
in diameter than aCD, it is simply placed
atop the CD prior to play. No paint, no glue,
no adhesives, no centering, no nothing.
Put in the CD and drop on the Greenback.
That's it.
Iexpected little from the Greenbacks, but
was actually very impressed with the imrovements they provided. Based upon my
listening, the Greenbacks' sonic effects were
more obvious with better recordings, such
as Clifford Jordan's sonically and musically
wonderful Live At Ethell's (Mapleshade MHS,
512629A, reviewed in September '92). With
aGreenback in place, the music sounded as
if alayer of noise had been removed; lowlevel information became much more obvious. There was more information in general:
everything was slightly deaner and more distinct, spatial cues were better resolved, and
tonalities were fleshed out to become fuller
and richer. Each drumstroke sounded unique,
with different levels of force and tone from
different areas of the drumheads. Cymbals
had more shimmer as the decays became
more prominent. Jordan's tenor sax was more
lifelike, with additional bite, richness, and
warmth where appropriate. Even more
surprising were improvements in subtle
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dynamic shadings and ultimate dynamic
range, especially on sax and drums. However, when playing the disc sans Greenback
again, Icouldn't pinpoint that original noise
layer.
The darkly emotional content of Henryk
Górecki's Symphony 3(Elektra 79289-2)
became more apparent. The opening and
closing double basses in the foreboding first
movement were much better defined, further illuminating their stage-setting role The
stretched-out, Bolero-like crescendo became
more engrossing, bringing me further out
toward the edge of my seat. The dynamic
swells of the melancholy second movement,
highlighted by the power of soprano Dawn
Upshaw, became more captivating. The most
startling improvement came about three
minutes into the final movement, when I
physically felt the power and sorrow of
Upshaw's voice!
What amazed me the most about the
Greenbacks was their ability to clarify
specific elements of the music. A great example was the truly enjoyable Standing in the
Safety Zone by the Fairfield Four (Warner
Bros. 26945-2), an acappella recording of
gospel music by agroup of very old and
remarkably talented men. With aGreenback
Iwas able to count the cycles in their vibratos
as if they'd been written out in ascore.
Iwas hard pressed to find fault with the

Greenbacks. On some CDs they had little or
no apparent effect. On most, everything they
did was positive. Ever the dutiful reviewer,
Ipressed on. (Actually, listening with the
Greenbacks was a very rewarding task;
"pressing on" wasn't much of achore.)
Finally, Ifound aweakness.
Roger Waters's latest recording, Amused To
Death (Columbia CK 47127), was recorded
in analog and mastered by Doug Sax. The
sonics are first-rate. The highlight of the
recording, which is very much in the Pink
Floyd tradition, is the startling dimensional
effects created via QSound (listen for the
barking dog near the beginning of track 1,
or the explosive ending of track 6). With a
Greenback, the effects were not as obvious.
For example, the background conversation
at the beginning of track 1should sound as
if it is coming from the listener's left, well in
front of the speakers. With the Greenbacks,
this conversation collapsed to the front of the
listening room. That, my friends, is the only
negative thing Ican say about the Greenbacks.
For $1.50, what do you have to lose? CD
Greenbacks definitely improved the sound
of my CDs. The real steal of the digital age,
Greenbacks are the least expensive way I
know to get better sound from digital. Eat
your heart out, Sam Tellig.

VALVE AID
Dick Olsher examines tube dampers from Ensemble and AudioQuest
Ensemble Tutesox. Price: S48/pair. Manufacturer Ensemble, Switzerland. US Distributor Musical Surroundings, 5856 College
Ave., Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618. Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392
AudioQuest Tube Damper. Price: VS/set of four. Manufacturer AudioQuest, P
.
O.B
ox 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674. Tel:
(714) 498-2770. Fax: (714) 498-5112.

Band-Aid, nostrum, or genuine bane of tube
microphonics? Although tube dampers
invaded the aftermarket accessory field
several years ago, they have yet to win universal audiophile acceptance as doubts about
efficacy and safety linger.
Ican see the test-bench crowd shaking
their collective heads at yet another "irrational" audiophile tweak. Well, you guys,
take note. This here is no brain-damaged
concoction. It is founded on sound physical
principles.
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That tubes can act like microphones, converting vibrational energy into an electrical
signal, is well known. Tubes, as amatter of
fact, are not alone in this. Solid-state devices
display similar behavior. However, because
tubes are so easily accessible, they lend themselves to anti-resonance treatment. Setting
the tube electrodes (especially the control
grid) into vibratory motion modulates the
music signal. The magnitude of the microphonic signal depends on the gain of the tube,
the rigidity of the electrode structure, and the
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degree that the vibratory energy couples to
the tube envelope. The higher the gain of the
tube, the worse the potential problem. Thus
a12AX7A, being ahigh-"mu" triode, is
much more susceptible than, say, a12AT7A.
Most of the external vibrational energy is
communicated to the electrode structure
through the glass jacket. Hold apiece of glass
and gently strike it with aknife. What you'll
hear is its characteristic resonance; typically
ahigh-Q, high-pitched sound. (Note that I'm
not talking about acavity resonance here—as
atube is filled with avacuum, there is no
internal substance to vibrate.) Wrap your
hand around the piece of glass and strike it
again. The sound is now both muffled and
reduced in pitch because of your hand's
damping and mass loading of the glass.
That's exactly the idea behind tube dampers.
Every 12AX7A in my experience has
proven to be microphonic to agreater or
lesser degree. The problem can be so severe
that tapping the tube (with the preamp volume control sufficiently open) produces an
audible sound through the loudspeakers. The
desire for alow-mic-rophonics 12AX7A substitute for field communications use led to
the development of the 5751. Built more
rigidly and with alower mu of 70 (vs 100 for
the 12AX7A), the 5751 enjoyed much use in
military radio transceivers. Although Iand
many others have substituted the 5751 freely
for 12AX7As, it needs to be emphasized that
the overall gain and feedback characteristics of the preamp are thereby potentially
altered. "Potentially" because many modern 12AX7As don't quite meet the mu spec
anyway, which defines the theoretical maximum gain of the tube. The 5751, asonically
superior tube, generally sounds sweeter and
purer than the 12AX7A it replaces. It is not
astranger to mainstream high-end products,
having seen duty in past Conrad-Johnson
preamp designs.
Unfortunately, the 5751 is no longer in
production. Most of the past production,
maybe 80%, was from GE, the remainder
from RCA and Sylvania. The best stuff is distinguishable by the use of double mica
spacers at the top end of the tube. For my
money, the gold-pin Sylvanias represent the
crème de la crème of this genre.
The main problem with tube dampers has
to do with the fact that tubes were not designed with dampers in mind. Heat is the
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enemy of the vacuum tube; anything that
obstructs the flow of heat away from the tube
can shorten its life. Heat transfer from atube
can be accomplished through radiation, convection, and conduction. A preamp tube's
main cooling mechanism is via convection:
Heat is removed from the glass jacket by a
cooler air flow streaming around the tube.
The introduction of adamper reduces the
surface area available for convection and
blocks some infrared thermal energy from
radiating through the glass jacket.
Tube dampers should only be used on preamp tubes, not on power-supply rectifier
tubes or power-amp output tubes. AudioQuest recommends that its Sorbothane
dampers be placed around the top of the tube,
over the "silvered" area, so that it does not
absorb much radiant heat. Even so, as Sorbothane melts at about 200°F, AudioQuest
advises that you check the dampers often for
any signs of melting for the first day following installation. That is not likely to happen
immediately because the outer-jacket temperature of apreamp tube typically does not
exceed 150°F. But as the Sorbothane soaks
up heat, its temperature may spike up above
that of the glass jacket. Should the damper
melt, AudioQuest warns that it forms a
gooey mess that can drip into the tube socket
and just ruin your day. The same problem can
befall such homemade dampers as rubber
bands and Neoprene "0" rings.
Though none of the AudioQuest dampers
have melted in my system, Idid experience
aheat-related problem. Before it melts, Sorbothane begins to expand. Ihave found that
while the dampers at first fit snugly around
the top of the tube, as they warmed up they
began to lose their grip on the jacket and slip
downward. The tension exerted on the glass
jacket by the Sorbothane damper was thus
variable and dependent on its temperature.
Sonically, the Sorbothane dampers did
improve matters slightly—at least as long as
they properly gripped the glass. The purity
of the upper registers improved slightly, as
did the focus of instrumental outlines.
Having had the chance to experiment with
the Sorbothane dampers convinced me of the
viability of the concept. By the time Ensemble's Tubesox arrived, Iwas confident that
damping and mass-loading the entire area
of the glass envelope would realize the full
sonic potential of tube damping.
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Tubesox are sleeves woven of Kevlar fiber
and fine copper thread. The copper weave
lends the sock structural rigidity, but more
importantly ensures that some copper is in
contact with the glass jacket.' Tubesox are
intended to be slipped over preamp tubes like
socks or condoms. In terms of fit, the Tubesox firmly gripped all of the Chinese preamp
tubes and some of my antique German tubes.
But it was no go with the Yugoslavians; the
Yugo preamp tubes weren't fat enough for
the Tubesox. One size does not fit all.
In addition to its resonance-damping effect, Ensemble also claims that Tubesox provide asmall cooling effect and protection
against RF interference Presumably, the copper thread shields the tube against RE However, the copper mesh is so open that Ican't
imagine any effective shielding action taking place. Ifound even more mystifying
Ensemble's claim of cooling the tube. When
you slip asock over your foot, heat transfer
away from the foot is restrained, the sock acting as athermal insulator. In the case of Tubesox, convective air flow past the glass jacket
is eliminated, but the loss in convection is
partially compensated by the copper mesh
conducting heat away from the glass. Still,
Iwas dubious enough to inquire about any
actual temperature measurements corroborating such aclaim. Ensemble's Urs Wagner
mentioned measurements conducted with
athermocouple that showed a2°C drop in
temperature with the Tubesox in place.
Such asmall change in temperature did not
strike me as statistically significant. Idecided
to take matters into my own hands. Using
atemperature probe, Imeasure the tops of
V1, V2, and V3 of the Jadis JPL tube complement. Measurements in this area, by far
the coolest spot on the tube, were easiest to
make, and proved the most reproducible.
Temperatures along the sides of each tube
were in the neighborhood of 150°F. Without
Tubesox, the tops of V1, V2, and V3 measured 113°, 115°, and 115°F, respectively. V1
ran slightly cooler because of its position on
the circuit board: V2 and V3 are close to each
other. With the Tubesox in place, it proved
crucial to allow temperatures to reach equilibrium (waiting at least 5minutes) before
making any final measurements. The glass
1It also means that care need be taken when using the Tubesox
that the copper doesn't inadvertently bridge printed circuit
board traces.
—JA
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jacket, acting as aheatsink, required some
time to heat up fully, after which time Imeasured 119°, 126°, and 126°F, respectively, for
V1, V2, and V3. Thus, it appears that the
Tubesox, rather than providing any cooling
effect, are actually responsible for asmall
increase in tube temperature. In awell-ventilated environment, however, this sort of
temperature differential should not greatly
affect tube life.
Before you decide to forget about Tubesox, let me assure you that what they do best
is damp tube microphonics—spectacularly.
Of course, their impact is dependent on the
microphonic condition of the tube itself.
With atube of the 5751's caliber, the impact
was negligible. But since every 12AX7A in
my experience has been somewhat microphonic, Iwas not surprised to discover adramatic improvement in the sound of every
12AX7A in my collection when in the grip
of Tubesox.
Cases in point were acouple of original
Siemens NOSes that Victor Goldstein of
Fanfare International (Jadis's US connection)
was kind enough to provide me for trial with
the Jadis JPL. While the Siemenses were harmonically nothing short of liquid gold, they
lacked the focus, transient control, and spatial
resolution of the Sylvania 5751. The Siemenses were texturally lush and oh so convincing, but painted apretty fuzzy picture
of the soundstage. Slip on the Tubesox, and
wow—focus and spatial definition returned
in spades! The before-and-after difference
was that dramatic. The Tubesox swept the
cobwebs away, allowing the Siemens tubes
to delineate image outlines as only the 5751
could. Now Icould have my cake and eat it
too: the suave, liquid demeanor of the Siemens combined with the purity and transparency of the 5751. Hardly believing my
ears, Itried the simple experiment of slipping
the Tubesox on and off during play. Time and
again, the impact of the Tubesox was impossible to miss.
The Tubesox were also able to tame, but
not eliminate, the brightness inherent to the
Chinese 12AX7A (it would take an act of
God to accomplish that).
Inext slipped the Tubesox into place
around the 6EJ7 and 6FS5 tubes in the front
end of the Fourier Components Sans Pareil
OTL power amplifier. While the sonic improvement was more subtle here than with
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the jadis, it was still significant. The presentation became more clearly detailed, timbres
were purer yet, and the smoothness of harmonic textures increased anotch.
Tubesox are not tube coolers. But wherever Itried them, Tubesox had the Midas
touch, especially in focusing and spatially
delineating the soundstage performance of
12AX7As. So dress up your tubes fit to

kill—join the latest trend in tube fashion and
slip some Tubesox around your favorite preamp tubes. Tubesox finish the job Sorbothane
rings start, and without the hassles of potential meltdown. This is the sort of product that
is just too effective to simply be referred to
as a"tweak." It represents essential treatment ...
valve aid extraordinaire!

GRUNDIG "FINE ARTS SERIES" T-9000
AM/FM TUNER
Donald A. Scott

Grundig Fine Arts T-9000 AM FM tuner
FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.7µV/9.81dBf mono, 7µV/22.10dBf stereo. 50dB
stereo quieting sensitivity: 28µV/34.18dBf without noise reduction. Capture ratio: IdB (wide). Selectivity: 100dB alternate
channel, I5dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 80dB mono, 78dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.08%. Stereo separation: 48dB.
SCA rejection: 70dB. AM suppression ratio: 70dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -65dB. Power consumption: 20W. Dimensions:
18%" W by 13'4" Dby 3
3
/
4
"H. Weight: 16Ibs. Price: $1199. Approximate number of dealers: not specified. Manufacturer
Grundig. US disuibutor. Lextronix, 3520 Haven Avenue, Unit L, Redwood City, CA 94063. Tel: (415) 361-1611. Fax: (415) 361-1724.
The T-9000 is ahighly refined tuner designed
to retrieve European RDS (Radio Data System) transmissions with utmost accuracy, in
addition to regular programming. RDS
includes Pl code (country, area covered, and
acommon code for all stations carrying the
same program or traffic area information),
TP code (indicates whether areceived station broadcasts traffic announcements), PS
code (transmission of program type or
name), and AF code (alternate frequencies for
the same program). While RDS is not presently used in the US and is of little importance, rumor has it that aversion to meet US
needs will soon be tested in California by
Alpine. What is important to the audiophile
is that the trickle-down technology used in
the T-9000 to demodulate the feeble, lowdeviation (1.2kHz) RDS signal—without
being lost in the noise floor—should result
in meticulous, low-noise reception of the
main programming. This theory proved to
be true in the review sample.

DESCRIPTION

The T-9000 is ahandsome, complex unit.
S
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One can question whether the design emphasis was on computer or tuner technology.
Fortunately, if one desires to ignore the
microprocessor glitter and concentrate on
basic tuning, this tuner offers good audio
quality. The gold-lettered front panel is
gracious despite its myriad selectable functions. RDS controls are on the right along
with AM/FM switching, Manual/Auto search
with adjustable stop-level, and alarge Up/
Down tuning rocker. FM tuning speed increases, CD-player scan fashion, the longer
the tuning bar is held in. FM tuning is in
25kHz steps in Manual and 50-100kHz
modes, changed by depressing the AM button when powering up. On the left are controls for 29 presets, 4timer station storage,
Calibration Tone on/off (400Hz at 53%
modulation), combined Mono/Mute on/off,
and Freq Shift ±12.5kHz. Also included are
aheadphone jack with level control (max.
4V/120 ohms) and an extra set of fixed-level
RCA jacks. The tell-all display is whitishblue and includes signal level in 2dBf
segments.
The rear panel includes RCA audio jacks
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with adjustable level (1.7V max.; least distortion was noted at the IV level), an AAx2
memory battery compartment, and aDIN
45325 75 ohm antenna connector.

nomenal, even with weak signals. Fullquieting stereo was obtained with 28µV/
34/14dBf. This is about 35-40% less signal
than with typical tuners. And all this without the aid of high-blends or other noiseI
NTERIOR CONSTRUCTION &
reduction systems that usually destroy stereo
FM RF PERFORMANCE
integrity. Maximum stereo separation meaMost of the T-9000's circuitry (including the
sured only 45dB at IkHz, but decreased very
power supplies) is affixed to one large circuit
little up to about 8kHz. This still produced
board. The power transformer, large enough
good subjective stereo, but I've heard betto run several tuners, is on the left of this
ter. For instance, the JVC FX-1100BK tuner
board. The separately shielded 5-gang RF
produces amore spacious soundstage. Howfront-end has double-tuned circuits with a ever, inner detail, accented by the tuner's low
total of 12 adjustments to obtain an excepbackground noise and intermodulation distionally high 100dB+ image rejection. The
tortion, contribute to hearing everything a
mixer and demodulator are also individually
station is broadcasting, good or bad. With
shielded for optimum performance. The
ahigh-quality station, this Grundig tuner
demodulator (detector) is unique in that its
could be your best audio source.
PLL locks onto the phase of the IF signal.
Inoted the least distortion (under 0.1%)
This results in very low distortion when
with medium-strength signals with the AGC
using the ±12.5kHz offset tuning. Overall
off and on strong signals with the AGC on.
wiring and construction of this PortugueseThis is per design, and indicates that the tuner
made tuner are good, but not up to the class
should perform well under many signal conact of the now-discontinued Kenwood Lditions. However, there are some flies in the
1000T, the finest I've encountered to date.
ointment: tonal balance may be aproblem.
Best selectivity in the Narrow mode is
It appears that while there is provision to
15dB, with an effective additional 7-10dB
change from 9kHz to 10kHz spacing, no
when using the offset tuning. While these are
provision is made to change from non-North
good figures, at least 30dB adjacent-channel
American 50ii.s to standard 75ps de-emphasis.
selectivity is needed to separate aweak station
This means the tuner will be overly bright
from astrong one on the next channel. Howin some installations. Fortunately, this may
ever, 15dB is agood compromise figure for
not be adisadvantage in many installations
selectivity vs distortion. This implies simply
where the highs have been purposely rolledthat ahighly directional antenna will be
offbecause of an overzealous MC cartridge
needed for best results in acrowded RF
or CD player. Then, the overall system balenvironment. Interestingly enough, my obance will be correct. And since no two FM
servation has been that well-designed, multistations seem to have the same tonal balance,
bandwidth tuners usually sound "best" on
what is really correct on the receiving end?
most stations in anarrow IF mode because
I've found that the least offensive way to solve
there is usually more care in the initial design,
this dilemma—and Irealize some may not
and the thinner slice of RF spectrum filters
agree—is to use agraphic equalizer. The finest
out interference and astation's own sideband
component I've so far found for tonal corgarbage.' Confirming this theory, the T-9000
rection is the AudioSource EQ Eight/Series
received only 10 of +100 stations in my area
II; it introduces few negative effects into the
"best" in the Wide mode. Mono sensitivity
audio path while providing useful tonal baltested average (1.8µV/1031dBf), but stereo
ance correction. The T-9000 has taut, deep
sensitivity proved exceptional (see next
bass and needs little correction on that end
section).
of the frequency spectrum.
Another ointment infestation and manFM AUDIO QUALITY
ufacturing oversight concerns the headphone
Ifound the infinitesimal distortion ratings
jack: the jack and associated wiring are on the
indisputable. S/N ratio was generally phefront of the tuner near the fluorescent display. When headphones are plugged into the
IAssuming, of course. that the station doesn't overmodujack, the headphone cord radiates interferlate. If it does, then a"Narrow" IF setting will give higher
levels of distortion than a"Wide,- all else being equal.--JA
ence from the display that masks weak FM
180
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stations. The problem is most acute when
using the supplied indoor antenna, which has
unshielded lead wire and picks up this selfgenerated interference. When using shielded
antenna cable from the indoor or an outdoor
antenna, interference is negligible.

AM SECTION

Someday Iwould like to write aglowing
review oían AM tuner or section. Unfortunately, this is not that occasion. Grundig
designed the AM section to work ideally
with the combination FM/AM serial supplied. To complicate matters, there are no separate connections for an external AM aerial,
and any attempt to use other than the supplied foil dipole results in decreased recepiion
because the internal AM RF adjustments are
peaked for that antenna. In other words, if
you can use the indoor antenna for both AM
and FM, AM reception is fairly good except
for the usual high-frequency nosedive at
3kHz. Otherwise, the AM is atotal loss
unless you can see the tower lights of the station you want to pick up. If you're serious
about AM, it's possible to have adealer
retune C8 and L3 near the right rear of the
chassis to better match your antenna.

CONCLUSION

The unfailing question when I'm in audio

circles is, "What is the finest tuner to buy?"
This is not easy to answer—there are not that
many high-performance tuners available, and
I'm finding Stereophile's and my standards are
escalating due to the availability of other
higher-fidelity audio sources and components.
My present recommendations include six
tuners: the Arcam Alpha 2($349) or the Bogen
TP-100 ($270) are good choices where topnotch audio but high RF performance are not
needed. My next upward choice is to buy a
Magnum FT-101 and have it updated by the
factory (incidentally, Ifound REL output caps
to be better than what Magnum supplies).
The Mission Cyrus ($649) is agood allaround performer if remote control is
favored. Tops on the list are the ICenwood L1000T 2(unfortunately no longer available
in the US) and the tuner subject of this
review, providing its extra brightness is an
asset to atotal system. The Grundig T-9000
"Fine Arts Series" tuner is highly recommended, but with trial only. Grundig has
other fine audio components and should
make them more visible in the US.
S
2Review appearances: Arcam Alpha 2(Vol.12 No.7), Bogen
TP-100A (Vol.9 No3), Magnum/Dynalab FT-101A (Vol.10
No3, Vol.13 No.10), Mission Cyrus (Vol.13 No.10), Kenwood L-1000T (Vol.14 No.6), and JVC FX-1100BK/FX1010TN (Vol.12 No.4).

F OLLOW-UP
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-I
LINE-LEVEL PREAMP

ception there that the 6DJ8 is the ultimate
preamp tube. (Not!) Ididn't bother experimenting with a6DJ8 substitution for the
It was summertime in Los Alamos, late
12AT7A. All of my listening tests were conAugust 1992, when the latest Sonic Frontiers
ducted with the stock tube provided by SF.
SFL-1 preamp (from their second producThe main circuit board has been enlarged,
tion run) arrived on my doorstep. Accordthe component and wiring layouts have been
ing to SF's Chris Johnson, this sample incorimproved, and the feedback network has
porated anumber of refinements and upgrades compared with the samples that I been upgraded with the addition of two
more MIT caps. The unit's cosmetics have
reviewed last August, in Vol.15 No.8, the
also been considerably refined. The chassis
most significant of which are described
is now 20% thicker, the stainless-steel facebelow.
plate is 50% thicker, and the gold-plated
Hooray! A Yugo EI 12AT7A tube (tested
dress plate gained afull 100% in thickness.
and selected by Gold Aero) is now standard.
As with the last units of the previous proHowever, the user now also has the option
duction run, alow 500 ohm output impedof substituting a6DJ8 tube. The user may
ance has been retained to accommodate long
select the type of tube desired via an intercable runs of any type (even high-capacitance
nal jumper. Apparently this was aresponse
types of exotic vintage). The best news of all
to Far Eastern tastes and the widely held perSTEREOPHILE. FEBRUARY 1993
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is that the US retail price is still $1395, with
afive-year parts and labor warranty (one year
on the tube).
Let me first of all state that I'm sure glad
that SF did not take my gratuitous August
1992 advice to heart, and did not refrain from
"screwing around" with the design. As incredible as it may seem, the sound quality of
this sample is clearly superior to that of any
of the first production units Ipreviously
auditioned.
First, the music's textures were now even
smoother and more refined, as if alayer of
fine grain had been removed from the mids
and lower treble. Soprano upper registers
sounded sweeter, ditto for violin overtones.
For example, Kathleen Battle's and Wynton
Marsalis's Baroque Duet (Sony SK 46672) featured amore natural harmonic tapestry; not
only that, but Ms. Battle's intonation was
reproduced more precisely.
Second, soundstage transparency got the
Windex treatment. Ifelt like Iwas peering
through acleaner window into the spatial
confines of the hall. A good test along these
lines is the duet with Jennifer Warnes on Rob
Wasserman's Duets (MCA 42131). Jennifer
should immediately grab your attention. Her
reverb halo should waft into the listening
room as her body scent might in person.
With this latest sample of the SFL-1, it was
as ifJennifer had been catapulted into my lap.
The soundstage was illuminated with a
higher-power search light.
Third, bass lines were tighter. The doublebass range came through with better control.
The impact of akickdrum was also better
defined. Finally, dynamic shadings from soft
to loud were even more convincing. As musical phrases ebbed and flowed, the impression
of dynamic bloom was more incisive.
Chris Johnson feels that the current unit
pushes out the sonic boundaries of the design
another 10-20%. Iwholeheartedly agree
with this assessment, except that Iwould
more precisely peg the degree of improvement at 20%. I'm told that, at this point, the
design will not be "fiddled with" for some
time to come.
Kudos is due Sonic Frontiers for offering
the audiophile aline-level preamp competitive with any price-no-object unit I've heard
to date. Specifically, anyone contemplating
the purchase of an Audio Research LS-2
would do well to also audition the latest SFL182

1; you'll be surprised.
Wake up, exalted residents of Class A
Towers—the SFL-1 is knocking on the door!
—Dick Olsher

W ELL-TEMPERED
RECORD PLAYER UPGRADES

When Ilistened to several affordable turntables way back in Vol.14 No.7, Ifound the
$1195 Well-Tempered Record Player to be a
real giant-killer. The budget version of the
flagship Well-Tempered Turntable, the WTRF'
sports the same motor and spindle bearing
of the WTT but substitutes amore pareddown version of the Well-Tempered Arm and
aless massive base. Compared to others in
its price class, the WTRP is astonishingly
good, and bears comparison to much costlier
'tables.
But even though I've held onto this kilobuck overachiever as my reference 'table,
there's still one area where the WTRP doesn't
quite juice my lizard: da bass. The LF range
is all there, but seems less lively and firm than
other, albeit more expensive 'tables I've
heard. While the WTRP has awonderfully
smooth and clean sound, it's not the kind of
turntable to make Martin Colloms throw on
his yellow vinyl hotpants and gyrate to Grace
Jones's Nightclubbin: And once Igot afully
loaded Linn LP12 in for review, the WTFtP's
shortcomings in this area became almost
intolerable compared to the ROCK 'EM
SOCK 'EM ROBUTT of the Linn.
Luckily, the folks at Transparent Audio
haven't been sitting on their robutts. They
now offer several upgrades to the entire WT
line of 'tables, including new cool-man glossblack Well-Tempered Arms and much beefier
platters. The new "stock" versions of the
WTT and WTRP also sport several upgrades
as standard equipment, including better outboard RCA jack assemblies and more massive and better-looking bases. The new platter upgrade costs $400, so Isnagged anew
WTRP fitted with one to compare it to the
older model I'd been using.
The motor, spindle bearing, and arm all
remain identical to the original's, but the output RCA jacks have been upgraded from elcheapo Surplus Hut jobs to AudiophileApproved gold Tiffanies, which make much
better contact with cable plugs and might
make it easier for the WTRP owner to move
up the ladder in their local Audio Shriner
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

chapter.
But the real news is the platter. Transparent
Audio calls it the "Black Damped Platter,"
and damped ifit doesn't make ahuge difference in the sound of the WTRP! The Black
Damped Platter is athick slab of black-dyed
acrylic capped off with alayer of "Isodamp
CN" damping material embedded in the
platter's underside, and replaces the simple
clear acrylic platter of the original 'table.
Transparent Audio's Carl Smith says the
Isodamp CN is aproprietary damping material developed for the US Navy to control
resonance in ships; maybe they can use it on
the Tailhook gentlemen.
Sonics aside, the new black platter looks
really cool with the new gloss-black base;
while the original looked kinda iffy, the new
version looks sleek and sexy, something Isaac
Hayes might want to buy. Switching out the
platters couldn't be easier: unhook the rubber
drive-belt from the motor pulley, lift the old
platter out, and lower the Black Damped
Platter's spindle down into the spindle-well.
Head-2-head comparisons with the old
and new platters revealed amassive improvement in the LF character of the WTRP. The
entire bottom end sounded as if it'd been both
taken up anotch in level and firmed up, and
the result was amuch more competitive sense
of rhythmic strength than the original's. The
"lightish" balance of the WTRP was greatly
reduced by the addition of the Damped Platter, which brought the older model's Mr.
Softee low end more into line with other
respected 'tables'. Ialso heard small but significant improvements in the upper midrange, which became smoother and more
natural, but the lion's share of the improvement was in the WTRP's low end.
Is the new version of the WTRP with the
$400 platter upgrade in the same league as
the big-daddy Linn? No; the WTRP becomes amuch more gutsy player with the
new base and platter, but the fully loaded
LP12 still enjoys apretty wide lead, as well
it should given the almost $3500 difference
in price.
But if you're using the old or new WTRP
and you think your rig could use agood kick
in the tuchus, you need the Black Damped
Platter. The already excellent performance
of the stock WTRP is taken to the next level
by the $400 Black Damped Platter, and Irci ommend it highly. —Corey Greenberg S
S
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S
JOHN WESLEY HARDING REVIEWS
DYLAN'S NEW ACOUSTIC ALBUM

"Mr. Dylan's voice is anything but pretty. He is consciously trying to recapture the rude beauty ofasouthern field hand musing in melody on his porch. All the
'husk and bark' are left on his notes and asearing
intensity pervades his songs.. .."
—Robert Shelton, New York Times,
Sept. 29, 1961
"Ijust want to keep on singing and writing songs like
Iam doing now. ¡just want to get along. Idon't think
about making amillion dollars. IfIhad alot ofmoney
what would Ido?. ..
Iwould buy acouple of motorcycles..."
—Bob Dylan on the future, 1962

E

ver since Bob Dylan laid aside his
acoustic guitar in order to create modern rock music as we know it, the
world has clamored for his return to the simple
basics. But apart from live performances, when
his initial solo acoustic strum is met with akind
of religious rapture, his solo recordings since
the second side of Bringing It All Back Home have
barely numbered ahandful. Highlights have
included: "George Jackson," his return to
acoustic protest form in the early '70s (though,
as Steve Goodman once said to him, "It ain't
no 'Masters of War, is it, Bob?"); "Dark Eyes,"
alonely number from the understandably
underrated Empire Burlesque; and the startling
"Wedding Song" from Planet Waves. Along
with this went the sneaking suspicion that,
somewhere down the long road, Dylan hadforgotten how to play the guitar. Considering the deft
originality of the first few albums, his guitar
playing became, over the years, merely eccentric.
STEREOPHILE. FEBRUARY 1993

Now, in amoment of synchronicity entirely
at odds with Dylan's normal modus operandi, we
have anew acoustic album released 30 years and
abit after the first one—Dylan's 30th public
birthday, as it were. On Columbia's big 30thanniversary do for Dylan on pay-per-view
(money not going to charity), after nearly everyone had paid tribute to him with his own songs,
he entered with "Song to Woody," asong that
at once pays tribute to his heroes (Woody,
Cisco, Sonny, Leadbelly), places Dylan in the
lineage where he would like to (and should) be
remembered—the one place in today's mean
culture where Dylan still really makes sense—
and returns the focus to his very first album of
30 years and abit ago, in particular to one of
the earliest songs that he actually wrote. Neat.
BOB DYLAN :Good As IBeen "
VPYou
Bob Dylan, vocals, acoustic guitar, harmonica
Columbia CK 53200 (CD). Debbie Gold, prod.
supervisor. A?
D.TT:55:31

Recorded somewhere in America and issued
typically too late for that Big Dylan Tribute is
Good As IBeen To You, Dylan's new album of
acoustic cover songs. Again, one must think
back to his first album, Bob Dylan. Ones meant
to. On that record, whose cover so neatly
summed up who Dylan was, where he was at,
and where he was going, Dylan only wrote two
songs. But what the album showcased was a
man who could live asong, live in it. In fact,
the record was praised again and again for how
old and wise Dylan sounded. How could this
old man's voice come out of that funny peach185
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fuzzed face?
Now, on Good As IBeen To You, again with
acover that very aptly shows us Dylan—where
he is and where he's been, if not where he's going
—we have the payoff. If we once admired Dylan
for his age beyond his years, now we must listen
to what that kind of age really sounds like The
voice that Shelton described as "anything but
pretty" is apure tenor compared to the craggy,
bizarre, character-actor's constriction on evidence here. What was charming and old-sounding has become old and phlegm-constricted.
What sounded effortless now sounds painful.
These are the facts, and they do not stand in
the way of making agreat record. Iwould always rather have Robert Wyatt than Jimmy
Somerville, rather Robin Williamson or Dave
Van Ronk than all the pure-voiced Johnniescome-lately. The beauty of the voice is found
in the grain. The shape can tell you more than
the purity of the note Bob Dylan is one of the
best singers in the world—always has been,
always will be, and he used to be able to hold
his breath three times as long.
For some reason or other, be it financial or
emotional or just for something new to do, Bob
Dylan has decided to make another folk record thrown together with the same kind ofbravura and carefree chutzpah (at least it looks that
way) as Bob Dylan was: mixing styles and nationalities of songs, sexes, and classes of narrators in away that is both refreshing and dynamic. And by doing well-chosen covers, I
think Dylan has freed himself of the urge to
mean something, or anything; or, as some people would like him to, mean everything. In these
songs, he can be awoman ("Canadee-I-O")
or aman ("Jim Jones"), an owner ("Blackjack
Davey") or aslave ("Diamond Joe"), arevengeful lover spurned ("You're Gonna Quit Me")
or ahappy newly-single pursuing the field
("Sittin' On Top of the World"), achild's storyteller singing of the natural order of things
("Froggie"), or an honest and lawless agitator
("Step It Up and Go"). There are stories and
messages and amultiplicity of characters and
viewpoints that you won't find on Under the
Red Sky, or in many other collections of songs.
In recent concerts, Dylan's most caring performances have generally been of this type of
material, which gave every reason to suspect
that he should record none of it. "Little Moses"
was particularly beautiful live, and guess what,
here it isn't. Beyond the rampant and thoroughly enjoyable avant-gardism of Dylan's
between-the-lines readings of his own songs
over the last six years of live shows, there's still
something at stake in these comparatively
lesser-known tunes: the communication of the
lyrics to aconcert audience And, traditionalist
as Iam at heart, Ilove to hear Dylan communiSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

cate—because he's very, very good at it.
On Good As IBeen To You, we hear Dylan as
he is now, playing material that is worth communicating. The guitar is beautiful throughout,
played with adevil-may-care flourish that
speaks "Fun" out loud. He screws up the riff
at the end of "Step It Up and Go," so he goes
through the whole sequence again just for the
hell of it. It's the kind of performer's pride that
Ithought Dylan had long since given up on.
And it makes good listening.
None of the songs are particularly obscure,
just as on the first album.' Some are even chestnuts. Listen to "Hard Times" as covered by the
world and her husband, then listen to Thomas
Hampson singing it on American Dimmer: Songs
ofStephen Foster (Angel CDC 54621). Compare
Dylan and Hampson singing "the song, the
sound of the weary." Now Irealize that Hampson is trying to make these songs sound nice
and palatable, but when he sings "weary," he
just sounds like agood singer singing "weary"
as he might have been coached to sing the word
in aGilbert & Sullivan operetta. When Dylan
sings it, he sounds it—probably because he is it.
Which might mean that he's the right person
to sing this song?
Of course, some songs work better than others,
and some of the lyrics need alistener's active
participation; there are loose capos and buzzing
strings, some beautiful harmonica playing, and
awhole lot of music to listen to: 13 songs with
alot of words. The two most familiar songs
bookend the album, and from the very first guitar run of "Frankie and Albert" to the last
words of the last song, "Froggie Went A Courtin' "("If you want anymore you can sing it
yourself' 3), you'll be listening to Dylan as he
is now. Which, I'm pleased to say, is adelight
and asurprise: asurprise to be finally allowed
ISo many of these songs reverberate throughout Dylan's
career. "Sittin' On Top of the World!' with Dylan singing
back-up and playing harmonica, can be found on Victoria
Spivey's Three Kings and aQueen album, recorded on March
2, 1962. "Blackjack Davey" in its "Gypsy Davey" variant
(à la Guthrie) was recorded in early 1961 at the home of the
Gleasons in East Orange "Diamond Joe" is the track after the
one on which Dylan guests as Tedham Porterhouse playing
harmonica on Ramblin' Jack Elliott's Jack Elliott, recorded in
1963. "Canada-i-o," by the way, is not the one listed in every
folksong book under that title
2Foster probably wrote this song in 1855, learning and adapting it at his "negro nurse's church!' As Co...re Birdscye wrote
in the New York Musical Gazette of 1869: "On more than one
occasion, in agrocery barroom. Ihave heard Stephen Foster sing that good old song of his, with apathos that astyle
of semi-inebriation often lends the voice; while his pockets
were in the peculiarly appropriate condition of emptiness not
unusual to them, and the forlorn habitues of the placejoined
dismally in the chorus." The operative word here is. Ithink,
"dismal." Dylan or Hampson? Hampson or Dylan? You
choose
3Two of the songs end with this kind of finality. Let's hope
Dylan doesn't take this circle thing too seriously.. .
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FOR $2.50 EACH IN TRADE TOWARDS THE DTI/XDP/PS2 COMBINATION.

30 YEARS OF RESONANCE
RESEARCH YOU CAN
HEAR IN 30 SECONDS.

TUNE YOUR SYSTEM,
TUNE YOUR ROOM.

II
Dots

Bs

COMBAK...
YOU CAN'T BUY A BETTER
TUNING DEVICE AT ANY PRICE.
Set of 8with Application Guide

Mar

RoounTunc'
COMPLETE SETS AVAILABLE.
30 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed.
2RoomTunes
2EchoTunes
4CornerTunes

THE CABLE COMPANY 1•800•FATWYRE
PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950
Tel 215.297-8824 Fax 215.297-8661

$229
39. 50
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Power
Enhancer 5279
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Model 114 $44' ,

THE NEXT GENERATION.

poyei-Ta WEDGE
Full range of new models
from $229 to $.569

WAVE PERFECT
Custom transformer line
filters for electrostatic
speakers...with no equal.

AUDIO

to hear Dylan like this, and adelight because
it's delightful. It's just avoice, aguitar, and aharmonica, and we're definitely listening to Bob
Dylan, not to Daniel Lanois or Mark Knopfler
or whoever is the right guy at the right time
this time to try to coax aperformance out of
the grumpy old bird!
To listen to this album is to accept old age—
Bob Dylan's and your own. It's difficult with
Dylan; maybe you heard him when he sounded
younger and "better," maybe you were younger
and better then. Or maybe you never heard him
much before and now he just sounds impossibly old. But whether the song is identified
with Stephen Foster or Lavern Baker or Paul
Brady or Doc Watson, Dylan will still play it
and sing it in away that nobody else can. It's
important that we face that honestly; unlike
most other elder statesmen of rock music,
Dylan's not trying to hide anything from you,
or sound younger, or more in step, or more
interesting. He's just being honest. All he still
wants to do is keep on singing and writing
songs like he is now and was then. The least we
can do is be honest in return: be as good to him
as he's been to us.
4In fact, production isn't really an issue on Good As IBeen
To You. Ican reveal here, exclusively, that the album was mastered at Precision Mastering in LA from separate cassettes that
Dylan brought in to the studio in ashoebox.

Washingtonian Audiophiles

TPT treated.
Audition the complete line.

Dead Quiet...
for the dirtiest power lines.
Home demo available.

Cable Company features...
308 different

CABLES

Comprehensive library.

HOME DEMO

Free and authoritative

CONSULTING

tubes, accessories, more.

visit an acoustically controlled sound room designed by an
Aerospace Engineer
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
•SONIC FRONTIERS
(Tubes Pre/Power Amps Phono Stage &
Integrated Amp)
•MONITOR AUDIO SPEAKERS
•JANIS SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS
•AUDIO ALCHEMY CO TRANSPORT/
DA PROCESSORS
•GOLD AERO TUBES
Room acoustics and audio consultant
S M S in Aerospace EngIneenng
A specialized service tor

music

lovers

Hours are by appointment only

ACOUSTIC CHAMBER INC.
Greenbelt, MD
PHONEJFFIX (301) 552-9157
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In Harmony with Natural Law
Enlightened Audio Design's outstanding products. featuring EAD's
critically acclaimed AccuLinear (TM) analog circuitry, are setting
new musical standards for digital audio components.The EAD
DSP-9000 Digital Processor ($5500.) offers hand matched, select
grade dual differential Burr-Brown 20-bit DAC's, in adual chassis
design with two massive. custom toroidal transformers for analog
and digital supplies. The result is extremely low mechanical noise
and radiated hum, and exceptional dynamic range and musical
beauty.The EAD T-1000 CD Transport ($1099.) features astable
platter mechanism. The output data stream is reclocked at the
output of the transport, resulting in the lowest measure jitter on
any transport. A real Killer! Other outstanding Enlightened Audio
Design products are:
EAD DSP-7000 Digital Processor (81399.)
EAD T-7000 Universal Disc Transport ($1999.)
EAD DSP-1000 Digital Processor ($899.)

SOUND
e

Available exclusively in New York City at:

by

SINGER LI,

HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212)924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-80(3-882-5271

The End of a Search
The Krell Reference 64 Digital Processor stands as a
milestone of audio engineering. It is not simply the best
digital to analog converter ever made, it is atestament
to what can be achieved musically when genius, design
and intense engineering are combined with maximum
force. One listen and we think you will agree that the
debate between analog and digital is over. The Reference
64 has seen to that. Tentatively $12,500.
In the tradition of the Reference 64:
D to A converters: The Studio II $2800.
The Studio $3900
CD Transports:

The MD-10 $6900
The MD-20 $4000

Available exclusively in New York City at:

SOUND by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th Sc., New York, NY 10003 (212)924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-882-5271
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A MAg ai Mamage
For Mild leal Perfection
THE &SIM MATRIX 800
SPEAKER SYSTEM
has been acclaimed worldwide by critics and
audiophiles alike for its ultimate clarity, dynamic
impact and unsurpassed musical integrity. Some
go so far as to say it is the finest loudspeaker in
the world, coming closer to recreating the live
experience than any other transducer.

"THE KRELL KBX SOLUTION

Well, live hasjust gotten awhole lot livelier Introducing:
ee

B&W 800 ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER/
KRELL KBX CROSSOVER SYSTEM

Available exclusively at Sound by
Singer, this unique, factory recognized custom Active version of the
B&W Matrix 800 System
($16,0001 consists of apair of
B&W 800 Matrix loudspeakers
whose crossovers are specially
modified by Krell for use with its
Extraordinary KBX fully balanced
active crossover distribution network ($3500.), adevice capable of dividing
the audible spectrum into discreet frequency channels with surgical precision
and stark musical reality. The result is asound which is so lifelike that it must
be heard. So, don't shuffle your program. The person in the next seat is getting annoyed.

Available EXCLUSIVELY where HIGH END AUDIO IS DONE RIGHT

JSOUND by SINGER
16 East 16th Street New York, New York 10003 (212)924-8600
Call Toll Free 1-800-822-5271

*$15,000. plus $1000. for modifications
Sit ul
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AZ

CA

Pyramid Audio

Anchorage

(907) 272-9111

ND

Today Electronics

Fargo

(701) 282-4562

Shimeks Audio

Anchorage

(907) 276-2525

NE

Custom Electronics

Omaha

(402) 397-4434

Esoteric Audio

Scottsdale

(602) 946-8128

NJ

Stereo Dynamics

Middletown

(908) 671-1559

Sound Advice

Phoenix

(602) 955-8800

Stevens Audio

Bernardsville

(9081 953-9750

Wilson Audio

Tucson

(602) 326-4662

Stuart's Audio

Englewood

(201) 568-2338

Audible Difference

Palo Alto

(415) 328-1081

Stuart's Audio

Westfield

(908) 232-0483

Audio Video Today

Westminster

(714) 891-7575

The Sounding Board

Ridgewood

(201) 445-5006

GNP

Pasadena

(818) 577-7767

NM Hudsons Audio

Albuquerque

(505) 296-6978

Golden Ear Hi -Fi

Chico

(916) 345-1341

NY

Audio Breakthroughs

Manhassett

(516) 627-1333

Shelley's Stereo

Santa Monica

(818) 716-8500

Audio Den

Lake Grove

(516) 360-1990

Sound Goods

Mountain View (415) 949-4000

Audio Excellence

Stereo Plut

San Francisco

Discriminating Ear

Liverpool
Great Neck

(315) 451-2107
(516) 627-4456

(415) 861-1044

Stereo Untainted

San Diego

(619) 223-8151

Park Place Audio

New York

(212) 964-4570

Soundings

Denver

(303) 759-5505

Square Deal

Patchogue

(516) 475-1857

Sound Hounds

Denver

(303) 722-3290

Stereo Exchange

New York

(2121 505-1111

Stereo-Image, Inc.

Boulder

(303) 442-2166

Audible Elegance

Cincinnati

(513) 793-3731

Audio Center

FLLauderdale

(305) 566-0233

Hoffman's Stereo

Warrensville

(216) 292-6686

Audio Video Interiors

Melbourne

(407) 616-4059

Paragon Sound

Toledo

(419)882-1010

Audio Visions

Tampa

(813) 871-2989

Audio Gallery

Pittsburgh

(412) 521-9500

Hollywood Sound

Hollywood

(305) 921-1408

Audio Images

Allentown

(215) 391-1290

Sound Components

Miami

(305) 232-8848

David Lewis Audio

Philadelphia

(215) 725-117)

Audio Solutions

Tucker

(404) 381-0778

Soundex

Willow Grove

(215) 659-8815

Music Audio

Marietta

(404) 565-2118

PR

Precision Audio

Caparra Hts

(809) 782-6969

HI

Audio Directions

Honolulu

(8081732-6550

SC

American Audio Labs

Greenville

(803) 288-4293

IL

Champagne Audio

Champaign

(217) 355-8828

Leonard's Hi Fi

N Charleston

(803) 552-8118

Columbia Audio Video

Arlington Hts

(708) 394-4770

Read Brothers Stereo

Charleston

(803) 723-7276

Columbia Audio Video

Highland Park

(708)433-6010

TN

Cumberland Audio

Nashville

(615) 191-4700

Interior Sound Designs

E. Peoria

(309) 698-7200

TX

Audio Systems

Austin

(512) 451-5736

Paul Heath Audio

Chicago

(312) 549-8100

Dallas Audio Concepts

Dallas

(214) 360-9520

Authentic Audio

Ft. Wayne

Esoteric Ear

Houston

(713) 523-8108

Sound Productions

Carmel

(219) 487'2069
(317) 844-1103

Omni Sound

Dallas

(214) 964-6664

KS

Kid's Stereo

Lawrence

(913) 842-1841

UT

Audio Design

Salt Lake City

(801) 486-5511

KY

Sound Gallery

Audio Works

Salt Lake City

(801) 364-9999

VA

Alpine Audio

Abingdon

(703) 628-3177
(804) 644-8903

CO

FL

GA

IN

MA Dana Electronics
Goodwins Audio
MD Audio Depot

OH

PA

Louisville

(502) 423-9040

So. Harwich

(508) 430-2767

Boston

(617) 734-8800

Audio Art

Richmond

Silver Spring

(301) 585-3277

Audio Connection

Virginia Beach (804) 468-1688

Soundworks Audio Video Kensington

(301) 929-8600

Digital Sound

Virginia Beach (804)424-5850

Ct. St. Listening Room

Saginaw

(517) 792-3816

Sound Approach

Newport News (804) 596-7621

Stereo Showcase

Grand Rapids

(616) 942-8920

VT

City Stereo

Burlington

Stereo Showcase

Kalamazoo

(616) 329-1990

WA Nuts About Hi Fi

Silverdale

MN Audio Periection

Minneapolis

WI

Verona

MO St. Louis Sound Co

St Louis

1617) 866-0083
(314) 993-0002

MI

CALL TO
AUDITION

VIRTUOSO

AudioPhile's

WV Absolute Sound

(8021 863.4372
(206) 698-1348

(saa) 833-6383

So Charleston (304) 768-7874
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Husband and wife Victoria Postnikova and Gennady Roszdestvensky (left) team up on the latest recording
of Busoni's mammoth Piano Concerto: the photo may be sedate, but Igor Kipnis swears that he's rapturous
and she's asteel-fingered fire-eater. Eyes right for transplanted Irishperson Maura O'Connell, whose fourth
album, the hopefully titled Blue is the Colour of Hope (see p.215), should be the one to merge her into the fast
lane—sez RL.

CLASSICAL

BUSONI: Piano Concerto, Op.39; Fantasia Contrappuntistica
Victoria Postnikova, piano; Gennady Ftoszdestvensky,
Orchestre National de France, Choer de Radio France
Erato 2292-45478-2 (2 CDs only). Didier Gervais,
Yolanta Skura, engs.; Arend Prohrnann, Yolanta Skura,
prods. DOD. TT. 2:13:03

Who could have ever imagined that the various domestic and foreign catalogs would now
boast as many as eight recordings of that 70minute-plus leviathan, the five-movement
Busoni Concerto of 1904 for piano, orchestra,
and male chorus? John Ogdon's groundbreaking 1968 version, still available in England, is now an Angel deletion in the US, but
there are anumber of single CD performances,
notably Garrick Ohlsson with the Cleveland
Orchestra under Dohnányi on Telarc, that are
impressive statements of this unique piece. One
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

notices immediately that the present set is on
not one but two discs, in which the filler is a
powerfully hewn performance of the 1910
single-keyboard version of the Fantasia Contrappuntistica.
In the case of every movement of the concerto, the Russian conductor is slower than
most of the competing versions, sometimes by
more than several minutes. Yet, hearing Rozhdestvensky's brilliant, rapturous, long-lined
approach, not to mention his wife's fire-eating,
steel-fingered piano playing, one is struck less
by any sense of excessive leisure than of momentousness. Certainly the nearly 90-minute
performance never gives me the impression of
dragging. Notable in the transparent-sounding
recording is the vivid soundstage, as well as the
effective balance between the piano and the
large orchestra and chorus.
—Igor Kipnis
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THESE EIGHT NEW RELEASES
REPRESENT OUR MOST DRAMATIC
ACHIEVEMENTS IN RECREATING
A LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCE.
Peggy Lee

Orquesta Nova

Moments Like
This J1384
All new recording
from the
incomparable Peggy

Nova plays crossover
Latin, classical pata mix
The group creates a
unique sound. at once

clarity of sound
matched with the

truly original and firmly
rooted on the Latin

Lubarnbo & Rabello
Shades of Rio JOBS
Romero Lubambo and
Raphael Rabello are
two of the foremost
guitar virtuosos playing
contemporary Brazilian
repertoire Together.
these two masters
stimulate and inspire
each other to reach
heights, beyond their
individual limits, to
challenge and be
challenged!

tot a

hybrid chamber
ensemble Orquesta

Lee featuring
stunning renditions
of classic razz
standards The

class of performance
make this ajazz
collectors dream

,•11

Salon New York
JOB6
Critically acclaimed

Vivaldi
The Four Seasons
CD78
The Connecticut Early
Music Ensemble. one of
the finest early music
ensembles in the world,
presents an historicallyaccurate rendering of
two of Vivaldi's
greatest works. led by
Maestro Kopnis, a
world.renowned
harpsichordist and
musical historian

American musical

Cephas & Wiggins
Cepboa
Bluesmen J089
Traditional acoustic
blues legends. Cephas
8 Wiggins, play the
Piedmont blues with
01 8
absolute authenticity
These Bluesmen are
preserving the blues -

-..,4-1111MmOun

the grassroots of most
of American music A
sonic spectacular

Westminster Choir
0 Magnum Mysterium
CD83/CG83 (Gold
CD)
Thrill to the choral
writings of Brahms
Stravinsky. Verdi. Britten
and eleven others
including the premiere
recording of Lukas Foss'
Behold IBuild An House
Revel to athreedimensional
representation of a
church with large chorus
and organ NOW NEW
ON GOLD CD'

eei nlve\

Y

teleiter\

ei
n'estminsicr Choir
Jusi•pli
Fluiniiirl tell.

These INVO reissues encompass new remastenng
technology and techniques which achieve unparalleled
fidelity and therefore reveal timeless recordings as
though you were listening to the onginal master tapes
Symphonic Music of
Cesar Franck
The Accursed Huntsman
Symphony on D minor
and others CD87

Berlioz Symphonie
Fantastique
Strauss Don Juan
Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra
CD138

CHESKT IRfCORDS

CHESKY RECORDS
You Can Hear The Difference

Chesky Records CDs are available in Fine Audio and Record Stores, or order direct with
Visa/MasterCard by calling 1-800-331-1437 or 212-586-7537 or send check or money order for
CDs $14.98 (Gold CDs $29.98) plus postage and handling (add 8.25% sales tax in NY State) to:
CHESKY RECORDS Radio City Station. P.O. Box 1268. New York, NY 10101.
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MENOTTI: Goya
Cesar Hernandez, Francisco Goya; Suzanna Guzman,
Duchessa d'Alba; Penelope Daner, Regina di Spagna;
Howard Bender, Re di Spagna; others; Spoleto Festival
Orchestra, Westminster Choir, Steven Mercurio
Nuova Era 760/61 (2 CDs only). Alessandro Nava, Dando
Perfuna, prods. DDD. TE 109:21

Menotti's Coya, which was composed for
Plácido Domingo, had its world premiere in
Washington, DC in November 1986. The
opera, telecast with English subtitles (and sung
in English as well), was not aparticularly great
success, although the tenor was in good voice
and the production was suitably lavish. The
critics felt that it was derivative of Puccini
verismo, and people complained of not understanding the words and not being able to hook
into melody. In preparation for hearing this
recording Iwent back to my videotape of that
telecast and was left pretty cold. Iwas therefore all the more surprised by how successful
this recording is.
Perhaps it's young Steven Mercurio's punchy,
exciting leadership, or perhaps it's the (uncredited) Italian translation which makes it
more singable and seemingly melodic—I presume both. Whatever, avery good case for the
opera is made. Cesar Hernandez, in Domingo's
role, is terrific—ringing, passionate, involved.
The role is tough, but he handles it with élan.
Suzanna Guzman fills the bill as the headstrong,
Carmen-like Duchess of Alba, although her
voice could certainly have more innate beauty.
Penelope Daner does well with the close-toimpossible music Menotti wrote for the Queen
of Spain, but Idoubt that anyone will ever
sound good in this harpy-like role. The rest of
the cast is excellent, and the Spoleto Festival
Orchestra and Westminster Choir are at their
best.
The live recording is very good, giving areal
sense of depth and breadth, while keeping
balances honest. The set comes with libretto,
translation, and essay. Yes, Menotti's music
tends to be slightly too familiar even on first
hearing, but I've grown to like this work. It
rarely reaches the lushness of The Saint ofBleeker
Street (now where's agood, modem recording
of that gorgeous work?), but it occasionally
comes close. This has something to offer, and
it's abetter show on discs than it was on stage.
Recommended.
—Robert Levine
MESSIAEN: Quatuor pour la fin du temps
Ensemble Walter Boeykens
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901348 (CD only). Michel
Pierre, eng.; Jean-Pierre Ferry, prod. DDD. TT 46:49
MESSIAEN: Tiois petite: liturgies, Cinq Rechanta,
Sacrum Convirium!
London Sinfonietta Voices & Chorus; Terry Edwards,
London Sinfonietta
Virgin VC7 91492-2 (CD only). John Whiting, Mike
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Skeet, engs.; Terry Edwardsjohn Rushby-Smith, prods.
DDD. rn 60:25

Messiaen's Quartetfor the End of Time is sometimes seen as something of atrial by fire for outstanding clarinetists, such are the demands that
it makes on their technical skills, especially in
the "Abime des oiseaux:' the third movement
scored for clarinet alone. Walter Boeykens more
than meets these demands and, on the whole,
his performance is successful. But unfortunately, he (with the aid of the recording engineers) very much dominates the ensemble,
which sounds lackluster without him. Also,
the whole performance takes time to come to
terms with Messiaen's idiom, avoiding in the
earlier movements the accentuation and phrasing that are the hallmarks of his style. The music
itself forces them to amore satisfying approach
toward the end of the work, but by then the initial impact has been lost. The recording is adequate, but more distance would have eliminated
extraneous wind sound from the clarinet, and
lent enhancement.
The really choice performance on the Virgin
disc is of Messaien's beautiful, early little Communion motet, 0 Sacrum Convivium! Terry
Edwards holds concentration from beginning
to end so that the singers maintain delightfully
subtle dynamic shading and exactly balanced
voicing throughout—and to great emotional
effect.
Cinq Rechants, for 12 solo voices, is often
thought of by Messiaen aficionados as the
greatest of the Trilogy of Love and Death (which
also includes Harawi and the Turangaltla Symphony). If only it could have received asimilarly
absorbed reading here. As it is, although there
is ahigh level of skill displayed in the performance, the whole is let down by atentative
approach to the work's drama, some inflexible soprano solos limited by auniform and
ubiquitous vibrato, and an ungiving recording venue.
The Trois petites liturgies fare much better. The
recorded acoustic is amite constrained at times,
but the massed performing forces bring enthusiasm and dedication to the proceedings. I
couldn't rate this as the finest performance of
the work Ihave heard, but it is certainly much
better than adequate in context. However, the
real value of this disc lies with the performance
of 0 Sacrum Convivium!
—Barbara Jahn
MIASKOVSKY: Cello Concerto
SHOSTAKOVICH: The Limpid Stream
TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on aRococo theme,
Op.33; Nocturne in d
Jullian Lloyd Webber, cello; Maxim Shostakovich, London
Symphony
Philips 434 106-2 (CD only). Martin Vos, eng.; Anna
Barry, prod. DDD. TE 63:54
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Custom Design 8( Insta!
747 Berwyn Avenue
Berwyn, PA 19312
(215) 640-4433
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Willow Grove, PA 19090
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1800 444-2040

In this collection of Russian works for cello and
orchestra, the 1944 Miaskovsky, avery lyrical and beautiful work, sounds in its distinctly
conservative style rather as though it had been
written just past the turn of the present century. Similarly, the Adagio taken from the Limpid
Stream ballet of 1935 resembles Tchaikovsky
more than Shostakovich, but it, too, is welcome.
The original version of the Rococo Variations.
different in both lesser and more substantial
ways (especially the order) than the standard
rewrite version by Wilhelm Fitzenhagen, is perhaps the most substantial work included here.
The enterprising and well-thought-out program closes with anocturne arranged for cello
and chamber orchestra by Tchaikovsky from
one of his Op.19 piano pieces. All these works
are convincingly played, the solos rendered
with authority if not with the typically extraverted expansiveness of aFtostropovich. The
reproduction, which includes nice balances, is
mellow, the stnngs warm, very much mirroring the tone of the performances.—Igor Kipnis
MOZART.. Requiem
Arleen Augér, soprano; Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo; Vinson
Cole, tenor; René Pap, bass; Vienna Philharmonic. Sir
Georg Solti
London 433 688-21 (CD only). John Pellowe, Ron Ferris,
engs., Christopher Raeburn, prod. DDD. TE 57.17
MOZART: Requiem; Masonic Funeral Music, K.477
Montserrat Figueras, soprano; Claudia Schubert, alto;
Gert Türk, tenor; Stephan Schreckenberger, bass; Le
Concert des Nations, Jordi Savall
Astrée E8759 (CD only). DDD. TE 50:51

It's hard to imagine two performances less similar than these. Solti's, recorded at aMozart
commemorative concert in 1991, is both traditional and (as alive performance) thoroughly
acceptable. But it will not stand repeated hearings. Choral and orchestral textures are sometimes thick, the Dies irae is without wrath, other
sections are bland, and the Lacrimosa is hardly
tearful. The soloists sing admirably in their way,
but that way—with its frequently wide vibrato
—is more operatic than churchly. Injected into
the performance are non-musical prayers said
during the Requiem Mass. Certainly one hearing of these is more than enough; most listeners,
Isuspect, would prefer to skip them. Among
modern-instrument editions, the Colin Davis
account, with its emotional breadth and superb
execution, remains apreferred version despite
its being two decades old.
The Savall performance is arevelation. Its
prime though not sole virtue is engineering
that does flaIl justice to the timbre of periodinstrument strings, so that they do not sound
pinched and nasal. And with asmall orchestra and chorus, the performance gains atransparency and color absent from Solti's account.
Furthermore, the purity of vocal tone, both in
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the choral and solo singing, proves far more
expressive in this music than the theatrical style
of Solti's singers. And not to be overlooked is
Savall's flair for the music's dramatic contrasts,
emotional intensity, and word-associated ethos.
Particularly noteworthy in this last regard is
the sobbing suggested by the strings in the
Lacrimosa. Along with the Koopman recordings, this one must rank as apreferred penodinstrument account. And although Ihave not
heard it, Iwould suspect that the Gardiner edition, given that conductor's many fine Mozart
recordings, is well worth investigating. The
Masonic Funeral Music, with its eerie periodinstrument brass, is highly effective.
—Mortimer FL Frank

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 7("Leningrad")
Rudolf Barshai. Junge Deutsche Philharmonic. members
of the Moscow Philharmonic
Bis CD 515 (CI) only). Siegbert Ernst. eng.; Robert von
Bahr, prod. DDD. TE 73:42
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 7("Leningrad")
Eduardo Mata, Dallas Symphony
Dorian DOR-90161 (CD only). Craig D. Dory. Douglas
Brown. Brian C. Peters, David H. Walters. engs..
Douglas Brown, prod. DDD. rn 77:54

Iwas surprised to hear, after some gap at the
end of the piece, an audience applauding the
Junge Deutsche Philharmonie's account of
Shostakovich 7—not because the performance
is bad, but because it is so good that Ihadn't
realized it was aconcert performance. The
recording might have told me that this wasn't
astudio production, but I've certainly heard
worse.
Barshai has rehearsed these young players
extremely well, and thus his interpretation is
soundly executed. This is aperformance of purpose and strength—the spine-tingling march
of the first movement, for example, moves forward with inexorable menace—and yet there
is also great flexibility here, and all solos are
taken with unshaken confidence. But the music
tells little of terror, and although this is aperfectly valid view of the work, Ifeel Mravinsky
and Kondrashin recount amore frightening
tale. Nevertheless, this Bis disc can certainly
meet the competition head-on, and Iwould
urge you to try it, especially as the proceeds
from its sale are to go to victims of the Chernobyl disaster and those who suffered from the
atomic testing at Kazakhstan.
Iwish Icould be as enthusiastic about Mata
and the Dallas SO's reading. Rhythms are dry
and prosaic, there is stillness without desolation, and quiet without mystery. This is not an
emotionally driven performance, but one that
regards itself self-consciously. That just won't
do for Shostakovich. Discussion of sonic quality seems irrelevant.
—Barbara Jahn
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Your
Mother
Warned
You
"Never judge a book by its
cover nor abox by its wrapping,"
she always said. Well, the Genesis
Genre II is what she was talking
about. If you think this is just another
box speaker, you have missed a
creative tour de force. Naturally, this
all begins 'with the same highly
praised planar ribbon tweeter
and kevlar/polypropylene woofer
technology found in all Genesis
designs. The time aligned baffle and
computer aided crossover ensure
optimum transparency and accuracy.
The inside story of the Genre II,
however, is its unique construction.
Bringing their cylindrical enclosure to
this price range presented adifficult
challenge solved by a 1/2" thick
internal cylindrical chamber and
by rethinking the way speakers
are built. Capable of being
biwired or biamped, the Genre II
can be optimized for any listening
environment, and the revolutionary
grille/baffle design and elegant
finish optimize its acceptance into
your living environment.

Omni Sound, Dallas' oldest
audiophile oriented retailer, is proud
to offer the entire Genesis line along with
the finest products from manufacturers
dedicated to value in the audio arts.
We invite you to call for information
about any of our lines. Finally, we
offer three pieces of advice; buy apair
of Genre II, call your mother and, of
course, wear clean underwear.

Genre II $799 per pair suggested retail.
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J. STRAUSS: Die Fledermaus
Kin te ICanawa, Rosalinde; Wolfgang Brendel, Eisenstein;
Tom Krause, Frank; Brigitte Fassbaender, Orlofsky;
Richard Leech, Alfred; Olaf Bin Falice; Edita Grubcrova,
Adele; Vienna State Opera Chorus, Vienna Philharmonic, André Previn
Philips 432 157-2 (2 CDs only). Wilhelm Hellweg, prod.
DDD.

rr: 111:48

Since this brings the total number of Flederrnice
in the catalog to ten, it better have something
special to offer. It does. Maybe not enough to
make you hurl your old Karajan or Kleiber sets
out the window, but enough to consider adding
it to your collection.
That something is some of the singing. It
turns out that Rosalind is arole which involves
Kin ite Kanawa and fits her voice and temperament so perfectly that one must wonder why
she simply doesn't give everything else up and
make alifelong specialty of it. She's always been
too pop and casual for real opera, and too hoitytoity for pop—of course Viennese operetta
would suit her. Her Rosalind is funny, light,
and charming; she sings the notoriously tough
"Czardas" with ease. Her tone and verbal inflections are ideal. A winner.
Similarly, Olaf Bar is aterrific Falke, knowing and sharp, and his sound, qua sound, is
beautiful. Brigitte Fassbaender is the perfect
Orlofsky —droll, butch, and sure of himself.
Wolfgang Brendel is less than great as Eisenstein—the role should ideally be sung by a
tenor—but he's still impressive. Edita Gruberova sounds abit ripe as Adele, but Richard
Leech, America's most under-recorded and
-appreciated tenor, is afine, manic Alfred. The
rest of the cast is very good.
André Previn's leadership is direct, pointed,
and clever, lacking only abit of &Nag. The
Vienna forces could play and sing this in their
sleep—it's probably required knowledge for
graduation from high school—but instead
throw themselves into it with joy. Idon't like
the production; the laughter and action during Act II are unnecessary and distracting, and
the recording is thumpy and lacks shine. If
you've got atreble knob, boost it.
As Isaid, hold on to your favorite. But Kin,
in anon-dreary mode, is very special here—as
are some others.
—Robert Levine
WAGNER: Die Meistersinger von Niiniberg
Thomas Stewart, Hans Sachs; Sándor K6nya, Walther von
Stolzing; Thomas Hemsley, Beekmesser; Gundula
Janowitz, Eva; Franz Crass. Pogner; Gerhard Unger,
David; Brigitte Fassbaender. Magdalene; Keith Engen,
Kothner; others; Bavarian Radio Chorus & Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik
"Bonus" tracks: Franz Volker (1928), Lauritz Melchior
(1923), and Alexander Kipnis (1931) singing arias from
Die Meistersinger
Myto 4MCD 925.69 (4 CDs only). ADD. IT 4:58:47
(Meistersinger alone: 4:38:27)
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All but the most fanatical Wagner completists
or collectors of vocal music might glance at the
cover of this first "new" Meistersinger recording
in 17 years, decide that it contains yet another
in-concert amateur taping in lousy sound
(probably mono) from yet another Italian bootleg record company, and browse on.
That would be amistake. Though the cover
art and annotations are minimal and Myto is,
indeed, yet another Italian bootlegger (distributed in the US by Qualiton), this radio
broadcast, recorded "live in the studio," is in
very good stereo sound, and the performance
is one of the best I've heard.
Which begs the question: Just where have
these tapes been for the past quarter-century?
When this performance was set down in
October '67, Meistersinger had been recorded
in stereo only once before, by Keilberth in '62
(reviewed in Vol.13 No.6), and had been
recorded only once in the studio, by ICnappertsbusch in 1951 (long out of print). Rafael Kubelik's performance is much closer to the clarity
and control of astudio, and should have been
released at the time; had it been, by now it
would have long enjoyed a"reference" status
equivalent to that of the Kempe Lohengrin or
the Solti Ring.
No matter; I'm grateful to have heard it
at all. It's atestament to the comprehensive
thoroughness of Kubelik's knowledge and presentation of the score that it's difficult to pick
out passages done particularly well: no leaf of
this vast, light-shot woods of ascore is too
small to be overlooked, no stand of trees too
large not to be seen as aforest. Kubelik takes
longer to tell this story than nearly all of the
other conductors who have recorded the opera,
and puts his time to excellent use: there is aclarity and balance of voices both choral and
orchestral, acontrol of the long line, and an
unprecedented mastery of the many layers of
this vast andjoyful exercise in counterpoint and
polyphony—none of it at the expense of feeling,
all of it infused with amature and knowing
grace.
Part of this orchestral transparency is due to
the sound itself, which, though unprecedentedly excellent for abootleg, is still thin, with
somewhat steely but dry-sounding strings, little bottom, and exaggerated stereo—I suspect
two mikes spaced at least 15' apart. Still, despite
the relative lack of centerfill on the orchestra—
the voices are positioned across the entire
stage—there is apalpable sense of spaciousness
and what sounds like considerable accuracy of
the orchestral image and aminimum of postproduction mixing. I'm someone who usually
thrills to "Wagnerian" orchestral heft and texture; though missing here in the weight Iusually prefer, Imissed them not at all. For the
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first time, Iwas hearing inner voices and counterrhythms that Iusually have trouble hearing
even when following the score.
All of this would seem to out-Karajan Karajan's relentless search for the purest orchestral
tones, or even out-Boulez Boulez's usual outright vivisection of ascore, with all the concomitant diminutions of passion and power
that both approaches seemingly demand. Not
so. This is, at the same time, one of the most
intimate and relaxed, gemütlich recordings of a
work which, more than any other of Wagner's,
thrives on such human-scaled feeling. It is, like
no other recording Iknow, acomplete, wholly
rounded vision of the very detailed world of
15th-century Nuremberg that Wagner so lovingly painted.
As the recording unfolded at its stately,
leisured pace, Ifelt, throughout the entire 4
hours and 40 minutes, that nothing was happening too quickly or too slowly. Kubelik's
attention to detail and refusal to rush or linger
never failed for even amoment—truly afeat in
awork of this length and breadth.
The singers are no less staunch or insightful. Thomas Stewart is athree-dimensional
Sachs who is gruff, not coy, when embarrassed,
with an unsentimental sensitivity capable of
being profoundly moved. In his prime here, he
is in excellent voice throughout the opera.
So is the phenomenal Sándor Kónya, whose
ringing Walther quickly banishes all memories ofJean Cox, René Kollo, or Hans Hopf
(though not Jess Thomas), and sounds here, if
anything, like aless lushly romantic Plácido
Domingo. As glorious as the voice is, this is a
Walther who has more in common with the
purity and innocence of Lohengrin than with
the dark passion of Tannháuser: in the opera
but not of it, he floats through these three long
acts more in wonder at his own foreignness and
talent than acting the raging young rebel out
to conquer the world. He is transfigured in
and by his own singing of the Prize Song;
Domingo's Walther, for instance, though the
soul of passion, seems to take more credit for
what Wagner clearly indicates is the gift of the
muse than Ithink Walther is entitled to. Such
seemingly adamantine opinions aside, Ihad
never heard the role sung in this way before;
it feels absolutely right. Kubelik supports
Kánya feelingly in it, making the histrionics
of aKollo sound like so much gnashing and
thrashing.
Thomas Hemsley is adark, subdued Beckmesser, more dour than comical, with aselfregard more pitying than narrowly proud. This
doesn't "work" in the usual theatrical sense of
providing easy laughs, but adds adarker, richer,
more complex emotional tone to the opera than
it normally has. We are forced to come to terms
STEREOPHILE. FEBRUARY 1993

with Town Clerk Sixtus Beckmesser, acomplex man in his own right who, though no one's
favorite Nuremberger, is hardly evil and only
sometimes afool. As in all of Wagner's mature
works, there is no "villain" in Die Meistersinger.
Wagner never lets us forget that everyone
has good reasons for what they do, and that,
simply, life is complicated. In this Wagner's
librettos differ from the usual realm of operatic melodrama and entertainment for the
wealthy, and help raise his music-dramas to the
level of Sophocles, Homer, and Shakespeare.
Gundula Janowitz often forsakes vibrato
altogether, thus singing Eva with amore girlish
touch than is usually the case. But again, there
is no cloying coyness here, no empty coquettry;
this is avery young woman, the entire course
of whose life is about to be decided in adirection no one can predict. She is trying very hard
to be very grown up, and Janowitz puts across
with heartbreaking effectiveness the sense of
agirl all but stunned by the momentousness
into which her own just-blooming womanhood has thrust her. This is not the most
singerly or "beautiful" Eva you will ever hear
(try Elisabeth Schwarzkopf on ICarajan's 1951
Bayreuth recording for that)—the voice is often
thin, the high notes sometimes strained—but
it is the most dramatically apt—and felt—
characterization Ihave heard. When Ithink of
Wagner's Eva from now on, she will sing to me
in Janowitz's voice.
Gerhard'Unger sang David in that same
1951 Bayreuth Meistersinger, and does aseamless
job here, though listeners familiar with the later
Davids of Peter Schreier, Heinz Zednik, and
Frieder Stricker will hear nothing new. The
same is not quite true of Brigitte Fassbaender,
whose Magdalene, harsh-voiced when necessary, is afeisty, difficult woman with ambitions
of her own, and nobody's fool. The smallish
but important role of Veit Pogner, Eva's father,
has been sung on record by the best: Moll,
Sotin, ICipnis, Ridderbusch, and greatest of all
even with acold, Hotter. Veteran Wagner bass
Franz Crass does yeoman duty here, but he's
far outclassed by Hotter and Ridderbusch elsewhere. (Ridderbusch, an excellent Sachs himself, even managed to outclass Theo Adams's
Sachs in ICarajan's otherwise ideal 1970 studio
recording—a pretty good trick.)
The five "bonus" tracks are welcome primarily for the three from Franz Volker—a true
heldentenor—as Walther singing the various
versions of the Prize Song, and IK's father Alexander Kipnis as Pogner ("Nun Wirt ..
Das
Scheme Fest"). The young Lauritz Melchior,
in a1923 acoustic recording, does not do as well
in music (the Prize Song again) with which he
is not usually associated.
For awork that has been very well treated
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on disc, Kubelik provides the most loving,
intelligent re-creation ever of Wagner's most
carefully wrought score For all those who love
Wagner, and for all those who think they hate
him as well; newborn at 25 years old, this
masterpiece of aMaster Singers will be just as
important in another 25. —Richard Lehnert
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JOHN ADAMS Conducts American Elegies
Ives: The Unanswered Question (revised version), Five Songs
(arr. Adams); Marshall: Fog Types; Feldman: Madame
Press Died Last Week at Ninety; Adams: Ems Piano; Diamond: Elegy in Memory of Maurice Ravel
Dawn Upshaw, soprano; Paul Crossley, piano; Orchestra
of St. Luke's, John Adams
Elektra Nonesuch 79249-2 (CD only). Paul Zinman, cog.;
Robert Hurwitz, prod. DDD. TE 49:38

If not all elegies in the strict sense of the word,
these compositions share ameditational, reflective quality and could have combined to make
up an excessively monotonous program. Instead, this disc comes off as an inspired collection, indicative of the variety and vitality of
20th-century American composers.
All the pieces are beautifully played by the
Orchestra of St. Luke's, agroup that has inspired at least one critic to suggest that the New
York Philharmonic may be the second-best
orchestra in that city. Having heard the excellent
St. Luke's in person, Ionly wish it could have
been presented here in more vivid sound. There
is aslight pervading darkness to this recording that obscures to aminor degree the individual voices and sections of the orchestra,
leaving adull sonic signature and giving the
orchestra an amorphous spatial quality. Violins
lack brilliance in their upper range, and the
entire ensemble sounds closed-in on top. I
wouldn't call it apoor recording, but only wish
there had been more detail and amore open,
airy spaciousness.
There's little left wanting in the music and
performances, however. Adams takes Ives's
Unanswered Question at afaster pace than we're
accustomed to hearing. Although it remains
emotionally effective, some listeners may miss
the enhanced feeling of timelessness imparted
by, say, Michael Tilson Thomas with the CSO
on CBS. In the second Ives selection, consisting
of five songs with Adams's orchestral transcription of the composer's piano accompaniment,
the simplicity of the original is retained. Dawn
Upshaw gives another superb recorded performance, with an utterly natural, effortless
mastery of Ives's often jarring intervals and
rhythms amid campy melodies.
Ingram Marshall's Fog Tropes is awork for
orchestra and prerecorded tape that evokes the
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

sounds of fog horns and marine life. The result
is an eerie, effective soundscape that may well
serve as an elegy for the environment. Morton Feldman's Madame Press Died Last Week at
Ninety is based on an imitation of anature
sound. An ostinato cuckoo figure is graced by
phrases in apointillistic fashion and serves, perhaps, as an unremitting reminder of the passage of time.
John Adams's own composition, Eros Piano
for piano and orchestra, is adeparture from his
more traditionally minimalist genre (if, indeed,
minimalism can be called traditional). The piece
is still built around asmall motif—the interval of the fifth—but the element of continuous repetition is kept to aminimum, so to
speak. With Paul Crossley as soloist, the work
is very successful, playing out an appealing
inner drama and fostering adirectness that transcends the musical tools to produce asensual
and emotional attractiveness. Its appeal is
closely akin to the final work on the CD, David
Diamond's Elegy in Memory of Maurice Ravel.
Eschewing direct references to Ravel's style,
Diamond creates atouchingly mournful remembrance ofa composer he knew and greatly
admired.
The sonic shortcomings of this effort should
not deter you from enjoying the fine music and
moving performances. Knowing firsthand the
quality of the Orchestra of St. Luke's simply
makes me wish we could hear them just alittle
bit better here. In recommending this disc, I
don't doubt that it will provide many rewarding
hours of listening.
—Robert Hesson
WERNER BARTSCHL Piano Recital
Biirtschi: Frühmengens am Daubenser (1986/88); Busoni:
Toccata (1921); Mozart: Fantasy in c, K.467; Adagio
in b, K.540; Sonata in B-Flat, K333; Part: Für Alina
(1976); Scelsi: Vier Ilhutrationen zu den Venvandlung
Vishnus (1953)
Werner Bârtschi, piano
ECM New Series 1377 (839 659-2, CD only). Manfred
Eicher, prod.; Andreas Neubronner, eng. DDD. TT:
69:38

Bartschi, a43-year-old Swiss composer and
pianist, has compiled arecital with arondolike structure, the repetitive and contrasting
"home" elements being three different works
of Mozart. In between come four varied 20thcentury pieces: aHindu-inspired and sonically
Messiaen-like programmatic work by Giacinto
Scelsi (1905-1988), atwo-minute musical portrait with asparse wind-chime atmosphere by
Arvo Part, Bartschi's own atmospheric but
sometimes violent reaction to alake amid the
Bernese Alps seen early in the morning, and
the fascinating, neo-baroque piece by Busoni,
his last piano composition. Bartschi's Mozart
style is large-scale and modern, perhaps abit
on the straight side and without the last words
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in gallant refinement, emotion, or intimacy.
The 20th-century works in this interesting
recital, however, are rendered with unusual skill
and, as with the Busoni, great virtuosity. The
18th-century pieces are well played in their own
right, and effectively placed for dispelling the
tensions of the contemporary scores. Very
warm, tangible piano sonics.
—Igor Kipnis

SHOW M USIC
THE MOST HAPPY FELLA: 1992 Broadway Cast
Tim Stella, musical director; Music & lyrics by Frank
Loesser
RCA Victor 09026-61294-2 (CD only). James Nichols,
Paul Goodman, engs.; Mike Berniker, prod. DDD. TE
73:52
GRAND HOTEL: Original Broadway Cast
Jack Lee, cond. Music & lyrics by Robert Wright & George
Forrest; additional music & lyrics by Maury Yeston
RCA Victor 09026-61327-2 (CD only). James Nichols,
Jay Newland, engs.; Peter Matz, prod. DDD. TE 65:01
GUYS AND DOLLS: 1992 Broadway Cast
Edward Strauss, cond. Music & lyrics by Frank Loesser
RCA Victor 09026-61317-2 (CD only). Paul Goodman,
James Nichols, engs.; Jay David Saks, prod. DDD. TE
58:56

The nearly simultaneous release of three Broadway cast recordings from the same company
must be some sort of, urn, record. The fact that
two of them have music and lyrics by Frank
Loesser makes the event even more Guinnessworthy. Although I'm sure this was not their
intention, BMG/RCA has covered the full
range with these releases: amiss, asemi-hit (or
near-miss), and avery palpable hit.
I'll start with what, in my opinion, is the least
successful of these recordings: The Most Happy
Fella. The work itself is one Iwould include in
alist of the Ten Greatest Musicals of All Time,
but Ifound the Goodspeed Opera production,
the basis of this CD, very disappointing. The
glorious, operatically flavored score has been
reduced to atwo-piano arrangement (not even
avery good one, although Loesser supposedly
approved it), some numbers were cut, and,
most distressingly, the central performances
were vocally underpowered. Isaw it very early
in its run, and had hoped that the recording
might give amore favorable impression. Not
so: most of the time, Spiro Malas (Tony) is still
crooning rather than singing (and his top note
in "Rosabella" is quite flat), and Sophie Hayden
(Rosabella) is routine at best; only Liz Larsen
(Cleo) and Scott Waara (Herman) sound comfortable in their roles. If you want to hear how
good The Most Happy Fella can be, buy the rerelease of the Original Cast album (Sony
Broadway S2K-48010, reviewed in Vol.15
No.10).
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Grand Hotel had mixed reviews on Broadway,
but it has confounded critics by outlasting some
highly praised shows. Ifound it effective as pure
theater, admiring the clever set (rows of chairs,
rearranged for different scenes) and Tommy
Tune's inspired direction. On record, we miss
most of what made the stage performance compelling, and the score, while not without interest, is not enough to carry the enterprise.
There are afew good songs (I like "We'll Take
A Glass Together," "Love Can't Happen:' and
the title song), but most of the music seems
designed to work with the dramatic action
rather than stand by itself. Brent Barrett, Jane
Krakowski, Michael Jeter, and company do a
fine job of putting it across, but, overall, the
recording is likely to appeal mostly to those
who've seen the show.'
Finally, we have Guys and Dolls, again among
the best musicals ever written, and one that,
like The Most Happy Fella, already had asuperbly
performed original cast recording in the catalog.
Well, now there are two! The current enormously successful Broadway revival (Tony
awards galore) has yielded awonderful cast
recording full of pizzazz, theatricality, and
featuring some very strong performances. Two
of these are in the star-is-born tradition: Faith
Prince, last seen in .!
erome Robbins' Broadway,
plays Adelaide, and manages to compete with
memories of Vivian Blaine, the role's originator; Josie de Guzman understudied the role of
Sarah Brown, taking it over shortly before the
show opened, and sounds to me like the best
Sarah on record. Peter Gallagher is arelaxed,
romantic Sky Masterson, and the supporting
cast is first-rate. The original orchestrations
have been touched up by Michael Starobin and
Mark Hummel, and sound just great under
Edward Strauss's musical direction. The original Broadway cast recording remains aclassic,
but was in mono; the present recording is my
clear favorite among the stereo versions.
2 Sound
quality of all three recordings is generally very
good, with Grand Hotel's ensemble numbers
perhaps abit more congested than usual.
—Robert Deutsch
1The recording includes asad coda: acabaret performance
of"Love Can't Happen" by David Carroll, the show's original
lead. Carroll was dying of AIDS, but bravely attempted to
sing the role for the cast recording, collapsing during arehearsal for the recording session and later dying of aheart seizure.
The recording is dedicated to his memory.
2The London cast has Julia McKenzie's Adelaide, but not
much else to recommend it. The 1976 black revival cast features an excellent cast, especially James Ftandolph's Sky, but
some of the musical arrangements border on the ludicrous.
(The opening "Fugue for Tinhorns" segues into adisco beat!)
Reprise has reissued Guys and Dolls done by the Reprise Repertory Theater (Frank, Dino, Bing, Sammy, et al); most of it is
predictable from knowing the artists styles, hut Iwas very
pleasantly surprised by "More ICannot Wish You :' sung by
Clark Dennis (who?) in afull-throated Insh tenor.
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MONTY ALEXANDER: Caribbean Circle
Monty Alexander, piano, talk, whistle; Slide Hampton,
trombone, arrangements; Jon Faddis, E. Dankworth,
trumpet; Frank Foster, tenor sax; Dave Glasser, alto sax;
Anthony Jackson, bass; Herlin Riley, Sieve Ferrone,
drums; Othello Molineaux, steel drums; Robert
Thomas, hand drums; Marjorie Whylie. percussion
CheskyJD80 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David Chesky,
Monty Alexander, Mark van den Bergh, prods. DDD.
TE 58:16
RED RODNEY: Then and Now
Red Rodney, flugelhorn; Chris Potter, alto & tenor sax;
Garry Dial. piano; Jay Anderson, bass; Jimmy Madison,
drums
Chesky JD79 (CD only). Bob Katz, eng.; David Chesky,
Bob Belden, prods. DDD. TT: 74:36

In these discs, two veteran musicians explore
—and re-evaluate—their roots. Pianist Monty
Alexander grew up in Jamaica, where he played
in the sun, shared an occasional cornmeal dinner with his two dogs, and watched cowboy
movies at the Carib Theater in Kingston. When
he heard Louis Armstrong at the Carib, he
decided to become ajazz musician.
Red Rodney was one of the first generation
ofbeboppers. After working with Gene Krupa,
Claude Thornhill, and Woody Herman, he
played trumpet beside Charlie Parker from
1949 to 1951. (On asouthern tour, Parker
insisted the red-haired, Jewish Rodney was
black, introduced him as Albino Red, and made
him sing the blues. For his part, Rodney convinced Parker to play aBar Mitzvah with him
for some extra cash.)
On Caribbean Circle, Alexander investigates
his childhood influences—in his big-toned,
exuberant fashion, he plays aJamaican folk song
("Mango Walk"), aBob Marley tune ("Three
Little Birds"), and his own calypso, "Carribean
Circle." He also offers an updated "When the
Saints Go Marching In" in honor of Louis
Armstrong. Most surprisingly, he combines
his own ska melody with two cowboy songs,
"Ghost Riders in the Sky" and Dale Evans's
"Happy Trails to You." As far as Iknow, this
is the first tribute to Roy Rogers in the jazz
catalogue.
Perhaps Alexander got his rhythmic liveliness
from his Jamaican background. His is ajoyous, full-bodied style. He begins "Hurricane
Come and Gone" introspectively, with an outof-tempo introduction amid aswirl of percussion. That introduction, and that mood, soon
give way to the stormy energy suggested by
the title. The band is recorded brilliantly, with
the clarity and natural soundstage that Ihave
come to expect from Chesky. Alexander's
piano, rendered fully and warmly, is toward the
left channel; on most numbers, the percussion
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section and horns stretch out to his right. The
crispness of the various percussion instruments,
including Othello's steel drums, is exemplary,
as is the feeling that the band is, despite close
miking, assembled on areal stage. Caribbean
Circle is my favorite Monty Alexander performance so far, and it should appeal to jazz fans
and audiophiles alike.
So should Then and Now, which begins with
avigorous "Woody'n You" and ends musically
with Benny Harris's "Crazeology," as Rodney
returns to some of the greatest bebop tunes of
the '40s. Rodney, who has been playing bebop
for 50 years, is also heard in an interview that
is the disc's last track. He sounds anxious to
demonstrate that he is not playing in the same
way he did when he was ayouth standing on
stage beside Charlie Parker. He needn't worry
—he sounds in some ways better than he did
then. His tone on flugelhom is bigger than his
trumpet tone of the '40s, and his phrasing is
more relaxed. At the end of achorus of "Confirmation," he plays aswirling turnaround with
an accuracy of rhythm and articulation that
proves he still has his chops. And his melodic
rendering of Tadd Dameron's ballad "If You
Could See Me Now" is unpretentiously beautiful, both sunny and suggestive. Rodney has
been known for his generosity to other musicians. Strikingly, he gives ample solo space
to ayoung bebopping saxophonist, Chris
Potter, who sounds inspired by his trumpetplaying employer. Then and Now is as clearly
recorded as Caribbean Circle. Bebop may not
be growing, but, to our delight, it lives!
—Michael Ullman
ANTHONY BRAXTON: Willislau (Quartet) 1991
Anthony Braxton, reeds; Marilyn Crispell, piano; Marc
Dresser, bass; Gerry Hemingway, drums, marimba
hatART 4-61003/04 (4 CDs only). Peter Pfister. eng.; Pia
& Werner X. Euhlinger, prods. DDD. TT: 4:18:30

For years, Anthony Braxton has been an enigmatic, even paradoxical figure in the new music.
A black man brought up on the south side of
Chicago, in high school he adored the passionate intensity ofJohn Coltrane, and the dry wit
and subtle lyricism of Paul Desmond. He loved
jazz—and Schoenberg. His eclecticism has
lasted—I once visited him and saw in his record
collection an enormous box of Fats Waller next
to an equally imposing collection of Stockhausen. In the '70s Braxton developed awry,
awkward-sounding style on alto sax by building on the angular lines and dramatic harmonies
of Eric Dolphy. He became amulti-instrumentalist, soloing on flutes and reeds, from
sopranino sax to contrabass clarinet, which last
sounds like an earthquake about to happen.
He is also acomposer whose pieces structure his improvisations in inventive ways. As
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perhaps befits the works ola musician who
once made aliving as achess player, Braxton's
compositions are numbered. Many, parts of a
long series of comparable pieces, are identified
by little abstract drawings that mean little to
his audiences. (Recently, Braxton's put amore
human face on those tides, which have included
drawings of what look like pickup basketball
games.)
What matters, though, is the music, which
to my ears is intense, witty, and fresh. His quartets have always been stunning. He encourages
their members to be independent, and yet he
helps order their improvisations with the rules
he sets up in his composing. As aresult, we
hear, even in the long sessions captured on Willislau (Quartet) 1991, avariety of approaches to
quartet playing, and an inspired variety of
sounds and textures. Thus on one of the live
sides, we hear the way pianist Marilyn Crispell's chattery investigation of adownwardmoving pattern yields after along diminuendo
to alow, bowed note by Marc Dresser, who is
joined by Braxton on contrabass clarinet. The
obsessive vigor of one piece is followed by the
spacious serenity of another. The change of texture is controlled by Braxton's structural sense
and by his quartet's sensitivity to his music. The
band uses compositional ideas to avoid the
clichés of free playing, to stretch the limitations
of self-expression: even Hemingway's spacious
drum solos, full of unconventional sounds,
seem to reflect Braxton's world of music. To
my ears, Braxton's quartet music is lively,
challenging fun.
This new hatAFtT collection captures alive
performance from June 2and astudio date from
the same month. In both cases the miking is
close, the sound clear and upfront. There is no
crowd noise to speak of. Willislau is an excellent introduction to Braxton's music.
—Michael Ullman
VICTOR LEWIS: Family Portrait
Victor Lewis, drums; John Stubblefield, tenor sax; Eduardo Simon, piano; Cecil McBee, bass; Don Alias,
Jumma Santos, percussion
AudioQuest AQ-LP1010 (LP); AQ-CD1010 (CD). David
Baker, Ue Nastasi, Bernie Grundman, engs.; Joe Harley.
prod. AAA/AAD. Ti': 59:01

Considered to be among the elite mainstream
sidemen of the past few decades, Victor Lewis
steps out as aleader and composer on Family
Portrait. The results are successful overall, and
Lewis's selection of supporting cast, particularly McBee and Stubblefield, was certainly
shrewd. AudioQuest's analog master is in all
its glory on the premium vinyl pressing, but
comes across surprisingly naturally on CD as
well. David Baker, one of New York's finest
engineers, has done another excellent job of
recording the session.
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With the exception of Steve Slag,le's wistfully
swaying "Tuda Muda," the compositions are
all Lewis originals. A familial theme runs
through the tunes, mostly relaxed, mediumtempo groovers, the notable exception being
the more extended, less highly structured "At
aSuggestion from Mr. Peter." The leader's
drums are solid as arock, and although pianist
Eduardo Simon takes aspare, almost threadbare
approach to comping, his solos are invigorating. The percussion of Don Alias and Jumma
Santos is active and percolating, adding depth
and interest. Bassist Cecil McBee is aflexible
navigator, and John Stubblefield's rich tenor
and soprano solos provide plenty of improvisational interest.
Lewis's compositions are well-crafted if not
staggeringly memorable, and Family Portrait as
awhole is more satisfyingly solid than innovative or wildly exciting. The recording is exemplary, however, and the music is certainly worth
hearing. Mainstream listeners, especially those
who lean toward Latin music, will likely find
much to enjoy here.
And audiophiles will want the LP. The sound
quality is natural and warm, admittedly easier to appreciate than on CD. It should be
pointed out, however, that this CD sounds
closer to its vinyl counterpart than any other
AudioQuest release to date. Producer Joe
Harley does not seem to be resting on his
laurels. Sonically, Family Portrait is one of the
very best, and musically stands head and shoulders above many other audiophile jazz recordings.
—Carl Baugher
McCOY TYNER BIG BAND: The Turning Point
Kamau Milifu. Earl Gardner, Virgil Jones, trumpet; Doug
Harris, soprano sax, flute:Joe Ford, alto sax; John Stubblefieldjunior Cook, tenor sax; Steve Turre, Frank Lacy,
trombone:John Clark, French horn, homette; Howard
Johnson, tuba; McCoy Tyner, piano; Avery Sharpe, bass;
Aaron Scott, drums; Jerry Gonzalez, percussion
Verve 314 513 573-2 (CD only). A. T Michael McDonald.
eng.; Jean-François Deiber, prod. DDD. TI': 55:07

Big-band pianists usually count on contrast
to create interest in their solo choruses: after
aroaring ensemble, Count Basic would lay out
afew choice notes as if he were setting the table
with silverware, and Duke Ellington would use
the keyboard to fling splashes of color across
the arrangement.
McCoy Tyner has adifferent approach. With
his weighty, restless style, as forthright and
insistent as that of his mentor John Coltrane,
Tyner energizes the ensembles and seems to leap
into his solos. There's no letdown when the
arrangement of "Passion Dance," for instance,
moves from the briskly powerful big-band
statement of Tyner's modal theme to his wildly
stuttering solo phrases. And later, when he
trades phrases with the rifling of his trumpet
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section, he sounds every bit as strong as the
brass. Dennis Mackrel's vigorous arrangement
is perfectly in keeping with Tyner's style and
simple, but rhythmically vital, composition.
The interest in aTyner solo is usually most
strikingly rhythmic. As aresult, aTyner performance or recording can seem monochromatic. The big band helps. Tyner has taken care
to offer as much variety as possible in texture
and beat. "Let It Go" unfolds over abrisk Latin
beat, and "Angel Eyes" is treated by arranger
Slide Hampton as an almost threatening ballad.
Hampton makes frequent contrasts in texture,
following eight bars of flute with amelody
stated by tuba reinforced, Ibelieve, by French
horn. In 1976, Tyner arranged his "Fly With
the Wind" for strings and woodwinds. His new
big-band arrangement on The Turning Point,
with its introduction by the band's percussionists, is more exciting.
Tyner pays tribute to two of his pianist heroes
here: "High Priest:' with its jumpy melody,
is dedicated to Thelonious Monk, and the
album ends with asolo piano version of "In a
Sentimental Mood." Tyner is not usually
thought of as in the line ofEllington and Monk,
but, given his percussive style, the comparison makes sense. Most important, "In aSentimental Mood" is one of his most satisfying
solo performances.
The sound on this disc is upfront, with alot
of stereo separation. What Imiss is asense of
the musicians interacting in a real space.
Nonetheless, The Turning Point is an attractive
disc, with powerful solos by Joe Ford, Steven
Turre, and Tyner.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
T-BONE BURNETT: The Criminal Under My Own
Hat
Columbia CK 45213 (CD). Joe Schiff, Tchad Blake, John
Hanlon, engs.; Bob Neuwirth, T-Bone Burnett, prods.
AAD. TE 38:16

It was the strangest show Iever saw. Acouple
years back, T-Bone was headlining at Tramps
in New York City as part of aColumbia-sponsored/New Music Seminar show. That meant
only ahandful of us actually paid to get in, so
by the time Boris Grebenshilcov finishes his set
and Burnett takes the stage 'round midnight,
the crowd was, urn, well lubricated. And very
loud. Plenty loud enough to drown out asolo
T-Bone and his acoustic guitar, not to mention
his increasingly sarcastic pleas for quiet. Finally,
at encore time, the Boneman just picks up his
guitar and marches out the front door, motioning for the audience to follow him. He climbs
up on the hood of an old green Pontiac right
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there on 22nd street and rollicks his way
through "Not Fade Away" and ahalf dozen
other chestnuts, the passing cabs providing the
percussion. One part sheer guts, two parts sheer
desperation equals alarge order of pure magic.
It's this seat-of-the-pants management style
that makes J. Henry Burnett one of the best
producers in the business? And one hell of a
performer, who's finally produced an album
as good as his show; Criminal is T-Bone's best.
Gone are the Kurt Weill meets The Weekly World
News morality plays of the otherwise-riveting
Proof Through the Night and the disappointing
Talking Animals. Like last week's tabloids, that
act got old pretty quick.
Criminal substitutes stripped-for-speed
rockers and Mies van der Rohe ballads with all
the ballast already overboard. The Boner splits
his time between raging attacks on the status
quo ("We could go on amission to get all politicians and preachers off the air") and the kind
of love songs that'll still be in fashion 50 years
from now ("There's afine line between love and
hate /That we erased"), and hits his mark every
time As the title suggests, Burnett's still as hard
on himself as ever; it's just that he finally serves
up an album with the kind of focus that he provides for his clients.
And he learned afew things hanging around
the studio. The folks at Linn use Proof as areference recording, and Criminal might be even better. The rockers recorded by Tchad Blake have
real punch, and the slower tracks put down by
Joe Schiff and John Hanlon feature the kind of
detail that makes you sit up and pay attention.
And you'd better pay attention—or you're liable to wake up some morning to find some tall,
skinny guy singing Buddy Holly songs on the
hood of your car.
—Allen St. John
BUDDY GUY: The Very Best Of
Rhino R2 70280 (CD only). James Austin, compilation
prod. AAD. TE apolycarbonate-bustin' 74:25! GO
RHINO GO!
JOHN LEE HOOKER: The Ultimate Colla:tion:
1948-1990
Rhino R2 70572 (2 CDs only). James Austin, compilation
prod. AAD. TT: 104:45
ELMORE JAMES: King of the Slide Guitar
Capricorn 42006-2 (2 CDs only). Bobby Robinson, original prod.; Diana Reid Haig, compilation prod. AAD.
TE 2:28:06

Three new blues reissues, three titans, three successes. Rhino scores again with collections
of early Buddy Guy and John Lee Hooker,
though the former misses some of Buddy's
prime Chess tracks, like "Hard But It's Fair:'
and the latter totally ignores the best material
3Burnett's production credits include Marshall Crenshaw's
Downtown, Los Lobos' How Will the Wolf Survive, Elvis
Costello's King ofAmerica, Sam Phillips's Cruel Inventions, the
Bodeans' Love & Hope & Sett & Dreams, and Joe Henry's
ShuBletown, all highly recommended.
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Hooker ever recorded: his first Detroit recordings for Bernie Bessman.4And the Capricorn
Elmore James set is ascream, literally: the early
tracks Elmore cut for Bobby Robinson's Fire/
Fury/Enjoy labels are so hot they sizzle, even
after Sonic Solutions' Noiz-B-Gon treatment,

which gives these classic tracks arelative clarity
Ihaven't heard on any of the original records.
Of the three, only the Elmore James can
really be seriously considered a"Best Of" set,
as the Guy and Hooker collections, great
though they may be, omit too much of importance to be anything but kick-ass samplers. I
get off on the Buddy Guy set the most, as he's
my favorite of the three anyway, and the generous playing time (74:25) isn't wasted on asingle

4Unreleased on CD, but still available on 2LPs, Alone (Specialty SPS 2125) and Goin'Down Highway 51 (Specialty SPS
2127)—as cogent an argument for still owning aturntable
as Iknow of.
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FAIRFIELD FOUR:Standing in the Safety Zone
The Fairfield Four: Isaac Freeman, bass, musical director; James Hill, baritone, group manager: W.L.
Richardson, lead, chaplain; Walter Settler, utility
lead; Wilson Waters, tenor, treasurer
Warner Bros. 26945-2 (
CD only). Lee Olsen, prod.
ADD.TT:38:13

Here's the deal: Itell you that this is not only
afantastic feel-good gospel disc, but one
of the best-sounding CDs I've ever heard
from any label including the AudiophileApproved littlies; you rush out and get it,
hurry home to cue it up, then curse my
name in big scary capitals when you hear
the cruddy mono sound crackling out of
your speakers!
That's just what's going to happen if, like
the audionut you pretend you aren't, you
only listen to the first track. Skip this 48second snippet from an early '50s Fairfield
Four single and go right to track 2. Ah-HA!
Ever hear recorded male vocals sound so
real, so fleshed-out, so unbelievably there?
Me neither. Lucky for both of us, the
music's just as cool.
The Fairfield Four are six older gentlemen who wear tuxedo jackets over Osh
Kosh B'Gosh farmer overalls and sing some
of the smoothest, clearest, most stirring
unaccompanied modern gospel I've ever
heard. Standing in the Safety Zone is all standards—"Swing Lew, Sweet Chariot:' "Roll
Jordan Roll"—without even alow warbling Hammond B-3 in the background to
underpin the churchified vibe. No, the six
members of the Fairfield Four just stand
shoulder to shoulder across the soundstage
and effortlessly blend their rich, clear voices
1Not asong about Michael Jordan's recent gambling
troubles. By the way, Ichallenge any Stereophile reader
to a$58.000 game of miniature golf, winner take all, hit
the windmill and you lose the whole roll, brother.
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into one triumphant, stirring wall of sanctified sound.
Don't think for asecond that this is slow,
boring spiritual music; this stuff cooks! The
Fairfield Four have been singing together
since the late '40s, working the same gospel
circuit as their fellow travelers The Five
Blind Boys and The Soul Stirrers, and that

easy, totally unforced ensemble telepathy
is truly something to sit back and behold.
If this disc would only replace all the Jennifer Warnes and Cosmic Hippo crap at CES
demos, the world (OK, my world) would
be amuch better place.
No, it's not Bhunlein-miked or Super Bit
Mapped, and they didn't run AudioQuest
Diamond for the mike cables neither. But
Standing in the Safety Zone is one of the most
amazing-sounding recordings Iown, analog or digital; you really have to hear this disc
on agood rig for yourself.
Iaccept your apology. Now bark like a
dog for me and we'll be even-steven.
—Corey Greenberg
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lame cut—unlike the Hooker set, which has
agenerous helping of both his unfortunate
Hooker'n'Heat period as well as the current
Roy Rogers-led puppet-show albums. Ithink
the British Charly Greatest Hits CDs of both
Buddy's Stone Crazy (Charly CD Red 6, not to
be confused with the Alligator CD of the same
name but different and vastly inferior material)
and Hooker's Boogie Chillun (Charly CD 4) are
better both in song choice and sound, but if you
can't find these imports, the Rhinos are worthy
substitutes.
The Elmore James set is amixed bag, however. While classic sides like "Dust My Broom"
and "The Sky Is Crying" influenced budding
musicians from Brian Jones to the Allman
Brothers, Elmore never really stretched very
far outside the same basic song form he used
on most of his records. 1mean, you have to be
aserious Elmore James freak to sit through
almost three hours of the same song; Ihave to
admit that, as much as Ilove this stuff, I'mjust
not up to it. As my girlfriend said after an hour's
worth on the road between Austin and Bryan,
TX, "Doesn't he know any other tunes?"
Nope, but the set's great anyway, even if you
won't want to hear it all the way through in one
sitting.
BEWARE: Almost more than any other
blues artist, you can find far more mediocre
Elmore James reissues in your local blues bin
than choice collections, so consider King of the
Slide Guitar asafe bet while avoiding anything
on labels like Love Rooster and Pinhead.
—Corey Greenberg
THE JUDYBATS: Down in the Shacks when the Satellite
Dishes Grow
Sire 26801-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Jeffrey Lesser, cog.; Richard
Gottehrer, prod. AAD. TE 47:29

Jeez, maybe it's me. Plenty of folks—the kind
of couple who skipped Husbands and Wives and
thought Singles was the best movie about relationships since Ghost—just love this band.
Warner Bros. gave 'em asecond outing (they
bowed in 1991 with Native Son), fielded the
same production team at an "away" location
(the folksy-and-still-politically-correct Bearsville Studios in Woodstock, NY), and despite
two excellent renditions of recherché, politically
correct covers (Roky Ericson's acidhead anthem, "She Lives (In aTime of Her Own)" on
Native Son and the Ericson tribute compilation,
Where the Pyramid Meets the Eye, and head Kinkster Ray Davies's "Animal Farm" here), for me
the poets from the University of Tennessee are
batting 2for O.
Alas, the Ericson and Davies examples of
"outsider art" (both musicians, like painters
Richard Dadd, Van Gogh, and Norris Embry,
are self-taught artists who battled with mental
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

illness) embody the most muscular, welldeveloped, and genuinely articulated work on
either album.
Perhaps Jeff Heiskell—lead vocalist, lyricist,
auteur—simply has areach which exceeds his
grasp, for his songs are pretty cobwebby stuff:
polite and quasi-meaningful ruminations about
the merits of the innocent savage vs the city
mouse (Rousseau, for instance, meets Lola, a
cooking-school student "with awoman on her
mind"). Apparently, too, someone used to
drink alot, true love is hard to find or keep, and
businesspeople wreck the environment. Yep.
The musical style can be equally irritating:
all happy, tinkly, toy-piano stuff led by
Heiskell's nutty Jonathan-Richman-doingDick-Powell tenor in aplay for irony. Not to
worry on the sound front, however: from the
imaging through the transparency in the midrange, everything's perfect.
That's the problem. It's all perfect. lithe band
is whistling past the graveyard or smiling
through its tears, you'd never know. Their
polite, one-size-fits-all brand of coming-toterms makes them entertainers of choice. Someone has to raise the consciousness of collegiate
GOPs, Isuppose, but as far as amore universal
vision and arabbit punch to the emotions go,
no guts, no glory. The Judybats claim they
"float like abutterfly. ..
to expose stereotypes
and hit the brains, hearts, and feet of an audience
like abat," but hey, R.E.M. should sue.
—Beth Jacques
MAURA O'CONNELL: Blue is the Colour of Hope
Warner Bros. 45063-2 (CD only). Jerry Douglas, prod.;
Jim Ball, cog. AAD? TT: 38:32
MARE WINNINGHAM: What Might Be
Bay Cities BCD 2007 (CD only). Muddle Hamilton,
prod.; Nick Els, eng. AAD. TT 46:15

Since Just /n Time, her well-intentioned but
amateurish debut four years ago on Philo/
Rounder, each of Maura O'Connell's albums
has had better singing, playing, and songs, and
more punch, edge, and polish than the one
before. But there were always problems of pace,
slightly-off interpretations and arrangements,
and inconsistencies of accent as this powerfully
voiced Irishwoman from Country Clare (and
formerly of the traditional Irish band De
Danaan) learned to sing American. Her third
album, AReal Lfie Story, was all but agreat cover
album (if she writes songs of her own, she
doesn't record 'em), but didn't really hang
together, even if she had taste enough to close
with an intimate, aching performance of Tom
Waits's "Broken Bicycles."
Well, fourth time's the charm. On Blue is
the Colour of Hope O'Connell and producer
5From what Ithink is Waits's best and least appreciated
album, the Onefram the Heart soundtrack.
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Jerry Douglas have come up with athinking
boomer's pop album: ten well-crafted tunes by
master songwriters, most recorded here for the
first time, all impeccably arranged and spaciously captured. Sound is very clean, uncluttered, warm but abit bright—your standard
tasteful high-rent major-label multi-miked
production job. It goes down very easy if you
don't listen too hard.
In style and setting, Blue/Hope falls squarely
between Bonnie Raitt in her less bluesy
moments and Emmylou Harris in her less
country, but O'Connell's voice is so much
larger—sometimes verging on the operatic,
sometimes reminiscent of Toni Childs without
that awesome bellow—that, considering the
seemingly introspective material, she's in an
interpretive category all her own. Unlike Raitt
or Harris, who have developed distinctive styles
by having to sing around their own vocal
inadequacies, O'Connell is anatural singer.
That's adanger in itself, as Joan Baez has
proven: Blessed with an effortlessly beautiful
voice, she evidently thought she never had to
learn how to sing.
Well, what took Baez 30 years to learn
O'Connell has sussed in three. There's no
hesitancy in her vocalizing—she seems to open
her mouth first and think second. On previous albums this sometimes resulted in her
painting herself into some blind musical corners
(ie, how do Iget back to tonic from here?), but
by now she's an experienced enough singer to
always trust that there's away out, and agood
enough one to find it. Raitt, Harris, and (least
of all) Baez don't take these kinds of chances.
Followers of songcraft and arranging should
buy this album for the tunes alone, however.
"Still Hurts Sometimes" (which sounds like
aToni Childs song and isn't) and "The Blue
Train" are gripping and fresh in the spirit of
Luka Bloom's Riverside, O'Connell does alot
more with "It Don't Bring You" than its composer, Mary-Chapin Carpenter, ever did, and
also gets to be the first to record what should
immediately become anew standard ofjazz balladry: Henry Hipkens's "Love to Learn." Also
here is "I Would Be Stronger Than That," a
strong song of deeply felt, almost feminist
compassion for awoman in an abusive relationship, which Iwas astonished to find was written
by aman (Gary Burr). And collectors (like me)
of great obscure tunes will be pleased with John
Wesley Harding's and John Carrack's "Bad
News (At the Best ofTimes)," an excellent song
JWH hasn't recorded.
O'Connell has said that she just wants to
make beautiful records. This is one of them.
Mare Winningham, another "natural"
singer, sings in amore country/folk vein, but
what Ihear on her impeccably crafted debut
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album is perfectly stated in its title: What Might
Be. As asinger, this former actress (St. Elmo's
Fire, Amber Waves) has chops to spare, and can
definitely put asong across in concert (I saw
her afew weeks ago), but in the studio she
hasn't got her back into it. For all the consummately executed fills, country ornaments, long,
perfectly held notes, and the sheer beauty of
Winningham's voice, this album of very adult
material often sounds like achildren's album,
every subject reduced to arelentless beauty of
tone and punctiliousness of singerly taste. It's
like Sara K:s Closer Than They Appear despite
all of K.'s jazzy scatting and Bruce Dunlap's
always interesting arrangements, I'd much rather
have the album on in the background than
sit down and listen to it: the Tuck & Patty
Syndrome.
This sort of interpretation—not so much a
refusal to interpret as asincere illusion of
interpretation—has always been my main beef
with the folk, neo-folk, and more precious
singer/songwriter scenes, which What Might
Be squarely straddles: asubstitution of pure
music for emotion, sonority for soul. Ifind
myself enjoying such records—enjoying them
alot, even—as purely aesthetic events rather
than as emotional catharses; as entertainment
rather than as art. Such singers seem to forget
that they're singing words as well as tunes.
At her best and worst, Winningham is
reminiscent of Gordon Lightfoot at his own
best and worst: there's even asimilar vocal quality (that quick, trembling vibrato), and Winningham shares Gord's instinct for the perfect,
tasteful arrangement. But, also like Gord, she
often sings of the dark night of the soul with
all the mellifluous mindlessness of "If You
Could Read My Mind." Don't get me wrong
—I love that gorgeous song. But the strong, real
emotions that engender such work in the first
place always seem to end up on the wrong side
of too many removes.
Anyway, What Might Be, which is entirely
acoustic, sounds absolutely ravishing, and, like
the Sara K. disc, is worth alisten for the
arrangements alone. But despite high points
like "Train Song" and the title track, Winningham needs to be alot more critical of her own
material. Time and again verses start out with
strong lines and just ramble off into abstracted
inanities, like this one from "What's In Store":
"I quit smoking but Imiss the death /what a
phony way to find the truth /mapping out a
potential strategy /and ending it apurely forgettable mute" Huh? Consciously or not, Winningham has agood handle on her own blind
spots when she ends the album with: "I can say
aprayer without believing anything /Far away
from me."
Still, this is afar better first album than was
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Maura O'Connell's Just /n Time, and, ultimately, Ithink Mare Winningham has alot
more to offer, which is why I've written so
much about such aflawed debut, and why I
recommend keeping an eye on her and buying
her next album if you pass on this one. I'd buy
What Might Be because I'm that interested in
what might be. Winningham is acomplicated
person with alot of talent and alot to say—
she just needs to marry the two. Who knows?
Maybe she should take O'Connell's route and
record an album of contemporary country/folk
covers—or alive album (catch her in concert
if you can). Might be just enough to break that
pure, smooth ice.
—Richard Lehnert
RISING SONS: Featuring Taj Mahal & Ry Cooder
Columbia/Legacy CK 52828 (CD only). Terry Melcher,
Amy Herot, Bob Irwin, prods. AAD. TE 62:29

On first hearing this long-lost, never-released
album from The Rising Sons, one of LA's truly
seminal bands and the first gig for both Taj
Mahal and Ry Cooder, two things immediately
struck me: how much Taj's musical vision of
acountry blues life he himself never lived was
already strongly in place several years before
his own first, eponymous album; and how great
these tracks sound. You'll find here the same
crisp, clear, uncluttered arrangments that Taj
had perfected by the time The Much? Blues was
released in 1968—Willie Dixon's ".44 Blues"
could have been an outtake from the later
album. And it's great to hear some fresh samples of Taj's engaging folk-blues harp playing,
something he seems to have long abandoned.
These 22 tracks, recorded in LA in 1965 and
'66 and written about, talked of, and rumored
ever since, constitute the only recorded legacy
of The Sons. Ryland P. Cooder was acallow
17 at the time, and hardly the master slide guitarist and session man he was soon to be come,
but he'd had already soaked up alarge proportion of his encyclopedia of roots influences.
(Check out "Divin' Duck Blues" for his sincere
but misplaced nod to Joseph Spence.)
When fronted by Taj, the Sons' was more of
a
jump/shuffle sound, amore electrified country
"folk blues" than the deeper, darker, heavier,
raunchier, urban electric blues that another
mostly white crossover band, Paul Butterfield's,
was perfecting at the same time in Chicago.
But all too evident in guitarist Jesse Lee
Kincaid's version of the Sons is the stylistic
schizophrenia that ultimately splintered the
band and with which Columbia could never
come to corporate terms (hence this album's
27-year interment). Kincaid, not much of a
singer at the best of times, wrote songs strongly
influenced by the Byrds, the Beatles, or both—
his "Flyin' High" is avirtual ripoff of "Ticket
to Ride." And, listening to Kincaid crooning
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such proto-psychedelia as "The Girl with the
Green Eyes" immediately after hearing "Candy
Man," Idefy you to identify this as the same
band in ablind test.
But, glory be, Kincaid leads only afew
tracks; the rest of the album is astone delight,
and alot more than ahistorical footnote. "Corrin, Corrina" here is more relaxed, more like
Dylan's early version of the tune, than the
Jamaican-influenced style Taj was to record it
in afew years later. There are also quick-step
takes of "Statesboro Blues" and what was to
later become Taj's signature tune, "Take aGiant
Step."
Unlike many rock albums of the early and
mid-'60s, this one actually sounds pretty good:
believable stereo, not too harsh, and some actual
bass (is this Super Bit Mapping Ihear?). And
there's atreat at the end: As explained in Marc
Kirkeby's excellent liner notes, the original 1965
vocal tracks to "Dust My Broom," "Last Fair
Deal Gone Down:' and "Baby What You Want
Me To Do?" are lost somewhere in the trackless
wastes of the Columbia/Sony vaults, so Taj
came down to the studio in the summer of '92
to lay down fresh ones. In areversal of the usual
blues tradition, he's lost abit of the (admit it)
affected grit of the past, but more than makes
up for it with his freer rhythmic hand and the
total lack of his younger self's straining for blues
"authenticity."
If you like Taj's and Ry's early albums, this
is an automatic rave. For those less familiar with
the music or the history, Rising Sons is recommended not only for some thoroughly enjoyable jump tunes, but also for aglimpse into a
time and place when five young men, four
white and one black, created alegendary bluesbased roots-pop that made you feel awhole lot
happier than blues was ever supposed to do.
—Richard Lehnert
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN & DOUBLE TROUBLE: In the Beginning
Epic EK 53168 (CD). Wayne Bell, prod. ADD. Tr. 40:07

Well, it had to happen sooner or later. The Jirni
Hendrix/Stevie Ray Vaughan "Tale of Two
Posthumous Scamfests" has officially begun,
with all the key record-company maggots
seated in the bleachers eating the traditional
strawberries and cream while they await the
start of the corpse desecration proper. Just as
Warner/Reprise and scores of indic labels rushed
out hundreds of unconscionable albums of
questionable and unfinished Hendrix material
after his death in 1970, now Sony's getting into
the act with In the Beginning, the second posthumous Stevie Ray Vaughan album, but the first
in (I promise you) aseries of totally unnecessary,
money-driven SRV releases from Sony.
Not that In the Beginning is abad record. This
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1980 club recording, originally broadcast live
over Austin's KLBJ-FM, is pure, unadulterated
Stevie Ray Vaughan from start to finish. This
is the pre-success SRV, singing and fronting
ablues trio for the first time after original Double Trouble vocalist Lou Ann Barton left to join
Roomful of Blues, rollicking through standards
like Guitar Slim's "They Call Me Guitar Slim"
(renamed "They Call Me Guitar Hurricane"
here) and Otis Rush's "All Your Love," as well
as SRV originals like "Love Struck Baby" and
"I'm Crying" (tided "Live Another Day" here).
Stevie's playing is just as confident and muscular as it was when he played his last set
August 27, 1990.
The only problem is, do you care? Stevie was
many things, but an artist in evolution he was
not; listen to this 1980 recording, and you'll be
hard-pressed to mark any stylistic development
in SRV's music or playing between then and
his last album. In the Beginning doesn't offer the
listener aglimpse into the birth of an artist, the
threads of his eventual style tantalizingly raw
and undeveloped. Instead, it shows just how
far Stevie didn't come from the blues-charging
guitar hero he already was right from the start.
Sony could've labeled in the Beginning aconcert recorded in 1990, and nobody outside of
Austin would've known the difference. It's a
decent enough concert, but hardly great or
unique enough to warrant release. It reminds
me of the Hendrix Stages 4-CD monstrosity
Reprise put out last year (and which Ireviewed
in the July '92 issue): so-so concert recordings
even rabid fans would find tiring. Don't think
you're getting atime-warp peek at the Birth
of an Artist; in fact, in the Beginning may actually
turn you off, as it did me.
The real story behind in the Beginning is the
struggle between Sony Music and guitarist
Jimmie Vaughan, ex-leader of the Fabulous
Thunderbirds and SRV's older brother. Before
Stevie's death, Jimmie signed asolo deal with
Sony to record albums under his own name,
the Vaughan brothers' 1990 Family Style collaboration being the first step toward an eventual Jinunie Vaughan solo career. After Stevie's
death, however, Sony canceled their plans for
a
Jimmie Vaughan solo project, instead employing him to cull and produce the posthumous
The Sky is Crying—SRV's finished studio
leftovers—as a"final" tribute to the man and
his music. But when Jimmie finished that project and went to Sony to restart his solo project, according to what he told the local media
recently, he found that Sony had permanently
shelved the project and wanted him to oversee yet another posthumous SRV release: what
eventually became in the Beginning. According
to Vaughan, Sony told him that if he didn't
cooperate with their plans for further posthuSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

mous SRV releases, they would rush the material out in apurposefully shoddy manner without his approval.
In the Beginning offers nothing new or even
=cresting. If you already have the original SRV
records, nothing on in the Beginning is going
to surprise you; it's not new or different, it's
just more of the same. And if Sony gets their way,
there'll be alot more where that same came from.
This is the pits, Sony. Let Stevie rest in peace.
—Corey Greenberg

OUTTAKE
THE CHILLS- Soft Bomb
Slash 26787-2 (CD). Gavin McKillop, eng. & prod. AAD?
TT 51:05

Calling amusician apop artist these days is like
calling apolitician aliberal; Dem's fightin'
woids. But the Chills don't see it that way. Their
lyrics pay lip service to PC bands like Midnight
Oil (words to live by: "Never trust aman with
camouflage gear /He's hiding from something"), but the melodies echo Squeeze with
atouch of Byrds-style country jangle. The
sound quality's nothing special, but Ibet Set
Bomb will still bring asmile to your face long
after your Soundgarden CDs have found their
way to the fleamarket. —Allen St. John
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M ANUFACTURER'S C OMMENTS
ACARIAN ALÓN IV
Editor:
We would like to thank Robert Deutsch and
Stereophile for this comprehensive review of the
Alón IV speaker system. It is gratifying to see
aproduct embodying flat full-range response
combined with alow-distortion neutral sound
characteristic be enthusiastically recommended.
According to Robert Deutsch, the Alón IV
possesses at least three "weapons." While soundstaging performance receives much attention
in Stereophile circles, we would like to point out
that the other two "weapons"—dynamics and
bass response—are also necessary for the replication of the sound of music. It is the combination of all three in one design which, we feel,
sets the Alón IV apart.
Also, Iwould like to point out the importance of tri -wiring the Alón IV for best performance. The Alón IV was developed as atriwired system and employs three separate crossover boards which provide magnetic, electric,
and physical separation for the three sections
of the loudspeaker. It is important to use identical lengths of identical cable for this purpose,
so as to maintain the coherency built into the
system. For instance, it may be "common practice" to use larger-gauge cables for the bass section, but this will invariably upset the tonal balance and coherency of the system.
CARL M ARCHISOTTO
President, Acarian Systems
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-VIII
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile and Corey
Greenberg for the review of our LFT-VIII. I
believe it accurately describes the speaker's performance and its limitations.
The efficiency of the speaker is low, but many
users have employed less powerful amplifiers
without problems. The speakers do not require
ahigh-current amplifier because of the high
average impedance. As JA suggests, it is voltage
swing that is needed to make them play loud.
The intent of the design was for the woofer's
response to fall off alittle faster than is shown
STEREOPHILE. FEBRUARY 1993

in the test. My long-term testing did not show
achange in the woofer's characteristics at
moderate levels. Iwill run more tests at high
sound pressure levels to see if we have areliability problem with this.
The tweeter actually has plenty of efficiency
available, and its output range can be raised
easily with the change of one component in
the crossover. If any user wants more tweeter
output, Iwill provide the required part at no
charge. It is apparent from talking with customers that no one is using the lowest tweeter
setting. Iwill make aproduction change to shift
the adjustment range up.
This year will mark Eminent Technology's
tenth year of designing and manufacturing
audio products. Thanks, Corey; you can bet
Iam going to go for it.
F. BRUCE THIGPEN
President, Eminent Technology
EXPOSURE XV
Editor:
We at Exposure, on both sides of the Atlantic,
are most pleased with Robert Harley's evaluation of our XV integrated amplifier. John
Farlowe's aim with this amplifier was to bring
performance attributes, rarely Weyer found at
this price level, to music enthusiasts whose
financial resources or preferences preclude the
consideration of more costly equipment. Bob's
conclusion that we have succeeded in achieving
that goal is very satisfying to us, particularly
when one of the loudspeakers used to appraise
the XV was ahighly regarded model costing
approximately S6000/pair. John, of course,
designed the XV with loudspeakers oía bit
more modest class in mind (given the intended
price of the product). Accordingly, we feel that
extra bit proud of how the XV acquitted itself,
considering how well it partnered with those
speakers, and also considering that the reference
to which the Exposure amplifier was compared
was ten times as expensive. When used within
the natural limits oían affordable amplifier, the
XV achieves, as Bob discovered, atrue highend experience for the music lover.
Ishould add afew short comments on the
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technical side from John Farlowe. He would
like to clarify that, since he designed our loudspeaker cable in combination with our amplifiers, Exposure's warranty of performance (ie,
sound quality) is not guaranteed if alternate
speaker cable is used with our amplifiers. This
should not be construed to indicate that our
five-year US warranty (other countries' warranties may vary) against faults in manufacture,
component parts, and workmanship would
also be void. It would still apply. He, along with
the rest of us at Exposure and our dealers
generally, has not found another cable available yet which will allow the amplifiers to perform their best. (Interconnect cables are, of
course, fair game, although we have our preferences, as indicated by the interconnects we
make available to Exposure customers through
our dealers.)
Also, in response to the technical measurements of crosstallc, John is aware of the different
performance of the right channel from the left.
This is because of details of the circuit-board
layout, which was optimized for best sound
quality and greatest rejection of mains-induced
artifacts. Since this level of crosstalk is not likely
to be audible to even discerning listeners in use,
John felt it better to have the unit sound superb,
rather than look superb on one particular measurement. Thus, he did not alter the board
layout.
A similar situation exists with the poweroutput figures. The XV is the only integrated
amplifier of which we are aware that employs
fully regulated power supplies from input to
output. An amplifier in this class cannot be
manufactured with the size supply (particularly the mains transformer) necessary to
engineer full regulation, the desired degree
of independence between preamplifier stage
and power-amplifier stage, and the ability to
"double down" into a4ohm test load. Use of
the XV with loudspeakers will confirm that
the amplifier can drive many speaker loads, even
rather difficult ones, with amusic signal satisfactorily to reasonably generous levels (witness Bob's Hales Signature Twos!). For listeners
who desire higher sound levels (and an even
more impressive musical performance), we do
make several amplifier models above the XV.
(We noticed with interest Bob's comment that
he looks forward to auditioning our more
ambitious products. Exposure would similarly
anticipate Bob's evaluation of those!)
CASEY MCKEE
Vice President
Exposure Electronics North America
VERSA DYNAMICS 1.2 UPGRADE
Editor:
Please thank Jack English for his excellent reSTEREOPHILE. FEBRUARY 1993

view of the Versa Dynamics Model 1.2 update,
and especially for his kind words about us.
Things have been rough for Versa Dynamics
(we have not made arecord player since early
in 1990), but we haven't been out of business,
and there is considerable light in the tunnel yet.
The very good news is that we are in the
accessory business and have developed two new
products, both inexpensive, and both of which
release un-thought-of performance from existing hi-fi systems.
We are quite busy working on future products, one of which will be an evolution of the
proprietary-design damping pad mentioned
by jack as apart of die Model 1.2 update package
And just for the heck of it, Ibuilt myself a
new record player, quite new and different in
many ways, and very nice-sounding.
As apart of this new business direction, we
are changing our company name. We will
henceforth be called Versalab. Although no longer Versa Dynamics, we will still take excellent care of the Versa Dynamics record players
and continue our update program for both
Model 1.0 and 2.0.
J
OHN BICHT
Versa Dynamics/Versalab
BENZ—MICRO REFERENCE
Editor:
We appreciate DO's efforts in his review of
the Benz Reference. It is firmly our belief that
vinyl is far from dead and is demonstrably the
superior music medium. The Reference, as "the
vanguard oía new cartridge generation," is now
joined with its siblings and aunique trade-in
program. Now more music lovers can "glimpse
what the gods were amusing themselves with"
for far less than DO dreamt of.
"To avoid confusion," there is only one version of the Reference, but there is now aselection of four other Benz models sharing the
same body, cantilever, and stylus designs. The
MC Ruby, the most expensive, is, in Ernst
Benz's own words, "a true moving-coil" due
to its ironless (ruby) core. The Cardas version
is, according to Ernst, "simply aRuby with
some holes drilled in the body:'
The three other Benz "Reference clone"
models are offered in three output-level variations indicated by their model designations:
L0.4 (0.4mV), MO.9 (medium output: 0.9mv),
and H20 (high output: 2mV). Instead of
the Reference's square iron plate or the Ruby's
square ruby plate, these models use an iron
cross-coil generator (the same generator Benz
uses in the cartridges he manufactures for van
den Hul).
Regarding pricing, the Reference is most
often sold for $1750 ($1500 to owners of MC3s or other Benz models). We have agenerous
trade-in program (please see our ad in this issue)
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allowing owners of high-quality phono cartridges to trade their old cartridges toward the
purchase of aBenz. This applies to brands still
available, but is especially important for those
cartridges that are no longer manufactured. We
also offer generous trade-ups within the Benz
line so your cartridge can evolve with the rest
of your system. For only $500, we expertly re-tip and rebuild any of our handmade cartridges
at the factory in Neuhausen-am-Rhinefall,
Switzerland.
We are now involved in anew program allowing CD players to be traded for Benz cartridges. This is not intended to stem the massmarket swing toward digital (after all, it is
software-driven), but to give value to our used
source components and emphasize the importance of the source in ahigh-end music system.
The full line of models, re-tip program, and
cartridge and CD player trade-ins are how
- Benz-Micro and our network of dealers (please
see our listing in this issue) thank the consumer
for being part of the High End. Profit margins
have been reduced at all levels, but simple economics state that by upgrading more analog
front ends, we can serve our needs, those of the
high-end community, and keep analog alive.
We agree with the importance of matching
cartridge and arm. The Benz cartridges, due
to their medium mass and compliance, will
work successfully in the majority of today's
tonearms, including the ET, Wheaton, SME,
Morch, Goldmund, llega, Linn, Rolcsan, Kuzma,
Versa, Rockport, Forsell, Airtangent, etc. Ipersonally use the Aura/Graham 1.5T combination, truly appreciating the Graham's sound,
adjustability, and most important, ultraaccurate alignment technique.
What DO failed to emphasize was the importance of matching the cartridge output level
to the preamp's phono stage, not to mention
sonic characteristics. The 0.4mV output level
of the Reference makes it apopular choice for
many tube preamps and phono stages. Ionly
wish DO had explored this combination. Benz
offers five Bruyere wood body cartridges with
various output levels for optimizing the match
to phono-stage gain, system sensitivity, room
characteristics, and listener preference.
What DO did correctly emphasize was how
the Reference does not let the hi-fi get in the
way of the music. This cartridge lets you enjoy
recordings long ago forgotten because you
thought you couldn't enjoy the "bad" sound.
The Reference gives you back the music hidden
in the grooves, and will not disappoint when
you play those sonic spectaculars.
It is avaluable service to both music lovers
and the high-end audio industry to support
vinyl. One must laugh when we read about
HDCD as the "new medium" for the audioSTEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

phile community. We already have the superior
playback technology: records! We thank DO
and Stereophile for their support, and urge you,
the reader, to continue spinning black discs.
GARTH LEERER
Musical Surroundings
SYMPHONIC-LINE RG-8 GOLD
Editor:
All of us at German Acoustics and SymphonicLine would like to thank DO for his killer
review of the RG-8 Gold cartridge. It is quite
rewarding to see the term "perfection," and
other superlatives about your product, in a
magazine that specializes in ahighly competitive industry.
Having dealt with several different manufacturers, we have to point out the extent of the
fanatical dedication of Rolf Gemein. This dedication, combined with his incredible listening
abilities, are evident in his RG-8 Gold cartridge,
his fabulous turntable, and all other SymphonicLine electronics.
As for the RG-8 Gold, DO unfortunately
did not have the opportunity to evaluate the
cartridge on a180k ohm loading. Undoubtedly, this would have boosted its performance
even more. The "regular" RG-8 copper version by itself is good, very good, but there has
to be ajustification for spending $1000 more
on the Gold version. This justification simply
lies in the claim of being the best cartridge on
the market, period.
Yes, the RG-8 Gold is quite expensive at first.
However, as DO pointed out, the RG-8 Gold,
with its low future re-tipping cost, has to be
seen as an investment. More to the point, the
question is how much the manual labor of A.J.
van den Hul and Rolf Gemein is worth. At this
point in time, this level of performance only
comes with the dedicated manual labor of true
specialists, and it would be nonsense to try to
cut corners. Thus, the quoted "price of perfection" unfortunately is high indeed, but justified
once perfection is achieved. KLAUS BUNGE
President, German Acoustics

CD UPGRADE
Editor:
Compact discs vary considerably in such physical details as weight, shape of the center (flat,
recessed, molded rings, etc., on either top or
bottom), and their tendency to vibrate during
play. Our experimentation has found that
adjusting several such physical details of CDs
can affect their playback.
CD Upgrade was developed to improve CD
playback by reducing the tendency of the CD
to vibrate, by improving the coupling between
the CD and its drive spindle/transport, and by
229
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adding light absorption (both visible and
infrared wavelengths) to the CD. CD Upgrade
incorporates means to effect all of these adjustments. The total weight of aCD Upgrade ring
plus disc is 1.3gm, compared to 14-17gm for
atypical CD. Numerous details for the materials and construction of the CD Upgrade Blue
Ring and Transparent Disc components were
determined by experimentation using CD
playback quality as the criterion for selection.
In addition to making troublesome CDs play,
we hear amajor sonic upgrading when CD
Upgrade is applied. CD Upgrade's transparent
disc also protects the fragile label side of CDs
from accidental scratches or damage that can
render CDs unplayable.
We will be glad to supply CD Upgrade,
postage paid, to stereophiles at the prices in the
review as our growing dealer network expands.
JOHN M URPHY
Technical Manager, Compact Dynamics
AUDIO DIRECTIONS
CD GREENBACKS
Editor:
We would like to thank you for your positive
review of our CD Greenbacks. After two years
of demonstrating the Greenbacks, it is nice to
be taken as aserious, though inexpensive, product. We are quite honored in having jack English praise our Greenbacks.
We would like to make afew points which
were not covered in the review. First is that the
CD Greenbacks will not work with cartridgetype players, or in those automotive motorized
loading systems. Greenbacks will also not work
in the Nakamichi Music Bank CD machines.
Top-loaders, drawer-loaded single-play machines, and carousel players can utilize the
Greenbacks, although there may be an occasional machine which may reject the ciisc due
to unit variations in transport tolerances.
While the price of the Greenback at the time
of the review is $150, these prices are based on
aproduction run two years old. We will honor
the $1.50 price until supplies run out (about
Christmas 1992, we estimate), and then we will
be forced to raise prices to $1.98. For mail
orders, please add $1.50 for postage and handling for up to 5Greenbacks; $2 postage and
handling for orders up to 12 Greenbacks.
In Australia, CD Greenbacks are distributed
by Walter Delorie Industries. Audio Connections in New jersey is now also adealer for CD
Greenbacks.
Again, we thank you for your positive
review.
STEWART ONO
Audio Directions, Ltd.
P.S. In our system, Roger Waters's Amused To
Death disc displays none of the sonic aberrations described by Jack English.
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

GRUNDIG FINE ARTS T-9000
Editor:
We at Grundig would like to thank Stereophile
for such an outstanding review of our Fine Arts
T-9000 tuner. It is reassuring to hear, objectively, such praise. Donald Scott's evaluation
confirms the reviews this tuner has received in
Europe.
As was mentioned in the review, the external
antenna socket is of the DIN 45325 standard.
For those who wish to use an antenna other
than the included dipole, we include a45325
connector for use on 75 ohm RG-59/U coax.
F-type to DIN adapters are also available from
us. Our engineering department has designed
an interface to allow for easier connection of
external AMand FM antennas. This is available upon request.
Currently, Grundig North America is focusing all of its distribution and marketing efforts
onradio technology, from our many shortwave
radios all the way up to our top-of-the-line T9000 -component tuner. We encourage consumers to call our toll-free •'Radio Hotline'
(800)872-2228,-with any inquiries on this or
any of our products. Happy Listening!
J
IM M ONCRIEI F
Manager, Audio Products, Grundig, Lextrorux
THETA ON JITTER
Editor:
We at Theta are pleased to see increasingly technically sophisticated articles such as Robert
Harley's jitter article Uanuary 1993, p.114]
appearing in Stereophile. We agree that the frequency components of the jitter impact ihe
sound of the measured device. Therefore, the
relative measurements are avaluable exercise.
Indeed, the parameters that Mr. Harley measures are asubset of those that we measure in
the development of our own products.
Since we have not purchased the Meitner
LIM device, we are not familiar with its performance. We are, however, concerned about
the absolute magnitude of the jitter measured.
One question we have is how it could be possible for adigital clock to have jitter measured
at 35 nanoseconds. The worst we have measured on the least expensive CD players is in
the range of 6-10ns. The worst data-recovery
ICs measure 5-6ns. It is difficult for us to imagine even the least competent designer allowing the logic-induced modulation to degrade
the jitter performance by afactor of five. Further, 35ns ofjitter would be clearly visible on
the leading or trailing edge of the word clock
as displayed on an oscilloscope. We suggest the
absolute jitter measurements in the article are
on the high side, although the relative measurements may be valuable, as Mr. Harley suggests.
Since Mr. Harley is "all ears" to hear amore
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standard definition ofjitter, we asseverate that
there is indeed adefinition for jitter, which is
the standard deviation (RMS) of asample of
time intervals measured between the relevant
edges (leading or trailing) of the word clock.
The sample-and-hold clock should be used
instead of the word clock in cases where the
D/A converter uses adeglitcher.
For the record, Theta Digital uses aStanford
Research Systems SR-620 time-interval counter
to measure jitter. This machine has been modified in cooperation with Stanford Research
engineers to obtain aresolution floor of 11
picoseconds. On aTheta Generation III, we
measure no more than 70ps (typical is 40-50ps)
of worst-case jitter according to the above definition, which includes all frequency components.
M IKE M OFFAT
Chairman/CEO/Chief Designer, Theta Digital
The 35ns mentioned was an erroneousfigure included
in the onginal text sent to manufacturen to solicit their
"Manufacturer's Comments" letters. Our apologies
to those who rpay have been misled. The corrected
figures were included in RH's report.
—JA
CELLO, LTD. &AR "
LIMITED"
Editor:
Acoustic Research, adivision of IJI, Inc., has
distributed information and literature to the
press linking the names of Cello, Ltd., Mark
Levinson (Cello's president), and Tom Colangelo (Cello's VP Engineering) to the AR
"Limited" line of products. Articles based on
these materials have appeared in major magazines, stating that Mark Levinson and Tom
Colangelo of Cello, Ltd. worked with AR's
staff to develop the AR "Limited" line. This is
not true. Neither Cello nor Mark Levinson has
approved or endorsed any of the products in
that line whatsoever. Since 1985, the only products that carry the endorsement of Mark Levinson and Tom Colangelo are those which bear
the "Cello" logo.
M ARK LEVINSON
President, Cello, Ltd.
CELLO & ENCORE
Editor:
There seems to be some confusion surrounding
Cello's Encore preamplifier and our DL2010
preamplifier. Apparently many have referred
to our DL2010 preamp as "the Encore preamp,"
which confuses it with Cello's Encore preamp.
Mark and Ihave talked about the subject and
ask that consumers, dealers, and reviewers of
either preamp refer to them as "the Encore preamp by Cello Ltd:' and "the DL2010 preamp
by Encore Electronics (Inc.)." DARIC LAUGHLIN
Encore Electronics
S
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VAC PRICES
Editor:
We have received anumber of calls from customers and dealers confused about the prices
and features of VAC Power Amplifiers as reported last year in Stereophile (April, pp.128130). Ihope that abrief clarification will be
helpful.
VAC's PA45/PA60/PA90 Series C units continue to offer both triode and partial-triode
(ultralinear) modes of operation, user-selectable
via asimple switch setting. Most users continue
to choose triode, although the improved partial-triode mode is gaining many converts.
Interestingly, all of the WCES exhibitors using
the PA90C tried both modes and chose partialtriode.
The prices stated in the report were for
amplifier modules without any power supplies.
The correct system retail prices are: PA45C stereo set, $3490; PA60C stereo set, $3890;
PA60C mono pair, $4690; PA90C mono pair,
$5190.
Finally, the correct designation of our Line
Stage is CLA1, atypo on our part for which
we apologize.
As always, our thanks to the Stereophile staff
for enlightening and entertaining coverage of
the chaos we all know and love as CES.
KEVIN M. HAYES
President, Valve Amplification Company

New Arrivals —
Classe' Audio Seventy Amplifier
Avalon Acoustics Eclipse & Amtar
Classe' Audio M-700 Amplifiers
Artemis FOS Loudspeaker
Meridian 204 Mk II FM Tuner
FiMak DS-I800 D/A Processor
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l'nity Audio
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lelodi.ne •.S'onrise • Target
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15454
Old Columbia Pik,
Rurtonsvilk,
14aryland 20866
FAX (301) 989-2552
VISA, MASTERCARD
& AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Roksan •Room Tunes •Runco IDTV•SBS Powerverter •Simply Physics •SME•Snell Acoustics •
Sonance •Sonographe •Sonu.s Faber •Stax •Sumiko •Target •Terk •Theta Digital •Valve
Amplification(VAC) •Van den hul Grasshopper •Vandersteen Audio •VPI ZWadia Digital •
Wheaton Triplanar Tonearms •Wilson Audio•Wilson WAMM* •XL0
Bold listing, available in New York exclu,ively ai Sound by Singer.

Exclusive US Dealer

Audio Hell
A place where Hi -Fi equipment can only be judged by
specification or review. Rooms are 12' x 12' of plaster and
glass; no rugs, no furniture. Where all CD players sound the
same because "Bits is Bits." Finally where a "Best Buy"
product is as good as the best.
If you inhabit this world but want abetter life, call us. We
can help.
Adcom, AR, Audioauest, Audio Research, B&W,
Cardas, Forté, Kinergetics, Krell, McIntosh, NAD, Signet,
Sonus Faber, SOTA, Sumiko, Thiel, Vidikron, VPI

AUDIO

Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-4434

The RPM-2 with Wheaton Arm and Parnassus
Natural tonal balance from a resonance-free system.
Detail and dynamics from optimum bearing and motor designs.
Pitch stability from a unified motor, platter and arm.
International distribution through IMMEDIA Ph (510) 654-9035 Fax (510)654-9039
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W HERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836.
Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores.
U.S. National Distributors: Austin News Agency, Bernhard DeBoer,
Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors, Levity Distributors
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
Tuscaloosa
DZ Music 8. Other Stuff
709 15th St E
ALASKA
Anchorage
Snimeks Audio
530 E Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W Main St
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E Indian School Rd
Sound Alternatives
4126 E Lewis
Sounds Like Music
Real HIE, Systems
2734 W Bell Rd #1306
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N Marshall Way #1
Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Gallena
4343 N Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E Broadway
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
River City Compact Disc
10700 Rod Parham
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Audiophile Selections
8111 E Oak Ridge Circle
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717B University Ave
CO World
1573 Solano Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510A Walnut St
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills Audio
8950 W Olympic Blvd #902
Christopher Hansen
8822 W Olympic Blvd
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
6650 Fair Oaks Blvd
Concord
Stereo Unlimited
2151 Salvia kG
Costa Mesa
Upscale Audi()
1835 Newport Blvd
Culver City
Armadillo 8. Company
5795 W Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave

Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World BOOK and News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine
ABookstore
1414 S Robertson Blvd
Upscale Audio
330 N La Cienega Blvd
Menlo Park
Kepler sBooks 8. Magazines
1010 El Camino Real
Monrovia
Brooks Bordan
110 W Olive Ave
Newport Beach
Pacific Coast Audio Video
286 E
Levity
North Hollywood
Distributors
6850 Vineland Ave #F
rcu
Paradise Records
1232 Barnette Rd
Pacific Grove
Audio Video
227 Grand Ave k3

Design

Group

Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E Colorado Blvd
GNP Audio Video
1254 E Colorado Blvd
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
Speaker Crah
1650 Seventh SI

Stereo Design
9240 Ciairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Sounds Alive
731 Florida Sr
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Rafael
the CD Seller
90 ASI
San Jose
Books, Inc
420 Town &Country Village
Santa Barbara
AudioVision At
612 N Milpas Sr
cymbaline Records
1035 State St
Lenz Arts
142 River St
Mission Audio
215 W Mission St
Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by aPPt
Shelley sStereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
Studio City
Dave's Video,
The Laser Place
12144 Ventura Blvd
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave #100
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W 11th Sr (fG
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
The Audiophile Network
14155 Kinridge St

Roseville
Dimple Records
Vernon
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Kinergefics
Rowland Heights
4260
Charter St
Audio Best
Walnut Creek
2411 S Joel Dr
Sound Distinction
Sacramento
1919 Mt Diablo Blvd
Audio FX
Westminster
3019 DSt
Upscale Audio
Paradyme Audio/Video
15251 Beach Blvd
1
720 Fulton Ave
Salinas
West Sacramento
House of Sight &Sound. Ltd Mts Inc /Tower Magazines
1300 S Santa Fe
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
San Carlos
Westminster
Rod's CDs 8. Video
Audio Today
876 Laurel Sr
14306 Beach Blvd
San Diego
Woodland Hills
Sound Company
Laser's Edge
5079 El Cajon Blvd
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
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Yucaipa
Gross Television
12126 California St
COLORADO
Arvada
Soundtrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
Soundtrack
15022 E Mississippi Ave
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave 00E4-284
Eads News 8. Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Soundtrack
1685 28th St
Stereo-Image
1939 Pearl St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N Tepon
Sound Shop
528 S Telon
Soundtrack
1230 N Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen up #2
999 S Logan Sr
Second Sound
1875 S Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S Colorado Blvd
tog lewood
Gold Sound
4285 S Broadway
Fort Collins
Ovation
236 S College
SoundTrack
4606 S Mason St
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E County Line Rd
Uttleton
SoundTrack
9350 W Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack,
Pearce Electronics
9901 W 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza

Middleton
Madrigal Audio Lab
2081 S Main Si
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
9G Bank St
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N Federal Hwy
Bonita Springs
Kak sMusic World
26880 Old 41 05
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy,
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 S 21s1 Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd «10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Melbourne
Jazz Waves CDs 8. Tapes
822 E Newhaven Ave
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Disctronics Corp
2315 NW 107th Ave
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
11927 S Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Malog,que
5645 Grove Point Rd
Atlanta
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind Blvd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400l
Stereo &Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo ShoPPe
104 Chamilla Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
MAGNUM •N.A.D.
ROTEL •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
"Rock Solids" by B&W
M & K •MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN

The AudioVisions Customer
The AudioVisions customer truly loves music. It's a basic part
of his life. For him, audio components aren't expensive toys:
They bring the power, the thrill, and the joy of music into his
home. Video gear, no matter how good, will never give him so
much pleasure. The picture is flat, it lacks magic, and it fails
to compel or involve him. Stores now showcasing surround
sound "entertainment centers" cannot satisfy his needs. He
admires the Pursuit of Perfection (the guiding principle of the

Phono &C.D.

best audio manufacturers AND the best dealers). Since he

ADCOM •Audioquest
ORADO •GRAHAM
ORACLE •PROCEED
SME •SOTA •SUMIKO

doesn't necessarily have two Porsches in the driveway, his

cables
Audioquest •A.R.C.
Aural Symphonics
Monster /Sigma
Straight Wire
other good stuff
C.W.D. •FOSGATE
NOISETFtAPPER
SOUND ANCHORS
SONEX •Tube Traps
TARGET •L.P.s &C.D.s

audio purchases must represent real VALUE. He's learned
that he can hear the differences a dealer can make. (How
many dealers have loaned a wide variety of cables to you, or
made a special visit to your home?) He seeks out one of the
very few audio specialists in the country. In the New York
area, he comes to AudioVisions. We invite you to make an
appointment to visit us; our knowledge, honesty, frankness,
and concern will make the trip worthwhile.

.VAudie[leibm

MONTAUK HIGHWAY •W .BABYLON ,N.
Y.•(516) 661-3355J

5330 GLEN WAY AVE. CINCINNATI, OH. 45238

elm
*JVC XLZ 1050TN CD PLAYER
OPTICAL/COAXIAL OUTPUTS
-RECOMMENDED COMPONENT
...Ce /PR May

*Fried Loudspeakers
*NO risk 30 day in home audition!
...el et el cal/ for prices

*
T
ARGET
-RACKS AND STANDS
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*
K
IMBER KAHLE
-KC1
-8TC
-4TC

ALIDIOQUEST

IN SRXIÇ

*
B
EYERDYNAM1C HEADPHONES
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HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184A Waialae Ave
IDAHO
Boise
Stereo Shoppe #3
Ketchum
Mountunes
dba Magic Mountain
231 Sun Valley Rd
8778 Fairview Ave
iLLINOIS
Champaign
Record Service
621 E Green St
Chicago
Jazz Record Mart
11 W Grand Ave
Rock Records
175 W Washington
Sound Choice
928 W Diversey Pkwy
Speakerworks
5704 N Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Homewood
Record Swap
18061 Dixie Hwy
Schaumburg
Hi Fi Hutch
879 S Roselle Rd
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 ()Won St
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W Rt 64
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W Ogden
Norridge
Rolling Stones Records
7300 W Irving Park
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E Arcadia
Saint Charles
Audiophile of St Charles
411 S Second St
Skokie
Digital Sound
7435 Tripp Ave
Springfield
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St
Mishawaka
Orbit Music
2564 Miracle Ln
Richmond
Side 1Music
3753 E Main St

IOWA
Arnoldo Park
Jam Records
Hwy 71 S
Bettendorl
Sound Environments
2304 Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Logic
5733 Urbandale Ave
Ida Grove
Brenner's
700 W Second St
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Compact Disc Center
7825 E Harry
Custom Sound
830 S Hillside
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Four Seasons Records
36368 Brownsboro Rd
Chenoweth Plaza
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Ate()
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Laserland of Baltimore
7914 Honeygo Blvd
Record Masters
711 W 40th St
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Sound works
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
A. Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Rke
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Mus,k
One Investment P,
Annex Bldg
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Goodwfn's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
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Cambridge
Looney Tunes 11
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Audio
95 Vassar St
Everett
Everett Music Shop
30 Norwood St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
North Dartmouth
Sound 11
576 State Rd
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Saugus
Rockit Records
120 Broadway
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E Liberty
Birmingham
Street Corner Music, Ltd
17620 W 13 Mile Rd
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
2800 E Grand River Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1319 S Airport
Waterville
The Music Gallery
35 E On The Concourse
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S
Minneapolis
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
MISSOURI
Blue Springs
Seventh Heaven
600 S Seven Hwy
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W Mono Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St Louis Sound Co
1341 S Lindbergh 01
The Sound Room
747 N New Ballas Rd

MONTANA
Kalispell
Audio Visions
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W Wand lo

Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Garcia Street Books
376 Garcia St
Rare Bear
1303 Corrillos Rd
Saida Fe Sight &Sound
500 Montezuma #109

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St
Peterborough
Old Colony Sound Lab
305 Union St
Ridge Center
DB Systems
Main St

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Alfred
College Suppliers
15 Church St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1330 Front St
Buffalo
NEW JERSEY
Speaker Shop
Deptford
3604 Main St
Fir Fi Connection
Great Neck
136 Rt 41
Discriminating Ear
Howell
937 Northern Blvd
Camera Video Showplace Jamaica
4518 Rt 9, Friendship Plaza RAF HIFI/Stereo
Marlton
JFK Airport, Bldg 80
Hi Fi Connection
Liverpool
RD 1, Rt 73
Audio Excellence NY
Middletown
4974 Alexis Dr
Stereo Dynamics
Signature Sound
1670 Hwy 35
8409-B Shallow Creek Rd
Millburn
Lynbrook
Professional Audio
American Audiophile
Consultants
Trading Corp
182 Essex St
373 Sunrise Hwy
Montclair
Merrick
Cohen's
Pedormance Audio
635 Bloomfield
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Morristown
Mount Kisco
Sight &Sound
Fox &Sutherland
60 Speedwell Ave
15 S Mager Ave
South Street Stereo
New York
20 South St
Dina Magazines
Northfield
270 Park Ave S
Sound Inc
Electronic Workshop
900 Tilton Rd
10 E 8th St
Nutley
JAR Music World
Bernhard DeBoer
23 Park Row
113 E Centre St
Lyric Hi -Fi
Trenton
1221 Lexington Ave
Hal's Stereo A. Video
The Magazine Store
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
30 Lincoln Plaza
Slick Disk
Park Avenue Audio
2220 West Rd
425 Park Ave S
Verona
Sound by Singer
Audio Connection
18 E 16th St
615 Bloomfield Ave
Pleasantville
Wayne
Audio Excellence
Second Saturday
343 Manville Rd
40 Galesi Dr
Queens
West Caldwall
ID Electronics
Woodbridge Stereo
115-36 229th St
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Rochester
Westfield
Fairport Soundworks
Stuart's Audio
3400 Monroe Ave
544 North Ave E
Rosse Audio
Woodbridge
1737 Mt Hope
Woodbridge Stereo Center
Sound Concepts
751 Amboy Ave
2314 Monroe Ave
NEW MEXICO
Rockaway Park
Albuquerque
Hi Fi Classfcs
Hudson's Audio Center
115-011 Rockaway Beach Blvd
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Scarsdale
Page One Newsstand
Listening Room
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE 590 Central Park Ave
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A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears
Acrotec •Air Tangent •Apex
Arcici •Athena • Air Tight
Audio Prism • AudioQuest
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Cardas •Charlo
Chesky • Clarity Audio • Creek
CWD •Day Sequerra •Delos
Dorian •EAD •EKSC
Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Ensemble

P
ASSION

FOR THE ART
OF SIGHT

AND SOUND

SOUNDINGS. The most
knowledgeable audio source
in the Rocky Mountains offers
the "Classics" in fine audio
equipment:

Epos •Essence •First Sound
Fosgate •Goldring •Grado
Harman Video
Harmonia Mundi •Kinergetics

=.0

California Audio Labs

audio research

Klyne •Last •Merrill

11-1IEL

Mod Squad •Mogami •Morch
Nestorovic •Neutrik
Nimbus •Opus 3•Power Wedge

.‘.vAL0e4

E
surEmc
acurus

Presence Audio ai Pro Ac

Pecurocy from Matti

Proprius •QED •Rega
Reference Recordings
Revolver •Rockustics •Roksan
RoomTune •Sheffield Labs
Sims •Sound Anchors •Stax
Symphonic Line •System Line
Tara Labs •Target •Tice Audio
Wadia •Water Lily •WBT...
Savor these pleasures... Call SAVANT.

SAVANT
u
A

D

I

0

Custom Design & Installation

_,

Theta

CA RDAS

PS
,Audio

JEFF ROWLAND

OESIGN

GRouP

PLUS over 30 other Brand Names
WE OFFER:
•FREE Phone Consultations
•Equipment Trade-Ins
• 30 Day Exchange Privilege
•Free Shipping & Handling

CALL US TODAY
(303) 759-5505

Consultation •Interior Design
800 628 0627 •609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480
SERVING 111E
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worew

4697 E. Evans •Denver, CO 80222
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Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons
Rt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E
Superior Sight 8Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
809 Blowing Rock Rd
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Ernie's Music
8042 Providence Rd #1400
Mr Audio
601 S Kings Dr #F
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
For The Record
1386 Grandview Ave
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2616 Col Glenn Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi 8Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Westlake
New Image Electronics
31017 Center Ridge Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E 41st St
The Phonograph Ltd
8221-B E 61st St

OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
High Fidelity Unlimited
1428 SE 36th Ave
Sixth 8Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
15 W Lancaster Ave
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M J Mall
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Cent nr
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th St
Harrisburg
IPD Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N Third St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Mook's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
Williamsport
Malizia Sound Systems
1933 W Third St
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
1807 Bush River Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Mt. Pleasant
Tunes Discs 8Tapes
976 Houston Northcutt
Blvd #2
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galeria
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Gatlinburg
The Rhythm Section
118 Roaring Fork Rd #2
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
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La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heu-Quaker Blvd #3 1
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W 34th St
Sound Systems
2502 Paramount
Arlington
Texas Audio
4211 S Cooper #11 ,
Austin
Audio Systems
1102 W Koenig Ln
Austin News Agency
2830 Real St
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N Central Expwy
#G441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E #B-104
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio/Video
3953 Beltline Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Gallena #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E ID
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-8
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289 #13
San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd
Wichita Falls
Pro Audio
4020 Rhea Rd #5-B
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S 15th St E
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W Main St
Alexandria
Alonso Book 8
Periodical Services
7670 Richmond Hwy
Arlington
Needle In AHaystack
Ballston Metro Center
901 N Stuart St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd

Charlottesville
Disctraxshuns
238 Zan Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
8Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W Broad St
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Platters
8064 Lake City Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
WASHINGTON ,DC
Tower Video 10 630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8Hobby
4758 S Packard Ave
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
4060 Commonwealth Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S Park St
Monomee Falls
Nobs Technologies
W 141 N 9316 Fountain
Blvd
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S
CANADA
National Distributor
OeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24 Site One. RRI
ALBERTA
Calgary
The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
KW Audio
344 17d. Ave SW

Loyalty Sound
1107 Eighth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
222 S Railway St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
A&A Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
1150 Robson St
The Magic Flute
2100 W Fourth Ave
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne SIS
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morns St
ONTARIO
Chatham
Absolute Sound
725 St Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Essex
Disc nOat Audio/Video
5Frances Cl
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
1280 Main St W
Thompson's Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. 02
Kingston
House or Sounds
277 Princess St
Verr Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E
North Bay
Popular Audio
144 Main St W
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies Audio 8Video
685 Bank St
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Altis • Air Tight • Acrotec
CAL • Crown • Esoteric
Fosgate TI1X • Jadis • Magnan Vi
Marantz • McCormack • Mirage
Ocos • PS Audio • Reference 3A
Sonic Frontiers • Sonus Faber
Sound Lab • Tara Labs • Vimak • VPI

ADA • ADCOM • AKG
ALON • AUDIOPRISM
AUDIOQUEST

VANDERSTEEN = VALUE

BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON
CAL • CANTON
CWD CABINETS
DENON • DUAL
KLIPSCH
LEXICON
MADRIGAL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN-LOGAN
McINTOSH
NEAR

• NILES

PARADIGM

The Vandersteen speakers have for almost
20 years been the definition of affordable
excellence. They receive ahigher percentage
of positive reaction from our customers than
any other product we sell. And this from the
most subjective area of hi-fi, the loudspeaker. Please find out why.
When you're ready, we'll be here.

PROCEED • ROTEL
RUSSOUND
SENNHEISER
SIGNET • SME
SONANCE • SOTA
STAX • SUMIKO
TEAK • THORENS
WADIA • VANDERSTEEN
WC VIDEO
SHARPVISION
VIDIKRON VIDEC
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For New England
Quality Sound Since 1928

l'he Musk Sox
58 Central Street • Wellesley. MA •02181

(617) 235-5100
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No. A150

This unit stores 150 CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends
hold single &multiple CD's, Videos and
Cassettes — in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or
wall mount.
For FREE Literature &Prices on our Full Line:
Call l-800-432.8005 FAX 1.201-748 ,2592

SORICrs.

P.O. Box 747-2
Nutley, NJ 07110)
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What Does It Take To Be The
World's Finest Audio Cables?
Quality -Handcrafted, high purity silver-plated copper
construction using our own proprietary geometry.
716-223-1520
To Order

or For Additional
Information
Interconnect Cables
System I $1290 Mtr. Pr.
System 2 $229/MIL Pr.
Reference $329/I Mtr. Pr
Digital
$149/I Mtr.
halaneed Versions of
Above Available
Speaker Cables
System 6 $200/8 Ft. Pr.
System 4 $360/8 Ft Pr.
Reference $680/8 Ft. Pr.
All Speaker Cables are
Terminated with Spades
Other Ends *lay Be Used
Power Cords
6 Ft. Cord with Hospital
Grade Ends $99

Sound -RC Audio cables exhibit the ultimate in
neutrality, transparency, imaging and tonal balance. Music
will present itself with avivid sense of realism and dynamics.
Value -While RC Audio cables outperform even the
costliest competitors, their reasonable price will surprise you.
They outperform cables costing up to four times their price.
System Compatibility -Take thirty days to
audition RC Audio cables in your system. If you don't agree
they are the finest cable investment you can make in your
system simply return them undamaged for acomplete refund.

The Single Biggest Improvement
You Can Make To Any Audio System...Guaranteed!
RC Audio /3349

Monroe Avenue /Suite 252 /Rochester, NY 1461S

Straight Talk....

Acoustic Image

For 32 years we have provided
the best quality, selection, and
advice to music lovers
throughout the central U.S.
at very competitive
prices!

the finest tube, analog, solid
state and digital components
in Los Angeles

106 Brands Available!
Act/us -Adcorn -ADS -Audio
Prism -BáW - Boston -CWD Denon -Esoteric Audio Fineline -Forte -Kef -Kknber
Kable -Klipsch -Martin-Logan Mitsubishi -Monster Cable -NAD
f•Jakamichi -Onkyo Paradigm Parsec -Phase Technology
Rovox -Santa -Sennheiser
ShLre -Signet -SME -Snell -Sony Sony ES -Stan -Serilko -Target 11yeshold -Veiodyne -Yamaha 8i 66 More -Cal tor units not listeg
Phone: 913 •842 -1811 Ext-6
24th & Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-ThLt: 10am-8prn. Fri á Sat: lOom-6pm

KIEF'S
AX.J ric

D>

I
8000 Dispk3y of World Class Audio
12 Sound Rooms -25 000+ CDs

C)

Featuring:

Fors ell

The ultimate turntable
Unity Audio *Sound-Lab
Forsell *Atma-Sphere
LA Audio * NRG Control
Klyne * Reference Line
Micromega *OCM/Belles
Anodyne * Purist Audio
Koetsu *Transfiguration
and much more ...
phone 818-762-1501
fax 818-752-9709
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private 90e per word .
$18 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial .$2.75 per word, $110 minimuni on all corn crdal ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYME
II classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads arc credit card only: Master
Charge, VISA, Amcncan
ess. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529. Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL:(505)
-9106. DEADLINE:Ads are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issu
which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FoR SALE
ANNOUNCING HI-FI '93, THE STEREOPHILE
HIGH-END SHOW, in San Francisco, March 12,
13, and 14, 1993. At the San Francisco Marriott, 55
Fourth Street (next to Moscone Center), downtown
San Francisco. Hi-fi heaven! Marvel at more than 75
premier high-end hi-fi systems, many set up and
tweaked by their inventors, designers, engineers, and
manufacturers. See and hear experimental/pre-production models. Evaluate more high-end equipment
in asingle day than you could see and hear in months
of regular store visits. Enjoy live concerts. Participate in question-and-answer sessions with Stereophile's
editors and writers. Shop from awide selection of LPs,
CDs, recorded rarities, and accessories. Tickets by
mail. $IS: at the door, $25. Each ticket is valid for all
show days. Write or Fax: Hi-Fi '93, The Sterrophile
High-End Show, 208 Delgado Surer, Santa Fe, NM 87501,
Fax (505)984-1737 For exhibitor information, contact Ken
Nelson, Nelson & Associates Inc., 62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705, phone (914) 476-3157, Fax (914) 9692746. Overseas calls and Faxes welcome!
EXPRESSIVE TECHNOLOGIES IC-1 INTERCONNECT "This is extraordinary interconnect that reveals
detail and timbral shadings Inever knew existed in my
music collection." Roben Harley, Sterrophik, Vol.13 NŒ12,
December 1990. Also available: the SU-1 moving-coil
step-up transformer, which improves the performance
of the world's best preamplifiers. Customer and dealer
inquiries invited. Expressive Technologies, PO. Box 6401, Holliston, MA 01746, (508) 429-1219, Fax (508) 429-6583.
KINERGETICS KCD-40 CD player, $1200 OBO;
AudioQuest Ruby interconnect, 23', $120 OBO. Tom,
(609) 478-6067.
CAL SIGMA D/A CONVERTER, $550; Counterpoint
SA-100 amp, $975. 2-year warranty remaining on each.
(615) 487-3140, leave message, all calls returned.
WADIA WT-2000 TRANSPORT, $3500; Sound-Lab
A3 in oak, $3300. Both like new. (510) 528-1871 PST
CLASSÉ DR-6 PREAMP (original), serial #69010519,
$1500; Hamian/Kardon Citation 16, 150Wpc, $300. John,
(212) 916-5504, NYC
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STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX is now
available. Indexes every record review published in Sterrophile, from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.15 No.12 (19871992). Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews. Available as hard copy or on
51
/ /3 1
4
/"floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send
2
$9.95 to Sterrophile Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St.,
Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate hard copy or disk and disk size.
MIRROR IMAGE, AUDIOSTATIC, NEAR, VAC, Enlightened Audio Design, Scientific Fidelity, SymphonicLine, CODA, XL°, Eminent Technology, Klyne, Dynaudio loudspeakers, IDOS, Definitive Technology, Audio
Alchemy, Celestion SL, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Space
& Time, Reference Line. Lyra cartridges and turntables,
Musical Design, Marantz, MAS, Arcici, Bright Star, WellTempered, Power Wedge, Wheaton, Fosgate, THX, many
more. Straightforward guidance. Krystal Ckar Audio, 4433
McKinney Avenue, Dallas, TX 75205, (214) 520-7156.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan. Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Sound Organisation, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9,
Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always
lots of used gear. Established way back in 1979! (818)
307-6467.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Hales, SOTA, and Epik speakers.
GAT preamp (still the best!), Symphonic-Line, CODA,
EAD. Promethean passives and power conditioners.
Cardas, Siltech, High-Wire, XLO, others. Stands, dampers
from Sound Anchor, Microscan, Bright Star. Appointments. Audio Archives, (619) 455-6326.
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' 13 2 Twin-Balanced' interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Avenue, Trenton, .N7.108629, Fax/phone (609)
599-3828.
USED EQUIPMENT LIST To receive our list of used,
demos, and bargain equipment, call, write, or fax: Audio
Consultants, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, IL 60201. Tel:
(708) 864-9565, Fax: (708) 864-9570. Our list is updated
monthly.
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DON'T LOSE

YOUR SYSTEM

SOUND
RESOURCE

TO SURGES, SAGS

Ohio's Exclusive Dealer For:

DROPS AND POPS !

Air Tangent •Avalon •Basis •Dynaudio
Enlightened Audio •Graham •Gryphon
Hales Audio •ladis •Klyne •MFA
Oracle •ProAc •Ouicksilver
left Rowland Model 9's •Wadia Digital

PROTECT YOUR EOUIPMENT WITH ATOP
OUAlITY POMR CONDITIONING UNIT
FOR ADIFFRENCE YOU CAN HEAR.

Also On Display:

1-800-NOW-DIAL

Audio Quest •Cardas •Eminent Technology
Genesis •left Rowland Design Group
Koetsu •Lyra •Magnum Dynalab
Mod Squad •PS Audio •OCOS •Rotel
Sanus Systems •SME •SOTA
Sound Anchors •Soun(I Iab
Sumiko •Tice •\

12621 Larchmere Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
216/791-6363 FAX 216/791-3131

Tripp lite Power Conditioners Americ,an Power Conversion

o

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.

IC-1m $26995 LC-2400 $349.45 Bk600 $459.95 K900 $59e5
Rack Marl LCR•24ClO S369.5 RaddkurtIAP-600 $799.95
ISOtIAR 8-12 0.95 Sure Arrest SOW.%
RM12-12 $129.95 SAP•7$79.95
The Power Wedge
and others

STREET SMART POWER SYSTEMS
SERVICE (614) 761-8933 FAX (614) 761-8992

The Ultimate Compact Disc

Im Call us for expert advice on custom
home and theater sound systems at
affordable prices. We offer fast,
convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.

Me

REFERENCE
—

310 517-1700 •FAX 310

317-1732

18214 DAITON AVFNUF, DFPT SP. GARDFNA,

CA 902 48

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDI o•LEST •AUDIOALCHEMY
AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DI NASH( •BOSE •CAL AUDIO LABS
'IS

1

é

HAI LER' HARMAN KARDON •

5
GHES •[NEI\ ITY •IAMO •I
BI

LEXICON •MAGNUM/D1 NALAB •MCORM'MUSE
ACK

1111WLAD •NESTOROVIC •NUT •NILES •ONKYO •PARASOUNirill
PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC

El
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3 RELEASES AVAILABLE
Mary Stallings: Fine & Mellow
Claudia Gomez . Salamandra
Redwood Symphony: The
Soldiers Tale & Petrushka
CLARITY RECORDINGS
Gold Zeonex CDs. 1& 3 Step LPs
are ayailablee Selected Audio
Stores or Call. 415-626-1540
Fax: 415-641-1734 Dealer &
Distributor Inquiries Invited.
Canada .Tri -Cell Mkt
STEREOPHILE, FEBRUARY 1993

If you are an audiophile STRANDED IN IOWA—don't
despair. Audio Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose
from Audio Research, Martin-Logan, AudioQuest, Audio
Power, B&K, Celestion, Definitive Technology, Eminent
Technology, JVC (XLZ1050), NHT, Rotel, Sanus, and
more. (515) 254-0265.
AUDIO BESE LA., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 100, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Haller 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, Acoustat, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861-5413. Appt.
MOONLIGHTING WORK—FOR AUDIO REPS.
Call toll-free, (8(X) 272-8823, 9-5 West Coast time. Contact Arthur Noxon at Acoustic Sciences.
EAD T-7000 with AT&T, $1595; Audio Research LS-1,
$1195; EAD DSP-7000 with AT&T, $1195; Bitwise System Zero, $1195. (703) 264-1862.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY. New arrivals! Linn CD player, !Cairn preamp,
Roksan Radius turntable, Nairn CD player, Deltec processors, Epos ES-11, McCormack CD drive and electronics. All on demonstration. Our affordable products—
Panel. Creek, Arcarn, Rega, Castle, and Royd—are musical
and should be auditioned. We care about your needs,
regardless of budget. 175 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY
10549, (914) 242-0747.
AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Innovations, Audiomcca by Pierre Lumé, Audio Note, Aural Symphonies,
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chario, CODA, Dynavector, Ensemble, Golden Dragon, Ikeda, JM Labs, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Muse, Ftoksan, RoomTunes, SOTA, lice, Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, and
more.. .CallJohn Barnes, (303)698-013K or Fax (303)9220522. 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
PROCEED PDT TRANSPORT and PDP D/A processor, $1800. Call Steve, (715) 532-6557, 3-11pm.
NITTY GUTTY 2.5 Fl Mk.II record deaner, new in box,
sealed, $335 plus shipping, firm. (909) 982-2386.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alón,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint,
Dynaco, Kimber, Space & Time, XLO. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-2176
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Enlightened
Audio, Grado, Linacum, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab,
Music Metre, NEAR, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight Wire,
Target, Well-Tempered, WireWorld. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707.
Visa/MC/Amex.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade in older
Series II and Series II Improved tonearms for significantly
updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies to SME
Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper kits for
3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved, and Series
III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors. templates,
and parts. Audio '78" Archival Supplies,' P.O Box 387, Pacifica, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.
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AUDIOBALLS.' Why pay more? Get rid of unwanted
vibrations and greatly improve sound quality. Component
isolation hemispheres, set of 4, $29. Use for CDs or big
jobs. Each one supports weight up to 30 lbs. Higher
weight capabilities available. Joe, (201) 444-5291.
ATMA-SPHERE MA-2s, 200W, class-A triode, OTL
monoblocks; Muse 18 subwoofer; NBS Mini-Serpent
II, 4' and 12' interconnects. (801) 224-4809, anytime.
X-RATED AND DIRTY CABLE CONTACTS need
Cramolin' Contact Conditioner. "The right stuff for
cleaning. ..
[and preserving] plugs and contacts." (Sterrophik recommended accessories, Vol.15 No.10, October
1992). Cleaner and preservative in two small bottles with
applicators, $9.95 plus $2 for shipping. 100% MBG. Send
check or MO to: Blakely Laboratories, 5113 Elf Court, Wake
Forest, NC 27587.
SOUND-LAB DYNASTATS, $1990; Music & Sound
DCC 1digital preamp, $775; Music & Sound MC 1CD
transport, $450; Music & Sound SPA65 power amp, $390.
All mint condition. (713) 578-2457, after 6pm CST
ARC SP6B, RETUBED 2/92, HP16 record cleaner;
SOTA Sapphire with Souther SLA-3 improved with
Grado SIGS; records; Dynavector 10X (3 hours); Harman/ICardon Citation 12 amp. (313) 266-4318 Michigan.
NAIM 62/140 pre/power amps, 8months old, as new.
Sacrifice, $1600 delivered. (206) 523-1594.

it-50s,

SPICA
mint, with Sound Anchor 31" sand-filled
stands, Tiptoes, speaker clamps, $525. Arthur Beltran, NYC,
(718) 625-3600, anytime.
LINN LP12 LINGO, Ekos, Troika, Trampolin, mint,
$3750. (214) 321-5024.
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN MODEL 2001 Mk.II,
Australian-made loudspeakers, mahogany finish, absolute
perfect condition, $19,800 current list, $9200 firm. Gary,
(714) 496-9471 early AM or evenings, So. CA.
FORTE IA class-A amp, mint, $650. Andreu', (313) 6378544 days, (313) 751-4393 evenings.
ALÓN #4, $1900; Rowland #7, $4300; Coherence
I/update, $2250; ARC SP14, $1675. (713) 728-4343.
VACUUM TUBE AUDIO SUPPLIES. Magnequest
transformers, National, Golden Dragon tubes, Sidereal
caps, Allen-Bradley resistors. Free catalog. Handmade Ekctronics, 1825 Roth Avenue, Allentown, PA 18104.
KRELL CD-1, $1550; MD-1, $3300 (all with AT&T);
KSL, $1300; KSP-7B, $1700; KBL (latest), $2600; KST100, $1700; KSA-150, $3300; KSA-200B, S2600; KSA250, $4300; MDA-300, $5500. All perfect in boxes. First
owner. Used: Adcom GFP-555 II, $325; McIntosh
MCD7007, $1200; MC-30, $650. (718) 277-6123, Fax
(718) 277-2928 (NY).
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20, $2950; Audio
Research D-400, $3550; ML #28, $2250; Proceed PDT
2, $1050; Wadia 2000S, $3500; Power Wedge PW116,
$450; PEI, $225; Magnan Vi, 4', $450; OCOS 8', $99;
Siltech HF6, 1m, $165; Wadia WT-3200, $1599; Duotech
cable burn-in, $89. COD with shipping prepaid. Phone/
Fax: (818) 858-4794 before 9pm PST
QUAD FACTORY-AUTHORIZED SERVICE and
replacement parts. New/used Quad equipment bought
and sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands available. For
all technical, service, parts, and/or equipment inquiries,
contact: QS&D, Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredricksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703) 372-3713. MC/Visa
accepted.
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CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

REPRESENTING:
AUDIO OUEST -

AUDIO RESEARCH •B&K AUDIO •
B B W •BASIS •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •CLASSE •
CONRAD JOHNSON •
DAY SEOUERRA •GRAHAM •

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!
Searching for the best CDs at
aLOW price?
We specialize in only the best
and with unbeatable prices!

LINN •LYRA •MIT CABLE •

We carry:

MOD SQUAD •ORACLE •
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
STAR •STRAIGHTWIRE •
SUMIKO •TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •VANDERSTEEN •
VA C •WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON .6 MORE •CD sd LP r•

Audioquest($12.99), Chesky($11.99).
Dorian($12.99), Harmonía Mundi($13.49).
Mercury Living Presence($9.99),
Ref. Recordings($12.99),

CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY •
SET UP •MON SAT II-6

Sheffield($12.99), & Wilson($12.99).
For more information and FREE catalog:
Send mail •

P.O.Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038

or FAX:

(714) 283-2857

wens.%
4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE, TN 37215
(6151297-4700
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AUDIOQUEST STERLING speaker cable, 86", list
$1145. asking $675; Cardas Hexlink Five, lm XLR, list
$559, asking $275. (303) 773-2484.
COUNTERPOINT SA-220, $1850; Aragon 4004 Mk.II,
$1200; both MIT cap upgrades. Straight Wire Maestro
interconnects, $175; Waveguide 8, 12', $75. Alan, (602)
921-7912.
AUD1OQUEST LAPIS (copper), 05m, 3pairs, 5140/pair;
Quartz, 15m, $80; Ruby, lm, $50. All in mint condition.
(804) 223-6173.
ATTENTION: PACIFIC RIM AUDIOPHILES—Rare
Dennesen JC-80 Mk.11 Gold preamp. Balanced outputs,
recent factory check-up. Best offer. Contact Dan, Fax:
(808) 572-7332, Hawaii.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Audire Crescendo, $350; Focus .7s, $500; Fried Q-4s,
$350; B8cK 202+, $540; Superphon SP100, $270; and
more. We represent best-buy products from B8cK, ESS,
Parasound, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Music Reference, Fried, Linaeum, NEAR,
Audio Alchemy, Melos, Period, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
SELL FOR CASH, or trade your audio and video equipment. Authorized: Acurus, Sumo, Rotel, H/K, Denon,
Marantz, Signet, Energy, Niles, Monster, AudioQuest,
et al. Stereo Classics, 75 Church Street, New Brunswick, NJ
08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284. Buy, sell, trade.
service. Amex, MC, Visa, Discover.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—Reliable
source for Apature, Arcici, Cardas, Dynaco, Merlin, Music
Reference/RAM Labs, Parasound, Philips, PS Audio,
Reference Line, RoomTune, Signet, SOTA, and TARA
Labs. Call Mark or Rich for sound advice—sound price.
Signature Sound, P.Q Box 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089. (315)
622-9066, (315) 622-4137.
ROTEL 855 CD player, EAD-modified, 1year old, was
$929, asking $700. Call (011-81) 3117-66-7499, 6-8am EST
THERE IS HOPE! High-end comes to the Southeast.
Sight & Sound Design is now offering fine audio for
everyone. Custom home A/V design and installation is
our specialty. Sight & Sound Design, PO. Box 5538, Hilton Head Island, SC 29928, (803) 842-6932.
PROCEED PDP, mint condition, $600. (804) 360-0125
after 5pm EST
SONY X777ES CD player, brand new, unused, $1175.
(608) 262-4903.
BELLES 450 POWER AMP, new, $1195; ConradJohnson HVIa pre-preamp, $395; Belles 55 preamp, new,
$435; Audio Alchemy DDE, new, $310. P/F (215)
370-2275.
MIRAGE M3s, flawless, original boxes, $1695. MIT
Music Hose, 12'/pair, $325. Khai, (802) 296-6981 evenings.
KRELL CD-DSP, $1990; KSL, $1150; various Purist
Audio cables. Please call (601) 872-4310 CST no late calls
please.
HI-FI CLASSICS—SELECT USED HIGH-END components bought/sold/traded. Inventory list available. Helpful, competent sales department. The best prices in any
town!! Tel: (718) 318-9618, Fax: (718) 318-9623.
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AUDIOPHILE-GRADE PARTS: MIT MultiCap,
WonderCap, 1Cimber, Solen, Wima, Siemens; Vishay,
Caddo& Holc°, Matsushita; Alps, Boums, Noble, Grayhill, ShallCo custom mono ladder attenuators; Cardas,
Tiffany, Vampire, WBT, Fdison Price Music Posts, Neutrik; Cardas hook-up wire/shielded cable; Teflon wire
(multiple awg/color); Gold Aero tubes; RAM TubeWorks;
Curcio Daniel Mk.I and Mk.I1 preamp kits/Dynaco
rebuild kits; upgrade kits; Pearl Tube Coolers and
Isosockets; Analog Devices (AD827JN, AD847JN), PMI;
tube sockets; component modifications, etc.. ..
Discounts
up to 30%. Call, write, or Fax for free 1993 catalog. Sonic
Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit #19, Oakville, Ontario
L6L 6M.f, Canada. Tel: (416) 847-3245. Fax: (416)847-5471.
UNPRECEDENTED AUDITION OFFER! Earn $5
for auditioning the Cormorant interconnect, the unique,
noninductive, great-sounding cable designed in harmony
with the laws of physics. Im/pair, $124. If not delighted,
return for refund including all shipping, plus $5! Fair
enough? Enjoy! Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue,
Kist Palm Beach, FL 33407, (40 842-7316, (800) 424-8271,
code 7281.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS 2A, gloss black, immaculate,
boxes/papers, $2400 OBO. Dan, (602) 529-3614.
FINIAL LASER TURNTABLE, latest ELP version, LTIX model, $20,000. (505) 662-1415 or (505) 667-133a
SONIC FRONTIERS SFS 50 tube amp with KT99 tubes,
2months old, 5-year warranty, list $2195, sale $950. (319)
355-0489 or (319) 324-4684.
ROWLAND 7MONOBLOCKS, unbalanced, gold,
mint, 54750/pair; Wilson Audio WAMM crossovers,
please call; Athena ML-1 line Polyphaser (new $500),
$200; Tice Powerblock, $700; Nalcamichi DMP-100 digital mastering processor with Apogee filters, $650. (707)
964-5857 (CA).
IF YOU ARE LIKE COUNTLESS OTHERS, frustrated
with your audio system, never able to get the sound you've
always wanted, then it's time you joined thousands of
others who have found satisfaction in Michael Green's
Method of Listening. It's aprogram that takes into account
your room's construction and acoustics, your stereo system, and your lifestyle; and delivers acomprehensive solution. So start now—it's only $39.95!! For anew, improved
system, call, Fax, or write today! RoomTune, Inc., P.O. Box
5Z Sugarcreek, OH 44681. Phone (216) 343-3600, Fax (216)
343-8700. We accept Visa and MC.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
HALES SYSTEM 2SIGNATURE loudspeakers, $3500;
Krell KSA-150 amplifier, $4000; all like new. Tom, (214)
681-0821 after 7pm CST
ACCUPHASE DP8O/DC81, previous Stereophile Class
A, $3800; Nakamichi Dragon, $1200; both mint, OBO.
(303) 320-3921 evenings, weekends (MST).
EAD DSP-7000 AUDIOPHILE UPGRADE. Wake up
your EAD. If you'd like your EAD to have greater transient
speed and dynamic impact, better clarity and imaging,
and awider, more transparent soundstage—call us. You
will be amazed. Also Power Wedge upgrades, more power
and incredible transparency. Stralocom, (212)563-1515, (201)
670-1762 evenings.
McINTOSH XRT-20 line source speakers, magnificent,
$2100; McIntosh 7200 amplifier with case, $1400. Both
mint condition, in boxes. (404) 751-0938.
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its about music..
Audioquest
AudioAlchemy
B&K
B&W
Cal.Audio Labs
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
The Mod Squad
McCormick
Monitor Audio
Rega
Roksan
Rotel
Scientific Fidelity
Sharpvision
Spica
Snell
Taddeo
Vandersteen
V.P.I.
Wadia Digital

If There Is A
Passion For Music,
AMoment In The Soul
Can Last ALifetime.
the INTRODUCING

2125 Central Ave. •Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 272-1275

A Musician's
Guide To
Evaluating
Equipment
Presented by

Lewis Lipnick

of Stereophile Magazine. Contra Bassonist
for the National Symphony

Sunday, February 28, 1993
2PM
Refreshments will be served.
We are convenient from both
Philadelphia and NY.
Space Limited. Call for directions
and reservations NOW.
609-883-6338

Sponsored by

HAL's STEREO & VIDEO
Alt Ilq Rruitp 1R
.TPY1C Ave

2511
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Audio Images
‘...?..Audio Research
Threshold
Classé Audio
Nairn Audio
Melos
PS Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High End. Denon
Audio Speciatists

Thiel

immile) Vandersteen
ProAc
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Purist Audio
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VP! •PSE •XL0 •Straightwire
Cardas •Sumiko •M & K.. .& morel
lint gunk!, Alionlatechey. and Upon.- Wait A Porconal Touch

215-391-1200

5980 Hamilton 8lvd •Allentown, PA 18106
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CONVICTED AGAIN! What do Telarc, Theta, Dorian,
Peter Aczel the Audio Critic, Jack Renner, and Ihave in
common? We all use the best damn speaker in the
world—Waveform Mach 1—with balanced discrete crossover by Bryston. Phone right now.John Ótvds, alive and
kicking. Phone/Fax: (613) 475-3633.
FOR SALE: 4 years of Stereophile (approx. 50 issues),
1988-present. Volt 1-Vol.15, S75 plus shipping. Call (501)
624-4496 work, ask for Jack.
WELL-TEMPERED RECORD PLAYER; Sumiko Blue
Point, S550; Martin-Logan Sequel II, S1500. (601) 6344451 days, (601) 638-6752 evenings.
PAC CP1111113 preamp ($3945), $1800; MFA M200D tube
monoblocks ($7200), $3700; MFA Luminescence C preamp ($4960) with extra new tube set, $2600. All mint,
minimum use. Tel/Fax: (315) 469-8384.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARIS for audio projects! Silvercontact toggle and rotary switches/attenuators; MIT
MultiCaps, Rd-Cap, SCR, Solen, Wonder Caps/solder/
wire; Vishay, Caddock, and Holco resistors, all types audio
connectors, chassis wires, BUF-03 preamp kits, tubes,
isolation feet, custom cables and terminations, hospitalgrade AC oudets and plugs, tools and accessories, request
catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 9493Z (415)
669-7181, Fax (415) 669-7558.
THIEL 3.5 SPEAKERS, mint condition, $1400. CallJohn
at (518) 385-9086, leave message.
SOUND AND VISION—WESTLAICE VILLAGE, CA.
Only the best available! New: Wadia 6CD player, Music
Reference RM-9 tubed amplifier, Music Reference P.M-5
MLitt preamplifier, Muscat= AM-15 mono amps, MB
Quart 990MCS speakers. All available now, shipping
included. (818) 365-5118 or (818) 898-0098, askfor Greg.
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AUD1OLAB P8000 POWER AMPLIFIER, 120Wpc,
S650(51200 new); Hailer Iris preamp with remote control,
$550 ($900 new, not available any more); Sony CDPX77ES, 4850 (51900 new, great as atransport as well).
Great inexpensive loudspeakers as well. All in mint condition, almost new. (212) 580-2301.
BLUE POINT CARTRIDGE UPGRADE—tighter bass,
sharper imaging, greater resolution. Our aluminum
adapter replaces flexible plastic orginal. $40. (Ask about
denuding/reinforcement upgrade.) Meadow Song Labs, 6
Adelaide St. East, Suite 310, Toronto, Ontario MSC 1H6,
Canada, (416) 941-1595.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2, mint condition, less than 1
year old, $1650; Krell KSA-150, 6months old, $3250;
Martin-Logan Quest, dark oak, latest panels, $2550. All
equipment purchased new. Jim, (314) 481-7608, leave message, all calls returned.
DYNAUDIO MONITORS and 2matching Audio Concepts subwoofers with crossovers, 1year old, $1200 or
separate. (813) 728-2276.
/CRELL KSA-I50, as new, 53600; Krell KSL preamp,
$1600; MSB 93 model D/A and transport, 110 tbs., 55100;
Meitner PA6i with remote and translinks, $750. Mike, (904)
434-1041, (904) 456-7783.
SME V TONEARM, mint condition, $1500 OBO. David,
(508) 429-1219.

THRESHOLD FACTORY TUNE-UPS. Complete
maintenance, calibration, and speccing for any Threshold
product is now available. Factory-tune your Threshold
product to maximum performance for amodest cost.
Contact Customer Service at: (916) 348-0600, or Fax us
at (916) 348-0678for information.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Rote!, Onkyo, McCormack, Chicago Speaker
Stands, Kimber /Cable, Music Metre, Scientific Fidelity
loudspeakers, Sonographe, AudioQuest, Acurus Electronics, Power Wedge Line Conditioner, Audio Alchemy,
Linn turntables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Arcici,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson,
VPI, Vandersteen, B&W. Three Rivers Audio, (219)
422-5460.
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AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS 2B preamp with new RAM
tubes, $350; Audio Alchemy DDE 1.0 with PSI, $325.
Vik, (209) 435-9255, CA.

EAD DSP-7000 GOLD, AT&T, $1125; Barclay Cabernet
CD transport, grey Conan, AT&T, $2250; Sound-Lab
A-2X (can't ship), $2150; Alma-Sphere MA-1 OTL amps
(4 years, updated 10/91), $2300; Tice Clock, $125. (201)
833-2662, Bruce, NJ.

B&W
KEF
B&W
NEUTRAL /DEPTH
E

MIT MH750SG, 8', $400; MIT MI330, 4m, $275; lm,
$85; Rowland Research SVX3 electronic crossover, $350.
(203) 537-0534.
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SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, 10EF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Ilega,
Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XLO, Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S
Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.

RCA OR BALANCED
B&W
KEF
B&W

MARK LEVINSON NO.27, mint, all packaging. $2800
plus shipping. Jim, (305)665-0464 nights, (305) 530-0088
days, EST

a
H

PLEASE CALL ANYTIME
FOR MORE
INFORMATION.
190 DWYER STREET

G BUFFALO , NY 14224
H
(716)822-0159
S
ANYTIME
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
each

Issues
VOLUME III, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOWME VIII, 1985

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00*

VOWME X, 1987

Issues 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

VOWME XIII, 1990

Issue 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOWME XVI, 1993

Issue 1

5.00

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$500.00

* Photocopies

r

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED

1

Send me the following back issues:

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $500 each)

Total:

Original copies x $5.00 per issue =

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $1000 each)

Total:
Reproductions x $10.00 per issue =
Add shipping and handling: 1to 5issues $2.00
6to 10 issues $3.00
11 issues and over $4.00
FOREIGN ORDERS, Please add $2 per magazine
for handling and surface mail postage.

Total

$

Name
Address
City
H Check
No.

Zip

State
MC

E AM EX

E VISA
EXP DATE

Stereophile, LP/CD Dept. P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
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MIRROR IMAGE 1.1S+ amp, $2200; Threshold FET-10
HL, $1300; Anodyne Fet-Adapt D/A converter, $1100;
Heath W5M monoblocks, mint, like new, with KT66s,
$500; Mod Squad Prism 473 with all upgrades plus caras,
$700; Fostex 3010 patchbay with gold RCAs, $100; dbx
224 II, $115; misc, cables and ICs. (602) 376-1734, or evenings (602) 956-4666 (7i1./Fax), Bob, leave message.
WANTED: ROGERS LS3/5A. For Sale: SharpVision 101
(factory sealed), $3000; Cary CAD 5500 preamp/processor (with cathode followers), $800; Threshold Fet 10e
Hi, $1920; Threshold Fet 10e PC, $1000; Threshold 350e,
$2400; Nakamichi 15 cassette, $420; Magnepan 1.5 QR,
$945/pair. (414) 354-5082.
HCM AUDIO cable closeouts!!! Savings up to 60% on
TARA Labs Quantum II, Quantum III, Reference, Temporal Continuum, TFA Return, and others ,Also: Straight
Wire LSI, 839.95/pair; Straight Wire TMI, 569.95/pair;
AudioQuest Cobalt, 50% off, Nitty Gritty 1.0, $175; Stuc
Lambda Signatures, $1199.95. Also carrying: Music Reference, B&K, Power Wedge, Counterpoint, NAD, Parasound, EAD, Dahlquist, Audio Alchemy, sorrn, sumiko,
VMPS, XL0. Free "Specials" list available. (800) 2223465, (916) 345-1341, Fax (916) 345-7269.
VANDERSTEEN 2Ce with stands, $1100. (212)503-35142
SOUND-LAB ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS now available in Central Ohio. Factoryauthorized dealer exclusively offering Sound-Lab's complete product line. Auditions in arelaxed environment
by appointment. Trade-ins welcome. John Dunrrt Audio,
Columbus, OH, (614) 436-3123.
McCORMACK DNA-1, $1500; PSB Stratus Gold,
$1500; Sony CD779ES, $1300. All new. (201) 893-0087
IN I)

SONY PCM-2700 DAT RECORDER, new, $1995;
Goldmund Mimesis 3amp, $3250; Mimesis 2preamp
with phono section, mint, $3800; Parnassus cartridge,
new, $1750. (201) 746-2794.
APOGEE CENTAUR MINOR speakers, $950 (new in
box, stands included); Esoteric P-500 CD transport, $650;
Reference Line RL3000 passive preamp, $650; Signet
SL280 B/U speakers, $650 (with Sound Anchor Super
Stands). All excellent condition. Bob, (408) 287-1906
evenings.
THRESHOLD FET 10 HL PREAMP, mint condition,
$1300; Arcici stands for B&W 801, $200. (517) 496-2706
CARVER TFM-45 POWER AMP, mint condition, asking $600; Signet SL260 loudspeakers, mint condition,
asking $300JS Engineering model 1.2 Infinite Slope loudspeakers, good condition, asking $500. All prices include
shipping. Call John at (203) 647-0897 after 6pm EST

LPs/CDs/TApEs
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Sterrophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
AUDIO.. .
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call (716)
377-0432.
LIQUIDATING PERSONAL CLASSICAL RECORD
COLLECTION-30,000 items. Catalogue, $2. MITMLP, PO. Box One, Bfightwaters, NY 11718.

*

.4e/kee

IN HIGH END

At Audio Ensemble you will find
that high end doesn't have to mean
pretentious. Perhaps that's why so
many customers are willing to travel
just alittle further for our advise.

r.

A U I) I()
ENSEMBLE
419 Amherst Street •Nashua, NH 03063

603-886-4742
No sales tax in NH
Audioquest •VPI •Martin Logan •Classe • t' Rowland
•Aerial •CAL •EAD •Mande, stern •McIntosh •Ratel
•/Scums •Celestion •Haller •Avalon Avcoar •Momntz
•Muse •Wodio •Aragon •Room lone •Ensemble
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SUBSCRIBE
TODAY
AND SAVE!

U.S. &CANADIAN RESIDENTS
Cl 1YEAR, $35
($2.92/issue)

L] 2YEARS, $60
($2.50/issue)

13YEARS, $75
($2.08/issue)

OVERSEAS $75/yr

Call toll free to order
by credit card
(800)238-2626
Or send check, money
order (US dollars only), or
credit card number to:
Stereophile
P.O. Box 52977
Boulder, CO
80322-2977
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Name
Address
City

State

Zip

PI Check/money order enclosed
Hi Bill me
VISA
Card No.

H Mastercard

IAmerican Express
Exp.
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THOUSANDS OF AUDIOPHILE and TAS list LPs on
RCA, Mercury, Decca, EMI, Argo, London, and others.
Also great selections of opera/jazz/rock/soundtrack. Free
list. Classico, 2555 Huntington Dr. IM-198, San Marino, CA
91108, (818) 585-9875, Fax (818) 585-0635.
VINYL LOVERS: HI-DEFINITION LPs from DMP.
German virgin vinyl, 180-gram pressings, DMM directpath mastering. 48kHz original masters converted with
custom-balanced Krell DIA, special collector's packaging,
$40 per LP. S/H included. Call (800) 926-6545.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: Halfspeeds, direct-disk, Quiez,
imports, collectibles. William Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight
Road, Milford, CT 06460-4238, (203) 877-3911, 24 hours,
5th ring, machine.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-ofprint direct-to-disc, hal&peed, Quit= II, and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346
N. Guilford Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446.
RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS: .Mercury 90,000, London
FFSS "Bluebacks," Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212)496-1681, Fax (212)877-1274 Harvey
Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.
$50 PAID FOR MINT STEREO RCA LPs: LSC 1806
(Strauss), 1817 (Offenbach), 2225 (
Witches' Brno), 2400
(Fistoulari), 2449 (Gibson), LDS 6065 (Royal Ballet).
Others wanted! Randall Goldman, PO. Box 2806, Rancho
Mirage, CA 92270
This is TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog
including Classical, Jazz, Rock LPs is available. Write: Suite
184, 835 Deltona Blvd., Deltona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5706.

IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, etc.). William Healer, 8765 Radburn Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 1302Z (315) 635-2506 after 6pm EST
IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED my classical LP catalog (of ALPs, ASDs, 33CXs, SAXs, LXTs, SXLs, etc.),
please write to: W.I. Hopkins, 16 Park Court, Abbeville Road,
London SW4 7AS.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG'sJazz, 53 Bellefimtaine, Fratniugham,
01701.

WANTED
WANTED: OLD AND NEW McIntosh, Maranta,
Dynaco, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, Levinson,
Krell, Counterpoint, Beming, Electrovoicejensen, JBL,
Citation, Fisher, Rowland, Threshold, Klyne, Dahlquist,
Eagle, Quicksilver, Fulton, Sequerra, Cello, Robertson,
Tannoy, tube and solid-state. (713) 728-4343, Fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Cott 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, 7X 77035.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES WANTED: Esoteric Audio
USA is seeking knowledgeable sales reprentation for its
high-end audio products. Opportunities in most areas
are currently available. If you are talented enough to team
up with the fastest-growing company in high-end audio,
contact Gnff Hopkins at (404) 867-6300.
WANTED: MARANTZ 9MONOBLOCK amplifiers.
Working condition essential. Randall Goldman, P.O. Box
2806, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, (619) 325-7851.
WANTED: MICROPHONES BY NEUMANN, -Wefunken, AKG, Schoeps, Sony, B&K: tube, condenser,
stereo, etc. (201) 798-2745.

Ireally am not interested in making the
quick, one time, sale.
Rather. I%ant you as a
long-time repeat Customer. Earning your
confidence is the key
to this philosophy, and that Ido by offering honest,

ONCE
IS NOT'
ENOUGH

knowledgeable service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space on the viarehouse floor.
Maybe that's why the vast majority of our business
comes from repeat customers and the friends they refer.
Join our family! — Galen Carol
Classe Audio. Wilson WATT Convergent Audio. Hales. VAC,
Basis. Acanan Alon. Wadia. VPI. Eminent Technology. Quad.
Jadis. Sound Lab. Graham. Genesis. Enlightened Audio. Spica.
SOTA. CAL Quicksilver. Celestion. Mendip. Magnum Dynalab.
SME. &Wise. Lyra. Musical Design Berning. McCormick.
Arcam and many more ,We carry virtually all cable, cartridge. and
•:essory lines.
Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on new,
used, and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio. TX 78217
Voice 210 805-9927

FAX

210 805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
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AVALON AVATAR ($4000 pr.)
CLASSE AUDIO 70 ($1095)
(rill law ,yerece
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CLASSE

ALON

LORNE

AVA L0N

MFA

PSB

SONIC FRONT
MICROMEGA

HALES

VTL

RYAN

MUSIK SYST.

CARDAS

MUSE

ROTEL

SOUND LAB

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Suite C-3
Brea, California 92621
(714) 529-5634
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HIGH-END AUDIO/VIDEO SALES: Join the best!
Wanted: Ace salespersons with extensive experience (two
years plus) high-end audio and/or custom install (media
rooms, including ceiling-mount projection, multisource/multi-room remote systems). Requirements:
focused closer, organized, neat, articulate, reliable, and
persistent. Custom sales specific requirements: You must
have designed, planned, written proposals for, laid out,
and supervised at least six jobs, $15,000 plus. $600 per
week. No BS artists or hard-sell low-end types. Annual
income, $50,000-$100,000 (draw against generous commission). Medical plan, relocation expenses subsidized.
Sound by Singer. Please send resume to: Bruce E. Brinker,
165 West 46th St., Suite 1109, New York, NY 10036.

MASTER AUDIONIDEO INSTALLER Extraordinary
career opportunity for organized, motivated individual
with can-do attitude and hands-on approach. Head up
service/install department NY's top high-end AN store.
Requirements: 1) Extensive experience with survey, layout,
draw plans, install, and service of high-end audio systems,
media rooms, multi-room/multi-source remote-control
systems, including ceiling-mount projectors (pre- and
post-construction); 2) Troubleshoot, repair all kinds highend AN components; 3) Terminate thick, exotic cables;
4) Clean driver's license. Top salary, medical plan. Relocation expenses subsidized. Sound by Singer. Please send
resume to: Bruce E. Brinker, 165 West 46th St., Suite 1109,
New York, NY 10036

CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.

WANTED: MINT-CONDMON LPs and CDs by the
rock group America. Particularly interested in Homecorrulig,
Hearts, Hideaway, and Harbor. Write to Keith Kinser, 126118
Trenton Dr., Dallas, TX 75243.

UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
WANTED: SONY PCM-2700 digital audio recorder.
Prefer new or mint. Marty, (818) 349-1083, CA.

As We See It (continuedfrom p.9)
it sounding like there is aseries of resonances
in the mid to upper treble, and produces a
soundstage with asweep and perspective that
puts the listener in contact with the musicians
at the original event. Oh, and if this system
does exist, I'd like to be able to afford it. Even

COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Maranta. McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee. Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc.
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 384-4667, NY.

when you can get components that get at least
halfway toward the twin goals of accuracy
and musical communication, why do they
invariably cost an arm an leg?
Well, that's all Iwant in 1993. Isure hope
the High End can deliver it to me.
— .John Atkinson

(Flifihwire
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HIGH RESOLUTION
AUDIO CABLES

Cables for people who
listen

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America
Stackable, portable oak units

Analog, Digital, and Speaker cables
with exclusive, patented
Standing-Wave Suppression
(
Unlike

any other cable

(415) -962 -1078
256

hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
RO. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Auociates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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ofrequent reader of Stereophik can
have failed to sometimes think that
our reviews of digital products imply
that digital will never be good enough. After
all, if some years ago we were proclaiming the
$13,000 Accuphase DP-80/DC-81 the first
digital product to really come close to the
wonders of analog, and in 1992 we said similar
things about the same-priced Mark Levinson
No30—while never conceding that either
matches analog—aren't we defining an everreceding goal?
To alarge extent, and for most people (even
audiophiles), it doesn't make any difference.
There no longer an' any widely distributed analog media (barring analog cassette, which I
assume you do too). You're welcome to collect treasures from yesteryear (I avidly do), but
if you want to hear contemporary musicians,
or music which has just come into being, you
have to do so in digital form.
This is reflected in the listening habits ofStereophile writers. Some of our principals (PWM
and JGH) have long been in the digital camp;
for them, CD's lack of speed variation, lowered
noise, convenience, and "directness" have put
LPs, and even analog tape, in aclearly secondary
role. For most of us the change has taken longer,
but Isuspect that atruthful examination of most
of our writers will reveal CD to be the source
of choice maybe 80% of the time. DO is an
analog diehard, Istill spend maybe half my time
with black records, and JA still feels closer to
his Linn-based LP playback system than he's
been able to feel to any digital replay, but the
verdict is unmistakable: digital is current, and
LP or analog tape is from yesteryear.
Moreover, at its best, digital replay has become
good on its own terms. Dick Hyman Plays Duke
Ellington (Reference RR-50DCD), recommended
by JA in this month's "Records to Die For" and
to which Iam now listening, is aphenomenally
good record even without the Pacific Microsonics playback decoder with which it will
sound its best. When Stereophile made its most
recent recording of Robert Silverman, we recorded in both digital and analog, intending
to release aCD off the DAT if it yielded results
258
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as good as analog. And, basically, it did. With
DAT you get some loss of "there" there, but
with analog you get akind of spreading of the
notes—a bit like my waistline as Iapproach 50
(though to lesser degree)! Both were good, neither aperfect rendition of the live mike feed.
Ihope for much from digital. Right now,
with every condition right, it can deliver home
playback which is phenomenally close to the
best you'll hear from alive microphone. Because every condition never is right, technical
improvements need to be, and can readily be,
imagined: use of smaller-wavelength lasers to
double or quadruple the information capacity of aCD; use of the psychoacoustic trickery of DCC and MD to create the best possible
16-bit version of an 8x-oversampled 24-bit
original; adoption of the Pacific Microsonics
scheme as aconsumer standard.
Unfortunately, all the resources of the multibillion-dollar record industry are focused on
delivering what Iwould call cheap and dirty
new media which offer approximations of"CD
sound"—whatever that is—as if the average
of current CD sound was some kind of paragon
of excellence Do consumers need anew medium?
Is asomewhat-backward-compatible digital
version of the analog cassette afelt need of
yours? Or a31
/ "floppy-disk lookalike which
2
sounds something like, but not as good as, CD?
The history of recording is filled with instances where quality, convenience, and greed
have waged athree-way battle; by no means
do the results always come down on the side
of quality. What makes the difference? The perceived self-interest of hardware manufacturers,
record companies, and record retailers. The
marketing budgets accorded the proposed systems and media. Fortunate agreements among
key movers and shakers. Luck. But, more than
anything, the popularity of the systems among
record-buyers. You, the consumer, killed prerecorded reel-to-reel, quadraphonic, and eighttrack; you saved cassette, LP, and now CD. It's
your demand for quality which will determine
the success of the new media, and the excellence
CD ends up reaching for. Remain not silent.
—Larry Archibald
STERi OPHILE, FEBRUARY
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Mastering Digital

WADIA

In 1988, Wadia Digital introduced its first Decoding
Computer, a product which surprised the audio
world with both its technical innovation and its
musical capabilities. The Wadia 2000
created a new digital standard, and through
its performance established the importance
of enclosure design, glass optical
interconnection and digital
data recovery and processing
techniques which had not
been previously addressed in

WADIA 10 GLASS OPTICAL INTERFACE
WADIA 9 POWER SUPPLY

audio. In 1993 a digital
product can
hardly be
seriously considered by the
music lover unless it at least
pays some attention to these once
radical concepts.
Wadia now proudly introduces the
Wadia 9 Decoding Computer.
As with the 2000, the enclosure is
milled from a solid block of aluminum.
The digital signal is re-sampled 64
times and decoded with our patented
technology. However, with its time
base correction circuity, 32 bit

processing, 22 bit DACs, digital volume control, and
innovative analog output stage, the Wadia 9 once
again radically changes the way we look at this type
of product, and revolutionizes the way in which we
view the entire audio system. Maybe years from
now others will also be paying attention to these
critical concepts.
Maybe...
You can see and hear the Wadia 9 at an
authorized Wadia dealer today.

Wdia DIGITAL
The Leac»r sa 5qiCoswerwn

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

Push the envelope!
FIBER OPTIC CABLES
11101"91

—TOSLINK &ST STANDARD —
INTERCONNECT CABLES

—

CARTRIDGES, ARMS &ACCES='

In the world of high technology
the term "envelope" is used to describe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, adiverse
group of technically competent
products from AudioQuest lets
you expand the performance
envelope of your audio or video
system.
The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improvement for the least money. No
system is so poor or so perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make awonderful improvement. The only proof is in the
products themselves -please put
us to the ultimate test -listen and
look for yourself.

SEVEN MODELS

LP'S AND

;Pe aimmiumi

—GREAT MUSIC-GREAT SOUND

oudioquest
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112
Distributed in Canada by Audio Products International. 3641 McNicoll Ave.. Scarborough. Ontario M1X 105 Tel: 416-321-1800

